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What does the implementation of sustainability standards and CSR practices 
do to power relationships at the local level? 

In this study I take an autoethnographic approach and focus on my previous 
employer, the oil company Bankers Petroleum Ltd. (Bankers) and their opera-
tions in Patos-Marinza, an area in south-central Albania where oil extraction 
facilities and residences lie close to one another. Through the lens of Political 
Discourse Theory, I examine three grievances raised by Patos-Marinza 
residents and Bankers’ response to these complaints. My analysis shows how 
community demands, that could otherwise have put pressure on improved 
corporate practices, were isolated and silenced in the name of sustainability 
and corporate responsibility. As sustainability discourses continue to expand in 
the corporate world, this study highlights the need to critically examine what 
they do in local settings, if they foster change away from harmful business 
models or simply function as legitimising mechanisms that allow corporate 
power to grow stronger. 

Sara Persson is a researcher in Business Studies at Södertörn University and has 
extensive experience from implementing international sustainability standards 
in the hydropower and oil industries in Albania. She has a multidisciplinary 
background with a B.A. in Political Science from Uppsala University, a B.A. in 
Economics and a M.Sc. in International Development and Management from 
Lund University.
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Till Farmor 

You said: Your grandfather died of cancer, and so did the rest of his colleagues at the factory. 
I said: Why did you not sue the company? 

You said: It was a hard time. I took long walks all over the city. 

You said: When I finished school I had three options – factory worker, shop worker or secretary. 
I said: I am so grateful for the opportunities that I have been given. 

You said: I am so proud of you. 

I whispered in the dark: I miss you. 



 



 

 

 
 

   
 
 

  
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
   

 
 
 

   

 
  

    
 
 

 

  
 

 

Abstract 
Many critical business scholars have disregarded sustainability standards and 
corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities as mere window dressing, operating 
as a smokescreen to hide illegitimate corporate practices. Others have pointed to 
these activities as hegemonic articulations, as a way to strengthen corporate alli-
ances with and dominance over other actors in  society. In this PhD project  I  
investigate how corporate hegemony and the implementation of sustainability 
standards and CSR practices are linked at the local level, focusing on the Canadian 
oil company Bankers Petroleum Ltd. (Bankers) and their operations in Patos-
Marinza, an area in south-central Albania with residences in close proximity to oil 
extraction activities. 

Between 2010 and 2015, I was involved as a consultant and staff member 
working in Bankers’ Community Relations Department at Patos-Marinza. In this 
dissertation I take an autoethnographic approach, meaning that I write about and 
analyse my own role in the subject I am studying. Through the lenses of the 
Gramscian concept of hegemony and Political Discourse Theory, I examine two 
competing discourses in Patos-Marinza. The discourse describing company oper-
ations as an ‘investment’ was Bankers’ hegemonic narrative, giving meaning to 
company activities and incorporating various groups in Albanian society into a 
corporate alliance. The ‘investment’ was a narrative aiming at closure, of incur-
porating ‘all’ as beneficiaries of the oil industry and thus trying to reduce griev-
ances and requests from society by satisfying them. However, the remaining 
demands from the communities of Patos-Marinza endangered this all-encompas-
sing vision; the constant appearance of grievances interrupted the corporate nar-
rative, threatening to create an antagonistic frontier between the company and 
local residents. During this period, a counter-hegemonic discourse describing com-
pany activities as an ‘invasion’ began to emerge: grievances were filed, protest 
groups formed, oil deposits vandalised, and roads blocked. 

To deepen my analysis of this antagonistic dynamic I study three specific 
grievances raised by the communities of Patos-Marinza and Bankers’ response to 
these complaints. These three grievance areas highlight how Bankers’ implemen-
tation of international sustainability standards supported the extension of a cor-
porate alliance, breaking potential chains of equivalence between various com-
munity demands and controlling truth claims through dialogues, technology and 
experts. My conclusion is that rather than disregarding compliance to sustainability 
standards and CSR activities as window dressing, it is important to examine what 
these do in specific empirical contexts and how grievances, which could otherwise 
be mobilised to demand improved corporate practices, are isolated and silenced in 
the name of sustainability and corporate responsibility. 

Keywords: hegemony, Gramsci, Political Discourse Theory, autoethnography, 
community grievances, sustainability standards, CSR, Albania, Patos-Marinza, oil 
industry. 



 

 
 

 
 

  
 

   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   

   
   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

    

Përmbledhje (Summary/abstract in Albanian) 
Disa studiues të biznesit i kanë shpërfillur standardet e qëndrueshmërisë dhe 
aktivitetet e përgjegjësisë shoqërore të korporatave (PSHK), duke i konsideruar ato 
thjesht si dekorues vitrinash, që shërbejnë si një perde tymi, për të fshehur prak-
tikat e paligjshme të korporatave. Të tjerë i kanë parë këto aktivitete si artikulime 
dominuese, si një mënyrë për të forcuar aleancat e korporatave me aktorë të tjerë 
në shoqëri dhe dominimin ndaj tyre. Në këtë punim doktorature unë kam trajtuar 
lidhjen midis fuqisë së korporatave me zbatimin e standardeve të qëndrueshmërisë 
dhe me praktikat e PSHK-së në nivel vendor, duke u përqendruar në kompaninë 
kanadeze të naftës “Bankers Petroleum Ltd.” (Bankers) dhe operacionet e tyre në 
Patos-Marinëz, një zonë në Shqipërinë Jugqendrore, ku zona naftënxjerrëse është 
shumë pranë asaj të banuar.   

Gjatë viteve 2010-2015, kam qenë e përfshirë si konsulente dhe pjesë e stafit të 
Departamentit të Marrëdhënieve me Komunitetin në kompaninë Bankers në 
Patos-Marinëz. Në këtë disertacion unë kam përdorur një qasje autoetnografike, që 
do të thotë se unë shkruaj rreth rolit tim dhe e analizoj atë në çështjen që po 
studioj. Përmes lenteve të teorisë së Antonio Gramsci-it dhe të ligjërimit politik, 
unë shqyrtoj dy qasje konkurruese në Patos-Marinëz. Qasja që i përshkruante 
operacionet e kompanisë si një “investim” ishte rrëfimi dominues i Bankers-it. 
“Investimi” ishte një rrëfim që synonte mbylljen, që i përfshinte “të gjithë” si për-
fitues nga industria e naftës dhe duke u përpjekur në këtë mënyrë të pakësonte 
ankesat dhe kërkesat nga shoqëria duke i plotësuar ato. Sidoqoftë, kërkesat e tjera 
nga komunitetet e Patos-Marinzës përbënin një rrezik për këtë vizion 
gjithëpërfshirës. Filloi të artikulohej një qasje tjetër kundërdominuese, që e shikonte 
aktivitetin e kompanisë si një “pushtim”. U bënë ankesa, u formuan grupe pro-
testuesish, u dëmtuan depozita nafte dhe u bllokuan rrugë. 

Për ta thelluar analizën time të kësaj dinamike konfliktuale, unë jam ndalur në 
tri ankesa specifike të ngritura nga komuniteti i Patos-Marinzës dhe në përgjigjen e 
Bankers-it ndaj këtyre ankesave. Këto tri fusha të ankesave nxjerrin në pah se si 
zbatimi i standardeve ndërkombëtare të qëndrueshmërisë nga Bankers-i ishte 
faktor mbështetës për zgjerimin e aleancave të korporatës. Përfundimi im është që, 
në vend që të shpërfillet pajtueshmëria me standardet e qëndrueshmërisë dhe 
aktivitetet e PSHK-së e të konsiderohen si dekorues vitrinash, e rëndësishme është 
të shqyrtohet se çfarë bëjnë këto në kontekste specifike empirike dhe se si, në emër 
të qëndrueshmërisë dhe përgjegjësisë së korporatës, izolohen dhe “u mbyllet goja” 
kërkesave, që në të kundërt, mund të përdoren për të ushtruar presion për për-
mirësimin e praktikave të korporatave.  

Fjalë kyçe: Gramsci, teori e ligjërimit politik, autoetnografi, ankesa të komunitetit, 
standarde të qëndrueshmërisë, PSHK, Shqipëri, Patos-Marinëz, industria e naftës. 



 

Sammanfattning (Summary/abstract in Swedish) 
När företags hållbarhetsarbete diskuteras inom den företagsekonomiska forsk-
ningen så har vissa forskare påpekat att det ofta inte är mer än vackra ord, medan 
illegitima och skadliga företagsverksamheter tillåts fortsätta. Andra forskare har be-
skrivit företags hållbarhetsarbete som maktverktyg som på lika sätt stärker företags 
dominans över andra aktörer i samhället. I denna avhandling undersöker jag hur 
företags hållbarhetsarbete påverkar maktrelationer på lokal nivå, genom att foku-
sera på oljeföretaget Bankers Petroleum Ltd. (Bankers) och deras verksamhet i 
Patos-Marinza, ett område i sydcentrala Albanien där oljebrunnar och hushåll 
ligger sida vid sida.  

Mellan 2010 och 2015 arbetade jag som konsult och senare som anställd på 
Bankers avdelning för samhällsansvar i Patos-Marinza. I avhandlingen använder 
jag mig av autoetnografisk metod, vilket betyder att jag skriver om och analyserar 
min egen roll i ämnet som jag studerar. Genom Gramscis teori om hegemoni och 
politisk diskursteori, så undersöker jag två konkurrerande diskurser i Patos-
Marinza. Den ena var Bankers dominerande narrativ som beskrev företagets verk-
samhet som en ’investering’ och skapade en allians mellan företaget och olika grup-
per i det Albanska samhället. ’Investeringen’ var ett narrativ som syftade till att 
begränsa klagomål och krav från samhället genom att gå dem till mötes och således 
inkludera ’alla’ i den sociala kontexten som oljeindustrins vinnare. Återkommande 
klagomål från samhället i Patos-Marinza var ett hot mot denna fulländade vision 
och riskerade att skapa splittring mellan företaget och lokalsamhället. Ett konkur-
rerande narrativ som beskrev företagets verksamhet som en ’invasion’ formule-
rades, klagomål framfördes, protestgrupper bildades, oljedepåer vandaliserades och 
vägar blockerades.  

För att fördjupa mig i denna konfliktfyllda dynamik så har jag analyserat tre 
specifika klagomål från lokalsamhället i Patos-Marinza och Bankers svar på dessa. 
Dessa tre klagomålsprocesser understryker hur Bankers implementering av inter-
nationella hållbarhetsstandards gynnade företagets allians med övriga samhället, 
skapade splittring i lokalsamhället och förstärkte företagets sanningsanspråk ge-
nom samhällsdialoger, teknologi och experter. Min slutsats är att det är viktigt att 
inte avfärda företags hållbarhetsarbete som tomma ord utan istället undersöka vad 
hållbarhetsdiskurser ’gör’ i specifika kontexter. Eftersom tal om hållbarhet är ett 
dominerande inslag i stora företags kommunikation idag är det viktigt att kritiskt 
granska om detta leder till förändring bort från skadliga företagsmodeller eller om 
det endast fungerar som legitimerande mekanismer som ger företag större makt.  

Nyckelord: hegemoni, Gramsci, politisk diskursteori, autoetnografi, klagomål från 
lokalsamhället, hålbarhetsstandards, CSR, Albanien, Patos-Marinza, oljeindustrin. 
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Prologue 

Autobiographical tales from Patos-Marinza1 

Dear reader. This is a story about a field in south-central Albania called 
Patos-Marinza. It is a vast agricultural area divided into thousands of small 
land plots, with multiple villages spread across dusty gravel roads. On a 
clear spring day, the sky is high and intensely blue, the fields green from 
bourgeoning crops and the snow-capped Mount Tomorri rests proudly on 
the horizon. I call it a ‘field’ but most people would add ‘oil’ to its des-
cription. The area is thus most often defined, neither by its people nor by 
its crops, but what it hides from sight over one thousand metres under-
ground. Oil was first extracted from the abdomen of Patos-Marinza in the 
1930s and since then people have worked intensively on its surface to 
unearth its treasures.2 Iron towers known as derricks have been raised to 
drill holes deep into the ground and pipelines have been laid out over great 
distances to transport the oil into tanks where it has been stowed and 
treated. During the Albanian communist regime led by Enver Hoxha, oil 
extraction was carried out by the state-owned company Albpetrol. Later, 
when communism collapsed in the 1990s, multinational corporations took 
over oilfield operations. In this process, some people became rich from 
Patos-Marinza’s resources while others, living on top of its black gold, 
remain in poverty. Those who became rich were often brief visitors; they 
took what they wanted and left. I am one of those persons.  

The stories I will tell you in this dissertation take place between 2009 
and 2016, when the Canadian oil company Bankers Petroleum Ltd. 
(Bankers) implemented an ambitious Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) program in Patos-Marinza, guided by international sustainability 
standards. During this period I was a consultant, and later, staff member in 
Bankers’ Community Relations Department, and was running around the 
villages of Patos-Marinza on behalf of the company, trying to make 

1 Persson (2019). Part of this text was first published in the AOM CMS Division Newsletter. 
2 Albpetrol (no date). 
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residents with grievances calm down. Residents would complain about 
issues such as poor air quality, blocked drainage canals and noise distur-
bances but rarely could I do something to ease the negative effects that the 
oil industry had on their lives. I left Patos-Marinza at the end of 2015, just 
as all the foreigners before me had done, but the conflicts between residents 
and the company continued.  

In this dissertation I take an autoethnographic approach, which means 
that I write about and analyse my own role in the subject I am studying. 
Carolyn Ellis, one of the pioneering advocates of this approach, describes 
autoethnography as “an opening to honest and deep reflection about our-
selves, our relationships with others and how we want to live”.3 My dis-
sertation project started when, as a company representative, I found myself 
standing on a road in the middle of Patos-Marinza, with oil trucks lining 
up in both directions as a group of angry men blocked the way. The men 
had decided to form a barricade as part of their strategy to make the 
company act, and this was one of many protests I encountered during my 
years in Patos-Marinza. My research is built around these pivotal moments 
in order to investigate how the relationship between corporate dominance, 
community resistance, CSR and sustainability can be understood. These 
‘impressionistic’ tales from the field4 are a way of making my experiences 
from Patos-Marinza come to life for you as a reader and through these 
stories I will discuss the local struggles which are the building blocks of 
globalised capitalism and sustainability regimes.  

Local compliance to global sustainability standards 
Let me start by diving right into the process that brought me to Patos-
Marinza. In the following autobiographical narrative5, I describe how glo-
bal sustainability standards6 were introduced to Bankers in order to guide 
the company’s CSR strategy.  

I came to Patos-Marinza as part of a consultancy group that imple-
mented Bankers’ social baseline study and social impact assessment 
during 2010 and 2011.7 These processes consisted of individual meet-
ings and focus group discussions with over 500 stakeholders in Patos-

3 Ellis (2013/2016), p. 10. 
4 Van Maanen (1988/ 2011). 
5 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
6 IFC (2012b); EBRD (2014). 
7 Bankers Petroleum (2011a); Bankers Petroleum (2011b). 
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Marinza including local authorities, village leaders and local residents. 
It was a hectic period during which our team held one meeting after 
another where we got to hear community members’ frustrations with 
oil industry activities. Participants in the meetings brought up a lack of 
jobs, environmental pollution, dust from heavy traffic and earth tre-
mors, all issues which they felt were directly connected to the oil in-
dustry.8 Internally in Bankers, these meetings were discussed with con-
cerns; this was the first time a formal consultation process had been 
implemented in the area and actors within Bankers were worried that 
the meetings would stir up feelings of discontent among the residents. 
“People will tell you everything that is wrong with their lives and say that 
it is all connected to the oil industry”, our team were told by company 
managers who considered the consultation process inappropriate to 
the complex context of Patos-Marinza. According to rumours within 
the company, these internal concerns were a product of the way the 
process had been initiated. Bankers had signed loan agreements with 
the international banks International Finance Corporation (IFC) and 
European Bank of Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), agree-
ments that came with requirements to follow the banks’ Performance 
Standards for Environmental and Social Sustainability.9 This was some-
thing that, according to the rumours, not all senior managers had 
recognised at the time of signing. When the banks started to put de-
mands on Bankers to comply with their sustainability standards, resist-
ance within the company grew, partly out of the perception that out-
siders were now telling the company what to do. This internal conflict 
was described on Bankers’ web page in one simple sentence: “In May of 
2009 we worked with the International Finance Corporation and 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development to delineate an 
Environmental and Social Action Plan which is used to guide the 
development and implementation of our CSR program.”10 In my own 
experience of this process, it was longer and more difficult than cor-
porate communication would ever disclose. 

To structure the work around the new CSR activities and ensure that 
the company complied with IFC’s and EBRD’s requirements for social 
and environmental sustainability, Bankers hired new staff members of 
which many came from our consultancy team. IFC writes about this 
process in a review report from 2013: “Following IFC and EBRD 
advice, Bankers developed a Stakeholder Engagement Plan tied to its 
Social Management System” and “established a significant Community 

8 Bankers Petroleum (2011b). 
9 IFC (2012b); EBRD (2014). 
10 Bankers Petroleum (2016b). 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Relations team”.11 Since our Community Relations team was a new 
department in the company and a driving force for change towards 
compliance with the banks’ sustainability standards, resistance from 
older actors became a common hindrance in the implementation of 
stakeholder engagement activities. The meetings we held with com-
munity members were filled with stories about impacts from Bankers’ 
activities and included accounts about staff misconduct, corruption 
and unfair treatment. Those stories were not popular to communicate 
internally and amplified the internal resistance to the stakeholder 
engagement process. As the ‘messengers’, our own loyalties were often 
questioned, and we frequently had to defend ourselves against accu-
sations such as: “Who do you really work for – Bankers or the commu-
nities?” On the other hand, the frequent meetings with communities 
did something to our team. Standing in between conflicting external 
and internal accounts of reality did impact our loyalties as we started to 
question who was giving us the right story. 

I begin my tales about Patos-Marinza with this account, since it introduces 
many of the themes I will discuss in this dissertation: conflicts about 
environmental pollution and earth tremors; company-community dialogue 
meetings, as well as accounts about corruption and doubts about truth 
claims. All these aspects will be discussed in what follows. In addition, the 
above narrative highlights my role, thoughts and feelings as a CSR pro-
fessional. Following Norman K. Denzin’s appeal “to turn the autoethno-
graphic project into a critical, performative practice, a practice that begins 
with the biography of the writer and moves outward to culture, discourse, 
history and ideology”,12 I will analyse my own role as a company repre-
sentative and how I was part of reproducing the corporate hegemony13 that 
I now as a researcher aim to understand. This is in line with Sarah Wall’s 
description of the purpose of autoethnography: “to acknowledge the 
inextricable link between the personal and the cultural and to make room 
for non-traditional forms of inquiry and expression”.14 As is shown in the 
above narrative, my role in Bankers’ was characterised by contradictory 
loyalties from the start, a dynamic that continued during my years in 
Patos-Marinza. On the one hand, I performed my role as a dedicated em-
ployee, carrying out Bankers’ CSR program as detailed in policy documents 

11 IFC (2013). 
12 Denzin (2013/2016), p. 124. 
13 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
14 Wall (2006), p. 146. 
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that privileged corporate interests and risk management. On the other 
hand, I saw myself as an internal change actor, working towards an ideal 
where oil operations could co-exist with minimal environmental impact 
and increased community well-being. The tension between this ideal and 
my corporate role is the starting point for this inquiry. As Denzin argues, 
autoethnography links “the personal to the political, the autobiographical 
to the cultural, the local to the historical” and is used as a source of insight 
in the quest to understand society.15 In this dissertation, I use this approach 
to understand how sustainability standards and CSR practices, which I, in 
part, was responsible for implementing, contributed to the local construc-
tion of corporate hegemony in Patos-Marinza. 

15 Denzin (2013/2016), p. 125. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Sustainability and the role of the corporation 

Sustainability. A word that can make the pompous claim of describing the 
zeitgeist of our times. Sustainable development goals. Sustainable lifestyles. 
Sustainable packaging. Sustainable tourism. Sustainable business models. 
The word captures a society striving towards a better future, one that will 
solve the deep-seated problems defining how we live now. Often the term is 
paired with phenomena which are perceived as not yet sustainable. Life-
styles. Packaging. Business models. In other words, sustainability does not 
attempt to describe a society that aims to be maintained in its current form 
but a society that must change in order to survive. The word could thus be 
considered, in its expanded field of meaning, an oxymoron. It brings to-
gether the antithetical terms of maintenance and change; but what should 
be changed, in order to later be maintained, is open for countless inter-
pretation. Twenty years ago, Zygmunt Bauman made the following de-
scription about fashionable words: “All vogue words tend to share a similar 
fate: the more experiences they pretend to make transparent, the more they 
themselves become opaque.”16 While globalisation was the word that 
Bauman scrutinised at that time, sustainability shares this fate today. 
Millions of other terms have been deployed to pin down its essence, to 
encapsulate what it contains and dismiss what it leaves out.17 This text can 
in a wider sense be seen as part of that movement, however focusing 
specifically on how the word is used in the corporate world. Consequently, 
rather than to distil what the signifier sustainability actually means in the 
light of its growing field of signified phenomena, I will stay put in a specific 
corporate context where the word has been applied and translated into 
actions. That context is the Albanian oilfield Patos-Marinza and the main 
actor to have deployed this word was the Canadian oil company Bankers. 
What did sustainability do in this context and does that say something 
about its general meaning and function in the corporate world? 

16 Bauman (1998), p. 1. 
17 Kuhlman & Farrington (2010). 
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Corporations are today expected to be agents for societal change and 
sustainability, evident in discussions surrounding Agenda 2030 and today’s 
obligatory sustainability reporting practices. At the same time, corpora-
tions are continuously criticised for unsustainable practices as contributors 
to extravagant consumption behaviours and extractive logics18 that under-
mine environmental and social systems. This contradiction highlights the 
conflictual role of the corporation when it is increasingly involved in 
addressing environmental and social matters that have previously been 
conceptualised as outside the scope of corporate interest.19 Within the 
academic field focusing on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), the 
political role of corporations has received increasing attention during the 
past decades.20 Although it is still a marginal concern within management 
studies,21 it has been discussed as a promising feature connected to the 
concepts of ‘corporate citizenship’22 and ‘political CSR’23, where hopes are 
expressed that corporations can engage with stakeholders in a form of 
‘deliberative democracy’ and implement practices that ‘fill the gap’ of 
governmental vacuums and failures. The political role of the corporation is 
within this literature described as necessary and desirable, and CSR prac-
tices, specifically, are seen as promises for a conscious corporate sector and 
a sustainable society. In contrast, several management scholars with a cri-
tical approach have argued that sustainability standards and CSR activities, 
rather than promoting a necessary change of the economic system, func-
tion as hegemonic tools to maintain the status quo, preventing formal 
government interventions,24 silencing radical critique from civil society,25 

and quelling community resistance and mobilisation.26 Within this parti-
cular strand of literature, the corporate (and academic) discourse sur-
rounding sustainability and CSR is not seen as beneficial for wider society 
but rather as a way for corporations (and management scholars) to sustain 
the very economic system that is causing social and environmental break-
down. As formulated by Subhabrata Bobby Banerjee “the emergent dis-
course on ‘sustainability’, which originally promoted sustainable develop-

18 Sassen (2017) in Aneesh (2017). 
19 Friedman (1979). 
20 Matten & Crane (2005); Böhm, Spicer & Fleming (2008); Frynas & Stephen (2015). 
21 O’Doherty, Vachhani & De Cock (2019). 
22 Matten & Crane (2005). 
23 Scherer & Palazzo (2007). 
24 Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden, & Lee (2013). 
25 Kourula & Delalieux (2016). 
26 Banerjee (2018). 
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ment as an alternative paradigm to the growth model, has like the modern 
Western environmental movement been hijacked by corporate interests.”27 

Since sustainability standards and CSR practices continue to be developed 
and implemented in the business sector, there is a need for a detailed cri-
tique of the practical consequences they produce. In light of the promi-
nence that sustainability has achieved on the global business agenda, the 
effects of practices promoted under this concept are likely to be of widely 
varying character. The societal impacts of corporate discourses around 
sustainability and CSR thus need to be scrutinised in relation to the specific 
contexts where they are implemented. This is precisely what I set out to do 
in this dissertation. 

Land-based investments and sustainability standards 
The oilfield in Patos-Marinza can be categorised as an extractive industry, 
and in a wider sense as a land-based development project. Major land-
based development projects, such as dams, pipelines, commercial agricul-
ture and extractive industries, are commonly motivated by broad regional 
and national economic interests but have a history of causing stress for 
affected local communities, owing to changes to existing land use patterns 
that result in environmental impacts, poverty, food insecurity and disem-
powerment.28 These challenges of severe social and environmental impacts 
have led to frequent conflicts between local communities and investing 
corporations in land-based development projects. Examples of these cor-
porate-community conflicts are abundant and include for example Shell’s 
extractive operations in the Niger Delta,29 the Finnish company Botnia’s 
pulp-mill project in Uruguay30 and the Australian company BHP’s mining 
activities in Papua New Guinea.31 The internet-based mapping tool En-
vironmental Justice Atlas currently displays 3,285 conflicts between land-
based projects and local communities worldwide, giving an indication of 
the global scope of these issues.32 As Yengoh and Armah emphasise, “large-
scale acquisition of land for a variety of investment purposes has raised 
deep concerns over the food security, livelihood and socio-economic 

27 Banerjee (2008). 
28 Satiroglu & Choi (2015); Cernea (2003); Yengoh & Armah (2015); Luning (2012). 
29 Matten & Crane (2005). 
30 Joutsenvirta & Vaara (2015). 
31 Gilberthorpe & Banks (2012). 
32 Environmental Justice Altas (2020). 
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development of communities in many regions.”33 Land-based investment 
areas are thus arenas where the inequalities of the global economic system 
become painfully apparent. As stated by the previous UN Special 
Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights, Magdalena Sepúlveda, 
“Unfortunately, economic development can have negative as well as posi-
tive impacts. Often, the poorest of the poor do not benefit from develop-
ment, or even worse, it is undertaken at their expense”34. Irrespective of 
their controversial nature, land-based development projects are vital for 
the agenda of continued growth and modernisation. This is emphasised 
also by Michael M. Cernea, who was responsible for introducing sociolo-
gical and anthropological approaches to the World Bank: “Demographic 
growth, urbanization and the inelasticity of land will continue to require 
changes in the current use-patterns of lands and waters.”35 Addressing the 
negative local impacts of such changes will no doubt remain a concern on 
the international sustainable development agenda, since the need for land– 
based development projects are still an ever-present part of the global 
economic and political landscape. 

The controversial nature of many land-based development projects 
underline ideas around social and environmental sustainability as central 
to what could be considered a ‘legitimate investment’ but also puts the 
concept of sustainability in relation to complex issues regarding environ-
mental and social impacts from development, local peoples’ right to be 
heard and power struggles for natural resources and land. In response to 
the various conflicts and grievances worldwide, international finance 
institutions have developed detailed guidelines for how land-based projects 
should be planned and implemented in order to support their corporate 
clients to mitigate negative social and environmental impacts and enhance 
their clients’ ‘Social License to Operate’.36 IFC, an institution within the 
World Bank Group focused on supporting private sector development in 
lower- and middle-income countries, describes how their sustainability 
standards “are directed towards clients, […] and are designed to help 
avoid, mitigate, and manage risks and impacts as a way of doing business 
in a sustainable way.”37 IFC’s sustainability standards can thus be seen as 
tools that translate the vague concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ into 

33 Yengoh & Armah (2015), p. 9505. 
34 Amnesty International (2013). 
35 Cernea (2003), p. 3. 
36 IFC (2012a); IFC (2012c); EBRD (2008); EBRD (2014). 
37 IFC (2012b), p. i. 
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ROLE OF THE CORPORATION 

specific practices, requiring IFC’s corporate clients to hire staff and con-
tract consultants to implement the standards in a way that can be measured 
and assessed. However, while the international business community is con-
tinuing to produce tools and standards for how to objectively work with 
and measure sustainability and CSR,38 the local context of many land-based 
development projects provides a harsh reality when industry dynamics, 
conflicting interests and power relations encounter each other in deter-
minate spatial settings.39 

Today, CSR or sustainability reporting borders on being an obligatory 
practice in land-based development, specifically, and the business world, in 
general. However, this practice has received critical attention from business 
scholars not only for being too simplistic but also for being contradictory 
to the fundamental idea of integrating social and environmental concerns 
into corporate performance.40 Birgitta Schwartz and Karina Tilling argue 
that while sustainability standards are designed to support managers to 
implement sustainability measures, they also risk simplifying and unifying 
responses to complex and evolving issues.41 Similarly, Tenbrunsel et al. 
claim that sustainability standards “might actually diminish the focus on 
substantive CSR because management may become principally concerned 
with symbolic activities that serve to minimally comply with require-
ments”.42 Maria Joutsenvirta and Eero Vaara point to controversial invest-
ment projects driven by multinational corporations as battlegrounds where 
the process of capitalist globalisation is legitimised and challenged, and the 
ideas of CSR and sustainability are put to the test.43 They emphasise that: 

there is a need to focus scholarly attention on the ways in which the 
discussions around these cases reproduce and at times challenge widely 
held national and neoliberal assumptions, including prevailing (wes-
tern) ideals about corporate social responsibility.44 

Studies of sustainability standards and CSR practices in land-based de-
velopment projects thus have the potential to highlight the contradictions 
and complexities that underlies thoughts around sustainability and respon-

38 Schwartz & Tilling (2010). 
39 Luning (2012). 
40 Fleming & Jones (2013). 
41 Schwartz & Tilling (2010). 
42 Tenbrunsel et. al. cited in Aguinis and Galvas (2012), p. 940. 
43 Joutsenvirta & Vaara (2015). 
44 Joutsenvirta & Vaara (2015), p. 773. 
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sible business practices. What the large number of conflicts registered in 
the Environmental Justice Atlas indicate is that community resistance to 
land-based development projects is as common as the sustainability stan-
dards that accompany these projects. This doubtlessly raises questions 
about the local effects of these standards. As underlined by Banerjee, “that 
virtually all the mining corporations involved in community conflicts […] 
have extensive CSR policies and stakeholder initiatives in place […] casts 
serious doubts about the effectiveness of CSR”.45 Controversial land-based 
development projects driven by multinational corporations, such as in 
Patos-Marinza, can thus be seen as arenas where CSR practices and 
sustainability standards may strengthen corporate power but also as sites 
where these very practices are contested. As Banerjee emphasises: the study 
of “corporate-community conflicts can provide insights into the limits of 
CSR and highlight counter-mobilisation strategies of corporations”.46 

Starting with corporate-community conflicts, rather than with agreements, 
thus has the potential to highlight what societal values are at stake when 
CSR and sustainability discourses are implemented in land-based project 
areas, as well as in the wider corporate sector. In the following sections I 
will briefly summarise some of the discussions around sustainability and 
CSR within management studies, before I return to Patos-Marinza and the 
research questions that this study aims to answer.  

Discussions around corporate sustainability and CSR 
The concept of CSR has been widely debated among business scholars 
during the past decades.47 The notion has been broadly defined by Herman 
Aguinis as “context-specific organizational actions and policies that take 
into account stakeholders’ expectations and the triple bottom line of eco-
nomic, social, and environmental performance”.48 In the scholarly debate, 
CSR has been used as an umbrella term under which diverse perspectives 
on corporations and their role in society are discussed, ranging from 
instrumentalist and positivist research on the ‘business case’ for CSR49 to 
interpretative and critical approaches based on hermeneutics and critical 

45 Banerjee (2018), p. 5 
46 Banerjee (2018), p. 5. 
47 Scherer (2018). 
48 Aguinis (2011), p. 855. 
49 Werther and Chandler (2005). 
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theory.50 In order to provide a brief overview of the CSR literature most 
relevant to this study, I will summarise three major lines of research on 
CSR and their relation to the concept of sustainability: the business case for 
CSR; the ethical case for CSR; and CSR as a power tool.   

The business case for CSR 
Ever since Milton Friedman’s famous claim that business should focus on 
activities aimed at making profit,51 an abundant literature on the ‘business 
case’ for CSR has dominated management studies. This line of research 
accepts Friedman’s underlying assumptions, namely that a free market-
economy based on corporations aiming at profit maximisation is essen-
tially beneficial to overall society. However, this literature is often formu-
lated in opposition to Friedman’s famous thesis, arguing that the market 
(and society) has changed in such a way that corporate concerns for social 
and environmental issues are understood as necessary for long term profit-
making. This research thus starts from the viewpoint of ‘the manager’ and 
argues that, in a situation where increasing societal pressure is applied to 
companies to show that they care about social and environmental matters, 
CSR is a must for modern businesses. In an article about the evolution of 
the CSR concept from 1994, William C. Frederick describes the develop-
ment of this line of research. He argues that before the 1970s, the concept 
of corporate social responsibility, or CSR1 as he calls it, included philo-
sophical debates about the role of business in society, trade-offs between 
social and economic goals and the moral underpinnings of CSR. Since 
then, he reasons, the concept of corporate social responsiveness, what he 
calls CSR2, has gained the greatest traction, leaving philosophical questions 
regarding moral principles and the role of the corporation behind. Fre-
derick writes: 

The many philosophic imponderables of the CSR1 debate – why? Whe-
ther? for whose benefit? according to which moral principles? – are 
replaced by more answerable considerations of CSR2 – how? by what 
means? with what effect? according to what operational guidelines? 

In contrast to the philosophical approach of CSR,1 Frederick emphasises 
that CSR2 “is managerial in tone and approach” with a principal focus on 

50 Scherer (2018). 
51 Friedman (1979). 
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controlling corporate relations to society. Accordingly, the literature 
around the ‘business case’ for CSR argue that caring about social and envi-
ronmental matters have become the ‘business of business’ as it is seen as 
beneficial to corporate legitimacy, risk management, and profit due to 
stakeholder pressure. As far as this strand of literature is concerned, the 
question whether one ‘should or should not’ becomes redundant; the ques-
tion is rather how to implement CSR in a way that benefits the corporation 
(and sometimes society) the most. As an example of this reasoning, 
Werther and Chandler argue for ‘strategic CSR’ as ‘global brand insurance’ 
since affluent consumers now require companies to care about more than 
economic profit.52 Their argumentation is thus not based on concerns 
about wider societal issues with which the concept of ‘sustainability’ is 
often connected, e.g. global warming and socio-economic inequalities. 
Instead, they argue for CSR strictly from a managerial point of view, 
meaning that CSR is not: 

a question of ‘right’ over ‘wrong’ in any absolute sense. Rather, it is a 
relative question of what constitutes good business practices now, with 
an eye for emerging societal demands that shape tomorrow’s expecta-
tions. […] It is about creating strategies that will make firms and their 
brands more successful in their turbulent environments.53 

Ethical questions about right and wrong are thus disregarded as irrelevant 
by these authors. Instead they argue for CSR as a way to handle societal 
pressures and “turbulent […] environments”. In other words, CSR is 
simply seen as “good business practice”. Correspondingly, Carroll argues 
that corporate executives are mostly interested in logical arguments for 
CSR that they can apply in their business thinking, such as reasoning 
linked to ‘strategic advantage’, ‘risk management’ or ‘synergistic value crea-
tion’54. Environmental and social concerns are in this way reformulated 
into business risks and opportunities and the concept of sustainability is 
redefined to suit modern business thinking. 

Even though the concept of ‘Creating Shared Value’ was coined by 
Porter and Kramer as an alternative to CSR, it fits nicely into the ‘business 
case’ discussion. These authors argue against CSR, which they claim is a 
“reaction to external pressure” and treated by business as a “necessary 

52 Werther & Chandler (2005). 
53 Werther & Chandler (2005). 
54 Carroll (2015). 
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expense”.55 Furthermore, they argue that “business is caught in a vicious 
circle” since “the more business has begun to embrace corporate respon-
sibility, the more it has been blamed for society’s failures”.56 As a counter 
reaction to what they perceive as an ‘attack on capitalism’, they argue that 
business should ‘reinvent’ their business strategies in line with the concept 
of ‘Creating Shared Value’ i.e. to make profit in a way that also responds to 
social or environmental needs. These authors thus take on the larger mis-
sion of ‘saving capitalism’ as a whole, not only the reputation or strategic 
advantage of the individual corporation. They argue: 

The capitalist system in under siege. In recent years business increas-
ingly has been viewed as a major cause of social, environmental and 
economic problems. […] This diminished trust in business leads poli-
tical leaders to set policies that undermine competiveness and sap 
economic growth. […] learning how to create shared value is or best  
chance to legitimize business again.57 

In a way, the creating shared value regime can be seen as a modern neo-
liberal critique of CSR in line with the thinking of Friedman. Porter and 
Kramer argue that corporations should focus on those areas that create 
profit and correspond to social and environmental needs. They argue that 
this shared value approach will increase business legitimacy and strengthen 
public opinion around capitalism as a system that is “an unparalleled 
vehicle for meeting human needs, improving efficiency, creating jobs, and 
building wealth”.58 This echoes Friedman’s argument that what is good for 
shareholders is good for everyone. While Friedman dismissed corporate 
philanthropy and CSR, maybe he would find this approach more appeal-
ing. However, proponents of the CSR concept, such as Crane et al. empha-
sise that the shared value approach by Porter and Kramer “bear striking 
similarity to existing concepts of CSR” and argue that their “argument 
holds up because they caricature the CSR literature” and “ignore several 
decades of work exploring the business case for CSR”.59 The ‘creating 
shared value’ approach can thus be seen as just another example of the 
‘business case’ literature. However, in addition, Crane et al. argue that the 
shared value approach “ignores the tensions between social and economic 

55 Porter & Kramer (2011), p. 5. 
56 Porter & Kramer (2011), p. 4. 
57 Porter & Kramer (2011), p. 4. 
58 Porter & Kramer (2011), p. 4. 
59 Crane, Palazzo, Spence & Matten (2014), p. 134. 
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goals” and “does little to tackle any of the deep-rooted problems that are at 
the heart of capitalism’s legitimacy crisis”.60 This critique could easily be 
extended to the ‘business case’ literature in general, which brings us to the 
second category of CSR research. 

The ethical case for CSR 
While the literature around the ‘business case’ for CSR is rooted in a mana-
gerial standpoint, the second line of research argues for the ‘ethical case’ for 
CSR. Here, CSR is not interpreted from the perspective of business 
interests but because businesses are seen as vital partners in realising the 
goal for a sustainable society. This line of research argues that businesses 
are the principal cause for a significant amount of social and environ-
mental degradation, and thus need to start taking responsibility for the 
problems they have created. While critical of existing business practices, 
this strand of literature nonetheless posits that the business sector remains 
a key actor in searching for solutions to present day problems. As for-
mulated by John Elkington: “In contrast to the anti-industry, anti-profit, 
and anti-growth orientation of much early environmentalism, it has 
become increasingly clear that business must play a central role in achiev-
ing the goals of sustainable development strategies.”61 Businesses are in this 
view seen as both part of the problem and the solution to the global 
challenges of inequality, poverty and climate change. Such sentiments are 
mirrored in international sustainability standards and can also be seen in 
the elevated role that the private sector has received in the work as partners 
towards Agenda 2030.62 Within the ‘ethical case’ literature, “win-win-win 
strategies […] to simultaneously benefit the company, its consumers, and 
the environment”63 are common, arguing that ‘sustainability’ can be ad-
dressed by corporations by a ‘Triple Bottom Line’ approach where people, 
planet and profit are given equal attention.64 Elkington coined the Triple 
Bottom Line approach in 199765 as a way of operationalising the sustainable 
development agenda, expressed in the Brundtland Report, but in a lan-
guage that “resonate[s] with business brains”.66 Elkington argues that he 

60 Crane, Palazzo, Spence & Matten (2014), p. 136 and 140. 
61 Elkington (1994), p. 91. 
62 UNDP Sverige (2019). 
63 Elkington (1994), p. 90. 
64 Kuhlman and Farrington (2010). 
65 Elkington (1997). 
66 Elkington (2004). 
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coined the concept Triple Bottom Line based on the feeling that “the social 
and economic dimensions of the agenda […] would have to be addressed 
in a more integrated way if real environmental progress was to be made”67. 
According to Kuhlman and Farrington, the idea of sustainability as having 
three pillars stems from this ‘managerial’ idea of the Triple Bottom Line, 
now the dominant perspective on sustainability, as expressed for example 
in the United Nations Agenda for Sustainable Development.68 According to 
these authors, the ‘ethical case’ for business involvement in sustainability 
issues has influenced how we view sustainability in a larger sense.  

The Triple Bottom Line is one core concept that organises the literature 
around the ‘ethical case’ for CSR. However, other concepts are also central 
in this sub-field. Under the banner of ‘corporate citizenship’69 and ‘political 
CSR’,70 business scholars have described a world in which state institutions 
are failing to deliver public goods and protect citizens rights, resulting in 
demands on companies to take on a set of responsibilities traditionally 
defined as belonging to the state domain.71 This literature underlines a 
tension between state and corporate responsibilities when multinational 
corporations are operating within what scholars call a ‘weak state’ context72. 
Dirk Matten and Andrew Crane have emphasised that various stakeholders 
increasingly demand that multinational corporations (MNCs) take on the 
role of providing basic citizenship rights when corporations operate in 
contexts where these rights are missing.73 They argue that: 

Globalization raises awareness of these “vacuums” and exposes western 
MNCs in particular to charges that they are “responsible” in some way 
for administering citizenship rights in such situations. This is because, 
in the absence of viable governmental protection, corporations become 
a kind of “default option” for administering citizenship rights.74 

They give the example of Nigeria in which Shell was associated with the 
failure of the Nigerian state to protect the civil rights of the Ogoni people. 
Another recent example from Sweden is the case of Lundin Oil and the 

67 Elkington (2004), p. 1. 
68 Kuhlman & Farrington (2010), p. 3439. 
69 Matten & Crane (2005). 
70 Scherer & Palazzo (2007). 
71 Matten & Crane (2005); Scherer (2018). 
72 Garriga & Melé (2004); Rodriguez, Siegel, Hillman, & Eden (2006); Scherer (2018). 
73 Matten & Crane (2005). 
74 Matten & Crane (2005), p. 172. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

investigation into two directors’ alleged complicity in war crimes in 
southern Sudan between 1998 and 2003.75 Matten and Crane highlight that 
such cases have led to demands that corporations should step in to protect 
civil rights when a government fails to do so. Similarly, Gavin Hilson76 

argues that when extractive industries operate in countries with high cor-
ruption and weak law enforcement, companies increasingly find them-
selves as a sort of alternative to the government, and corporate respon-
sibility initiatives take the character of filling a ‘governance gap’. This has 
spurred an intense debate about the political role of the corporation when 
investment activities are carried out in weak regulatory environments. 
Promoters of an extensive form of ‘political CSR’ claim that not only does 
it help to minimise corporate risks but that the private sector can be a 
driving force towards improved citizen rights and ‘sustainable develop-
ment’. These arguments are based on the idea of ‘gap-filling’, that com-
panies will be an alternative to the government and self-regulate social and 
environmental impacts. Scherer et al. argue that: 

Globalizing society erodes established ideas about the division of labour 
between the political and economic spheres. Globalization calls for a 
fresh view concerning the political role of business in society and its 
creativity and contribution to social innovations and the public good.77 

These authors emphasise that the question if corporations have a political 
role in society has been settled to the extent that today’s question is rather 
how this political role (should) look. Hence, Scherer, Palazzo and Matten 
argue for a new conceptualisation of the theory of the firm that goes 
beyond Friedman’s limited neoclassical definition78 in taking public goods 
into account. 

The critics of the ‘ethical case’ approach raise concerns about the additional 
power that it transfers to corporations. Minna Halme writes that: “by 
asking companies to take voluntary responsibilities beyond their business, 
we actually legitimize their increased power to decide about societal 
matters”.79 Following the reasoning of Halme, Peter Dobers emphasises 

75 Business and Human Rights Resource Centre (2018). 
76 Hilson (2012). 
77 Scherer, Palazzo & Matten (2014), p. 148. 
78 Friedman (1970). 
79 Halme (2010), p. 217-218. 
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ROLE OF THE CORPORATION 

that an important research task is to observe when companies are legiti-
mised as decision-makers over the organisation of society.80 When multi-
national corporations are operating in so called ‘weak states’, the process of 
implementing CSR programmes and international sustainability standards 
involves exactly such legitimisation of corporate power. In the ‘corporate 
citizenship’ literature, the dominating narrative emphasises that when state 
institutions are failing to take their role as guardians of citizen rights, the 
multinational corporation comes in as its substitute, providing jobs, infra-
structure and business opportunities to local communities. The ‘weak state’ 
becomes the villain in this narrative, while multinational corporations are 
asked to perform role of the hero. This does not only reinforce the power of 
the corporation vis-à-vis the government and civil society, it also fails to 
acknowledge that the ‘weak state’ may be the very ground on which certain 
problematical business models are made possible in the first place.81 This 
brings us to the third category of CSR literature, which sees corporate 
discourses and practices linked to CSR and sustainability as power tools.  

CSR as a power tool 
The third line of research sees CSR as a tool, the utility of which, for cor-
porations, is to extend their power over society. This research points to how 
the work around sustainability has been co-opted by a corporate agenda 
(such as the Triple Bottom Line or Shared Value Approach) that promotes 
growth and profit making as equally or more important than social and 
environmental matters. Corporations are thus seen as using sustainability 
and CSR discourses to prevent a more fundamental change of the eco-
nomic system and their position within it. As formulated by Colin Crouch:  

Of course, what firms need is a reputation for good behaviour rather 
than good behaviour itself. This can mean using claims and self-ad-
vertisement without actually changing behaviour. […] it will always be 
cheaper to pursue reputation alone.82 

Corporate discourses around sustainability and CSR can thus be seen as a 
form of window dressing, as a way for corporations to mask conflicts and 
enforce their ideological advantage rather than to reduce the social and 

80 Dobers (2010), p. 17. 
81 Kourula and Delalieux (2016). 
82 Crouch (2011), p. 142. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

environmental impacts from their business models.83 Accordingly, as for-
mulated by the accounting scholar Crawford Spence, social and environ-
mental reporting can be seen as “attempts to reduce antagonism toward 
business from various social segments, obtaining consent for its actions 
and thereby (re)producing its ideological hegemony”.84 Similarly, Gary 
Fooks et al. argue that CSR “creates an enabling milieu for socially harmful 
companies which externalise many of their costs to pass themselves off as 
socially responsible”.85 While some scholars dismiss sustainability reporting 
and CSR as superficial, other scholars go further and underline how cor-
porations use CSR strategically. Management scholars have pointed to how 
both the CSR discourse and the stakeholder engagement activities it pro-
motes, can be seen as systems of co-optation where environmental and 
social concerns are contained within the ‘business case’ for CSR. As an 
effect of this strategy, corporate antagonists are neutralised through cor-
porate dialogues and alliances.86 This critical approach to CSR thus under-
lines that activities promoted under the CSR umbrella can be understood 
as systems of ‘neutralisation’, as practices of ‘compromise’ with the goal to 
maintain the power of corporations in contexts where they are criticised 
for environmental and social impacts. As emphasised by the business 
scholars Peter Fleming and Mark T. Jones:  

we need to go further than simply dismiss CSR as a piece of harmless 
propaganda. Matters are more serious since it is also a concrete cor-
porate practice interconnected with marketization, corporate coercion 
and commodification. In other words, it has material effects.87 

Following this appeal by Fleming and Jones, an important task for manage-
ment scholars is to study the societal effects of corporate sustainability and 
CSR, especially with a critical approach that acknowledges the larger power 
structures of which sustainability and CSR practices are a part. In other 
words, there is a need to critically explore the functions of sustainability 
and CSR, which the ‘business case’ literature promotes, such as ‘handling 
turbulent environments’ or ‘saving the capitalist system’. The aim of such 
research would thus be to understand more about how corporate sustain-

83 Spence (2007); Kallio (2007); Kourula & Delalieux (2016); Fleming & Jones (2013). 
84 Spence (2007), p. 856. 
85 Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee (2013), p. 284. 
86 Burchell & Cook (2013); Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee (2013.) 
87 Fleming & Jones (2013), p. xiv. 
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ROLE OF THE CORPORATION 

ability, and CSR operate as hegemonic practices, especially in ‘turbulent’ 
contexts where companies face extensive criticism and corporate power is 
challenged.  

The political role of the corporation is a core issue in this line of CSR 
research. However, rather than seeing corporate involvement in societal 
issues as necessary and desirable, it is viewed as deeply problematic and 
undemocratic. This puts this line of research in stark opposition to the 
‘ethical case’ literature, as it is often critical of some of the underlying 
assumptions in concepts such as ‘political CSR’ and ‘corporate citizenship’. 
Fleming and Jones highlight the ideological effects that the debate about 
‘political CSR’ and ‘corporate citizenship’ entail. They argue that the 
reasoning behind these concepts fails to acknowledge the business pros-
pects that may arise from exploiting the vacuums left by ‘weak states’ and 
how weak regulations may be an opportunity for businesses to extend their 
power. Fleming and Jones argue that: “because MNCs by definition operate 
in multiple host countries, they have the opportunity to enhance their 
structural bargaining power against workers and states, thus reduc[ing] 
claims by these stakeholders on their income streams.”88 From this view-
point, the lack of regulation and legal enforcement in relation to environ-
mental issues, labour standards or taxation is an opportunity for multi-
national corporations to avoid costs rather than ‘vacuums’ that need to be 
filled by corporate engagement. Fleming and Jones thereby question the 
interpretation that globalisation is an ‘inevitable’ process that MNCs have 
to ‘handle’, instead arguing that the ‘weak state’ is a phenomenon that 
MNCs have been part of creating as active agents. They emphasise that the: 

so-called ‘vacuum’ created by an absent state often remains unfilled, 
sometimes as a result of intentional activities undertaken by MNCs 
themselves as key agents in shaping the neo-liberal discourse which has 
dominated the globalization process and of which they are the primary 
beneficiaries.89 

This view is shared by scholars whose research show that CSR activities 
have been used by corporations to influence public policy and prevent 
regulations that could otherwise have been beneficial to public welfare. 
Fooks et al. point out that their research of the tobacco industry show that 
companies are mainly interested in CSR “due to its potential to promote 

88 Fleming & Jones (2013), p. 42. 
89 Fleming & Jones (2013), p. 44. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

policy outcomes that work against public welfare”90 and emphasise that this 
is especially true for CSR activities in countries with lower awareness of the 
dangers of tobacco. Similarly, Alamgir and Banerjee show how global 
standards for factory safety enhance the legitimacy of MNCs in the gar-
ment industry but do not address the underlying issues of exploitative 
pricing and procurement.91 CSR practices and sustainability standards can 
thus be viewed as convenient tools for multinational corporations to hand-
le competing societal pressures as well as serving to prevent further regul-
ation. In this sense, corporate sustainability and CSR can be interpreted as 
contributing to an elegant narrative in which an actor (the corporation), 
who thrives in the context of the ‘weak state’, is portrayed as the hero.  

Theorising the political role of the corporation 
As indicated in the above discussions about the ‘ethical’ and ‘critical’ per-
spective on CSR, the political role of corporations have been theorised 
from two competing perspectives in the CSR literature. Glen Whelan calls 
these a ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ view on CSR. Scholars within the ‘ethical 
case’ literature, who embark from Habermas’ political theory of delibera-
tive democracy, embrace the ‘positive’ view and underline CSR and ‘con-
sensus solutions’ between stakeholders as something desirable that can 
enhance public welfare. In contrast, critical scholars inspired by, among 
others, the Gramscian notions of hegemony, a Foucauldian understanding 
of discourse and power, as well as Laclau and Mouffe’s discourse theory, 
highlight the ‘negative’ side and thereby see CSR processes as inseparable 
from capitalist hegemonic regimes and practices of co-optation,92 which 
serve as ways for companies to work against desirable public welfare 
reforms and community protests. In the following two sections I will ela-
borate on these two strands of thought and how both have informed the 
theoretical framing of my study.  

Deliberative democracy and CSR 
Many business scholars have engaged with Habermas’ framework of deli-
berative democracy to understand the political role of businesses in society 

90 Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee (2013), p. 284. 
91 Alamgir & Banerjee (2019). 
92 Whelan (2013). 
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and the way corporations shape regulations and discourses in dialogue 
with civil society and state actors. Scherer, Palazzo and Matten write that:  

In order to analyse these interactions between companies and civil 
society, various approaches from political theory have been applied. In 
particular, the theory of deliberative democracy has become an im-
portant theoretical frame of reference over the past few years.93 

Habermas’ framework delineates a conceptualisation of democracy that 
differs from traditional liberal democracy. While liberal democracy focuses 
on individual rights and voting systems, deliberative democracy empha-
sises a process-oriented approach where decisions are taken based on com-
munication between groups and organisations.94 According to this view, 
the legitimacy of decision-making is dependent on processes of free and 
open deliberation in which consensus can be reached between all actors 
involved. Habermas emphasises that if actors focus on the goal of reaching 
mutual understanding and consensus, they can avoid self-interested stra-
tegic decisions and instead reach intersubjective agreements that take into 
account their own positions as well as others’. Habermas acknowledges that 
power asymmetries and self-interested motivations are obstacles in such a 
process but nonetheless argues that actors should strive towards securing 
an ‘ideal speech situation’ where fair processes can be ensured, and corrup-
tion hindered. This ideal includes a neutralisation of power imbalances 
through inclusion of all concerned actors, prevention of intimidation and 
the creation of conditions that give all actors the possibility to make their 
voices heard.95 

Within business studies, the concept of ‘political CSR’ is used to capture 
the central ideas of Habermas and their application in discussions about 
the political role of the corporation. Habermas’ ideas have been used to 
analyse empirical situations where corporations are collaborating with civil 
society and government agencies to create national or international policy 
and thus contributing to new national and global governance models. 
Based on Habermas’ ‘ideal speech situation’, Scherer and Palazzo claim that 
the “legitimacy of a given [business] decision can be based only of a com-
municative process of sensemaking and consensus building among the 

93 Scherer, Palazzo and Matten (2014). 
94 Scherer & Palazzo (2007). 
95 Dawkins (2015), pp. 6-7. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

actors involved”.96 Furthermore, they argue that if a corporation acts in a 
context of cultural pluralism and of the fragmentation of values and 
interests (such as the multinational corporation in the ‘weak state’ context 
discussed previously) the only way to pacify conflicting demands is via 
such communicative processes. Scherer and Palazzo emphasise that: 
“Through ideal discourse it should be possible to decide on the justification 
and reasonableness of social claims and interests and to commence an 
ethically justified [business] strategy”.97 These ideas thus strive towards 
finding consensus for a corporate strategy, picturing a deliberative process 
between companies and civil society where all interests are taken into 
consideration and mutually beneficial solutions can be found.  

Agonistic pluralism and CSR 
While advocates of deliberative democracy perceive consensus as a desirable 
and possible outcome, agonistic pluralists embrace struggle and conflict as a 
necessary and constitutive part of pluralistic democratic societies. As promi-
nent advocates of agonistic pluralism, Laclau and Mouffe argue that “any 
form of consensus is the result of a hegemonic articulation” and that conflict 
on the other hand is the “very condition of possibility” for the democratic 
project.98 Hence, consensus solutions are viewed by agonistic pluralists as 
hegemonic operations that tend to silence weaker groups and can end up 
increasing injustice and acts of oppression. Dissensus is therefore viewed as a 
necessary condition for the formation of political alternatives to the existing 
state of things.99 Laclau and Mouffe criticise Habermas idea of deliberative 
democracy and “that a final resolution of conflicts is eventually possible” and 
emphasise that consensus, “far from providing the necessary horizon of the 
democratic project […] puts it at risk”.100 In line with their view that reality 
has to be simplified in order to be understood, a consensus agreement is a 
simplification of reality, a specific way of understanding ‘the social’ rather 
than a compromise that takes into consideration all interests and views. They 
underline that any consensus solution is always predicated on exclusion of 
unacknowledged meanings. This highlights the danger with deliberative 
democracy and stakeholder engagement especially when these processes are 

96 Scherer & Palazzo (2007), p. 1103. 
97 Scherer & Palazzo (2007), p. 1103. 
98 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/ 2014), p. xviii. 
99 Dawkins (2015). 
100 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/ 2014), p. xviii. 
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1. SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ROLE OF THE CORPORATION 

focused on achieving a final goal of consensus. The danger is that these 
processes reproduce power relations already established in the local setting. 
This is a point underlined by Helmut Wilke and Gerhard Wilke in their 
critique of Scherer’s and Palazzo’s consensus driven view of CSR. They em-
phasise that the concept of ‘deliberative democracy’ becomes problematic 
when it becomes a panacea for all the ills in complex globalised society. They 
argue that the deliberative model of democracy is based on an idea of com-
mon goals and values when ‘‘the point of complex democracy is that there 
are no common goals, values and goodwill, but instead highly contested and 
competing goals, distinctive and divisive values”.101 Cederic Dawkins, another 
critic of the deliberative CSR model, argues that consensus fits badly with the 
competitive, profit focused values of the capital markets. He stresses that even 
though deliberative democracy takes into account power asymmetries among 
companies and stakeholders, the focus on consensus makes the model inap-
propriate for company – stakeholder relations. He argues that it is: 

to be expected that the value systems of capital markets (focused pri-
marily on profit) and those of various stakeholders (focused on other 
interests) will clash. Therefore, an objective of consensual stakeholder 
relations in a system that is based on competition […] does not fit well 
with this model.102 

Dawkins argument is thus that globalised capitalism and deliberative go-
vernance models do not satisfactorily fit together, since the interests of 
multinational corporations versus other stakeholders are fundamentally 
conflictual. Fleming and Jones agree stating that: “We find the notion that 
a private, hierarchical, authoritarian institution such as the MNC would 
have an interest in furthering democracy to be deeply problematic”. 
Burchell and Cook agree, underlining that: 

Mouffe’s notion of agonistic pluralism helps to contextualise this on-
going battle surrounding the discourse of SD [sustainable develop-
ment] and CSR, suggesting a process of continual hegemonic confron-
tation over their precise meaning and application and emphasising the 
innate contestability at their core.103 

101 Wilke & Wilke (2007). 
102 Dawkins (2015), p. 8. 
103 Burchell and Cook (2013), p. 751. 
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Laclau’s and Mouffe’s framework thus highlights how conflicts between 
corporations and communities are based on contesting understandings of 
reality, including fundamental conceptualisations of what ‘corporate res-
ponsibility’ and ‘sustainable development’ are. Acknowledging these con-
testing understandings also means recognising the hegemonic exclusion of 
interpretations that a consensual agreement entails. The concept of hege-
mony must therefore be at the core of any understanding of the agonistic 
view on CSR and its criticism of deliberative CSR models. As hegemony is 
central to my study of sustainability and CSR practices in Patos-Marinza, I 
will further elaborate on the thoughts of Gramsci, Laclau and Mouffe in 
Chapter Two when I develop my theoretical framework. Below, however, I 
will briefly discuss how the concept of hegemony has been used within 
management studies and how it frames my research aim.  

MNCs through the lens of hegemony 
The concept of hegemony has been applied by several critical management 
scholars looking into discourses and power in relation to controversial 
development projects and multinational corporations.104 Steffen Böhm et al. 
argue for the use of this “neo-Gramscian” approach to analyse multi-
national corporations in order to understand how their legitimacy is up-
held by a “ruling order that blends both force and consent”.105 Böhm et al. 
emphasise that a hegemonic regime can be understood both in terms of 
processes that keep it in place but also in terms of processes of resistance, 
so called ‘counter-hegemonic’ articulations. Similarly, Levy106 highlights 
how the concept of hegemonic regimes not only describes the maintenance 
of dominant systems during longer periods of time but also emphasises 
change and the potential of agents to mobilise resistance. Accordingly, a 
neo-Gramscian approach has been used by those who study the multi-
national corporation as a “contested terrain”107 examining struggles around 
restructuring decisions,108 global production networks,109 CSR activities110 as 
well as national and international policy debates.111 

104 Banerjee, Carter & Clegg (2009); Spence (2007); Levy & Egan (2003); Vaara & Tienari (2008).  
105 Böhm, Spicer & Fleming (2008), p. 173. 
106 Levy (2008). 
107 Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2013). 
108 Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2013). 
109 Levy (2008). 
110 Kourula & Delalieux (2016). 
111 Nyberg, Wright & Kirk (2018); Glynos, Klimecki & Willmott (2015). 
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While several scholars have addressed the power and discourses of 
multinational corporations on national and international levels,112 less has 
been written about struggles at what Alessia Contu et al. call the “produc-
tion site”,113 meaning a geographical area where industrial operations are 
carried out, including potential residents and other stakeholders who are 
not necessary part of the industry. The focus on production sites provides 
an opportunity to examine sustainability struggles in a specific setting 
where the corporation acts as the main organiser of the local environment 
and social relations. Based on a theory of hegemony, the local power of 
multinational corporations can be seen as relying on, as formulated by 
Levy, “consensual processes that accommodate subordinate groups to 
some degree, through a measure of political and material compromise and 
by the dissemination of ideologies that convey a mutuality of interests”.114 

From this perspective, power is dependent on constant compromises, on 
giving subordinate groups a certain level of influence in order to keep the 
overall power structure stable. Consensus based CSR solutions are in this 
perspective seen as an effective strategy to maintain corporate power. This 
view is based on Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony as a social state 
where ”the development and expansion of the particular group are con-
ceived of, and presented, as being the motor force of a universal expansion, 
of a development of all the ‘national’ energies”.115 Accordingly, through the 
concept of hegemony, foreign investments by multinational corporations 
can be scrutinised as activities that, with the help of sustainability and CSR, 
are promoted as beneficial to all of society even though benefits and nega-
tive impacts are unequally distributed between groups. As Dawkins des-
cribes: “Hegemony occurs when one socially dominant group is successful 
in promulgating its reality, such that others accept it as the only sensible  
perspective”.116 Hegemony is thus linked to the discursivity of reality and to 
the idea of a dominant worldview that forms our perception of what reality 
and truth is. This adheres to the development of the concept of hegemony 
by Laclau and Mouffe who understand hegemony as a conceptual tool for 
deconstructing power relations and argue that “scrutinising the so-called 
‘globalised world’ through the category of hegemony […] can help us to 

112 Spence (2007); Levy (2008); Joutsenvirta & Vaara (2015); Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee 
(2013). 
113 Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2013). 
114 Levy (2008), pp. 951-952. 
115 Gramsci (1929-1933/1999), p. 406. 
116 Dawkins (2015), p. 8. 
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understand that the present conjuncture, far from being the only natural or 
possible societal order, is the expression of a certain configuration of power 
relations.”117 Hegemony as a concept is thus useful for unpacking the discur-
sive configurations in a specific context and to understand what social real-
ities are promoted and excluded as a result of that specific configuration. 

Research purpose and questions 
The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to a deeper understanding of 
the relationship between corporate power and sustainability discourses. 
According to Political Discourse Theory, ‘discourse’ is to be understood in a 
wider sense than just “talk and text”, encompassing actions and any artefact 
with a semiotic element. I will examine how hegemonic and counter-hege-
monic discourses and articulations, pertaining to sustainability and CSR, 
were played out at the local level, in the context of Bankers’ extractive opera-
tions and implementation of international sustainability standards in Patos-
Marinza. By employing the concept of hegemony to analyse conflicts within 
the Albanian oil industry, I want to make visible the micro-level processes in 
which corporate power were reinforced and challenged in a local setting and 
to better understand what role the implementation of sustainability stan-
dards and CSR practices played in this dynamic. Thus, I ask:  

• What role did international sustainability standards and CSR prac-
tices play in the conflicts between Bankers and the communities of 
Patos-Marinza? 

In line with my autoethnographic approach I will further ask: 

• How can I understand my own role as a CSR professional within 
this dynamic? 

And finally, these questions will help me to answer my general research 
question: 

• In what way can corporate discourses around sustainability and 
CSR be understood as hegemonic articulations? 

117 Laclau & Mouffe (2014), p. xvi, in Laclau & Mouffe (1985/ 2014). 
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As I have described above, in the business world, sustainability and CSR 
are used as sometimes complementary and sometimes synonymous con-
cepts. In the empirical chapters, I use these words as they appear in the 
specific context I am studying, though in the final chapters I will discuss 
their meaning and impacts on a wider scale. In Patos-Marinza, ‘sustain-
ability’ was introduced into the context by means of the implementation of 
sustainability standards; international standards that guided the develop-
ment of the company’s social and environmental management program.118 

The corporate activities to which this gave rise were sometimes reported as 
‘environmental and social management’ and sometimes, in a more aggre-
gated fashion, as ‘CSR’. Based on this context, CSR could thus be seen as 
the practical activities to which the discourse surrounding sustainability in 
the business sector gives rise. However, as discourse is understood as both 
material and verbal, the concepts and practices connected both to sus-
tainability and CSR can be seen as part of one discursive configuration.119 

The pedantic reader may therefore be frustrated with the contradictions in 
how I use of these words. They overlap, interpenetrate, and encapsulate 
each other. Nevertheless, I will not present a final closure of their meaning 
because this openness is key to their strength and appeal in the corporate 
world and beyond.  

The critical reader may further object to my generalising use of ‘cor-
porate’ in my third research question, asking how it is possible to make 
such wide knowledge claims from the study of one specific context. In 
addition, it may also be said that Patos-Marinza can be classified as a ‘worst 
case’ scenario for sustainable business practices, on point of fact that the oil 
industry is unsustainable to its very core. However, my contribution should 
not be understood as intended to say something about all corporate con-
texts but rather as the development of a framework which can be used as a 
thought model to examine corporate sustainability claims and hegemonic 
articulations in other settings. As I described above, while several scholars 
have emphasised CSR and sustainability as hegemonic tools, there is a need 
for studies that show what sustainability and CSR ‘do’ in local settings. CSR 
can be expected to work in a manifold of ways in different contexts, and so 
my intention here is not to generalise but to paint a picture of the power 
techniques employed in Patos-Marinza in relation to the sustainability 
standards that Bankers’ implemented. These descriptions may thereafter 

118 IFC (2009a); EBRD (2009). 
119 Spence (2007), p. 864. 
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work as a guide to identify hegemonic mechanisms in similar settings 
elsewhere, where sustainability standards and CSR policies are implement-
ted as a ‘solution’ to conflicts between companies and other actors. In other 
words, the contribution I seek to make within the research fields of 
sustainability and CSR, and specifically as part of the critical line of CSR 
research, is a conceptual framework that may function to highlight similar 
dynamics in other settings. In this sense, a ‘worst case’ scenario may 
facilitate the creation of such a framework that may have been harder to 
delineate in other corporate contexts. 

An overview of chapters 
I will answer my research questions through a retrospective study of 
Bankers’ operations in Patos-Marinza between 2009 and 2016. During this 
period, Bankers’ had a Canadian senior management and loan agreements 
with the international banks IFC and EBRD. For four years (between 2010 
and 2015) I worked with Bankers as a consultant and member of staff in 
Bankers’ Community Relations department, which, as part of my auto-
ethnographic approach, has contributed to why this timeframe has been 
selected. In my analysis of this context I focus on three areas of company-
community conflicts, characterised by strong specific community demands 
and corporate responses formally guided by IFC’s sustainability standards. 
These company-community conflicts have been chosen for they have the 
potential of making visible how resistance was mobilised by the commu-
nities of Patos-Marinza as well as the continuous construction of corporate 
power linked to Bankers’ CSR activities. The dissertation will be structured 
in the following way: 

Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background to the empirical story 
about Patos-Marinza, starting with a discussion about Gramsci’s concep-
tualisation of hegemony and how it was later developed (in a significant 
way) by Laclau and Mouffe.120 In this chapter I will briefly outline Political 
Discourse Theory, how I apply this framework in my analysis and what it 
means for my discussion about CSR and sustainability. 

Chapter 3 discusses methodological considerations, including my auto-
ethnographic approach and positionality in relation to other subject posi-
tions in Patos-Marinza. I also describe how the empirical material has been 

120 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
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generated, how I carried out the analysis of the material, and finally I dis-
cuss the ethical considerations for the research process as a whole. 

Chapter 4 provides a closer introduction to Patos-Marinza and two dis-
courses that competed to define Bankers’ operations in the area: a corpo-
rate hegemonic discourse describing corporate activities as an ‘investment’, 
on the one hand, and a counter-hegemonic discourse describing company 
activities as an ‘invasion’, on the other. Following this chapter, Chapter 
Five to Seven are structured according to three specific areas of community 
grievances. 

Chapter 5 describes complaints about Bankers’ land acquisition, which, 
according to the company, was based on voluntary market-based trans-
actions and stakeholder consultation but led to conflicts between local 
residents and was haunted by stories of clandestine practices and ‘middle-
men’. This chapter highlights how market-based solutions, promoted in 
line with international sustainability standards, divided community actors 
and brought some residents into the warmth of a corporate alliance. 

Chapter 6 focuses on the continuous debate about poor air quality in 
the area, where the company stated that air quality was ensured according 
to industry standards while community members expressed fears of 
detrimental health impacts due to poor air quality. In this chapter I discuss 
Bankers’ grievance mechanism and examine how specific grievance cases 
were isolated and satisfied in the name of sustainability and CSR, thereby 
hampering community mobilisation by breaking potential chains of equi-
valence between demands. 

Chapter 7 portrays a conflict about recurring seismic events, instigating 
intense debates about the origin of ‘natural earthquakes’ (the company’s 
position) or ‘tremors’ caused by oil-field activities (the community’s po-
sition). In this chapter I examine how corporate-community dialogue and 
joint fact-finding processes neutralised the corporate position as the 
‘objective’ perspective by focusing on technology and experts. In doing so, 
larger underlying political questions surrounding the very existence of the 
oilfield were obscured. 

Chapter 8 summarises my analysis of Patos-Marinza and goes on to 
discuss the various ways in which Bankers’ maintained its hegemony by 
responding to community grievances in accordance with its CSR policy 
and IFC’s sustainability standards. In addition, I discuss my role as a CSR 
professional in this dynamic and my part within Bankers’ hegemonic 
regime. Finally, I discuss how these findings can support the examination 
of corporate hegemony and sustainability discourses in other contexts 
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based on the three hegemonic mechanisms of transformism, corporatisa-
tion and depoliticisation.  

Chapter 9 briefly elaborates on how resistance in Patos-Marinza can be 
understood, and the internal constraints hindering further mobilisation. 
Based on this analysis, alternative roads to encourage community mobili-
sation and new hegemonic visions are discussed based on the concepts of 
radical democracy and pluralistic agonism. Furthermore, I discuss what I 
learnt from applying Political Discourse Theory to the empirical context of 
Patos-Marinza and what this study may add to this theoretical field. 
Finally, I reflect on my autoethnographic approach, what it can bring to the 
research fields of sustainability and CSR and how future research can 
elaborate on the methodological insights I gained from this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Hegemony and Political Discourse Theory 

My main theoretical inspiration in this dissertation comes from two 
sources: Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, as developed in his Prison Note-
books, which he wrote while incarcerated as a political militant in an Italian 
prison between 1929 and 1933, and Laclau and Mouffe’s development of 
Gramsci’s original insights, from their seminal book Hegemony and 
Socialist Strategy (1985) and further developed in subsequent individual 
works.121 Based on these three thinkers, hegemony can be understood as 
broadly an interminable process that takes on the form of a never-ending 
power struggle and is linked to the ontological view of our lived reality as a 
continuous battle for the organisation of societal structure and truth. While 
I take my point of departure in Gramsci’s thoughts about the role of force 
and consent in the construction of hegemony, it is ultimately Laclau and 
Mouffe’s theoretical framework that has a determinant role in my analysis. 
Political Discourse Theory has emerged as a significant theoretical perspec-
tive within the fields of management and organisation, and prominent 
scholars within critical management studies have highlighted this theory as 
a promising lens through which to study both power and emancipatory 
struggles.122 In this dissertation I want to show with what Political Dis-
course Theory can contribute, in the research fields of CSR and sustain-
ability, and in the discussion about conflicts between multinational cor-
porations and other societal actors.  

Gramsci and hegemony 
In the previous chapter I briefly mentioned how a neo-Gramscian ap-
proach to multinational corporations analyses the use of force and consent 
in the creation and maintenance of a power system. Below I will further 
elaborate on Gramsci’s thinking how I will apply aspects of it in this study. 

121 Laclau (2005); Mouffe (2013). 
122 Willmott (2005); Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2013). 
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Gramsci was born in the province of Cagliari in Sardinia, in a family of 
Albanian origins on his father’s side. He became a leader of the Italian 
Communist Party but, by the late 1920s, was placed in a Fascist prison 
cell.123 It was during his time in prison that he wrote his renowned Prison 
Notebooks, in which the notion of hegemony is developed to analyse the 
rise and consolidation of bourgeois power in western societies. His aim was 
to learn from the successes of the bourgeoisie in order to articulate a 
hegemonic project for the working class, i.e. a project led by the working 
class to gain state power in the west.124 Hegemony, understood in 
Gramscian terms, means leadership of one group over others; hegemony is 
a project of leadership. For Gramsci, the bourgeoisie gained power in 
western societies by means of creating consent surrounding their own 
leadership over other classes. The hegemonic project can thus be under-
stood as a project aimed at gaining legitimacy among a number of allied 
groups who would support the hegemon to attain power. Gramsci knew 
that when in a position of power (and command over the state), the 
hegemon also has access to means of dominance, i.e. to force. However, 
Gramsci emphasised, the hegemon has to continue to produce consent 
among its allies in order to remain in power. Power, for Gramsci, is 
maintained by force and consent, by hegemony (leadership) of allied 
groups and domination over antagonistic others. Gramsci wrote: 

A class is dominant in two ways, namely it is “leading” and “domi-
nant”. It leads the allied classes, it dominates the opposing classes. 
Therefore, a class can (and must) “lead” even before assuming power; 
when in power it becomes dominant, but it also continues to “lead”.125 

Through this analysis, Gramsci created a general theory about the dual 
nature of power in history and the use of force and consent when one 
social group becomes dominant.126 In a hegemonic struggle, Gramsci des-
cribes how between ideologies, one social group eventually wins leadership: 

bringing about not only a unison of economic and political aims, but 
also intellectual and moral unity, posing all the questions around which 
the struggle rages not on a corporate but on a “universal” plane, and 

123 Buttigieg (1992), pp. 65-94. 
124 Thomas (2009/2010). 
125 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), pp. 136-137. 
126 Anderson (1976). 
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thus creating the hegemony of a fundamental social group over a series 
of subordinate groups.127 

The rule of one group is thus secured by incorporating the demands of 
other groups into what is depicted as a ‘universal’ common vision bene-
ficial for all but which ultimately serves to establish one group’s domina-
tion over the others. In Gramsci’s analysis of the bourgeois class and their 
attempts to gain and maintain power in western societies, he highlights 
how they did so by incorporating and assimilating potential political 
opponents into their own project. He argues that: “Force can be employed 
against enemies, but not against a part of one’s own side which one wishes 
rapidly to assimilate, and whose ‘good will’ and enthusiasm one needs.”128 

What Gramsci means here is that the revolutionary new way in which the 
bourgeoisie achieved domination over state laws, alongside their monopoly 
of violence, was through framing their project as beneficial to all. 

Political Discourse Theory and radical contingency 
Following Antonio Gramsci, Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s Political 
Discourse Theory can arguably be called one of the most important 
developments in the concept of hegemony.129 In their seminal work Hege-
mony and socialist strategy, Laclau and Mouffe argue that “the very wealth 
and plurality of contemporary social struggles has given rise to a theoretical 
crisis”,130 since those struggles (e.g. feminism, environmentalism, anti-
globalisation movements) cannot be adequately explained by classical 
Marxist theory. In response to this “crisis”, they launched a new strategy 
for the left, one that recognises the plurality of present-day emancipatory 
struggles and is not locked into the classical Marxist ideas of the centrality 
of the working class and the necessary transformation of society by means 
of a ‘social revolution’. They argued that the concept of hegemony, as it was 
developed from Lenin to Gramsci, contains something that dissolves the 
basic categories central to Marxist theories, for instance class relations, the 
topographical categories of the economic base and superstructure, along 
with the ‘necessary’ laws of History. For Laclau and Mouffe, the concept of 
hegemony introduces “a logic of the social which is incompatible with those 

127 Gramsci (1929-1933/1999), pp. 405-406. 
128 Gramsci (1929-1933/1999). 
129 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
130 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. xxii. 
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categories.”131 They proceed to explain Political Discourse Theory as an 
alternative framework for understanding the structuration and transforma-
tion of society as a discursive totality. 

Political Discourse Theory builds on the structural linguistics of 
Ferdinand de Saussure and poststructuralist theory. It emphasises dis-
course as the ontological basis for how society is experienced and under-
stood. Accordingly, Laclau and Mouffe describe social reality as ‘overdeter-
mined’ – meaning that there are more interpretations of the world than can 
be captured through one totalising conceptualisation.132 ‘Science’ is for 
example only a word and can never fully represent all the thousands of 
practices and meanings it claims to incorporate. Due to this surplus of 
meaning, various discourses compete to define reality and exclude other 
interpretations of the world. What science is – is under constant nego-
tiation. However, in order to understand anything, to create meaning, we 
need to fix reality into a whole. This means simplifying reality in order to 
make sense of it. For example, and returning to the example surrounding 
science: certain practices are designated as science owing to a set of similar 
characteristics they are said to share, and to the exclusion of others. The 
simplification of things into classes and subclasses is an unavoidable part of 
human communication. As Laclau argues, “without that fictitious fixing of 
meaning there would be no meaning at all.”133 However, any ultimate fixing 
of meaning is also impossible; there are always things that evade our 
conceptual apprehension, thus the fixing of meaning is both a necessary 
precondition for sense and yet remains ultimately impossible at the same 
time. By extension, and as Laclau and Mouffe argue, ‘society’ is also both a 
necessary and impossible discursive object. It is necessary, since in order to 
have social meaning, a social whole fixing the terms of sense must be 
presupposed, i.e. in trying to make sense of our surroundings, a certain 
sense of ‘closure’ is required. At the same time, it is impossible, since this 
fixation, this closure, cannot be given and thus this thing we call society, 
which we always take for granted, is continually shifting its discursive 
limits; society is what Laclau and Mouffe call ‘radically contingent’. Under 
a permanent condition of contingency, this process of defining reality 
remains at the core of every struggle for power.134 And even if a certain 

131 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. xxiii. 
132 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 97. 
133 Laclau quoted in Spence (2007), p. 858. 
134 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
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simplification of reality, in order to make sense of the world, appears suc-
cessful, no act of simplification is ever final, since the hegemonic struggle is 
without end. Concepts change meaning over time – as is the case with the 
idea of ‘science’, for example – and subjects who see the world differently 
will always have the possibility of challenging our established concep-
tualisation of reality. The fluidity and contingency of the social world, and 
how we understand it, is in Political Discourse Theory explained by the 
surplus of meaning of each ‘sign’. This surplus of meaning provides the 
basis for new articulations and the transformation of already circulating 
discourses, all of which changes the way we understand society. 

This view of reality as a struggle for the fixation of meaning is the basis 
for understanding Laclau and Mouffe’s theoretical framework; it applies 
not only to linguistics but also to how society is structured. Laclau and 
Mouffe emphasise that “a discursive structure is not merely a ‘cognitive’ or 
‘contemplative’ entity; it is an articulatory practice which constitutes and 
organises social relations”.135 This means that all aspects of the social world 
are discursive, i.e. what we do and say, how we perceive and use material 
objects as well as our own identities, or ‘subject positions’ are dependent on 
societal webs of meaning. Thereby, as formulated by Grant et al., Political 
Discourse Theory makes “no difference between the linguistic, behavioural 
and material aspects of social practice because they all contribute […] to 
shaping the socio-material order”.136 This means that we can never step out 
of the discursive, never reach an ‘essential’ or ‘true’ version of the world. 
Instead we are limited to our historical and discursive contexts that 
(in)form our view of reality. As Laclau and Mouffe explain: 

The fact that every object is constituted as an object of discourse has  
nothing to do with whether there is a world external to thought, or with 
the realism/idealism opposition […]. An earthquake or the falling of a 
brick is an event that certainly exists, in the sense that it occurs here 
and now, independently of my will. But whether their specificity as 
objects is constructed in terms of ‘natural phenomena’ or ‘expressions 
of the wrath of God’ [or as the consequences of oil extraction], depends 
upon the structuring of a discursive field. What is denied is not that 
such objects exist externally to thought, but rather the different asser-

135 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 82. 
136 Grant, Iedema & Oswick (2009), p. 223. 
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tion that they could constitute themselves as objects outside any dis-
cursive condition of emergence.137 

Consequently, Laclau and Mouffe do not deny that a material world exists. 
What they do stress is that humans can never reach a pure understanding 
of ‘reality’ and how it is essentially constituted. Instead they emphasise that 
we always understand reality through the discourses, the structures of 
meaning of which we are a part. 

Articulations and relations between signs 
In line with the structuralist thinking of Saussure, Laclau and Mouffe agree 
that we can only understand the meaning of a sign in relation to other 
signs. However, while Saussure and other structuralists saw language and 
the meaning of signs as synchronously fixed, Laclau and Mouffe, aligning 
themselves with the post-structuralism of Jacques Derrida and Jacques 
Lacan, see the meaning of signs and the structure of language as subject to 
constant change. Laclau and Mouffe thus emphasise that the discursive 
structures of which we are a part are subject to change, while meanings can 
only be partially fixed. Specific discursive structures are stabilised and 
changed as the result of what Laclau and Mouffe call ‘articulations’ and 
‘dis-articulations’.138 Laclau and Mouffe define an articulation as “any prac-
tice establishing a relation among elements such that their identity is 
modified as a result of the articulatory practice” and discourse as the 
“structured totality resulting from the articulatory practice”.139 This means 
that an articulation can be anything from a speech, a text or an action that 
in turn changes the way the relation between signs is understood. As 
formulated by Gunnarsson Payne, an articulation is thus a “linguistic or 
non-linguistic event or action that puts one discursive ‘sign’ in relation to 
other ‘signs’, linking them together and thereby temporarily fixing the 
meaning of these discursive elements”.140 An articulation can for example 
be a company communicating that an investment is based on “western 
technology” and “western know-how” and thereby establishing a relation 
between ‘the East’ and ‘the West’ where ‘the East’ is framed as subordinate. 
During an articulatory process, a sign such as ‘the West’ is defined or re-

137 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 94. 
138 Gerber (2012). 
139 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 91. 
140 Gunnarsson Payne (2017), p. 257, my translation. 
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defined through speech or actions, which also changes the definition of ‘the 
East’. If ‘the West’ is defined as advanced, ‘the East’, as its opposite, becomes 
defined as underdeveloped. This articulation can take the form of speeches, 
newspaper articles and YouTube videos. But it can also take the form of 
paying ‘expats’ from ‘the West’ more than ‘locals’ from ‘the East’ or creating 
a company structure based on ‘western’ institutionalised models. 

Laclau argues that discursive signs can be connected based on two op-
posing types of relation: “a relation of combination if they are constituted 
through differentiation from each other, and a relation of substitution if 
they can replace each other within the same signifying context”.141 In a 
relation of combination, the terms receive their meaning through a ‘logic of 
difference’, i.e. as oppositions. As in the example above, if ‘the West’ is 
defined as advanced, ‘the East’ as its opposite is defined as underdeveloped. 
In a relation of substitution, on the other hand, terms receive their meaning 
through a ‘logic of equivalence’, that is, they are linked together by means 
of similarities in meaning, indicating a commonality lying beyond them. 
An investment can at various times be articulated as based on western 
technology, skilled expat workers, certified health and safety systems, and 
corporate social responsibility. The ‘structured totality’ of these continuous 
articulations by the corporation, linking various terms together through 
‘chains of equivalence’,142 is the discourse in which western capitalist 
investments are framed as beneficial to the subordinate East. In this 
discourse, the concept of ‘west’ is linked through a logic of equivalence to 
signs such as ‘skilled’ and ‘advanced’.  

The continuous articulation, dis-articulation and re-articulation of signs 
and discourses means that meaning and power is never fully consolidated 
but always contested. Laclau and Mouffe emphasise that relations of power 
are contingent but, through processes of ‘hegemonic articulations’, one set 
of norms can become temporarily dominant and seen as objective.143 The 
temporary fixity of meaning depends on ‘nodal points’; these are the core 
signs that provide “the cement that creates the stability for these dis-
courses”.144 A pertinent example here is Crawford Spence’s discussion sur-
rounding the notion of the ‘business case’ as a nodal point in the discourse 
about sustainability and CSR. Spence argues that articulations around the 

141 Laclau (1997), p. 309. 
142 Laclau (1997). 
143 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
144 Carpentier (2005), p. 200. 
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‘business case’ for CSR forms a discourse that marginalises more radical 
notions of ‘sustainable development’ and in effect leads to less ambitious 
notions and practices of CSR.145 The articulations around the ‘business case’ 
are thus examples of how a discourse within a certain area is stabilised and 
come to guide social action. 

‘Society’ and ‘the political’ 
The concepts of antagonism and hegemony are key to understanding 
Laclau and Mouffe’s ontology, according to which reality is seen as radi-
cally contingent i.e. a continuous struggle for the fixation of meaning. The 
idea of hegemony, then, becomes coterminous with the category of ‘so-
ciety’, which, as a discursive order, is constructed through a series of hege-
monic practices in a context of contingency. This means that society is not 
a ‘natural’ or ‘objective’ order but formed through hegemonic articulations 
that exclude other possibilities. As Mouffe formulates it, this means that: 

every order is the temporary and precarious articulation of contingent 
practices. Things could always be otherwise and every order is predi-
cated on the exclusion of possibilities. Any order is always the expres-
sion of a particular configuration of power relations.146 

When a specific order is viewed as ‘natural’, it means that the hegemonic 
articulations, the practices of power that created it, have been covered over 
and made invisible. This dynamic of hegemonic articulations, which at the 
same time creates society and removes its tracks, can thus create a view of 
society as ‘objective’. As Mouffe emphasises: “It is in this sense that every 
order is political”147, i.e. every order is political because it has been created 
by a particular hegemonic formation but made to look like an ‘objective’ 
order where the tracks of its creation has been hidden.  

Since every order, every society, is created from a condition of radical 
contingency, it means that counter-hegemonic articulations can challenge 
it and try to install a new hegemonic order. This is highlighted through 
Laclau and Mouffe’s concept of ‘the political’, which Mouffe describes as 
“the antagonistic dimension […] inherent to all human societies”.148 The 
political can thus be understood as the possibilities for an alternative order 

145 Spence (2007). 
146 Mouffe (2013), p. 2. 
147 Mouffe (2013), p. 131. 
148 Mouffe (2013), p. 2. 
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that have been excluded in the present power configuration. The political 
haunts all societies, all social orders, and threatens to disclose their lack and 
cracks, opening up for other visions of a different society. This antagonistic 
dimension of society thus always threatens to reveal the social order as 
fundamentally lacking, disclosing the possibilities of another social order 
that has been excluded but can never be eradicated. 

Fluid subject positions and antagonistic frontiers 
Laclau and Mouffe emphasise the role of flexible and contradictory ‘subject 
positions’ of social agents and their relation to hegemonic articulations. 
Their theory is formed as a reaction to certain essentialist tendencies in 
Marxist theory where, for example, the working class is seen as a “unified 
and homogenous agent” with a “rational identity”. Within the Marxist 
worldview, the hegemonic task is solely to form class alliances in the quest 
for a socialist society.149 Laclau and Mouffe criticise earlier Marxist theorists 
for assuming this essentialist view on identity and link the fragmentation of 
the working class to the increasing heterogeneous character of social agents 
in contemporary society. Instead, they mean, subject positions are fluid 
and “fragmentation exist[s] within the social agents themselves” meaning 
“that these therefore lack an ultimate rational identity”.150 The fluid charac-
ter of social actors and their subject positions is thus a core feature of 
Laclau and Mouffe’s theoretical framework that extends articulatory prac-
tices to account for the very construction of political identities that con-
front one another in various conflicts. This means that subjects never have 
‘true’ identities or group affiliations. Following on from the notion of the 
subject as fluid comes the conclusion that all social relations are fluid. 
Laclau and Mouffe explain: “As every subject position is a discursive posi-
tion, it partakes of the open character of every discourse”.151 Any anta-
gonistic relation is thus always fluid and groups are never stable. The 
subject positions of the actors themselves are discursive and are at stake in 
the very struggle for hegemony.  

Through hegemonic articulations, subject positions and antagonistic 
frontiers can temporarily stabilise into what Gramsci called ‘historical 
blocs’.152 Laclau and Mouffe explain: 

149 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), pp. 74-75. 
150 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 74. 
151 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 101. 
152 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 122. 
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on the one hand, the open and incomplete character of every social 
identity permits its articulation to different historico-discursive forma-
tions – that is, to ‘blocs’ in the sense of Sorel and Gramsci; on the other 
hand, the very identity of the articulatory force is constituted in the 
general field of discursivity – this eliminates any reference to a trans-
cendental or originative subject.153 

The discursive ontology of subject positions thus means that they can be 
formed through various articulations but also be temporarily stabilised into 
‘blocs’ and on various sides of a given antagonistic frontier. As will be 
presented in my analysis of Patos-Marinza, this means that the subject 
positions of actors are not fixed but open to re-articulation. While someone 
living in the local community can become a company ally, a previous loyal 
employee can change into a fierce company antagonist. The relative open-
ness of the subject positions and collective subjectivities makes the hege-
monic battle a struggle about the actors themselves. Actors can move from 
one alliance to another, but alliances can also change and new groups can 
form as new articulations transform the social structure.  

Community demands and chains of equivalence 
In On Populist Reason Laclau argues that instead of seeing groups as pre-
constituted, the smallest unit of analysis should be understood as the 
‘demand’. Accordingly, the group should be analysed as the result of an ar-
ticulation between various demands.154 Laclau depicts a situation in which 
residents in a local community have issues with housing and end up re-
questing to the local authorities that their situation be improved. If nothing 
happens then this request may develop into a demand for change. Once the 
authorities have ignored these demands then the local community may 
recognise that demands from other groups are also not being met by the 
authorities. In this heightened state of unmet demands, chains of equiva-
lence can start to form between groups. Here, Laclau emphasises that:  

If the situation remains unchanged for some time, there is an accu-
mulation of unfulfilled demands and an increasing inability of the 
institutional system to absorb them in a differential way (each in isol-

153 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 100. 
154 Laclau (2005), p. 73. 
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ation for the others), and an equivalential relation is established 
between them.155 

Laclau emphasises that if this goes on there will be a widening gap, an 
antagonistic relation, between the institutional system and ‘the people’; or, as 
he formulates it, a “dichotomisation of the local political spectrum through 
the emergence of an equivalential chain of unsatisfied demands”.156 This 
dichotomisation of the local context through the emergence of an anta-
gonistic frontier and an equivalential chain comprised of unsatisfied de-
mands, poses a threat to dominant groups. The threat is that one group will 
act hegemonically over other groups by formulating their demands in more 
general terms and thus creating a foundation for alliances to form that can 
oppose dominant institutions. Laclau depicts the creation of an antagonistic 
frontier and a chain of equivalence between unmet demands as the first two 
steps in the formation of a ‘people’. The last step is the emergence of a higher 
level of political mobilisation through the formation of “a popular identity 
which is something qualitatively more that the simple summation of the 
equivalential links”.157 The formation of a popular identity needs what Laclau 
calls an ‘empty signifier’, that is the process whereby the demands of one 
group are split from their particularity and assume a representational status 
for all the demands constituting a chain of equivalence. This is what Gramsci 
called a ‘universal’ project. For example, an alliance of groups demanding 
‘food’, ‘work’ and ‘infrastructure’ can gather under the empty signifier of 
‘justice’ and unite in a common identity of ‘the people’ that challenges the 
current institutional order.  

Laclau emphasises the Gramscian dialectic between ‘corporate’ and 
‘hegemonic’ classes as important to understand the limits of one group to 
act hegemonically over other groups. Gramsci describes a ‘corporate’ class 
as a social segment of the population which:  

poses only those questions that interest its actual physical members, its 
immediate ‘corporate’ interests (corporate in the special sense of the im-
mediate and egoistic interests of a particular restricted social group).158 

155 Laclau (2005), p. 73. 
156 Laclau (2005), p. 74. 
157 Laclau (2005), p. 77. 
158 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 147. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

A corporate group in the Gramscian sense thus formulates a project only 
for their own members, thereby limiting the group’s possibility to act hege-
monically, i.e. to incorporate other groups within a larger alliance. Laclau 
takes the example of a labour union which: 

can act as a rallying point for a variety of other social demands, but the 
fact that it has to defend the interest of the workers within a very precise 
institutional framework can act as a fetter to its hegemonic ambitions.159 

A group has a higher chance of becoming hegemonic the more it can arti-
culate demands in general terms and, in so doing, appeal to other groups. 
Gramsci discusses the Jacobins as an example of when a ‘corporate class’ 
becomes a ‘hegemonic class’. He writes that the Jacobins became hege-
monic during the French revolution because they did not only represent 
the immediate interests of the French bourgeoisie but: 

they also perceive[d] the interests of tomorrow and not just of those 
particular physical individuals, but of the other social strata of the third 
estate which tomorrow will become bourgeois, because they are con-
vinced of égilaté and fraternité.160 

Égilaté (equality) and fraternité (brotherhood) can be seen as the empty 
signifiers which brought together an alliance of classes under the hege-
monic Jacobins, thereby fostering a sense of a ‘people’ that could overthrow 
the system. If an empty signifier is mobilised, then owing to the over-
determined character of the signifier in question, various groups can form 
new alliances. In the case of the Jacobins, ‘equality’ and ‘brotherhood’ can 
be described as overdetermined because various groups could fill them 
with different meanings and thus unite under concepts otherwise open for 
diverse interpretations.   

The notion of a ‘corporative’ class is also vital for understanding not 
only the ability to create counter-system mobilisations but also “the reac-
tion to antagonistic mobilisations from those in power”,161 which is my 
main interest with respect to Bankers’ reactions to acts of resistance in 
Patos-Marinza communities. Laclau writes about “those in power” that: 

159 Laclau (2006), p. 113. 
160 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 147. 
161 Laclau (2006), p. 113. 
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2. HEGEMONY AND POLITICAL DISCOURSE THEORY 

their general politics can be summarised in one formula: to de-mobilise 
the underdog. The anti-political move par excellence consists in ob-
taining, as much as possible, a situation in which all interests become 
corporative, preventing the formation of a ‘people’.162 

What Laclau is getting at here is how those in power have an interest in 
isolating and separating demands, that is, in fact, trying to prevent the very 
formulation of demands in the first place. Those in power can thus use 
various techniques, such as the isolation of demands in a way that separates 
them from other demands or by the satisfaction of demands that renders 
them impotent to mobilise further. By preventing chains of equivalence to 
form between groups, the antagonistic frontier soon starts to become dis-
persed and blurred, with those in power becoming, as a consequence, less 
threatened. Another way to prevent the mobilisation of a counter-hege-
monic alliance is to construct competing chains of equivalence in a way 
that disperses the antagonistic frontier and brings actors to the side of 
those already in power. Gramsci calls this process transformism. He de-
scribes it in the following way: 

the formation of a ruling class […] with the absorption of the active 
elements […] from the allied as well from the enemy classes. Political 
leadership becomes an aspect of domination, in that the absorption of 
the elites of the enemy classes results in their decapitation and renders 
them impotent.163 

The “absorption of the active elements” is thus a formula to include op-
ponents in the alliance of the powerful with the intention of making anta-
gonistic groups “impotent”. Laclau describes this as a situation when:  

the dichotomic frontier, without disappearing, is blurred as a result of 
the oppressive regime itself becoming hegemonic – that is, trying to 
interrupt the equivalential chain of the popular camp by an alternative 
equivalent chain.164 

The implication here is that the same demands can be the object of com-
peting hegemonic projects. The struggle for hegemony thus decides which 
equivalential chain will be stronger. To take an example closer to my em-

162 Laclau (2006), p. 113. 
163 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 137. 
164 Laclau (2005), p. 131. 
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pirical context, the demand for ‘employment’ could be linked to a protest 
movement that is opposing Bankers’ activities, which can be depicted as 
causing layoffs and leaving people unemployed. But ‘employment’ could 
also be linked to the side of the corporate alliance advocating for an expan-
sion of Bankers’ activities, by means of the argument that such expansion 
will create jobs. Such hegemonic articulation would thus incorporate 
potential employees into the equivalential chain of the corporate alliance.  

The affective dimension – fantasmatic narratives and enjoyment 
Above, I have briefly given the basic outline of how, according to Laclau, 
the formation of a ‘people’ takes place; from isolated heterogeneous 
demands, through chains of equivalence and empty signifiers, to a ‘uni-
versal’ global demand. However, as Laclau notes, this analysis is missing 
one explanatory dimension. What it cannot describe is why certain popular 
movements gain momentum while others fail; it does not explain why 
people become attached, or as he calls it ‘invests’ in, some societal projects 
and not in others. Laclau writes: 

The different signifying operations to which I have referred so far can 
explain the forms the investment takes, but not the force in which the 
investment consists. It is clear, however, that if an entity becomes an 
object of investment – as being in love, or in hatred – the investment 
belongs necessarily to the order of affect.165 

To explain the ‘force’ behind social inertia or change Laclau thus intro-
duces the psychoanalytical concept of ‘affect’ as a vital explanatory dimen-
sion. This insight is based on the work of the French Psychoanalyst, 
Jacques Lacan, whose thoughts have received a growing interest within 
organisational studies during the past two decades.166 Scholars have been 
arguing that the Lacanian approach is an overlooked resource for organi-
sational theory as it provides an alternative lens on the crucial organi-
sational concepts of subjectivity, power and resistance.167 Lacanian insights 
are today increasingly used to explore how subjectivities are constructed 
and emerge in different discursive configurations and work contexts, high-

165 Laclau (2005), p. 110. 
166 Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2010); Cederström & Hoedemaekers (2010); Fotaki, Long & 
Schwartz (2012). 
167 Cederstro ̈m & Hoedemaekers (2010); Fotaki, Long & Schwartz (2012). 
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2. HEGEMONY AND POLITICAL DISCOURSE THEORY 

lighting the fragmented nature of subjects rather than an assumed stable 
‘essential’ unity.168 As formulated by Sheena Vacchani: 

Lacan’s subject is not an intuitively apprehended “individual”. But may 
be understood as a structural position within a configuration held in 
place by important social signifiers’ […]. Lacan, in this sense, offers a 
framework by which to understand the subject as it relates to a theory 
of consciousness, language and meaning.169 

The affective dimension of social and political theory has further been em-
phasised by Jason Glynos and David Howarth in their book Logics of 
Critical Explanation in Social and Political theory from 2007. This work has 
become a guiding text for many studies that apply Political Discourse 
Theory to understand empirical phenomena, through what they call a 
‘logics approach’.170 One of the key features of this approach is the notion of 
fantasmatic narratives (or fantasmatic logics) which according to the 
authors “provide the means to understand why specific practices and 
regimes ‘grip’ subjects”171 and thus relate to what Laclau calls the affective 
explanatory dimension. According to Glynos and Howarth, the use of the 
concept of fantasmatic narratives in empirical research can contribute to a 
deeper understanding of the ‘inertia’ of social practices, i.e. why some 
regimes are kept intact over time, but can also be used to explain change, 
and its speed, when it happens.172 Fantasmatic narratives have the function 
that they ‘cover over’ the lack that is always present in subject positions and 
the social totality itself. When ‘the political’ dimension appears through 
dislocations of ‘the social’173 the fantasmatic operates as a way for the sub-
ject to reinstitute a feeling of closure and fullness. As formulated by Glynos 
and Howarth: 

The operation of fantasmatic logics can thus reinforce the social 
dimension of practices by covering over the fundamental lack in reality 
and keeping at bay what we have labelled ‘the real’ [the political dimen-
sion]. In this respect, logics of fantasy have a key role to play in ‘filling 

168 Contu, Palpacuer & Balas (2010); Vacchani (2012). 
169 Vacchani (2012), p. 1242. 
170 Glynos, Klimecki & Willmott (2015). 
171 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 145. 
172 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 145. 
173 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 111. 
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up’ or ‘completing’ the void in the subject and the structure of social 
relations by bringing about closure.174 

Glynos and Howarth thus emphasise that fantasmatic narratives are a way 
for subjects to cope with the incompleteness of meaning, to experience and 
to join together incompatible elements of the social. By doing this, fantas-
matic narratives can support the maintenance of a social regime by creating 
an outlet for the subject to handle the contradictions that the regime pro-
duces. They take the example of workers who perform their tasks flawlessly 
yet speak about their workplace in a distanced and cynical way. In organi-
sational studies this has been described as workers maintaining a ‘cynical 
distance’ to their organisation,175 and several studies have shown how such 
‘transgressions’ uphold a particular organisational regime rather than chal-
lenge it.176 Stavrakakis emphasises that transgressions thus can work to 
reinforce a regime or a particular ideal rather than contesting it. He argues 
that this is because transgressions of an ideal can serve as a source of 
“fantasmatically structured enjoyment” for the subjects.177 He writes: 

the space of the officially sanctioned ideals, is revealed as incomplete, 
and – paradoxically – it receives support from a clandestine supple-
ment of self-transgression […]; the  lack in the Other [the  symbolic  
order] demands a fantasy support, ultimately an indirect anchoring in 
the (partial) jouissance [enjoyment] of the body.178 

The subjects in a particular work situation can thus handle the complex 
contradictions of the organisation by a fantasmatic narrative that allows 
them to continue to work for organisational goals while at the same time 
telling themselves that they have autonomy or are even working against the 
organisation. In my analysis of Patos-Marinza, I will apply these theoretical 
insights to understand my own reasoning and transgressions as a CSR pro-
fessional but also to understand subject positions involved in the various 
forms of resistance articulated in Patos-Marinza communities. Jason and 
Glynos mean that fantasmatic narratives can be empirically identified by 
asking “whether or not they resist public official disclosure” but also by the 
often contradictory features that fantasmatically structured enjoyment 

174 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 146. 
175 Fleming & Spicer (2003). 
176 Burawoy (1979). 
177 Stavrakakis (2010), p. 68. 
178 Stavrakakis (2010), p. 68. 
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possess, “exhibiting a kind of extreme oscillation between incompatible 
positions”.179 In my analysis of Patos-Marinza it is thus in the missing 
pieces of, and contradictions within, accounts that I will investigate the fan-
tasmatic or affective dimension of political mobilisations. 

Applying the concept of hegemony in Patos-Marinza 
While Gramsci used his concept of hegemony to understand the rise and 
consolidation of power by the bourgeoisie in the western states of his 
time,180 I will use hegemony to analyse the continuous construction of cor-
porate power in Patos-Marinza. This translation of a concept and theory 
from one time and context to another can bring new insights. At the same 
time, specific conceptual modifications are required; for example, my level 
of analysis is not the state, but the geographical area of Patos-Marinza. 
Instead of analysing how one social group can gain or maintain state 
power, my aim is to understand how a corporation (Bankers) could main-
tain power over a geographical area where grievances and spontaneous 
protests were common occurrences. Gramsci distinguished between two 
types of leadership, one aimed at gaining power through the formation of 
an alliance; the second aimed at maintaining power once dominance is 
achieved.181 It is the second sense of leadership I want to focus on in this 
book; that is, the maintenance of corporate power in Patos-Marinza 
through processes of force and consent. Now, one may object to this aim, 
thinking that this does not strike one as a very interesting project since 
Bankers had a concession agreement with the Albanian government and 
thus the legal right to control Patos-Marinza. That concession agreement 
can thus be seen as the main force behind the Bankers’ dominance. This is 
in fact the answer that a senior representative of the local government gave 
in an interview with me. When the representative heard that my thesis was 
about company-community relations, they suggested that I should write 
my dissertation about “why Albania does not develop” instead. I said that 
in some ways my project is about that topic since I wonder why people in 
the area are poor and the money from oil industry goes abroad. The repre-
sentative answered that this is “because the concession agreement that the 
central government made with the company was done without thoughts 

179 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 148. 
180 Anderson (1976). 
181 Thomas (2009/2010), p. 163. 
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about the local people”.182 This politician is right; the concession agreement 
and the state’s monopoly to enforce it with violence (police force) is of 
course an important part of understanding corporate dominance in Patos-
Marinza. But this reliance of an underlying force cannot explain the total 
grip of Bankers’ hegemony in Patos-Marinza. As emphasised by Yannis 
Stavrakakis, force cannot be the only reason why a hegemonic structure is 
maintained: 

Moving beyond the banal level of raw coercion, which – although not 
unimportant – cannot form the basis of sustainable hegemony, every-
one seeking to understand how certain power structures institute 
themselves as objects of long-term identification and how people get 
attached to them is sooner or later led to a variety of phenomena […] 
debated under the rubric of ‘voluntary servitude’. The central question 
here is simple: Why are people so willing and often enthusiastic – or at 
least relieved – to submit themselves to conditions of subordination, to 
the forces of hierarchical order?183 

Similar to what Stavrakakis emphasises here, my experience from Patos-
Marinza indicates that Bankers’ hegemony did not need enforcing through 
the state police most of the days but was generally constructed in other 
ways, closer to the Gramscian notion of consent. It is these daily local prac-
tices that I want to underline, in particular the CSR practices that resulted 
from Bankers’ implementation of IFC’s sustainability standards. By showing 
how corporate hegemony was continuously constructed in Patos-Marinza, 
I aim to transform corporate power from a taken for granted phenomenon 
(that is, from an omnipotent concession agreement) to concrete daily prac-
tices that were continuously reinforced and challenged. 

182 Interview, local government representative, October–November 2017. 
183 Stavrakakis (2010), pp. 63-64. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Moving from practice to autoethnography 

This is a method chapter, and as is customary, I will herein describe how 
this final text has come about. As I mentioned in the prologue, I see this 
project as a process that started several years before I became a PhD 
student, as fragments of thoughts that I wrote down in my diary while I 
was still emerged in the constant conflicts to which working life in Patos-
Marinza exposed me. Let me start by giving you some examples of these 
thoughts:184 

Diary note 2013-09-20 
Stupid meeting […]. It started with senior management telling us to ar-
range meetings with the local community and ended with them saying 
to do nothing since they had to start building without a permit. 

Diary note 2014-04-02 
Our wells are getting very close to Belina village and residences that are 
nice and newly built. There is a need for a new plan for the oilfield with 
buffer zones between residences and wells. 

Diary note 2015-04-11 
I had hoped that the day would be calm but it started directly with 
meetings in Marinza with people who wanted jobs, compensation for 
land etc. Then Belina and Kallm residents blocked the road to the 
bridge and I had to promise them a meeting with senior management 
to open it again. Now I worry that this was a bad idea. 

In the examples from my diary above, I can see how I perceived my subject 
position as torn between my loyalties to the communities of Patos-Marinza 
and Bankers’ senior management. During the course of the years I worked 
in Patos-Marinza, and in the following years as a PhD student, these 
thoughts where reformulated and expanded into this text. Needless to say, 

184 Diary entries are translated from Swedish. 
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my subject position in relation to Patos-Marinza has changed in various 
ways during these years. An important aspect of Political Discourse Theory 
is the notion that nothing exists outside the discursive, meaning that there 
is no ‘objective’ location from which the researcher can observe the world. 
Research is consequently always located within certain discourses and the 
process and product of research becomes a part of the struggle for hege-
mony within the context it studies.185 When I moved from oil industry to 
academia, new discourses became available to me that helped me to look at 
my old experiences in a new light. This does not mean that I was trans-
formed into an objective researcher, only that my subject position became 
linked in another way to the struggles for hegemony in Patos-Marinza. In 
the following chapter I will try to give you a sense of how this process took 
place and how it finally ended up in the order of words that you now have 
in front of you. 

Emancipatory knowledge goals 
To start with, I want to briefly discuss the emancipatory knowledge inte-
rests to which I adhere. Mats Alvesson and Jorgen Sandberg186 describe 
Jürgen Habermas’ three basic forms of knowledge interests: the technical – 
focused on functionalist cause-and effect relations through which society 
and nature can be controlled; the practical-hermeneutic – focused on a 
deeper understanding of the human experience and culture; and the eman-
cipatory – represented by critical theory approaches, focused on revealing 
power relations as a way to liberate subjects from repressive relations.187 My 
project is aligned with the emancipatory knowledge interest, which 
Alvesson and Sandberg describe as “critical examinations of institutions, 
ideologies, interests and identities” in order to encourage “critical insight, 
rethinking and liberation from, or resistance to, unnecessary forms of 
domination”.188 Peter Svensson has summarised this knowledge goal in an 
article in Dala-Demokraten as “motverkansuppgiften” which can be trans-
lated as the task of counteraction. Svensson writes that: “Society is created 
of people who think, speak and act. Thoughts and language allow action 
but can also limit people’s possibilities to change their lives and society for 
the better. The task of critical social science is to target […] the effects of 

185 Gerber, Gunnaryson Payne & Lundgren (2012). 
186 Habermas (1972) in Alvesson & Sandberg (2013). 
187 Alvesson & Sandberg (2013). 
188 Alvesson & Sandberg (2013), p. 21. 
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3. MOVING FROM PRACTICE TO AUTOETHNOGRAPHY 

thoughts and language [and to] offset oppressing and negative tendencies 
in society”189. To assume the task of counteraction is thus to question 
dominant norms and power structures in society. Interpretation therefore 
becomes an inevitable political and a tool for emancipation. Oliver Mar-
chart describes this as “the very task of, among other post-foundational 
theories, deconstruction and hegemony theory”190. Viewed from Political 
Discourse Theory, the emancipatory project can be defined as an attempt 
to reveal the contingency of a hegemonic social system that frames itself as 
‘closed’ and a reactivation of ‘the political’ in a system framing itself as 
objective. My aim is to carry out the task of counteraction by using my own 
experiences from Patos-Marinza as a methodological approach to criticise 
a social regime from within, as well as my own role in the reproduction of 
the same regime. 

Autoethnography and work-life experiences 
While the term autoethnography is relatively new in management studies, 
the use of the researcher’s own work-life experiences has long been part of 
organisational ethnographies. In the beginning of the twentieth century 
several scholars entered workplaces incognito to understand the working 
lives of the lower and middle classes with an emancipatory knowledge goal of 
improving working conditions and societal conditions.191 Czarniawska 
defines ‘participant observation’ as a situation “when an employee becomes a 
researcher or a researcher becomes an employee”, emphasising that such 
studies can only be conducted “with exceptional luck of obtaining access”,192 

referring to examples such as Michael Burawoy as a machine-tool operator, 
and John Van Maanen and Jennifer Hunt as police trainees. A more recent 
example of a researcher who uses her own work-life experience as empirical 
material is Karen Ho193 who studied Wall Street bankers and their daily 
production of ‘shareholder value’. Even though none of these works apply 
the term autoethnography, they show that first person practitioner know-
ledge and work-life experiences have an important part to play in organi-
sational studies. The application of work-life experiences in organisational 
studies is thus not a new phenomenon but the use of the term autoethno-

189 Svensson (2017), my translation. 
190 Marchart (2007), pp. 134-135. 
191 Zickar & Carter (2010). 
192 Czarniawska (2014), p. 7. 
193 Ho (2009). 
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graphy provides enhanced opportunities to highlight ‘practitioner know-
ledge’ as a methodological strength rather than an unwanted bias. 

Even though autoethnographic approaches are gaining momentum they 
are still a novelty in many academic settings194. In organisation and ma-
nagement studies, autobiographical material has mainly been used by 
scholars scrutinising their own role as academics and the academic insti-
tutions of which they are a part 195 while there is still a need for more studies 
that use this approach in the study of organisations outside academia.196 As 
a PhD student adopting an autoethnographic approach, I have experienced 
this novelty through critiques of my methodology as both unscientific and 
unethical. In response to these criticisms, I maintain that autoethnography 
presents an opportunity to inquire into the hidden sides of organisations, 
using previous work-life experiences as a form of ‘participant obser-
vation’.197 Organisations are often framed as a positive phenomenon, fun-
damental to coordinate human action and increase efficiency in our efforts 
to reach common goals. However, the growth of critical management 
studies (CMS) indicate that an increasing number of scholars are concer-
ned with the negative aspects of organisational action such as domination, 
exploitation and unethical behaviour.198 This critical approach to organ-
isation and management also requires innovative methodological ap-
proaches. While the hegemonic regime in social science still privileges 
logico-scientific thinking199 and positivist methods for data collection and 
interpretation,200 autoethnography function as a counter-hegemonic articu-
lation with its emphasis on new forms of inquiry, narratives and inspira-
tion from fictional writing.201 In the current debates about organisational 
ethics and corporate social responsibility,202 autoethnographic inquiries 
brings the promise of opening the ‘black-box’ of organisations and increas-
ing the understanding of political struggles behind corporate practices. As I 
hope to show in the following chapters, autoethnography also provides a 
possibility for the researcher to analyse her previous (or current) work-life 
experiences and how it is linked to the articulation of hegemonic regimes. 

194 Wall (2006); Holman Jones, Adams & Ellis (2013/2016); Doloriert & Sambrook (2011). 
195 Brewis (2005); Prasad (2013); Thanem & Knights (2012); Ulus (2019). 
196 Vickers (2019). 
197 Czarniawska (2014), p. 7. 
198 Alvesson, Bridgman & Willmott (2009); Cederström & Hoedemaekers (2010). 
199 Gabriel (2013). 
200 Alvesson & Kärreman (2011). 
201 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011). 
202 Aguinis & Galvas (2012). 
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Satoshi Toyosaki and Sandra L. Pensoneau-Conway describe autoethno-
graphy as “a praxis of social justice”, adding that: “In approaching social 
(in)justice, we underscore the minuteness of our performative moments of 
making and remaking social injustice in our micro-social everyday con-
texts”.203 Autoethnography thus underlines a new aspect of the emancipa-
tory knowledge interest – a reflection of our own participation in the crea-
tion and recreation of larger power structures of which we all are a part. 

Autobiographical narratives  
The autobiographical narratives I use in this book were the first texts I 
wrote when I began my PhD in September 2016. The intent was to capture 
my thoughts as a professional before being socialised into the academic 
realm. The autobiographical narratives are comprised of recollections, with 
the help of photos, documents and diary notes, and are representations of 
my perspective on the context in Albania at the time. As I lived through 
these events, I did not take any structured field notes, nor did I consider of 
the possibility to use them in a research project. The “quotes” in italics are 
thus not direct quotes, but representations of dialogues that have remained, 
as part of my wider construction of memories from Patos-Marinza. These 
narratives are similar to what John Van Maanen calls ‘impressionistic 
tales’, described as “a dramatic recall” with the intention of drawing “an 
audience into an unfamiliar story and allow[ing] it, as far as possible, to 
see, hear and feel as the fieldworker saw, heard and felt”204. Autoethno-
graphy is in this sense intimately linked to narrative thinking,205 which 
Yiannis Gabriel states “does not seek to establish fixed relations between 
causes and effects but contents itself with establishing the links between 
people’s actions and their outcomes by locating them in believable plots”.206 

He separates logico-scientific and narrative thinking and emphasises that 
these two types of thinking are linked to different views of truth and 
knowledge and generally adhere to different methodologies. Gabriel under-
lines the “narrative contract” as key to the relationship between the author 
and the reader of a story. The narrative contract is “an implicit under-
standing that the storyteller will deliver a narrative that is at least sincere 
and meaningful” and in return, the audience allows the author “poetic 

203 Toyosaki & Pensoneau-Conway (2013), p. 561. 
204 Van Maanen (1988/2011), p. 103. 
205 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011). 
206 Gabriel (2013), p. 106. 
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license to deviate from verifiable ‘facts’ and to embellish”.207 Similarly, 
Carolyn Ellis, Tony E. Adams and Arthur P. Bochner argue that autoethno-
graphers “value narrative truth based on what a story of experience does – 
how it is used, understood and responded to”208 by readers and partici-
pants. Autoethnography is thus based on the recognition that truth is 
variable and changeable as “people who have experienced the ‘same’ event 
often tell different stories about what happened”.209 

Ellis, Adams and Bochner describe how autoethnographers use aspects 
of autobiography and ethnography when producing their texts. Just as 
authors of autobiographies, researchers writing autoethnographies aim to 
produce aesthetic and engaging texts using storytelling to bring readers 
into the plot, thereby affording the reader the opportunity of getting closer 
to the researcher’s own experience. Just as ethnographers, authors of 
autoethnographies aim to produce ‘thick’ descriptions of personal and 
interpersonal experiences to facilitate the understanding of cultures by 
insiders and outsiders.210 I call my narratives ‘autobiographical’ when pre-
sented in their original form, written during my first months of PhD 
studies. They function as notes from ‘participant observations’211 of a 
specific time and place I experienced in the past. My principal aim with 
harnessing these first-person reflections is to make the context of Patos-
Marinza come alive for you as a reader. Gazi Islam highlights that the line 
between the researcher and informant becomes blurred in autoethno-
graphy and involves a process where the researcher needs to engage in a 
process of distancing from the self.212 In the analysis, I view these auto-
biographical narratives as articulations of a corporate representative (me), 
and how, as a practitioner, I was part of reproducing and/or challenging 
corporate hegemony in Patos-Marinza trough the implementation of IFC’s 
sustainability standards. That analysis is my autoethnographic endeavour 
in which my autobiographical narratives, and the conversations and 
actions they describe, are viewed as articulations of and between certain 
discourses. 

207 Gabriel (2013), p. 118. 
208 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011), no page number. 
209 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011), no page number. 
210 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011). 
211 Czarniawska (2014). 
212 Islam (2015), p. 240. 
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Documents, news reports and social media content 
In addition to my autobiographical narratives, I have used various docu-
ments, web pages, YouTube videos, Facebook posts and news reports as 
empirical material to construct the story of Patos-Marinza from a corpo-
rate and community perspective. There is an abundance of documentation 
available for the company-community conflicts in Patos-Marinza, since 
they were discussed in both local and national media, through Bankers’ 
corporate communication channels, as well as in reports produced by IFC 
and EBRD, NGOs and on community Facebook pages. The use of docu-
ments and interviews to complement the autobiographical narratives 
relates well to the aim and process of an autoethnography that Ellis, Adams 
and Bochner describe as making the “characteristics of a culture familiar to 
outsiders and insiders” and “might require comparing and contrasting 
personal experiences against existing research, interviewing cultural mem-
bers, and/or examining relevant cultural artifacts”.213 

In addition to autobiographical narratives and interviews with staff 
members (which I will discuss in the next section), my empirical material 
to capture the hegemonic/corporate perspective on Patos-Marinza conflicts 
includes: 

• Relevant pages from Bankers’ website, such as those describing the 
company history, CSR work, corporate structure and operations and 
documents (e.g. corporate annual reports and news updates avail-
able on Bankers’ web page). My purpose with using this material 
was to capture content on the web page that represented the years 
between 2009 and 2016. Since, by the end of 2016, Bankers changed 
ownership, it was important to save these web pages early in my 
research process, before changes occurred in the company; 

• Corporate communication videos available on Youtube describing 
Bankers’ general operations, environmental remediation work and 
community relations programs, as well as a longer video describing 
Bankers’ history as part of the company’s 10th anniversary celebra-
tion in 2014; 

• Reports about Bankers’ sustainability performance available on the 
web pages of IFC and EBRD, produced by the same organisations; 

213 Ellis, Adams & Bocher (2011), no page number. 
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• Reports from the Compliance Advisor/ Ombudsman of IFC (CAO), 
who became involved in Patos-Marinza after an official complaint 
was filed by a group of community representatives. These reports, 
available on the CAO web page, outline the assessment process car-
ried out by CAO representatives as well as records from the dialogue 
groups that subsequently took place involving company and com-
munity members; 

• An interview with Bankers’ CEO by an investor network during the 
annual World Oil and Gas Week 2015, available on Youtube; 

• Corporate public information documents and community relations 
reports, which were generously sent to me by Bankers after a formal 
email request. These documents were based on surveys and meet-
ings with residents in the oilfield and include a Social Baseline and a 
Social Impact Assessment for Patos-Marinza from 2010–2011, re-
ports about Bankers’ grievance mechanism, annual reports about 
Bankers’ community investment programme, public disclosure 
material that was part of Bankers stakeholder engagement activities 
and a summary of a Community Survey carried out in five Patos-
Marinza villages during 2015.214 Since I was part of producing these 
documents, in my role as a consultant and Community Relations 
Coordinator, their content was already familiar to me. Nonetheless, 
with a new found distance on proceedings, they provided me with 
an opportunity to analyse how activities were officially motivated 
and described by the company at the time. 

In addition to interviews and group discussions with community members 
(further discussed below), my empirical material to capture the counter-
hegemonic/community perspective on the Patos-Marinza conflicts includes: 

• Bankers’ community relations reports (as listed above), which, al-
though they were written by company representatives (including 
me in my previous role), outline the community counter-hegemo-
nic perspective in their descriptions of the community grievances 
and concerns that were brought up in corporate-stakeholder 
meetings; 

• Reports from the CAO outlining the arguments of community 
representatives present in dialogue groups set up by the CAO; 

214 See list of all documents in the section: Empirical material – Reports and webpages. 
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• A report about Bankers and Patos-Marinza from the international 
NGO Bankwatch, describing impressions from their visit to Patos-
Marinza in 2014 and their conversations with community mem-
bers. Civil society organisations were rare in Patos-Marinza during 
2009 and 2016, and to my knowledge there are no other NGO 
reports about the area available from this time; 

• Posts from three Facebook groups created by anonymous actors 
from Patos-Marinza villages, including photos from community 
protests, caricatures of Canadian oil workers and posts criticising 
the company for social and environmental impacts as well as cor-
ruption; 

• Videos available on Youtube from four news agencies offering dif-
ferent perspectives on the Patos-Marinza conflicts during the 
period, 2009–2016. As the politics behind Albanian media is com-
plicated and inconsistent, 215 I chose these based on their content 
(giving different perspectives) rather than based on formal (or 
informal) political affiliations, which would have been hard for me 
to delineate. These videos show interviews with community mem-
bers, corporate representatives and governmental officials during 
periods of protests in Patos-Marinza.216 

In my experience, a characteristic trait of the company-community con-
flicts in Patos-Marinza between 2009 and 2016 was that state institutions 
intervened very rarely or only when they were formally required by legal 
procedures. Politicians were sometimes present in protests covered by 
media outlets to promise improvements or to place demands on Bankers 
but were then absent in company-community dialogue groups or other 
social initiatives initiated by Bankers. Consequently, I have not accessed 
any state reports addressing the social situation in Patos-Marinza. The state 
reports I have used are of a more technical nature and include those from 
the state-owned oil company Albpetrol describing the technical details of 
the oilfield and those from the transparency initiative EITI describing oil 
industry tax payments. In my analysis, the perspective and role of state 
institutions on these conflicts is therefore addressed mainly as an absence.  

215 Zguri (2017). 
216 If you want to see the events of Patos-Marinza ‘in action’ I recommend you follow the links to 
these news videos which are provided in the section: Empirical material – YouTube videos. 
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Interviews with employees, corporate partners 
and local government 

CSR is often studied from the perspective of senior managers, focusing on 
policies and guidelines, official systems and sustainability reports. This 
study seeks to get behind the formal CSR systems and policies, which have 
guided my methods for generation of empirical material. Writing auto-
biographical narratives is one such method where my memories from my 
time as a CSR professional are used as testimonies from ‘within’. As I will 
describe in this section, another method is the focus on interviewing 
Albanian middle-level managers, lower level staff and collaboration organi-
sations in the oilfield, rather than Canadian senior management. These 
actors were closest to the ‘ground’ and thus familiar not only with formal 
systems but also with how they were carried out in practice. In addition, 
local communities have an important part to play in this ground level 
investigation, and my interviews with local residents will be further des-
cribed in the next section. 

Barbara Czarniawska has highlighted the agony of doing fieldwork,217 

which is something to which I could especially relate when returning to 
Patos-Marinza in October–November 2017 to make the first round of 
interviews. Having worked in Patos-Marinza for many years previously, 
my worries and stress were related to returning in a new role to a place I 
once called home. Czarniawska writes that: “Entrance into a new field 
begins with extensive positioning, especially on part of the researcher”.218 

Even though the field was not new to me I had to reposition myself – once 
a company representative, now a researcher. I started this process by 
emailing the Bankers’ managers and staff for interviews, describing my 
project and including an introductory letter.219 While some did not reply, 
most answered with a positive note saying that they were waiting for my 
arrival. When I arrived in Fier in October–November 2017, Bankers’ office 
seemed as open to me as if I was an employee, and I could freely walk 
around the corridors to greet old friends and have a coffee in the cafeteria. 
Thus, despite my worries, the first phase of my fieldwork went well; inter-
viewees, including my former colleagues and local corporate partners, 
expressed that they were pleased to participate and emphasised that a study 
about Patos-Marinza would be of value to actors living and working there. 

217 Czarniawska (2014). 
218 Czarniawska (2014), p. 78. 
219 See introductory letter to participants in Annex 1. 
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Instead of encountering resistance and suspicion (as I had expected), inter-
viewees received me with curiosity and generosity, sharing their opinions 
on the situation. During this time, the company was in a period of tran-
sition; at the end of 2016, it had been sold to Chinese investors. My feeling 
was that these changing circumstances had brought with it an additional 
openness from staff; the Canadian management was about to leave while 
the Chinese management was slowly taking over. Staff and middle manage-
ment described the period as uncertain, and my feeling was that this lack of 
direction made staff even more willing to share their views on the company 
with me. 

In this first round of interviews, I selected persons that I had met in my 
previous role as a company representative, from former colleagues to 
acquaintances in partner organisations and government authorities with 
whom I had met on a few occasions. Based on my previous knowledge of 
the interviewees, they were chosen in order to provide contrasting per-
spectives on the context and narratives of events that challenged or com-
plemented my own. In total, thirteen in-depth interviews were carried out. 
These interviews included: Bankers’ management and ground level staff; 
previous Bankers’ or contractors’ employees; representatives from the local 
government and from Bankers’ partner organisations. Eleven interviews 
were undertaken during my first field visit in October–November 2017, 
while the remaining two took place during my second field visit in 
September 2018. All of the interviewees are Albanian citizens. The inter-
view language was primarily English but with my conversational profi-
ciency in Albanian, two were conducted in Albanian on account that the 
interviewees were more comfortable with speaking in their native language. 
The interviews varied from half an hour to two hours, with most lasting 
around one hour. Eleven out of thirteen interviews were recorded; all were 
partially or fully transcribed.220 In the two interviews conducted with 
government representatives, detailed notes were taken, since the inter-
viewees were uncomfortable with being recorded.  

As a previous insider in this research context, I define my role as an 
active interviewer while my respondents are narrators of experiential know-
ledge.221 James A. Holstein and Jaber F. Gubrium emphasise that this 
approach corresponds to a constructivist view of knowledge as a “diverse, 
multifaceted, and emerging resource and that access to it is actively selec-

220 See details under Empirical material – Interviews with corporate representatives and partners. 
221 Holstein & Gubrium (1995). 
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tive and constructive”.222 Accordingly, I see the interview situation not as a 
moment where ‘truth’ is revealed and where, as an interviewer, I should 
minimise my impact. Instead, I understand it as a situation where parti-
cular stories about the past are co-constructed by the interviewees and me 
through our particular roles in the present moment. Holstein and Gubrium 
write that “the active interviewer does far more than dispassionate ques-
tioning: […] she activates narrative production”.223 As an active interviewer, 
I used my own experiences to form a dialogue about the confusing situa-
tions we had shared in the past, and encouraged interviewees to tell their 
own stories about Patos-Marinza. This interview format resembles what 
Czarniawska calls a “narrative interview”, according to which “interviewees 
are encouraged to control their own performances, rather than responding 
to the interviewer’s cues”.224 The interview guide,225 although formulated in 
terms of specific questions, was thus used as a guideline for certain areas to 
be discussed, rather than as a constraining document. In addition, new 
questions were added for each interview, depending on the themes and 
narratives that emerged in each situation.  

As with any social interaction, the dynamic of the interview situation is 
not something that can be controlled. It varies in accordance with the 
actors involved and the interplay between them. As a previous insider, but 
now outsider, asking questions about the interviewees’ specific work situa-
tions, I could expect various reactions. Eda Ulus and Yannis Gabriel writes: 

When a stranger or outsider crosses into organizational terrain and 
begins asking questions, those answering may feel duty bound to pre-
sent their working life in a positive manner. Yet, research situations 
may spawn very different emotional relations […]. In a discussion of 
workplace emotions, respondents may discover an opportunity to con-
fess or disclose troubling work matters that they would not disclose to 
‘insiders’, treating the interview exchange, consciously or unconsci-
ously, as a therapeutic space.226 

In the interview situations between my former colleagues and I, I experi-
enced both these responses. Some seemed to hold up a façade, answering 
officially and diplomatically to my questions, treating me as the outsider I 

222 Holstein & Gubrium (1995), p. 30. 
223 Holstein & Gubrium (1995), p. 39, emphasis in original. 
224 Czarniawska (2014), p. 35. 
225 See interview guide in Annex 2. 
226 Ulus & Gabriel (2018), p. 230. 
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had become. As I sometimes had previous knowledge about their opinions 
and thoughts from our conversations in the past, I found these perfor-
mances frustrating and somewhat hurtful, since it appeared that they did 
not trust me. Others, on the other hand, spoke more freely than I would 
have ever expected, sharing their perspective in a highly personal manner, 
sometimes asking me to turn off the recorder when a particularly sensitive 
story was told. At those moments I felt myself bursting with renewed 
confidence in my insider status, feeling that I was accessing a reality upon 
which few outsiders would be able to touch. Ulus and Gabriel write that:  

Our own emotions, in seeking to overcome what may be deep cultural 
or social divides, are a valuable source for understanding some of the 
limits of research interviews.227 

The feelings I experienced during interviews were a reflection of the clashes 
between my previous knowledge and what I was told in the interviews, 
between being an insider and an outsider, between my past role as a rela-
tively integrated foreigner and my current status as a brief visitor who had 
left Albania for another life in Sweden. Oscillating between these various 
subject positions was sometimes highly uncomfortable but also vital to my 
research journey, making me think deeply about ‘truths’, alliances, hege-
monic narratives and fantasmatic enjoyment. 

I ended each interview by asking what the interviewees thought about 
my study and what they would like to read about in the final book. The 
interviewees emphasised different aspects that they considered important. 
One Bankers’ representative, Rezart, underlined the need to understand the 
perceptions of local communities: 

Actually, personally I will not choose technical books, I would choose 
books that will help me understand the specifics of people in that area 
[Patos-Marinza], the specifics of, I would say, their perceptions. 
Because I might not be here for long, but they will be there, their kids 
will be there, their families will be there, they will not move from 
there.228 

In another interview, a local government representative emphasised that 
the book should address the distribution of wealth from Patos-Marinza: 

227 Ulus & Gabriel (2018), p. 236. 
228 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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the oil of Marinza is not only for Marinza residents, but it is a resource 
for all Albanian people. It belongs to all people and it is the duty of 
politicians to spread this richness for the country. But Marinza people 
are the first people who feel the noise, the earthquakes and everything 
else so they should, out of all of the Albanian people, be treated first.229 

Another Bankers’ representative, Jonida, stated that I should make sure to 
show the context from different viewpoints and to give a balanced picture 
of events: 

you have lived in Albania, but you have been part of expats, and lived 
as a local, and worked very closely with locals, compared to other 
expats as well, and you have seen both sides of the medal, what 
Canadians and westerners think, and what Albanians think and you, 
who are in the middle, are the best person to judge about that.230 

After the completion of the first round of interviews, I left Albania with 
this murmur of voices in my head, each telling me their own version of 
what was important to say about Patos-Marinza. I did not feel like I was in 
the “middle” and able to “judge”. I felt guilty, as if I was exploiting those 
actors who continued to struggle in a setting I had decided to leave.  

Group interviews and family visits in Patos-Marinza villages 
While it was emotional and exciting to interview my old colleagues and 
acquaintances in Bankers and Bankers’ local partners, starting the inter-
views with local communities felt even more sensitive. In Patos-Marinza 
there are five villages that surround the central oilfield. It was in these vil-
lages that I had spent a considerable part of my working days as a corporate 
representative. Among other things, our community relations team carried 
out surveys and focus groups as part of the social baseline and social 
impact assessment. We held interviews as part of the development of the 
social management programme, met with people who filed complaints 
through Bankers’ grievance mechanism and organised regular stakeholder 
meetings linked to our monitoring and evaluation process. During these 
years, some of the meetings with residents were intense and conflictual but, 
for the most part, they ended on a friendly note. These meetings were in 
actual fact the best part of my job. It linked to my fantasmatic narrative of 

229 Interview, local government representative, October–November 2017. 
230 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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wanting to ‘make a difference’ to peoples’ lives by mitigating harms that the 
oil industry produced. On the other hand, I could never quite understand 
how residents could be so patient with our team while at the same time 
they were furious with Bankers and had continuous grievances that we, as 
company representatives, were unable to solve. When I returned to Patos-
Marinza in my new role as a researcher, to an area where most problems 
had stayed the same, the endless discussions with angry residents and our 
teams’ inability to do something about most of their grievances was a living 
part of my legacy. As an illustration of how this legacy interacted in my 
new encounters with residents, let me give you an example from one field 
day when my translator and I walked through one of the villages in the 
quest for people to interview.  

The second person we met in the village was a man digging a ditch in 
his front yard. We spoke to him through the fence that separated his 
property from the sidewalk where we were standing. The man recog-
nized me and said that we had met many times in the past. [The 
translator] explained to the man that I wanted to know more about the 
issues of the residents and how they got along with Bankers. The man 
replied to the translator: “I have met Sara so many times and she has 
been writing and writing in her notebook but nothing has changed”. 
Then he asked me directly: “How many years have you been with 
Bankers Sara?” “Four years” I answered [excluding the year as a con-
sultant]. “Yes”, he said, “in four years you could have done something, 
but nothing has been done. So, it does not matter if I speak to you or 
not”. The man continued to explain that some time ago the residents 
had organised a protest about a new oil lease and blocked a local road. 
But then the company had given 300 euros to some of the leaders in the 
protests in order for them to stop and so they did. He said that the  
company had offered him money as well but he had refused to take it 
since he did not feel comfortable to take money when the others were 
protesting. […] I asked if these things happened also during my time 
with the company and the man said: “Yes, these things have always been 
happening”.231 

While comments like the one above, addressing issues of corporate corrup-
tion and my past inabilities to help residents, were common, most people 
were still willing to speak to us. Owing to how I only have a conversational 

231 Notes from my field diary (5th of September 2018). 
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proficiency of Albanian, I worked together with a local coordinator/trans-
lator in order to organise the community interviews in a manner suitable to 
the context and to ensure that residents clearly understood that I now 
entered their villages in a new role. For the role of translator, I engaged a 
person with good knowledge both of the area and the oil industry, due to 
their previous experience in the security sector. As in most small com-
munities, family and friend relationships in the area are highly important 
and complex. It was thus vital for me to avoid hiring someone with a bad 
reputation or bad relationships with the local residents. Even if the person 
selected had been working in the security sector – a position with the 
possibility of conflict with communities – I based my decision on my pre-
vious knowledge of them as having a good reputation and for being a 
‘people person’. 

We conducted interviews in three of the oilfield villages; Marinza, 
Belina and Zharrza. These were chosen because they have the largest num-
ber of households in direct vicinity to oil wells. Moreover, their residents 
have filed the largest number of grievances to Bankers in the past. We 
organised the interviews in three different ways: as pre-arranged group 
interviews; as spontaneous family visits; and as short chats on the local 
streets when we walked around the villages (such as the one from the field 
note above). The process of preparing for group interviews was similar to 
the one I had used when visiting new villages in my past role; the commune 
and, thereafter, village representatives were informed about the process. 
Before I arrived in Patos-Marinza, the translator prepared for the group 
interviews by meeting with village representatives on more than one 
occasion, explaining the purpose of the research project and asking them to 
gather people who would be willing to speak to us. The group interviews 
were organised at local cafés and attendance varied from four in one village 
to eight in the other two. The café locations meant that the interviewing 
environment could not be controlled. People walked in and out during the 
conversation; some people joined in while others left. Sometimes people at 
other tables overheard the discussions and wanted to air their thoughts. 
While this certainly made the transcription of interviews more difficult, 
since several conversations took place at the same time, it allowed for free 
discussions and made the participants more comfortable. The interviewing 
context was thus similar to a ‘normal’ café discussion. The café environ-
ment allowed the participants, the translator and I to discuss a context of 
which we had all been part for many years, sharing memories and jokes as 
well as arguments and disagreements. 
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To include women’s voices in the group interviews was a challenge we 
did not manage to overcome. Women did not turn up for the meetings 
voluntarily and when we invited women who were present in the venues, 
they sat down at the table but rarely spoke. I realised that another type of 
meeting was necessary in order to include women’s voices in the study. My 
experience, from supervising survey teams in the area, was that a spon-
taneous home visit is a good method to initiate conversations with women. 
Many women in the area are working with household tasks during the day 
but are also usually free for a chat if the opportunity arises. We therefore 
visited a total of 10 households in the three villages, and spoke to women 
who had time and were interested to speak with us. Men also attended 
these interviews, if they were at home, as well as children and relatives who 
were visiting. These family visits provided a calmer interview situation than 
the cafés, and I sensed that people felt even more comfortable to speak 
their mind in their own home. In addition, we also had eight short chats 
with residents we met on the village streets as we walked between houses. 
While these were brief, they gave us a quick sense of the relationship that 
people had with Bankers and sometimes brought up stories of encounters 
between Bankers’ staff and residents.  

Our selection of participants in these village conversations can be des-
cribed as random and spontaneous. This random selection I deem suitable 
for the purpose of understanding the counter-hegemonic narratives avail-
able in the villages. In the group interviews, and during some family visits, 
people could discuss their relationship with Bankers together. This gene-
rated a variety of discussion points on which people agreed and disagreed. 
Since participants had been previously briefed about the purpose of the 
interview, they usually started speaking without being prompted, raising all 
manner of issues they had with Bankers. As with the individual interviews, 
I encouraged this free conversation and only used the interview guide to 
ensure that certain areas were covered. However, since my study focuses on 
the period between 2009 and 2016 I was mainly interested in participants’ 
perception about Bankers under Canadian management. In order to en-
courage the participants to speak about the past I repeatedly asked about 
how it was “during my time as an employee” or “during the Canadian 
time” compared to “now”. The participants also used references to the past 
themselves, for example when explaining that “during the Canadians” it 
was like that and “now” it is like this. Sometimes I used my own recol-
lection of events as ‘memory joggers’ for participants, asking them about 
their view about a particular incident or encounter. My previous know-
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ledge of past events were also vital for understanding what the participants 
were discussing; sometimes I could understand discussions better than the 
translator due to my previous role as an insider and participant in the same 
events. This knowledge also helped me to ask follow-up questions to go 
deeper into issues I had only heard briefly before or to challenge parti-
cipants when they told me things about which I had contrasting informa-
tion. Due to a change in my role, I could now ask more openly about con-
tentious issues, such as bribes, the local government, residents’ encounters 
with Bankers’ staff and why people did not protest more often. However, 
my past role and knowledge also brought with it difficulties. For example, 
participants sometimes assumed that I knew “everything”, and therefore 
felt as though they had no need to explain. Expressions such as “but you 
already know this” or “you should tell us instead” were common, which 
meant that I had to reiterate the purpose of my visit and my new role as a 
researcher. People also sometimes thought that I was still working for the 
company and started to give accounts of their present grievances. More-
over, people sometimes grew suspicious of my new role, questioning if I 
was in their village for another purpose. As people came and left the group 
interviews and family visits it was thus important to explain my research 
aim and process over and over again, to counter some of the distrust and 
misunderstandings present in the room. 

With my conversational proficiency in Albanian I could understand 
much of the interview conversations without a translator but used the 
translator’s English accounts as a backup to ensure that we understood the 
conversations in the same way. When I transcribed the interviews I thus 
had both Albanian and English accounts on tape, with often the Albanian 
accounts being more detailed. The quotes I use in the empirical chapters 
are therefore my own direct translations from the Albanian accounts, using 
the translator’s English summaries to validate my interpretations. The 
quotes are sometimes edited slightly, so that their meaning is properly con-
veyed to you as a reader. Listening through the recorded interviews and re-
living the interview situations was an important part of my analysis; it 
brought me back to Patos-Marinza, made me hear things from the inter-
views I had not recognised at the time and highlighted aspects of the con-
text that I had not previously considered important.  

Analytical approach and methods 
I started my PhD process with the conflicts in Patos-Marinza nagging in 
the back of my mind, and I searched for a theoretical frame that could help 
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me to better understand them. Political Discourse Theory offered such a 
frame as it understands society based on antagonism and conceptualises 
power as something related to objectivity and truth. This view of society 
was highly applicable to my experiences from Patos-Marinza, allowing me 
to view these conflicts in a new light. As I explained in the previous chap-
ter, Political Discourse Theory delineates a political ontology of reality in 
which ‘society’ is only a consequence of hegemonic articulations, which 
hide ‘the political’ under a cover of objectivity. ‘Society’ is accordingly 
described as an ‘impossible object’. The outside to whatever constitutes the 
inside always threatens to reveal inconsistencies and show that another 
reality is possible. This means that every society is viewed as a constant 
battle between forces that wants to redefine reality and organise society in a 
different way. My experience from Patos-Marinza was that ‘truth’ was 
relative and continuously debated, and that events could always be inter-
preted in several ways. Political Discourse Theory therefore, provided me 
with new insights into this struggle for truth that I previously noticed, but 
without a theoretical frame to analyse more deeply.  

Political Discourse Theory is different from other forms of discourse 
analysis in that it is not only verbal accounts and texts that are analysed 
discursively but all aspects of social relations. The first consequence of 
taking this approach is that I view verbalisations, such as an interview or a 
policy document and actions, such as a well construction or an air-moni-
toring programme, as discursive practices in the oilfield. They are speeches, 
text and actions that are produced by and contribute to the continuous 
production of specific discourses. Likewise, I view artefacts such as an oil  
well, an office, a residence and a drainage ditch as materialisations of 
various discourses.232 Secondly, Political Discourse Theory views subject 
relations as relatively fluid and as possible to rearticulate in various dis-
courses. This means that I view identities and groups as lacking any ulti-
mate fixity and thus I refrain from looking at the conflicts in Patos-
Marinza as taking place between fixed groups with predetermined iden-
tities. While I repeatedly refer to ‘the company’ versus ‘the community’ I 
assume that these are ‘alliances’, that actors belonging to them can change 
over time, and that this is a key aspect in understanding hegemony as an 
ongoing and interminable struggle.  

I divided the analysis of my empirical material into two stages; the first 
focusing on the overall discourses in Patos-Marinza and the second focus-

232 Lindqvist (2012). 
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ing on specific demands from local communities and how Bankers res-
ponded to these. In the first stage, which I present in Chapter Four, I 
identified two competing discourses that struggled to define Bankers’ acti-
vities in Patos-Marinza. This analysis was carried out by structuring the 
texts, actions and artefacts in my empirical material as supporting or op-
posing Bankers’ activities. The outcome was the creation of two analytical 
word clouds to better understand how various concepts were linked as dis-
cursive formations. In this analysis I used analytical concepts from Laclau 
and Mouffe, such as ‘logics of equivalence’, ‘logics of difference’, ‘nodal 
points’, and ‘empty’ signifiers. This analysis resulted in the identification of 
two nodal points - the ‘investment’ and the ‘invasion’ – that hold together 
two competing discursive formations in Patos-Marinza and give meaning 
to other signifiers in each discursive structure. In addition, I identified two 
groups of alliances representing each side of this debate, and an anta-
gonistic frontier that divided the context into two opposing camps. This 
first part of the analysis thus aimed to give an artificially coherent and 
static picture of the dynamic and competing discourses and hegemonic 
relations in Patos-Marinza. You may object to this fictional dichotomous 
structuring of the social by asking: Was not reality messier and more 
complicated than this static picture depicts? Why must the discursive struggle 
be fixed in these, not so surprising, opposing sides? Were there not more 
narratives available in the context? To this I will answer that this fictional 
structuring was important for my own thought process, for trying to des-
cribe what the hegemonic narrative in Patos-Marinza consisted of and 
what the most challenging critique of this narrative looked like. In the 
process of experimenting with different signifiers as nodal points in the 
hegemonic and counter-hegemonic formations, I could better see how 
other signifiers and related social processes changed their meaning. The 
concept of the ‘investment’ was structuring a narrative so natural to me 
that it was only in light of the same activities being described as an ‘inva-
sion’ that the political logics of hegemony revealed themselves. The ‘inva-
sion’ was thus the most challenging concept against Bankers’ hegemonic 
version I could find in my empirical material; an important first step in the 
process of analysing what was holding back that counter-hegemonic ver-
sion of reality. While this way of structuring the social into two opposing 
narratives hides many of the nuances and complexities in the social, it also 
allowed me to analyse how hegemonic and counter-hegemonic formations 
were strengthened and challenged through various articulations, including 
how sustainability standards came into play within this dynamic. 
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In the second part of my analysis, which I present in Chapters Five to 
Seven, hegemony as a never-ending process becomes visible. The constant 
re-articulation of discourses and subject positions comes into focus by 
looking in detail into conflicts that are linked to the overall discursive 
structures described in Chapter Four but where arguments and positions 
are articulated in specific ways. This analysis shows how corporate hege-
mony was continuously constructed as a reaction to community resistance, 
i.e. what in Chapter Four appears dichotomously fixed is in Chapters Five 
to Seven continuously challenged, rearticulated and enforced. I have struc-
tured this analysis according to three demands (i.e. counter-hegemonic 
articulations) from local communities and the responses from Bankers 
guided by IFC’s sustainability standards. This selection highlights specific 
aspects of Bankers’ hegemonic articulations and the role of IFC’s sus-
tainability standards in the construction of corporate hegemony. I started 
this second part of my analysis by categorising my empirical material into 
eight conflicts based on particular community-led demands. Out of these I 
selected the three conflicts that illustrate the different ways in which 
Bankers’ responses could be understood as hegemonic articulations. I then 
proceeded to categorise relevant parts of my empirical material into these 
three conflicts and then further, within each conflict, into the two com-
peting discourses I identified previously. This second part of the analysis  
connects to Laclau’s analysis of popular movements by examining how 
‘chains of equivalence’ were formed between community members and 
how corporate efforts sought to isolate demands, breaking these chains 
through ‘hegemonic articulations.’ ‘Logics of equivalence’ and ‘logics of 
difference’ are key concepts in this analysis as well as Gramsci’s notions of 
‘corporative interests’ and ‘transformism’. As part of this analysis I also 
highlight how not only verbal or written expressions but also actions and 
materialisations such as dialogue groups and money transfers are used as 
articulations in the hegemonic struggles of Patos-Marinza. 

Writing and the representation of others 
While first surprised by the sense of confidence and freedom with which 
many of my former colleagues and local residents spoke to me in the inter-
views, I realised that this was based on my previous role as a company 
employee and the relationships I had built in the past. After having spent 
several years in the context I am presently studying, I have established 
certain loyalties and bonds to the actors in the area, all of which go beyond 
the relationship of a researcher and her interviewees. This study is made in 
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their name, portraying their reality and claiming to say something about 
their lives. While I left the hardships of Patos-Marinza behind and placed 
myself in a comfortable chair in a Swedish university, they had to continue 
to struggle in this reality, making jokes as the most constructive way to stay 
sane. By having the privilege to share this context for some years, I feel that 
it is my responsibility to tell their story, as vividly and engaged as I can, 
acknowledging the fact that I have been privileged with money and a room 
of my own, which Virginia Woolf highlights as a prerequisite for any 
writer.233 My feelings towards Patos-Marinza are in line with how D Soyini 
Madison describes the emancipatory knowledge goals of critical ethno-
graphy, which, according to her, starts from a sense of responsibility, duty 
and commitment to address conditions and processes of injustice within a 
particular context. She writes: “The conditions of existence within a parti-
cular context are not as they could be for specific subjects; as a result, the 
researcher feels a moral obligation to make a contribution toward changing 
those conditions toward greater freedom and equity”.234 While I have few 
hopes that a Swedish dissertation could change anything in a context so far 
away, it is still my ambition, however modest its effects.  

Ellis, Adam and Bochner write that “when we conduct and write 
research, we implicate others in our work”.235 In traditional ethnographies, 
the location and some of the actors are easily identifiable, even though the 
author has done her best to change any names and any revealing circum-
stances. The possibility for readers to identify actors in the study therefore 
means that results may have implications on the actors’ lives. In autoethno-
graphies, such ‘relational ethics’ become even more complicated, since the 
author involves herself as well as acquaintances, friends or even family in 
the research process.236 As this study reveals both the place (Patos-Marinza) 
and the name of the company (Bankers), I have made continuous efforts to 
keep particular identities anonymous. The gender and names of inter-
viewees and in my autobiographical sections are all fictional, and stories 
and quotes have sometimes been slightly amended to ensure that identities 
are protected. In my introduction to the interviewees, I explained my new 
role as a researcher without having any current affiliation to Bankers.237 The 
interviewees were also informed that their names, positions or personal 

233 Woolf (1928/2012). 
234 Madison (2005), p. 5. 
235 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011), no page number. 
236 Ellis, Adams & Bochner (2011), no page number. 
237 See introductory letter in Annex 1. 
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details would not be disclosed in my final text. This means that I am careful 
not to include any interview extract that could reveal the identity of the 
interviewee to readers, mindful that the text may be read by people who are 
or were themselves part of the events in Patos-Marinza. 

Madison writes beautifully about the ethical issues regarding the repre-
sentation of Others: “with all the good intentions, excellent craftsmanship, 
and even with the reliability and eloquence of a particular story, repre-
senting Others is always going to be a complicated and contentious under-
taking”.238 Likewise, Ester Barinaga emphasises that academic texts often 
contribute to the creation of groups, by describing them as homogenous 
and unified to readers, even though the described actors may not recognise 
the group themselves. She emphasises that by the creation of fictive groups 
“writing, even academic writing, is to commit violence on the described”.239 

My experiences from Patos-Marinza show that the groups described in this 
thesis, such as ‘employees’ or ‘communities’, are heterogeneous and thus 
the very categorisations I deploy are problematic. A senior manager and a 
local resident may have closer views on the role of the company than two 
neighbours or two colleagues. This also underlines the need not to simplify 
and to let a variety of voices in the context be heard. This is what I have 
tried to do in this text. 

In the last stages of finalising this text, I added fictional vignettes to the 
empirical chapters. One vignette places you as a reader alongside my col-
league and I on an imaginative working day (Chapter 4), and the following 
three vignettes place you as a reader in the position of an imaginative 
resident in Patos-Marinza (Chapter 5, 6 and 7). These are other attempts to 
bring you as a reader into the context I experienced, trying to convey some 
of the feelings and frustrations I felt when I listened to the concerns of 
residents in the area both as a company employee and as a researcher. Of 
course, as a former corporate representative and now PhD student, I do not 
know how it is to live in Patos-Marinza. Nevertheless, I believe we all have 
to try to make such fictional journeys in order to speak about sustainability 
in a democratic sense; placing ourselves in the shoes of ‘the other’ and 
imagine what conception of sustainability would be meaningful in that 
position. The inclusion of these texts is my contribution to the movement 
within management studies to ‘write differently’; an effort to move away 
from the ‘scientific’ language that dominates and restricts academic texts 

238 Madison (2005), p. 3-4. 
239 Barinaga (2015), p. 161, my translation. 
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and to embrace writing that, as formulated by Sarah Gilmore et al., “is con-
cerned with broadening, widening and deepening knowledge and under-
standing by giving our ideas space in which they can flourish, create new 
meanings, help us learn and become human”.240 

To write is to reduce reality,241 to exclude aspects that complicate the 
picture, to select and order our messy life into black and white signs. 
Political Discourse Theory emphasises that we all need to simplify reality in 
order to understand, that the competing meanings of each word and each 
context means that simplification is obligatory and unavoidable in order 
for us to make sense of our surroundings.242 When I wrote this story about 
Patos-Marinza, the things I left out were reacting in different ways. Some 
were screaming for my attention. Some were waving their goodbyes with a 
smile. Others were hiding in dark places. The things I left out all have their 
reasons for wanting to be, or not, included. Some have integrity and enjoy 
their privacy. Others demand a central place in the sunrays of my descrip-
tion. The things I left out are themselves reasons why my research project 
can be understood as a discursive articulation. It is a simplification and 
thus a contribution to the hegemonic struggle in Patos-Marinza, an endea-
vour to describe a social context that can be viewed in many other ways. 
The things I left out are other stories about Patos-Marinza. Stories which 
haunt this text from the outside, stories that did not fit in this book.  

240 Gilmore, Harding, Helin & Pullen (2019), p. 4. 
241 Alvesson & Sköldberg (1994). 
242 Winter Jørgensen & Phillips (1999/2000). 
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CHAPTER 4 

“A great investment for all Albanian people” 

Let us now wander back into Patos-Marinza, where my exploration of the 
ins and outs of corporate hegemony takes place. I will start by bringing you 
as a reader with me on a fictional yet typical working day, and share some 
of the sights, smells and sensations that characterised my professional role 
between 2010 and 2015.243 

When we arrive at the gates of Bankers’ main office in Fier city, we have to 
press the button on the gate monitor so that the person working in the 
reception can let us in. The area outside the gate is already filled with people, 
mostly men, who have errands with Bankers; a few with invoices to be paid, 
others with land papers that should be updated, some with old grievances 
that our community department has failed to resolve. A few of the men 
address us as we approach the gate and start repeating their complaints that 
they have told me many times before. You experience the situation as tense 
(maybe you already regret that you came with me?). I tell them, in my usual 
way, that they have to speak to our grievance officer. The gate opens and 
closes behind us while they continue to negotiate with the reception to let 
them in. We enter the modern air-conditioned office, and head straight 
down to the cafeteria to make the day’s first cup of espresso. In a few minutes 
the bus with the rest of the office staff will arrive and the newly wiped floors 
will be filled with high heels and polished shoes. Another day at the office has 
started. 

The list of registered grievances is growing so my colleague, you and I take 
one of the white Toyota pickups, which are parked in the backyard of the 
office, and wave to the guard as he opens the iron gates to the office premises. 
From Bankers’ office, we drive a few hundred metres north on the main road 
towards Tirana and then turn right at the gas station, into a narrow but 
busy road. We pass the school Flatrat e Dijes, attended by most middle-class 

243 Fictional narrative, written in August 2020 with support of a Youtube video (Nick Carlsson, 
2013) as a memory jogger. 
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children in Fier, and the new prison building, which people say (with a hint 
of the usual irony in their voice) will be filled with Albanian prisoners from 
the EU. Vast agricultural fields expand on both sides of the road but you  
notice that few modern agricultural equipment is visible. Instead we see a 
few women and men with bent backs in the middle of the fields as they work 
their lands by hand. The traffic is comprised of a mix of brand new 
Mercedes, minivans, horse carriages filled with agricultural produce, old 
Mercedes and a tractor. “There is nothing better than a German car to 
handle Albanian potholes”, my colleague explains with a laugh. In the village 
of Sheqishta we turn left and soon the first oil deposits appear just behind the 
residences along the road. My colleague and I explain to you that several of 
the residents have complained about the smell from vent gases that are 
released from the black deposits, which store the oil until trucks come and 
pick it up. But we also emphasise that this is a relatively calm area. “Most 
likely the residents in the houses closest to the wells have been paid a decent 
amount in land rental from Bankers. That money would make any smell 
bearable”, I say (with that hint of irony again).  

As we continue on the narrow road, we enter the village of Belina and more 
oil deposits and pipelines become visible from the road. This is closer to the 
centre of the oilfield and as we turn right to enter the road to Bankers’ 
Central Treatment Facility, the smell from vent gases is so intense that we 
have to close the windows. We explain to you that residents living in Belina 
are used to this smell, they are surrounded by the oil industry and, unless 
they are lucky to sign a land contract, many have no possibility to move 
somewhere else. You notice that on this road, the traffic includes oil trucks 
that create large clouds of dust as they pass us on the road. Grievances con-
cerning these trucks are also frequent; dust covers the crops growing along the 
road and potholes become larger due to their weight, sometimes making it 
difficult even for German cars to pass. We are on our way to Marinza, 
another village located directly in the main oilfield. The family we will visit 
have complained about the noise coming from the oilrigs at night. My col-
league and I already know there is little we can do about the noise. Company 
monitors have told us that the noise is within industry standards. No miti-
gation measures are necessary. The family is poor, their old house desperately 
needs repair, the husband and son are without work and two children are in 
need of schoolbooks and clothes for the new school year. We come to their 
home to listen to them once more; we write down their requests and fill 
another sheet of grievance information. When we sit down in their small 
living room we are served Raki made from grape and sweets from a small 
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glass bowl. They tell us about their hardship while their children watch us 
with curious eyes. You are horrified by the poverty displayed just next to 
thousands of barrels of oil. When we are about to leave, the older son puts a 
watermelon from their produce in the trunk of our truck, “as a thank you 
and a sign of respect”, the husband says, “for listening to our concerns”. The 
watermelons are all ripe now, so the prices on the market have fallen, with 
profits after transport being close to zero. When we come back to the main 
office we go down to the cafeteria and share the slices of watermelon with 
another cup of espresso. The family is now another number in our growing 
grievance database. You feel tired (I will let you go home now). The water-
melon tastes delicious after a hot day in the field.   

In the following four chapters I will tell you about my former employer 
Bankers, a Canadian oil company that struggled to uphold its hegemonic 
position as a narrator and organiser of Patos-Marinza, the area in south-
central Albania in which the company operated between 2004 and 2016. 
The discourse describing company activities as an ‘investment’ was 
Bankers’ hegemonic story. This discourse gave meaning to company acti-
vities and incorporated various groups in the Albanian society into a cor-
porate alliance. Landowners gained money from land rentals, young men 
were employed, businesses received orders and the local government col-
lected taxes. The story about the ‘investment’ was a story aiming at closure, 
of incorporating ‘all’ as beneficiaries of the oil industry and thus trying to 
reduce grievances and requests from society by satisfying them. However, a 
set of unmet demands from the communities of Patos-Marinza was en-
dangering this all-encompassing vision, interrupting the corporate nar-
rative, threatening to create an antagonistic frontier between the company 
and local residents. A counter-hegemonic discourse describing company 
activities as an ‘invasion’ was articulated, protests were held, roads blocked 
and oil deposits vandalised. In the following chapters I will tell you the 
story of a company that tried to uphold its hegemonic position in the face 
of demands that continuously reminded it of its impossibility of ever 
becoming complete, of its failure to satisfy all.   

An interview with Bankers’ CEO 
I will now leave the stage to the former CEO of Bankers, Donald, who will 
introduce the company to you. After all, who would be a better person to 
describe the company’s success in Albania? The following extracts are from 
an interview with Donald in December 2015, published on YouTube by the 
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Oil and Gas Council.244 A young woman, Charlotte, representing an online 
news portal for investor advice,245 conducts the interview. The video shows 
Charlotte and Donald standing on opposite sides of a small coffee table; 
both are dressed in black suits and behind them is a screen filled with a 
small logo of the “World Oil and Gas Week”. The “World Oil and Gas 
Week”, which took place in London during 2015, is an event where oil and 
gas companies and potential investors meet and speak about various 
investment opportunities around the globe.246 It is a local place in the global 
economy, just as Patos-Marinza is a local place connected to the same 
investment flows. In one place capital is gathered from investors, in an-
other it is mobilised for production. In a bright and pleasant voice, Charlotte 
starts the interview with a summary of the company and an introduction to 
its CEO, Donald: 

Charlotte – Bankers Petroleum is a Toronto and AIM247 listed oil pro-
ducer with assets in Albania and currently focused on developing 
Patos-Marinza, the largest onshore oilfield in Europe. Well, I am joined 
by the Chief Executive of the company, Donald. Hello Donald. 

Donald – Ah, it’s good to see you Charlotte. 

Charlotte – So tell me, tell us a bit more about this Patos-Marinza field, 
what do you have there? 

Donald – Yes, so the Patos-Marinza field is the largest hydrocarbon 
deposit in continental Europe, its actually 80 years old, so we are, we 
are the second concessionaire after Albania went democratic in the 
early 90s, we actually had a chance to take it over, so we have been 10 
years in Albania. But it’s a, it’s a very interesting field, it’s a heavy oil 
field, ah, lots of individual sands [geological layers], so we drill hori-
zontal wells across all the sands, and we have an opportunity to grow 
the field. In fact, when we started it was around 600 barrels [of oil] a 
day, its almost 20.000 barrels [of oil] a day now.248 

Donald presents Patos-Marinza as eighty years old and the largest oilfield 
on continental Europe, thereby underlining its importance. He also em-
phasises the fast growth of Bankers’ production to highlight the company’s 

244 The oil and gas council is a global network for oil and gas executives. 
245 Proactiveinvestors (2009). 
246 Oil & Gas Council (2015). 
247 Bankers’ Shares were traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) and the AIM Market in 
London, England under the stock symbol BNK. 
248 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
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success during the ten years it has been operating in Albania. In addition, 
Donald notes that Patos-Marinza consists of heavy oil. Heavy oil is thicker 
and less valuable per barrel than light oil and requires a higher number of 
wells per square metre. It also needs other extraction techniques than light 
oil, for example water injection into the ground to make the heavy oil flow 
better.249 Horizontal wells, which Donald mentions, is a technique where 
you first drill vertically into the ground and then deviate the well bore in a 
curve at a certain depth to enter the oil reservoir with a near horizontal 
angle.250 These extraction techniques and the production of wells is some-
thing I will come back to; they are at the core of understanding the rela-
tions between company and community. So far, the interview has focused 
on the past; but investors want to know about the future, about the 
potential for making money. Charlotte continues the interview in her plea-
sant voice: 

Charlotte – Okay, tell us a bit more about the overall growth strategy of 
the company, because it’s in three parts, isn’t it? 

Donald – Mmm, so we have three things we focus on […], so we drill a 
lot of wells, if you look last year we drilled 160 wells, we probably drill 
60 this year, they’re about a million [dollars] a piece. They’re very quick 
though, so we drill them in about ten and a half days, put them on 
production in 18 days, so our job is to manufacture inexpensive hori-
zontal wells in Albania. The second thing is to also focus on [cost] 
margin, so we have taken about 8 dollars of operating costs [per barrel 
of oil] out of the business over the last three years, focusing on not 
flaring gas and burning it for consumption, getting out of the diesel 
business, finding ways where we were trucking [oil], to remove truck-
ing and putting it [oil] in pipelines instead, so, there has been a tre-
mendous effort to transform our costs. And the third thing, which is 
new to us, eh, is something called enhanced oil recovery, we have 
started to, where it makes sense, inject a fluid in the ground […].251 

Donald sums up Bankers’ strategy as based on three components: drilling 
horizontal wells at a fast pace, reducing costs in operations, and using 
water injection to enhance oil extraction. This is what investors want to 
hear: the potential to increase extraction and thus revenues, measures to 
reduce costs and thereby increase profits. But in his answer, there is no 

249 Proactiveinvestors (2009). 
250 See pictures of technique in Bankers Petroleum (2010), p. 12. 
251 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
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indication of this being an oilfield where people live. To “drill a lot of wells” 
means to produce noise and air pollution in the vicinity to residences, to 
“remove trucking and putting it in pipelines instead” means to reduce dust 
from trucks on agricultural crops but also a complicated procedure of 
renting agricultural land for the construction of pipelines. To “inject a fluid 
in the ground” may signify enhanced oil production for investors but is an 
unknown technique to residents living in the area, and thereby further 
heightens potential fears about its consequences. These various materiali-
sations of the oilfield and the way they are described are linked to corporate 
hegemony and community resistance. They are articulations of a hege-
monic discourse in which Patos-Marinza is described and materialised as 
an oilfield with the consequence that alternatives visions of the area, linked 
to, for example, agriculture or residential uses, are marginalised. Charlotte 
takes no notice of this marginalisation but continues to ask about the 
company’s relationship with Albanian authorities, indicating that this rela-
tionship may be a concern for investors.  

Charlotte – […] so you have been in Albania over ten years now I sup-
pose, and there you are the largest foreign direct investor and one of 
the largest private employers in the country, I imagine your relation-
ship with the Albanian authority is pretty good? 

Donald – I think we try to manage the relationship quite a bit obvi-
ously. We’re, I think, 6% of the GDP, so we have a very important rela-
tionship in the country, so we not only work quite closely with the 
government of Albania around how do they think about fiscal take, 
how do they think about the regulatory environment, essentially we 
bring west to the east, so if you think about it, we bring, western tech-
nology, western know how, western, business practices into an emerg-
ing market in Albania, so they see us as, I think, a real opportunity to 
develop the country and develop this asset, very much the way we 
developed in western Canada, which for us has created a unique rela-
tionship with them.252 

The postcolonial thinker Dipesh Chakrabarty, states that the history of 
countries “tend to become variations on a master narrative”, which is the 
narrative corresponding to “the history of Europe”.253 Similarly, Donald’s 
answer puts the company in a superior position in relation to the Albanian 

252 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
253 Chakrabarty (1992), p. 1. 
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government emphasising that the company brings ‘western’ technology, 
know-how and business practices in to the ‘emerging market’ of Albania. 
This places Albania as the ‘east’, a country that is now given the oppor-
tunity to develop “the way we developed in western Canada”.254 This 
reasoning is a typical example of a discourse in which large parts of the 
world are portrayed as lagging behind Europe and North America (in this 
case Canada) but can be moved along a universalised path of greater 
development with the help of foreign investments,255 such as Bankers’  
investment in Albania. Bankers’ investment is thus something that will 
bring a ‘western’ future to Albania, as the only imaginable progress from 
the country’s ‘underdeveloped’ present. Through the logic of equivalence, 
what it means to be ‘Western’ in this discourse is linked with concepts of 
‘modernity’, ‘technology’ and ‘skills’. ‘Eastern’ becomes its opposite via a 
logic of difference. But Charlotte is not a postcolonial scholar with the goal 
to criticise Donald for how he portrays the world. She instead concludes 
the interview by asking once more about the company’s future: 

Charlotte – Then again, I’d like to know where you see the company in 
five years time […]? 

Donald – […] we want to find a solution for trying to heat some water 
to inject in the ground to produce this enormous resource at the  
southern end of the field, which we can’t spend time on now, because 
everything we have is really developed on cold flow [water injections]. 
So that’s the beauty of this thing, it’s a wonderful sandbox to play in, so 
we have a development that has plenty of opportunities for the next 
several years but this opportunity to heat that oil and produce for 
many, many generations to come. 

Charlotte – Well Donald, thank you very much. 

Donald – Ah, my pleasure Charlotte.256 

Donald describes Patos-Marinza as a “wonderful sandbox to play in”257 for 
extractive companies, due to the opportunities for further oil extraction 
using heated water injections. The fact that this ‘sandbox’ is home to 
around 10,000 residents is never mentioned. The absence of local residents 
in the interview, points to a large divide between investor choices pro-

254 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
255 Banerjee & Linstead (2001). 
256 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
257 Oil & Gas Council (2015, December 6). 
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moted in London and oil industry impacts in Patos-Marinza. Patos-
Marinza portrayed in one part of the world does not correspond to the 
place experienced in another. Some actors view it as a place for potential  
high returns on investments; other actors view it as a home.  

These opposing perspectives on Patos-Marinza highlight two different 
narratives of Bankers’ activities that will run in parallel throughout this 
dissertation. One is the narrative of Bankers’ operations as an ‘investment’; 
the other is the narrative of Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’. The 
understanding of Bankers’ activities as an ‘investment’ is a hegemonic 
discourse; a discourse that portrays Bankers’ activities as beneficial to the 
Albanian population at large while it diminishes the power struggles and 
negative impacts from oil extraction. In contrast, the understanding of 
Bankers’ activities as an ‘invasion’ can be seen as a counter-hegemonic dis-
course; a discourse that questions the legitimacy of Bankers’ activities and 
highlights the losses imposed on particular groups in Albanian society. Let 
us continue by examining more closely these two discursive structures.  

Bankers’ investment in Patos-Marinza 
In order to understand the context in which Bankers activities are framed, 
we have to start from the beginning. Patos-Marinza can be seen as an 
example of the “hot spots” of environmental pollution258 created during 
communist rule in Albania, which was otherwise characterised by ‘acci-
dental’ environmental protection due to low economic development.259 

While other countries in Eastern Europe modified their production tech-
nologies in the 1950s and 1960s, the pollution of industrial areas in Albania 
were aggravated during the rule of the Hoxha regime.260 A Bankers’ repre-
sentative, Gramos, who worked in Patos-Marinza during the communist 
period recalls the conditions when he first came to the field in the 1970s:  

I saw every road covered in an oily mud, the wells and the surrounding 
areas full of leaked oil, the workers who were servicing the wells 
without health and safety measures and in very bad working conditions 
[…]. When I started working, I put on rubber boots and I kept them on 
for six months due to the oily mud that was covering the field. And 
then, another problem arrived with springtime; the mud became dust 
that filled the air as vehicles moved around. The vehicles at that time 

258 UNEP (2000), p. 10. 
259 Green (2003), p. 65. 
260 Green (2003), p. 66. 
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were open and the people who travelled in them became covered with 
dust, as if they had been immersed in powder.261 

Stories such as these, about the degraded and filthy oilfield during the com-
munist period, were common among older oil workers like Gramos, who 
admired the new technologies that were later introduced by Bankers. 
Klodian, a representative from Bankers’ partner organisation, living in 
another part of Albania, explained that issues with pollution in Patos-
Marinza were well known during the communist period: 

Also during the Communist Regime they had some problems there 
[Patos-Marinza] especially for pollution and the quality of air. They 
used the old technology with lots of negative impacts to the environ-
ment.262 

When communism fell in 1991, the Albanian Democratic Party came into 
power and privatised the hydrocarbon sector as part of the efforts to intro-
duce a market economy in the previously closed communist system.263 

Anglo Albanian Petroleum (AAP), a partnership between the UK company 
Premier Oil, IFC, the Austrian company OMV and the Albanian state 
company Albpetrol, signed the first concession agreement for the field in 
1994. However, the modernisation of the oilfield went slowly and in 2000, 
an environmental assessment by UNEP reported that families in Patos-
Marinza were exposed to severe health risks due to the oilfield’s poor 
management: 

Severe soil and groundwater contamination comes from several 
sources. […] Oil wells […] are perforating the clay layer and very prob-
ably allowing hydrocarbons to contaminate the drinking water supply. 
The field’s pumps are very poorly maintained and leak significant 
quantities of oil into the surrounding environment. Oil is transported 
from the pumps to pre-treatment facilities in the field via pipelines. 
The pipelines are also poorly maintained and lose significant amounts 
of oil.264 

This pollution, which is attributed to the previous regime, and which 
Gramos and the UNEP report describe, is an important part of Bankers’ 

261 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
262 Interview, representative, Bankers’ partner organisation, October–November 2017. 
263 UNEP (2000), p. 12. 
264 UNEP (2000), p. 24. 
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story. It opens up the space for Bankers to speak of “improving” what is 
otherwise described as an environmentally degraded brownfield. In 2004, 
after AAP abandoned their concession, Bankers signed a new concession 
agreement with the Albanian government, giving the company 100% 
control over the assets in Patos-Marinza.265 On their web page, Bankers 
describe how the company in the following years revitalised the oilfield 
with the help of investments in modern technology and remediation of the 
extensive historic pollution.266 In 2009, Bankers signed a US$110 million 
loan agreement with IFC and EBRD to fund investment and working 
capital needs for Albanian assets and to support the clean-up of environ-
mental pollution caused by previous mismanagement. The President and 
CEO of Bankers at the time, stated in the company’s press release that: 

this $110 million debt financing is more than just a credit facility; it’s a 
strategic investment with two influential global organizations who have 
significant presence and initiatives in Albania. Their financial support 
at this time of tight credit markets is vital to carrying out a large 
development project at the Patos Marinza oil field and we particularly 
appreciate their expertise, and efforts to involve other stakeholders, in 
tackling the environmental clean-up challenges ahead of us.267 

In the same press release, representatives for IFC and EBRD expressed 
their satisfaction with the agreement. IFC's Global Head for extractive 
industries explained that: 

While IFC provides financing to help improve recovery rates and acce-
lerate domestic oil production, we also help the company to contribute 
to environmental remediation initiatives aimed at improving living 
conditions in the surrounding area.268 

EBRD’s Operations Leader for the project joined these voices and declared 
that: 

With this project, the EBRD is providing much-needed long-term 
funding to support private investments in the Albanian oil sector. By 
investing to modernize in Bankers Petroleum's operations, the Bank is 

265 Bankers Petroleum (2016a), Bankers was then named Saxon but changed name to Bankers in 
2006. 
266 Bankers Petroleum (2016a). 
267 Bankers Petroleum (2009, May 11th). 
268 Bankers Petroleum (2009, May 11th). 
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helping to revamp the oil industry in Albania, by fostering further pri-
vatization and helping set high standards of environmental manage-
ment.269 

All parties thus emphasised how the environmental clean-up was an im-
portant aspect in their decision to invest in Bankers. Such emphasis en-
sured that other potentially new negative impacts emanating from the 
revitalisation of the oilfield were marginalised in the discussion. Instead, 
actors describe a win-win situation in which the oilfield would be moder-
nised and expanded while the local environment and living conditions 
would improve. 

This revitalisation, which introduced new technology to the oilfield, 
such as horizontal drilling, made Bankers one of the largest employers and 
taxpayers in the country. In 2015 the company reported to have 1700 direct 
and indirect local employees, and to have made a cumulative tax contri-
bution of US$575 million to the Albanian Government.270 In one interview, 
a local government representative described this success story, stating that:  

The Canadian company is a great investment for all Albanian people, 
the technology, the people employed, the improvement of environ-
ment, of taking the oil from the earth.271 

In this statement, Bankers’ project is articulated in terms of its ‘universal’ 
character; “all Albanian people” means that the corporative project of the 
particular group (Bankers) is articulated as beneficial to every Albanian 
citizen. By means of this investment the company became one of the main 
contributors to economic development and employment in the Fier region. 
One of Bankers’ representatives, Jonida, explained this impact on the wider 
area from the Canadian investment: 

They gave a western flavour to the whole area, not only Patos-Marinza 
or the villages around but the whole Fieri area. Like, you know, a 
western company is working in Albania, and this made Albania look 
like a normal country. […] They created an opportunity to Albanian 
people, that live in the Fieri area, to stay at home and be a part of 
something that many people from Albania left home in order to  
become part of. So, we have more than half of our population who left 

269 Bankers Petroleum (2009, May 11th). 
270 Bankers Petroleum, (2016d). 
271 Interview, local government representative, October–November 2017.  
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the country to be part of something like that. For Albanians it’s a 
dream to be part of advanced societies. And to have like  a sort of  
flavour, a taste that you are living in your home and you are still 
working for something which pays you decently and treats you as a 
human being; this is quite a privilege, I would say.272 

As was the case with the interview with Bankers’ CEO, Jonida expresses a 
relation of equivalence between ‘the west’ and a variety of value-laden sig-
nifiers, such as ‘advanced societies’ and ‘decent’ working conditions. 
Through this articulation, Bankers help Albania “to look like a normal 
country”, an articulation of the company as the hero.  

In 2014, Bankers celebrated this success story on its tenth anniversary in 
Patos-Marinza. In a Bankers’ produced video,273 called Patos-Marinza Oil-
field – awakening the sleeping giant, the story of the company’s ten years of 
success was published for YouTube audiences.274 In the film, various 
pictures of Bankers’ modern equipment in Patos-Marinza are shown while 
a voice-over explains: 

With the use of horizontal drilling, Bankers broke every record of 
production in this field. It produced a historic maximum, 18,000 bopd 
[barrels of oil per day], setting a new record. The price of the shares 
reached a historic value of 10 dollars per share. But the real achieve-
ment of this oilfield, the one which brought its renaissance was its 
doubling of proven and possible reserves [measures of how much oil is 
available for future extraction].275 

The video changes to a frame showing Bankers’ General Director in a shirt 
and tie sitting in a leather armchair in his office. He states proudly: 

The biggest discovery made in Albania in the past 30 years, is Patos-
Marinza oilfield. Bankers’ investment made this discovery possible and 
doubled its extractable reserves.276 

Bankers’ success is celebrated in the film, both in terms of the clean-up of 
the historic pollution and the introduction of new technology that in-
creased extractable reserves and the rate of production. The local com-

272 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
273 Participant observations (2014). 
274 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24), quotation of English subtitles. 
275 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24), quotation of English subtitles. 
276 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24), quotation of English subtitles. 
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munities are also framed as beneficiaries and partners in this success story. 
While showing scenic views of green agricultural fields in Patos-Marinza 
the voice-over describes local communities as the “most important partner 
of Bankers in this giant project”,277 continuing: 

The company operates with the belief and intention of being a good 
neighbour and responds to all needs of the community in a [com-
munity] investment plan, which has seen growth and concrete results 
from year to year.  

The film shifts once more, showing Bankers’ CEO sitting in front of a 
painting in his office dressed in a black suit, blue shirt and a shiny grey tie. 
He states seriously: 

We want to be the partner of  choice in the country. A very powerful  
legacy is the way we develop and work with the communities. So, in 
everything we do, from dust mitigation to building and working with 
schools we act as community partners, not just from the environmental 
point of view but also from a broader stakeholder manager point of 
view, so that everyone looks as Bankers as the right partner in the 
country.278 

These statements, whether expressed in interviews, films or in written 
documents, help to comprise the discourse of Bankers’ successful ‘invest-
ment’ in Patos-Marinza. The promoters of this discourse include Bankers’ 
management, local government representatives and IFC and EBRD. This is 
thus an alliance of actors, a hegemonic bloc, which articulates and stabilises 
this discourse around the nodal point of the ‘investment’, linking it toge-
ther with other signs, such as ‘clean-up’, ‘technology’, ‘community invest-
ments’ and ‘employment’. 

In the video interview with Bankers’ CEO, the company’s ‘investment’ 
in Albania is portrayed as an opportunity for the Albanian government to 
‘develop’ the country. The foreign ‘investment’ is thus framed as what 
Gramsci calls a ‘universal’ project, something to which the entirety of 
Albania will have access, with no specification of who will win and who will 
lose from expanding the oilfield. The physical and economic expansion of 
the corporation and its dominance over Patos-Marinza oilfield is thus 
described as beneficial to all groups via a presumed economic development 

277 Albania Oilfield (2014), in Albanian with English subtitles. 
278 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24), quotation of English subtitles. 
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of Albania’s economy. This discourse also frames the subject position of 
the local residents in a particular way. Residents are viewed as beneficiaries 
of, and potential allies to, the corporation. The Bankers representative, 
Gramos, explains: 

Those who work with Bankers but are residents in Marinza, Zharrza, 
Patos or other locations, are very happy and express high regard for the 
company management. But those who are not working in Bankers but 
are residents in Marinza, they are asking to be part of Bankers, and this 
means that they like Bankers. But when they are unable to be employed 
by the company and, as for all the things that one cannot achieve, they 
start to complain.279 

According to Gramos, local residents are thus desperate to be part of 
Bankers’ alliance. Any complaints raised by villagers are disregarded 
because of Bankers’ lack of possibilities to provide everyone with good em-
ployment prospects. This potential incorporation of community members 
into the corporate alliance resonates with how Gramsci described the 
expansion of bourgeoisie power in western societies. Gramsci wrote: 

In former times, the dominant classes were essentially conservative in 
the sense that they did not seek to enable other classes to pass organic-
ally into theirs; in other words, they did not try to seek to enlarge, 
either “technically” or ideologically, the scope of their class – they con-
ceived of themselves as an exclusive caste.280 

Gramsci argued that bourgeois power was different to how dominant 
classes conceptualised their power previously. While feudal lords or slave 
owners saw themselves as fundamentally different from their subordinates, 
the bourgeois class articulated a project in which everyone could poten-
tially be included. The potential for subordinates to become part of the 
ruling class was thus a way in which the struggle between classes could be 
de-politicised. As formulated by Peter D. Thomas, a contemporary inter-
preter of Gramsci’s thinking, the attempts by the bourgeoisie to preserve 
their power was accomplished: 

through the prevention of the emergence of competing (organized and 
institutionalized) perspectives. The de-politicization of politics – that 

279 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
280 Gramsci (1930-1932/2007), p. 234. 
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is, the conversion of formerly expressed political debates into purely 
bureaucratic and technical questions.281 

Similarly, through the narrative of the ‘investment’, where people in sub-
ordinate positions (‘locals’) have the imagined possibility of employment 
and income benefits, Bankers’ activities in Patos-Marinza could be framed 
as a ‘universal’ project, beneficial to all. Following Gramsci’s thoughts 
around hegemony as both force and consent, one could argue that while 
the formal concession agreement ensured Bankers’ dominance in Patos-
Marinza based on force (state police), the narrative of ‘investment’, which 
speaks of bringing ‘development’ and ‘employment’ to the area, ensured 
that Bankers’ hegemony was based also on consent, incorporating ‘groups’ 
– such as the Albanian government, IFC and EBRD, local staff, contractors 
and community members – into an alliance. When we view the hegemonic 
discourse in Patos-Marinza as a narrative, it is a story about a degraded 
oilfield in a post-communist country, which has been revitalised and 
cleaned by means of foreign investments. Through foreign investment, the 
country is given an opportunity to develop, fostering further private invest-
ments, creating jobs, and improving living conditions as a consequence. 
This is a storyline we recognise and have heard before: a global hegemonic 
order predicated on a ‘western’ model of development.282 To understand 
this model as a particular discursive formation, an alternative narrative is 
needed. 

Bankers’ invasion of Patos-Marinza 
Even though we have passed the 25th anniversary since the collapse of the 
Albanian communist regime in 1991, Patos-Marinza continues to be a 
battleground for the introduction of market economics into the region. 
Here, conflicts with local communities constitute the other side of Bankers’ 
story. Patos-Marinza is an area where many residents live in poverty due to 
widespread unemployment and low levels of agricultural development. In 
2014, a network of environmental and human rights groups in Central and 
Eastern Europe focused on monitoring public finance institutions such as 
IFC and EBRD, called the Bankwatch Network, conducted a fact-finding 
mission in Patos-Marinza. In the report from their visit, the following sum-
mary was made: 

281 Thomas (2009/2010), pp. 150-151. 
282 Chakrabarty (1992), p. 1. 
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Pollution goes hand in hand with extractive industries, and the Patos-
Marinza area has been exploited for decades, so the team was prepared 
for the unpleasant smell in the air, sludge pits, rusty scrap heaps, dusty 
roads and heavy lorry traffic. What the team was unprepared for was the 
level of poverty and abject squalor of the local villages. Poverty of this 
scale in communities living in the shadows of extractive industries is not 
typical, at least not based on our observations over more than a decade 
and half across Eastern Europe. This is even more unexpected given the 
financial support for Bankers from two well-known public financial 
institutions with explicit mandates related to development: in the case of 
the IFC, the alleviation of poverty; and the promotion of environ-
mentally-sound, sustainable development, in the case of the EBRD.283 

The rapporteurs were surprised with the level of poverty found in an area 
rich in oil resources. This sense of surprise was, in part, because Bankers 
project was supported by IFC and EBRD. Bankers’ activities are framed in 
connection with notions of ‘dust’, ‘smell’, ‘exploitation’ and ‘poverty’, while 
local communities are described not as ‘beneficiaries’ but as “living in the 
shadows of extractive industries”.284 Here we have the articulation of an 
alternative, counter-hegemonic discourse in which Bankers’ activities are 
seen as harmful rather than beneficial.  

Connected to this discourse were rumours of clandestine practices 
during the concession agreement process between Bankers and the 
Albanian government. In a special programme transmitted in December 
2015 by the public TV-Channel, Ora News, the Albanian state was des-
cribed as a “banana republic” and Bankers was depicted as having gained 
access to the concession agreement through clandestine and illegal means. 
A reason for such suspicion was an especially short period between the 
founding of the company and it securing the concession agreement. The 
programme also drew attention to the fact that Bankers was registered in 
the Cayman Islands; a renowned location for tax evasion practices.285 A 
former Bankers representative, Gezim, told me to turn off my recorder, 
and proceeded to recount a similar story: 

Do you know how Bankers came to Albania? AAP left Patos-Marinza 
because the joint venture with Albpetrol did not work. At the same 
time Saxon [previous name of Bankers] came into the country in 

283 Bankwatch Network (2014), p. 4. 
284 Bankwatch Network (2014), p. 4. 
285 Ora News Emisione (2015, December 2), my translation. 
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record time. It was [Robert] who was part of AAP and who later, when 
AAP withdrew, went  back to Canada to look for investors, they paid  
something to the prime minister and in two months, from May to July 
4th 2004, the concession was signed with Saxon, the same concession 
valid today with Bankers. The concession was made without any tender 
and in record time. […] We say [in Albania] that “if an army goes into 
a garden and the general takes an apple from the tree the last soldier 
will take the plants with the root.” Corruption starts from the top.286 

In another interview, a former representative for one of Bankers’ contrac-
tors, Ervis, explained: 

We are a poor country, poor state, okay, a lot of corruption, and as you 
know in the third world these things happen, and we are talking about 
huge money like that investment, nobody can say no, so they gave it to 
somebody who didn’t deserve it. Albanian people deserved the oil-
field.287 

Several interviewees thus mentioned the public view of Bankers’ activities 
as illegitimate and based on corrupt practices, in collaboration with the 
Albanian government rather than a form of cooperation that would benefit 
the Albanian people. 

Interviewees also spoke about how Bankers’ takeover was understood to 
be connected to the loss of employment. Klodian, a representative of 
Bankers’ partner organisation, explained that, when compared to the cur-
rent situation, during communism employment in the oil industry in-
cluded most of the local households: 

So, in the social aspect it has been very good for the people there 
[during communism], because 90% of the employees have been from 
the place there.288 

Ervis, quoted above, connected Bankers’ poor reputation in local commu-
nities to the corporate takeover of oil wells belonging to the state owned 
company Albpetrol, and shared with me a story about when Bankers and 
its contractors started working in the area: 

286 Interview, former representative, Bankers, October–November 2017. 
287 Interview, former representative, Bankers’ contractor, October–November 2017. 
288 Interview, representative, Bankers’ partner organisation, October–November 2017. 
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So, if we go back to 2005, really they [local communities] hate, call it 
like this, the Canadians, because most of the […] communities around 
were employed for Albpetrol. So when you know someone is coming, 
with money, you know it is the start of the countdown. […] The real 
sparks with the community came at that point, if I remember it right, it 
was when we took the first wells, and […], as I remember, Albpetrol 
just sent home around 500 people, or a bunch of people they sent 
home. […] So, there it started, so we [Bankers and Bankers’ con-
tractors] started invading. And when you start invading and take from 
25 [wells] to another 25 [wells], another 50 [wells] so, you [community 
members] know that its a question of time.289 

The process of taking over oil wells from the state-owned company Alb-
petrol was thus, in this interview, articulated as an ‘invasion’ rather than an 
‘investment’. While Bankers, IFC and EBRD describe this takeover as a 
‘clean-up’ operation and as an ‘opportunity to develop’, Ervis describes 
how residents saw the same activities as a threat. He explains how people 
connected Bankers’ takeover with the loss of jobs in Albpetrol. Thus, 
Bankers’ ‘invasion’ is articulated in connection to widespread ‘unemploy-
ment’ among local residents, and not lucrative employment opportunities.  

The discourse organised around the nodal point of the ‘invasion’ thus 
works as a counter-hegemonic force in Patos-Marinza. Even though it 
stops short of envisioning an alternative path for the area, it depicts 
Bankers as a threatening ‘other’ and makes possible the articulation of a 
chain of equivalence between community members voicing different 
grievances against the oil industry. One example of community mobilisa-
tion is a video posted on YouTube by the TV-channel, Vizion Plus Albania, 
in September 2013. It shows a protest by local youth outside the offices of 
Bankers. In the video, young men with painted faces and naked upper 
bodies soaked in what appears to be crude oil, march outside Bankers’ 
main office in Fier, holding a large sign proclaiming: “Bankers! Stop! Oil 
wealth not disaster!” In the video a journalist interviews one of the men, 
who, in a formal voice, declares: 

We have gathered in front of the company’s office, to break the silence 
that citizens have kept for several years, and to start an era of resistance 
against the abuses of this company. During these years, the land in Fier 
trembles and shakes due to Bankers’ bad management of the oil. 
Zharrza and Fier are shaking, but the government should be the ones 

289 Interview, former representative, Bankers’ contractor, October–November 2017. 
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shaking and Bankers should be trembling. This is only the start of our 
resistance.290 

Bankers’ activities are here articulated in relation to ‘abuses’ and ‘bad  
management’. They are opposed by threats of counter actions and acts of 
resistance; for example when the young man proclaims that “the govern-
ment should be shaking and Bankers […] trembling”291 as part of a com-
munity-led series of protests.  

During interviews, community members clearly articulated this coun-
ter-hegemonic discourse. They would raise issues about air pollution, earth 
tremors, unemployment, dust and noise. These specific concerns were often 
discussed separately, one by one. But they would also be linked together by 
articulations framing the company as an ‘invader’ who ‘exploits’ the area for 
money while the people remain poor and suffer the consequences. For 
example, when discussing air quality issues, Ermal, a resident in Patos-Ma-
rinza, spoke of Bankers’ activities in terms of ‘damage’, ‘war’ and ‘genocide’: 

Before they conquered countries with force in order to steal resources. 
Now they take the land peacefully but what about the people that live 
here [in Patos-Marinza]? Is it not genocide here? You have a com-
munity that is living in a place that is not suitable to live in [due to the 
gas emissions], what do you call that? Genocide? There are international 
laws protecting civilians in war times, but this [situation] is the same 
even though it is peace, the damage on the people is the same.292 

Ermal connects the specific operations of Bankers with foreign invasions, 
emphasising that, even if the ‘occupation’ is peacefully conducted, the local 
population suffers. In a group interview, the local resident Berti argued that 
the corporation is free to operate as they please in the area:  

The company, Sara, works as it wants in the community; they know that 
we are  poor,  that we do not have any income, that we do not mobilise  
and do not rise to protest, so they can do whatever they want.293 

Berti speaks of a situation entirely conducive to corporate exploitation, a 
context in which people are too poor to protest and in which company 

290 VizionPlusAlbania (2013, September 13), my translation. 
291 VizionPlusAlbania (2013, September 13), my translation. 
292 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
293 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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activities can be undertaken unregulated. In the same interview, a group of 
men (Artan, Ergys and Edison) describe the company bosses as thieves, 
earning outrageous amounts of money while regular people suffer:  

Artan – We do not know for example who the main owner of the 
company is, the most powerful Canadian for example, the highest boss, 
we have never met the highest boss to explain our complaints. 

Sara – And why do you think that the bosses never came here [to the 
village]? 

Ergys – Because the thieves do not want to be exposed. 

Edison – They take billions while people here are suffering for a piece 
of bread. We have to go and sign our names  in the pharmacy to get  
medicine [to sign the name means get a loan at the pharmacy if you 
cannot pay] while they go on vacation.294 

These are narratives I heard many times while working in Patos-Marinza. 
During my time as a Bankers’ employee, protests and negative media 
reports about Bankers were common295 and several Facebook pages were 
active in seeking to stop the company’s operations.296 Issues discussed in 
the media and on Facebook pages related to environmental pollution, to 
community health risks, to a lack of employment opportunities and eco-
nomic disparities between local people and foreign investors and expats. 
One such example was the graffiti plastered on several walls in the city of 
Fier. The words “Bankers leave” were displayed accompanied with a 
crossed out human face, and with the text “Risk” written underneath.297 

Such writings were indicative of a growing opposition demanding that 
Bankers leave the area, since the company’s activities were perceived as a 
threat to the lives of local residents. A further example is a media report 
from 2013, posted on YouTube by the TV channel Vizion Plus Albania, 
documenting one of many community protests.298 The video shows a road 
in the middle of Patos-Marinza near the village Kallm I Madh. A large 
group of men are seen gathering on the road, blocking the road with their 
bodies. Another shot shows a line of heavy oil trucks and pick-up vehicles 
being prevented from either entering or leaving the oilfield. The oilfield is 

294 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
295 See for example VizionPlusAlbania (2013, September 13). Kanali Shtate (2013, November 22). 
296 www.facebook.com/nopetroleum, www.facebook.com/VetVetDyHere. 
297 My photo, 2015, my translation. 
298 VizionPlusAlbania (2013, December 9), my translation. 
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4. “A GREAT INVESTMENT FOR ALL ALBANIAN PEOPLE“ 

completely blocked, with men from Kallm I Madh village showing their 
outrage. A voice-over explains that the men are gathered to protest against 
the destruction of their local road by the heavy oil traffic as well as the 
seismic tremors they perceive to have been caused by the oil industry. A 
journalist asks an older man in a black leather jacket and cap about the 
men’s grievances. He explains: “We want the road to be paved, first of all; 
second, the seismic events; third, the environmental pollution”.299 This 
video thus articulates that the destruction of local roads, the creation of 
earth tremors and environmental pollution are damages that Bankers’ 
activities are responsible for. 

Similar grievances were expressed in Facebook groups created by local 
residents. In one Facebook post, a map of Albania is displayed as a con-
tainer with a layer of oil in the bottom and an oil pump extracting the oil 
on top. The picture states “Endure Albania! The end is near!”300 It under-
stands the country’s oil resources as a burden that must be tolerated until 
all oil has been fully extracted. One of the 3000 followers of this Facebook 
page have commented on the post saying: “The end is coming to people  
not to the oil. People do not be fooled by those corrupt politicians but take 
the fight in your own hands!”.301 On another Facebook page, red lines cross 
out Bankers’ logo. On the top of the logo it reads: “genocide of the Al-
banians”.302 These community protests and Facebook posts refer to Ban-
kers’ operations as damaging to the local population. Ideas such as ‘en-
durance’, ‘fight’, ‘corruption’ and ‘genocide’ are used to frame Bankers’ 
activities as a siege or an ‘invasion’ rather than as a legitimate ‘investment’. 
This counter-hegemonic discourse clearly states that not everyone is a win-
ner from Bankers’ activities; some people are suffering and want its opera-
tions to cease. It breaks the narrative of an ‘investment’ beneficial to all and 
thereby threatens Bankers’ hegemonic position.  

But while local communities expressed their strong dissatisfaction from 
the moment I entered Patos-Marinza in 2010 until I left in the end of 2015, 
Bankers continued to expand its operations. As mentioned in Chapter 
Three, civil society organisations in the area were few and state institutions 
kept a formal and passive role. Patos-Marinza could thus be described as a 
governance ‘vacuum’ where conflicts between the company and local resi-

299 VizionPlusAlbania (2013, December 9), my translation. 
300 @vetvetdyhere (2015a, September 10), my translation. 
301 @vetvetdyhere (2015a, September 10), my translation. 
302 @nopetroleum (2015, April 28), my translation. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

dents were left for antagonistic actors to solve. So, in this ‘weak state’ con-
text, and in light of community protests, what measures did the company 
take to maintain its position and continue to expand oilfield operations?  

The role of IFC’s sustainability standards  
Regardless of the ‘weak state’ situation and the lack of civil society in Patos-
Marinza, the local protests against Bankers’ oil operations nonetheless 
reached the international community by way of the Compliance Advisor/ 
Ombudsman (CAO), an independent recourse mechanism financed by the 
IFC, where people affected by IFC financed projects can send their 
grievances and ask for support. In March 2013, CAO received a formal 
complaint from an environmental leader representing the community of 
Zharrza in Patos-Marinza oilfield.303 In the CAO Case Progress Report from 
2016 it is summarised that “[t]he complaint raises concerns about the 
impact on local communities of the extraction techniques used by Bankers 
at the Patos-Marinza oilfield, and questions Bankers’ compliance with 
IFC’s sustainability standards.”304 Just as in the Bankwatch report, men-
tioned above, the IFC standards were used as a reference point for the CAO 
complainant, a formulated sustainability policy to which Bankers’ practices 
could easily be compared. A similar reference to the IFC standards was 
made by Bankers’ representative Rezart in an interview, arguing that the 
concept of ‘invasion’, picked up by disgruntled local residents, originated 
from the implementation of IFC’s standards in the area:  

Sara – But do you think this approach, the IFC approach, do you think 
it changed the communities’ view of the foreign company? 

Rezart – Of course! 

Sara – In what way? 

Rezart – I would say something, [laughing] now they were considering 
foreigners like ‘invaders’ […] they [the communities] thought that they 
had a lot of rights, and influence on the business, which, I cannot say 
that they should not be part of our decision-making process, but they 
should not influence. While the communities, the perception that they 
got from the way how IFC implemented their standards, they thought 
that they had the right to influence our business. And because we 

303 CAO (2013a). 
304 CAO (2016). 
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[Bankers] were being stronger, and not following what they [the com-
munities] were asking, then they totally changed perception about us.305 

According to Rezart, IFC’s standards introduced a new discourse into the 
area in which local residents perceived they had the right to influence the 
business. When Bankers did not comply with the community’s demands, 
the residents started to describe Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’, at 
least this is how Rezart saw things. This view is similar to the process I 
describe in my autobiographical narrative at the beginning of this chapter, 
where the introduction of the IFC standards were met by scepticism from 
Bankers’ management: 

Internally in Bankers, these meetings [consultation meetings with local 
communities] were discussed with concerns; this was the first time a for-
mal consultation process had been implemented in the area and actors 
within Bankers were worried that they would stir up feelings of discontent 
among the residents.306 

The internal perception was thus that the consultation process was 
dangerous for the company – a way of putting ideas in the heads of resi-
dents they would otherwise not have. From this perspective, the practices 
advocated in IFC’s sustainability standards were not viewed as a tool for 
the consolidation of the company’s power in the area, but rather as a threat 
to corporate hegemony. The threat was precisely the emergence of an 
alternative discourse that might alter residents’ views on the company. 

However, while some internal actors within Bankers saw IFC’s sustain-
ability standards as a threat to corporate hegemony, their implementation 
also provided Bankers with an opportunity to underline its hegemonic nar-
rative of an investment that benefited everyone. In that way the ‘alternative’ 
point of reference promoted by the IFC standards is still a discursive 
formation that takes for granted certain assumptions of the corporate 
hegemonic narrative, for example that the area is articulated as an ‘oilfield’ 
and the company activities as an ‘investment’. On this particular point, the 
reader may disagree, thinking: But Bankers is investing in Albania! That is 
not a discourse it is the reality! In fact, this particular thought provides a 
clue to understanding the hegemonic status of the discourse framing 
Bankers’ operations as an ‘investment’ – deemed ‘objectively’ the right way 
to conceptualise what Bankers was doing in Albania. With their loan 

305 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
306 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
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agreement, IFC and EBRD joined Bankers in an international alliance for 
an ‘investment’ that would ‘modernise’ and ‘clean up’ the oilfield. The 
obligatory implementation of sustainability standards, which came at-
tached with these loan agreements, brought with it a promise to strengthen 
corporate-community relations, using internationally recognised processes 
such as stakeholder engagement, grievance management and social impact 
assessments to mitigate impacts, “as a way of doing business in a sustain-
able way”.307 While this may sound promising for advocates of corporate 
social responsibility, it will sound the alarm for agonistic pluralists who 
embrace conflict as a necessary ingredient in all modes of social relation. 
Sustainability standards promise that investments can be carried out just as 
before while potential negative impacts on the environment and the local 
community will be mitigated. IFC’s standards thus provided a slight 
amendment to Bankers’ hegemonic narrative, a strategy in which the com-
pany can be seen to be criticising itself in order to avoid reputational 
damage. Cederström and Marinetto identify this as a core characteristic of 
CSR: “a strategy that makes the corporation appear on the same side as 
critics”.308 From this perspective, the sustainability standards are a hege-
monic intervention, a promise of a win-win situation in which the com-
pany can gain profits while the environment is cleaned up and the commu-
nity develops economically. A counter-hegemonic vision for Patos-
Marinza can with this promise be even harder to articulate – the area is an 
oilfield and everyone benefits from its expansion. 

The sustainability standards can thus be viewed as both a promise and a 
threat, depending on which interests are taken into consideration. Some 
corporate managers, who saw the sustainability standards as an introduc-
tion of a counter-hegemonic discourse in the area, a way of stirring up 
community discontent, may have perceived them as a threat. Other cor-
porate managers, as well as advocates for consensual CSR, may instead 
regard them as an opportunity for building international and local alliances 
by promising benefits for all, where corporations project themselves as 
potential allies in the quest for a sustainable society. Environmental acti-
vists may, on the other hand, see the introduction of sustainability stan-
dards as a threat to proper and necessary change away from the oil in-
dustry, which the realisation of a sustainable society requires. Here, 
pluralistic agonists would agree, understanding that the introduction of 

307 IFC (2012b), p. i. 
308 Cederstöm & Marinetto (2013), p. 426. 
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4. “A GREAT INVESTMENT FOR ALL ALBANIAN PEOPLE“ 

sustainability standards, entailing consensus solutions and ‘benefits to all’, 
can strengthen the hand of corporate hegemony. 

While this discussion highlights the ideological effects of sustainability 
standards, these standards also have local practical implications when 
implemented by corporations. In understanding how Bankers could con-
trol Patos-Marinza and continue oilfield operations, it is important to 
understand the practical implications regarding how the sustainability 
standards were implemented. This will be my focus in the following 
chapters. It is the combination of ideological and practical implications, 
both of which can be understood as discursive articulations, which con-
stitutes Bankers’ hegemony. 

The end of western hegemony 
On the 29th of September 2016, Bankers announced that the Chinese 
investment company, Geo-Jade Petroleum Corporation, had acquired all 
issued and outstanding common shares.309 As a consequence, a Chinese 
senior management took over the direction of the company and the loans 
to IFC and the EBRD were repaid. Western corporate hegemony in Patos-
Marinza was over.  

It is Bankers’ double-edged corporate story, about ‘success’ and 
‘conflict’, ‘clean up’ and ‘pollution’, ‘development’ and ‘exploitation’, which 
I will continue to address in the following chapters. In this chapter you 
have been introduced to the hegemonic discourse of Bankers’ activities as an 
‘investment’ and the antagonistic, counter-hegemonic discourse that 
portrayed Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’. You have also seen how 
sustainability standards can be used to strengthen a hegemonic narrative of a 
‘successful’ and ‘responsible’ company, as well as how they can be perceived 
as challenging corporate practices through the introduction of a point of 
reference for counter-hegemonic mobilisation. However, while sustain-
ability standards may be a useful reference for criticising the company, I 
have also discussed (and will continue to discuss in the following chapters) 
their limited potential for creating a real alternative to the oil industry, that 
is, a new hegemonic project that would frame the region in other terms 
than an ‘oilfield’. The sustainability standards thus seemed to strengthen 
the hegemonic view of the area as an oilfield, only to emphasise that a few 
amendments had to be made to make Bankers’ project beneficial for all.  

309 Bankers (2016f). 
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By contrasting the concepts of the ‘investment’ and the ‘invasion’ I aim 
to reach a better understanding of how speeches, texts, actions and 
materialisations in Patos-Marinza can be understood as hegemonic and 
counter-hegemonic articulations. In the following chapters I will focus on 
three specific areas of company – community interactions. In each case, 
you will see how these two competing discourses were articulated and 
confronted with each other. Since I focus on areas in which IFC’s standards 
were guiding Bankers’ actions, I will show the practical implications of 
implementing concrete sustainability standards and how these functioned 
to strengthen corporate power.  
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CHAPTER 5 

“They are inside our house” 

Imagine that you live in an area surrounded by agricultural fields. In the 
morning you can sit on your veranda and smell the fresh air of dew before 
the sun becomes too hot. In the evenings the stars shine brightly as no city 
lights compete with their presence. Your family is not rich but the produce 
from your land is enough to keep you all well fed and properly dressed. You 
dream of buying a tractor and send your brilliant daughters to the capital for 
university studies. One day two men come to visit you. They tell you that 
they are trying to find a place for a new oil lease. You have heard rumours 
about this company from distant neighbours. The money they pay is more 
than lands could produce in a year. You also know what they want in order 
to rent your land. They want you to give them a share. But you are proud. 
You do not promise them anything. After a few visits they approach your 
neighbour instead. He is not so proud. His son is in prison. A new oil lease in 
built and equipped with roads, wells, oil deposits and rigs that frequent the 
area. Gases weighing down in heavy clouds now replace the fresh morning 
air. You have to eat your breakfast behind closed windows. In the nights the 
spotlights and noise from the oil lease scare away the brilliance and music of 
the stars. You think of moving but cannot afford it. Maybe the men will 
approach you again in the future. Next time you won’t be so proud. 

In this chapter I will look at Bankers’ land rental process as the first of three 
areas of company-community interaction in which Bankers’ hegemony was 
both enforced and challenged. From my time in Patos-Marinza I learned 
that the process of land acquisition, how land is rented by oil companies 
and how new oil leases are planned and developed, is key to understanding 
the struggles present when an oilfield on private land is expanding. While 
until now I have discussed Bankers’ hegemony as asserting itself by means 
of a ‘universally beneficial’ narrative, land rental processes show how this 
corporate hegemonic discourse was articulated and stabilised in concrete 
material practices and with streams of money, while IFC’s sustainability 
standards played a vital part in legitimising this entire process. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Similar to the previous chapter, I will describe Bankers’ operations from 
two separate perspectives. The first is linked to the corporate hegemonic 
discourse of the ‘investment’, which describes the area as an ‘oilfield’ where 
problematical illegal residences have been built. In this perspective, 
Bankers’ land rental processes are described as transparent and mutually 
beneficial market-based transactions based on IFC’s sustainability stan-
dards.310 In this discourse, land payments are depicted as making a  
substantial contribution to the local area while residents are portrayed as 
‘greedy’ subjects, all of whom want a piece of the pie. The opposite per-
spective is linked to the counter-hegemonic discourse of the ‘invasion’. In 
this discourse, the area of Patos-Marinza is described as a ‘home’ and an 
‘agricultural area’. Bankers’ land rental process is in this perspective em-
phasised as informal and conflict ridden, and the construction of wells is 
associated with negative material effects on local residents and farmers.  

My analysis in this chapter will highlight material and economic aspects 
of corporate hegemony, in particular the land on which the oilfield 
developed, and the streams of money that went into the pockets of domi-
nant and subordinate groups. The focus on land acquisition shows that 
Bankers’ dominance of Patos-Marinza was not simply predicated on the 
company’s status as a legal concessionaire. In order to get access to land, 
money transactions were needed in order to make private landowners 
agree to sublet their land to the company. While Bankers described its land 
rental processes as voluntary, market-based, and implemented according to 
IFC sustainability standards,311 it was also accompanied with grievances 
about impacts on adjacent landowners and rumours of clandestine prac-
tices. Now let us start from the ‘investment’ perspective where the ‘oilfield’ 
is defined and materialised, leading to the view that the local residents were 
the principal problem in corporate-community conflicts. 

The spread of illegal residences in an ‘oilfield’ 
Since the collapse of the communist regime, unregulated construction has 
been a widespread issue in Albania.312 Hoxha’s regime regulated the con-
struction of residences within villages by residential borders, marked on 
maps as yellow lines. This system was abandoned with the collapse of the 
communist system in the 1990s, when new constructions without permits 

310 See Annex 3 for an outline if IFC’s performance standards. 
311 Bankers Petroleum (2011a). 
312 UNEP (2000), p 14. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

flourished, leading to an expansion of village borders and new residential 
areas formed on previously agricultural land.313 A similar development was 
present in Patos-Marinza where villages within the oilfield spread outwards 
in all directions while squatters built houses with oil wells sometimes 
incorporated into their backyards.314 The Albanian state did nothing to stop 
these developments, and therefore subsequent conflicts with the local 
population pertaining to land and impacts from oil wells became a matter 
for concessionary companies to handle. In one interview, a local govern-
ment representative highlighted this proximity between oil industry and 
residences as the main issue in Patos-Marinza, complaining that the central 
government did not do its part in the concession agreement:  

The company and the [central] government have an agreement and 
each party should follow the obligations of the concession. The houses 
and the wells are so close to each other. When the company is extract-
ing oil it is impacting on people. The company is doing its activity, but 
people live there.315 

The view that the Albanian (local and central) government was responsible 
for letting local residences expand illegally was common within Bankers 
during my time with the company, and it was a view also expressed in 
many of the interviews. In one interview, the Bankers’ representative, 
Rezart, explained: 

Because we [Bankers] are now, currently, suffering from the problems 
that are created from local government, from government in general. 
So, they [communities] have built houses all over the place, illegal 
houses, and now we are paying the consequences of that, which is not 
our fault. But if we would have taken a different approach, and would 
have local government involved in this process, I would say we would 
not have the problems we have right now.316 

Rezart is thus placing the blame for the issues in Patos-Marinza on the 
government and the on lack of regulation. He provides an account in 
which Bankers is the victim of a regulatory ‘vacuum’ and ‘suffers’ the con-
sequences of the lack of overall land planning. Another Bankers’ represen-

313 Hedlund & Sjöberg (2003). 
314 Bankers Petroleum (2012a), p. 10. 
315 Interview, local government representative, October–November 2017. 
316 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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tatives, Jonida, gave a similar account about illegal residences and explain-
ed that the proximity between residences and oil wells led to conflicts, 
owing to a clash between residential and industrial standards: 

The problem is that we have this illegal building spree around the 
oilfield, so instead of having like old Marinza [village] of [19]58, now 
we have a new Marinza that is built, basically in the oilfield. And you 
have Belina [village] that is very close to the oilfield. Now, inside the 
village we are not operating but in close proximity to the village we 
operate. […] sometimes what is industrial and what is residential is like 
four metres away, which is not the best of situations. […] there are 
certain standards of operations in the oilfield which is industrial. And 
four metres away, on the other side of the road, you have residences, 
and these residences should apply [standards] to residential areas, the 
level of noise should be at the [level of] residential areas, but also the 
level of release [gas emissions]. So, when they [local residents] come 
and complain we show them we are within the norm and we are within 
the norm for industrial areas, but we are not within the norm for resi-
dential areas.317 

Jonida thus attributes the conflicts between the oil industry and the local 
residents to the lack of government intervention and the expansion of resi-
dential areas. While Bankers can be described as complying with industrial 
standards, its own actions are insufficient, she explains, as residences are so 
close to the oil wells. The area is thus defined primarily as an area for oil 
extraction; it is not the industry but the presence of local residents in the 
area that is the problem.  

Desirable land payments and community ‘greed’ 
The hegemonic discourse of the ‘investment’ as beneficial to local residents, 
and the general development of the region, was strengthened by Bankers’ 
land rental practices. These had an undeniable economic impact in Patos-
Marinza where money was distributed to a fortunate percentage of the 
population. The importance of land rental payments from Bankers to local 
landowners was something that I experienced first-hand in my work. In the 
following autobiographical narrative, I describe my experiences from 
Bankers’ land rental practices and the importance of land rental incomes to 
local communities. 

317 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

A community survey that Bankers’ Community Relations Department 
completed during 2015 showed that 10–20% of the households in 
Patos-Marinza villages were benefitting from Bankers’ land rental con-
tracts, meaning that the remaining 80–90% were not.318 The practical 
and emotional implications of this distribution of land contracts were 
jealous residents who saw their neighbours getting rich from the 
generous payments that a land contract with Bankers gave. They them-
selves were stuck with a new well lease next to their land and the noise 
and smell impacts that came with it. With few other income op-
portunities in the region, signing a land contract with Bankers was like 
winning the lottery. A contract would pay between 2–4 dollars per 
square meter meaning that a contract for 5000 square meters of land 
would give an extra income of 20,000 dollars a year. Compared to the 
average annual salary for teachers (4800 dollars) or security guards 
(2400 dollars), an income from land rental could fund a brand-new life 
for the whole family. Photomontages posted in local Facebook groups 
revealed the economic importance that land contracts had for the 
fortunate few. In one of these pictures, a man with a large moustache 
and a huge bottle of Raki (home-made spirit) in his hand says: “For this 
day I had saved it, the day when the company [Bankers] rented my 
land”. 319 In another, a little girl with a red scarf looks dreamily into the 
eyes of a little boy and says: “Why do you want to marry me, do you 
love me that much?”,  to which the  boy answers: “I love you because  
you have land in Marinza my darling, and you have money because 
Bankers has rented your land. For you I don’t care much”.320 The jokes 
in these community Facebook groups reflected the reality my col-
leagues and I were seeing daily in our meetings with residents in the 
area. Behind grievances about blocked drainages, air quality or dust 
were poorly hidden hopes that Bankers would rent a piece of land. 
Hopes that were often openly expressed when the formal grievance 
process was replaced by informal coffee breaks. The lack of employ-
ment opportunities and the poorly developed agricultural practices 
meant that renting a piece of land were the only imaginable way to 
improve quality of life for many residents. The importance of land 
rental incomes together with the complicated land ownership situation, 
where each plot could be owned by as many as ten different people, 
gave plenty of room for conflicts to arise.321 

318 Numbers varied between villages and should be read as an approximation. A representative 
sample was difficult to obtain in this context, due to lack of correct population registers and 
migration of residents. 
319 @vetvetdyhere (2014a, 23 July). 
320 @vetvetdyhere (2014b, 20 March). 
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In my autobiographical narrative I highlight the importance of land pay-
ments and the pressure felt by my colleagues and I from local residents 
who wanted to be part of Bankers’ land rental scheme. In an area where few 
other income opportunities were available, land rental was perceived as 
something positive.322 However, it was also a source of constant conflict in 
the villages. These conflicts were often disregarded as being about ‘jealousy’ 
or ‘greed’ within the company, a discourse that is articulated in the above 
autobiographical narrative where I refer to protests from those local resi-
dents not included in Bankers’ land rental agreements. I do not describe 
these as valid claims for a more equal distribution of oil industry incomes, 
but I disregard them as a result of “jealous residents who saw their neigh-
bours get rich”.323 In another section, I discount the grievances of residents 
from local communities as “hopes that Bankers would rent a piece of 
land”324 and rather as related to project impacts. This resonates with the 
account from the Bankers’ manager in the previous chapter who claimed 
that when residents “are unable to find employment in the company […] 
they start to complain”. Bankers’ employment and land acquisition prac-
tices thus had a similar effect in the area both as promises that residents 
could be part of the corporate expansion and as reasons used to delegi-
timise residents’ grievances caused by unfulfilled ‘hopes’ and ‘jealousy’.  

The perspective of local residents as ‘jealous’ and ‘greedy’ was also pro-
minent in many of the interviews with corporate representatives. Lidia, a 
Bankers’ contractor representative, described Bankers’ land rental as: 

a good thing. Just letting money to people and the price was very good, 
so it helped people. But you must know that in a small area people feel 
jealous a little bit, like you know, even if they respect Bankers’ 
standards, the criteria, people say “oh why did you rent that land”, or 
“why did you rent that land and you did not rent my land as well”. So 
this happens everywhere.325 

Lidia thus describes land rentals as positive, a source of income for resi-
dents, but also as a source for conflicts to arise due to jealousy. Lidia 
describes the company “standards” and “criteria” for land rental as some-
thing that people “respect” but which do not hinder residents from com-
— 
321 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
322 Bankers (2015a). 
323 Autobiographical narrative, written 2016. 
324 Autobiographical narrative, written 2016. 
325 Interview, Bankers’ contractor representative, October–November 2017. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

plaining. Ervis, a former representative of one of Bankers’ contractors, des-
cribed conflicts with neighbours and family members as a continuous 
struggle in the land rental process: 

The problem was not the landowner who was giving Bankers the land 
for the [drilling] pad, [it] was his brother who was left outside, and his 
neighbour that he had on the left side, Sara, wow, it was hard over  
there.326 

The conflicts between the company and communities are thus described as 
based on the greed of local residents, and of everyone else wanting to have 
their share of land rental incomes. A local government representative made 
a similar analysis of these conflicts. 

The main factor for the conflicts between the communities and the 
company is the mentality of the people, in my opinion. Before, during 
totalitarianism, it was another mentality. Now life is dependent on 
making money. [Before] there was more equality between people and 
people did not think so much about making money. The second is that 
the level of information that people had about the society and the 
world was very limited compared to now. People now have infor-
mation and try to make money. A lot of land is rented by the company 
and this is a way for people to make money.327 

According to the government representative, residents’ access to informa-
tion and their desire to make money are described as the two main factors 
causing problems. The period of communism is used as a point of refe-
rence in this statement. Life during communism was, according to the 
interviewee, more equal and people did not have access to information. 
Now people “have information and try to make money”. It is thus the 
“mentality of the people” and not corporate practice that is the problem, at 
least, according to the interviewee. 

In several statements from the ‘corporate bloc’, local residents are arti-
culated as subordinate and problematic. This is connected to the designa-
tion of Patos-Marinza as an ‘oilfield’. If the area is an ‘oilfield’ rather than a 
‘home’, local residents are disturbances rather than legitimate subjects that 
can demand their rights. In an interview with Rezart, a Bankers’ represen-
tative, this designation of the area prevails.  

326 Interview, former representative, Bankers’ contractor, October–November 2017. 
327 Interview, representative, local government, October–November 2017. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

[Patos-Marinza] is special. So [local residents] are, they are our neigh-
bours. But I would not say they are our neighbours, they are inside our 
house.  We have an expression in Albania that "the person  who rents  
the house makes the decisions when the house will be renovated even 
though the owner should make that decision". So, they [residents] were 
feeling like they have the right to force us to make the decision that 
they want, or that would be in their benefit.328 

The Albanian expression to which Rezart refers is an ironic way to describe 
the difficulties that can arise from renting out your house to someone. All 
of a sudden it is the tenant who makes the decisions regarding the house 
rather than its owner. Bankers is renting agricultural land from residents 
yet, in this statement, it is the residents who are ‘renting’ and Bankers who 
are ‘owning’ the land. That the residents are “inside our house” spells 
trouble for Rezart; it means that they think they can tell the company what 
to do. It also means that they could potentially be thrown out since Bankers 
is portrayed as the owner. In this hegemonic discourse, Patos-Marinza is 
not a ‘home’ to residents. Instead it is Bankers’ house, i.e. an ‘oilfield’ first 
of all and local residents are an obstacle for its expansion. 

While my autobiographical narrative emphasises the economic import-
ance that land payments had to the poverty-stricken area, it also highlights 
conflicts that arose as part of these payments. These conflicts were linked to 
the unequal distribution of land incomes and the impacts that followed 
when new well leases were built. Let us now turn to examine the counter-
hegemonic discourse in which these impacts were articulated. 

The construction of wells in a ‘home’ and an ‘agricultural area’ 
The other side of this story is that Patos-Marinza is a place called ‘home’ 
where people live and farm, and where the oil industry has relentlessly 
expanded. Bankers’ did not only take over old wells from Albpetrol, they 
also drilled new ones, constructed new leases and roads, expanded drilling 
pads and introduced new oil tanks and generators. The expansion of 
operations that Bankers’ CEO described to potential investors in the video 
in the previous chapter – “when we started it was around 600 barrels [of 
oil] a day, its almost 20.000 barrels [of oil] a day now” – did not only pro-
vide an interesting investment opportunity, it also had social costs. Jonida, 
a Bankers representative, spoke of these costs during an interview:  

328 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

This period of time [between] 2008/2009 and 2014, was the best time 
for the company ever, like, you know, we increased the production, we 
increased profit, but at the same time we increased also the impacts on 
both environment and local communities. […] In terms of you know, 
noise, in terms of traffic, and in terms of dust generated, there were 
like, more and more than it was before. Before we had one drilling rig, 
now we had six; and if we had two service rigs [rigs maintaining oil 
wells], now we had twelve. You don’t have to be a genius to understand 
that these things make noise, these things operate, and in close proxi-
mity to residential areas, it’s something that anyone can sort of witness 
by paying a short visit to Patos-Marinza.329 

The growth of oil industry activities in Patos-Marinza, leading to an un-
desired proximity between houses and oil wells, is thus described as the 
foundation for conflicts between the company and the community in this 
statement. Jonida mentions noise, dust and traffic – impacts that have been 
created due to the oil industrial expansion. Even if these impacts may seem 
trivially expressed in this particular statement, it is nonetheless an acknow-
ledgement of some negative effects from oil industry. Another of Bankers’ 
representatives, Ditjon, similarly described how the expansion of Bankers’ 
operations led to increasing community complaints:  

I think starting from 2011–2012, that was the time when the company 
was doing a lot of operations and started to get larger and larger, and as 
we we’re becoming bigger, our operations expanded in different areas. 
I think that we were expanding in that size that we were going to close 
to the communities and the lands. I think that because of too many 
operations that we had during the time, too much traffic with the 
trucks and too many people moving around. So yeah, that was the time 
when we started to get complaints from the communities.330 

The growth of the oilfield, that Jonida and Ditjon are describing, is shown 
on satellite maps from Patos-Marinza during these years.331 A comparison 
of maps between 2010 and 2016 – the time span when Bankers greatly 
expanded its operations in the area and implemented IFC’s sustainability 
standards – shows a dramatic increase in oil leases near Patos-Marinza 
villages.332 That increase, based on renting privately owned agricultural 

329 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
330 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
331 See Google-Earth, search for ‘Marinëz, Albania’. 
332 Leases are shown as white surfaces and villages as small red and brown dots on Google-Earth. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

land, made Bankers one of the largest taxpayers and private employers in 
Albania.333 But, it was also the source of tensions between local villages and 
the company. The same geographical area was designated to incorporate oil 
extraction and agricultural land, heavy trucking and health centres, lease 
constructions and private residences. Bankers’ rental of private land was 
foundational in making this expansion of the oilfield possible. 

In 2015, I was part of conducting a community survey for Bankers with 
the five villages in Patos-Marinza that were most impacted by oil 
industry.334 The purpose was to evaluate Bankers’ CSR programme and 
suggest actions going forward. As I refer to in my autobiographical narra-
tive above, one of the main findings from the survey was the low per-
centage of households benefiting from Bankers’ land rental contracts, as 
well as oil industry employment. During internal company discussions, I 
often heard claims that local communities should be grateful for oil 
industry operations; after all, had they not benefited from employment op-
portunities and land rental contracts? The community survey showed that 
around 10–20% of households in the area benefited from land rental 
payments while 10–20% had one or several persons employed in the oil 
industry.335 While these numbers highlight that the oil industry was indeed 
an important source of income for many households, they also indicate 
that a majority of households were excluded from its streams of money.  

During my time with Bankers, local communities often articulated an 
understanding of the land rental process that broke with the corporate 
narrative. Instead, the counter-hegemonic discourse emphasised the nega-
tive impacts from Bankers’ land rental on residents who did not benefit 
from rental payments. One example is a news video from the TV-Channel 
Vizion Plus Albania, published in March 2015, showing a family protesting 
against the impact from Bankers’ operations near their land.336 The video 
shows a rural road near the city of Patos where Bankers’ and Bankers’ 
contractor trucks are lined up in a row. A man who sits in the middle of the 
road with a little boy in his lap blocks the trucks from travelling. The man 
and boy look distressed and worried; the former proclaims to journalists 
congregated that Bankers has destroyed his business since they built a new 
lease right next to his land. Now the land is being polluted with gases from 

333 Bankers Petroleum (2016d). 
334 Bankers Petroleum (2015a), p. 2. 
335 Bankers Petroleum (2015a), pp. 7-8. 
336 VizionPlusAlbania (2015, March 16). 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

oil extraction. This video thus shows the results of a land-rental process 
that seems far from beneficial to ‘all’. The landowner who received money 
from the lease may be happy but his neighbour, the man sitting in the 
middle of the road with his son, has to carry the impacts of the change 
from agricultural to oil industrial land. 

In interviews conducted with residents, many stories were brought up 
that described how the proximity between farming land, homes and oil 
wells impacted on their lives. A man living in Patos-Marinza, Taulant, and 
his son, Florenc, told us the following story when we visited their home: 

Florenc – We have a land plot over there [pointing], which is now des-
troyed. […] It has slid down because they [Bankers] have been in-
jecting [fluid into wells for enhanced oil recovery]. 

Taulant – That well has been taken over by the Canadians. It was 
working during the old system [Albpetrol] for around 20–30 years. It is 
close to our land, next to our land. In the old system we did not have 
any problem with the works on the well, but as soon as the Canadian 
company came, they worked one or two years and the land started 
sliding.  

Florenc – Because they were injecting, they were injecting water.  
Taulant – It destroyed the land completely, it all slid, even the well slid 
downwards. The whole land [slide] and now it cannot yield crops.  

Florenc – It cannot be worked on; it has been like this for ten years now. 

Taulant – We made the request at your [Bankers] offices, and in the 
beginning they said good words, but then they changed their minds 
and said that the land had slid due to natural causes and they could not 
do anything. 

Taulant – You can come and see for yourselves and you will say that 
the farmer [referring to himself] is right. [The land] it’s not workable,  
and the municipality says that they cannot convince the Canadians on 
this issue because the Canadians are very powerful.337 

Similar to the man on the road, Taulant and Florenc articulate negative 
impacts from Bankers’ land acquisition and operations. The change from 
the old operations during Albpetrol to the modernisation of the oilfield 
during Bankers is understood to have caused the land to slide, making their 
land useless. In contrast to the man in the video, Taulant and Florenc did 

337 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

not engage in road protests as a way to complain about their difficult 
situation. They instead went through Bankers’ grievance mechanism, and 
contacted the local authorities. However, their disappointment with the 
lack of support given by these institutions is evident. Bankers blamed the 
landslide on natural causes while the municipality referred to the company 
as too “powerful”. In either case the outcome was the same: there was 
nothing they could do. 

Similar to Jonida, the Bankers representative who mentioned negative 
impacts from increased oil operations, many residents mentioned dis-
turbances from Bankers’ operations, for example noise, dust and traffic. In 
a group interview, the resident Berti described the noises from oilrigs 
operating close to his house: 

Those wells are close to the house, and when the service rigs come, they 
work 24 hours without stopping and there is a lot of noise. The noise 
travels, it flies, and in the summer, we leave the windows open because 
we do not have air-condition in the house, and the noise is unbear-
able.338 

While noise, dust and the impact of traffic sound trivial when told from the 
side of a Bankers’ employee, they are in Berti’s account filled with meaning 
and connected to the daily life of the villagers. Berti uses his bodily experi-
ences to describe how the noise “is unbearable”, how it impacts on his 
ability to sleep during hot summer months. Another negative impact fre-
quently mentioned by residents was connected to the drainage system in 
the area. In the same group interview, Armand described both the uneven 
distribution of land rental payments as well as the impacts on adjacent land 
and drainage canals: 

Why would someone get 1 million Leke [around 8000 Euros converted 
from old Leke] while I am left and the drainage canal is not excavated? 
So that  this person can  stay calm with 1  million Leke while  I cannot  
work on my land? This is the problem, so the well is built on someone’s 
land but next to that is [Ergys, Edison and Berti], they are all in a row. 
So, the company rents someone’s land but at the same time they 
destroy the structure of the land and they block the drainage system. 
When the river floods the land gets flooded and it takes one month for 
the water to get drained but this guy who has taken the money for the 

338 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

land, he is okay. But what about the other people who suffer the con-
sequences? What about us?339 

These stories show that for those who do not benefit from oil industry 
employment or land rental, Patos-Marinza remains primarily a home and 
an agricultural area. When Patos-Marinza is reclaimed as a ‘home’ and as a 
place to grow crops for incomes, Bankers’ operations become a threat to 
human life and security, becoming an ‘invasion’ of the ‘home’ as the local 
area is, bit by bit, transformed into an ‘oilfield’. 

Performance standard 5 and voluntary land acquisition 
When representatives of Bankers describe the issues surrounding expand-
ing ‘illegal’ residential areas and the lack of land regulation in the area, they 
fail to acknowledge how the company has itself benefited from this 
unregulated environment, how it has provided Bankers with an oppor-
tunity to expand its operations. It is, in fact, the counter-hegemonic arti-
culations by local residents that show how the unregulated environment 
has provided the company with an opportunity to expand very close to 
residences without government interference. Both the hegemonic and the 
counter-hegemonic discourses thus paint a picture of an anarchistic en-
vironment in which the construction of residences and wells flourish while 
government institutions remain passive. So how did Bankers’ handle this 
conflictual environment in line with its CSR policy? When Bankers’ signed 
the loan agreement with IFC and EBRD in 2009, the company agreed to 
follow the banks’ social and environmental policies including detailed 
guidance notes for how companies should manage land acquisition 
processes.340 The remainder of this chapter will focus on what these formal 
policies stipulated, how they were implemented and how residents per-
ceived them. 

As I underlined in Chapter One, when a company is responsible for a 
land-based development project, questions regarding environmental and 
social impacts are put at the forefront. Displacement or resettlement of 
project-impacted populations has been identified as one of the major 
effects of land-based development with large negative impacts on residents’ 
socio-economic lives being a principal consequence.341 Therefore, one of 

339 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
340 IFC (2012b). 
341 Cernea (2003); Choi (2015). 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

the main areas of IFC’s and EBRD’s environmental and social policies 
relates to companies’ land acquisition and recommendations to avoid the 
expropriation of land and the involuntary resettlement of people.342 IFC’s 
Performance Standard 5 gives detailed guidelines for compensation and 
mitigation when a project leads to involuntary resettlement.343 The expro-
priation of land is thus a controversial use of government force that IFC 
and EBRD advise corporate clients to avoid. Instead, IFC recommends that 
free market-based transactions should be used when possible. IFC argues 
that when market-based mechanisms are used, mitigation measures des-
cribed in Performance Standard 5 do not apply, since such transactions are 
based on the ‘free will’ of all parties. IFC writes:  

This Performance Standard [5] does not apply to resettlement resulting 
from voluntary land transactions (i.e., market transactions in which the 
seller is not obliged to sell and the buyer cannot resort to expropriation 
or other compulsory procedures sanctioned by the legal system of the 
host country if negotiations fail).344 

Voluntary land transactions are thus seen as the ideal. In the cases where 
market-based transactions are implemented, Performance Standard 5 sti-
pulates that no other mitigation measures are needed, since negative 
impacts are expected to be negligible. During the expansion of its opera-
tions, Bankers followed these advices and did not use expropriation as a 
way of accessing land. By not being able to rely on the Albanian govern-
ment to expropriate land, the concession agreement was not enough for 
Bankers to ensure the expansion of its operations in Patos-Marinza. The 
company needed the ‘voluntary’ agreement of residents to rent pieces of 
agricultural land for the construction of new leases. 

The result of introducing IFC’s and EBRD’s sustainability standards to 
Bankers was that a Project Information Document was written with the aim 
of informing landowners about Bankers’ land rental processes. In the docu-
ment it is stated that: 

Bankers Land Access Process is done according to Global and Euro-
pean Standards including: All Bankers Land Rental Agreements are 
voluntary; If residents are not willing to rent land, Bankers do not use 
the land; Bankers does not use any land if landowners will have to be 

342 EBRD (2014b); IFC (2002). 
343 IFC (2012b). 
344 IFC (2012b), p. 2, my emphasis. 
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moved from their buildings or houses; Bankers makes every effort to 
minimize impacts on residents land or access and includes this in 
Project design.345 

The information document states that Bankers does not use expropriation 
but that all land contracts are “voluntary”, i.e. seen as based on ‘free will’. 
Furthermore, even though Bankers’ land acquisition is designated as 
‘voluntary’, the leaflet describes how IFC’s Performance Standard 5 applies 
to Bankers’ land acquisition: 

Bankers Land Access Process complies with International Finance 
Corporation (IFC) Performance Standard 5 […]. This ensures that 
Bankers reduces social and economic impacts of land access or res-
trictions on residents use of land by: Providing compensation for land 
use; Informing residents of Land Access Process; Conducting prior and 
inclusive consultation with all residents; and Ensuring no construction 
until compensation agreements are signed.346 

According to the document, the formal procedure of Bankers’ land acquisi-
tion can thus be understood as an exemplary process in line with IFC’s 
sustainability standards, including avoidance of expropriation of land and 
houses, and consultation with landowners and their neighbours to mini-
mise impacts. In terms of CSR, the company seems to be applying its land 
acquisition process in a way that brings benefits to the local population in 
the form of market-based land payments rather than harming them by 
forcibly moving people.  

Informal land rental processes and control of community voices 
In the corporate hegemonic discourse, the legitimate ‘investor’ Bankers is 
contributing to Patos-Marinza in the form of high land rental payments  
and in accordance with the guidelines of IFC’s Performance Standard 5. In 
contrast, the counter-hegemonic discourse, according to which Patos-Ma-
rinza is a ‘home’ and Bankers’ activities are an ‘invasion’, portrays Bankers 
as an actor employing clandestine practices alongside its formal proce-
dures. 

In the following autobiographical narrative, I describe a company-com-
munity meeting that took place in Patos-Marinza in the fall of 2015. In this 

345 Bankers Petroleum (2011a). 
346 Bankers Petroleum (2011a). 
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meeting, my colleague and I presented the results of a company survey for 
a group of men from one of the oilfield villages. Due to internal conflicts 
and a lack of transparency regarding land rental data within the company 
we did not have direct access to land contracts. Instead we had gone the 
‘back-route’ trough a village survey to try and understand how the local 
communities benefited from the land that Bankers’ rented in each village. 
Our interest in the land acquisition process was spurred by insistent stories 
among staff and residents about deals between Bankers’ and governmental 
representatives during land negotiations. In the community meeting des-
cribed below, the data we presented corresponded to these articulations 
about informal land rental processes, which were circulating in the com-
pany and within local communities at the time. 

The room was filled with tension as the dry statistics were projected on 
the wall in the small container office. Our survey among residents in 
one of the villages in Patos-Marinza Oilfield indicated that a sizable 
percentage of the land rented by Bankers belonged to non-residents. 
The reactions that my colleague and I had been waiting for materialised 
themselves. An upset murmur rose among the men in the room as the 
reality behind the statistics started to come alive. An older man stood 
up with a serious expression: “We demand from the company to show 
us who is the owner of this land”. We explained calmly that the com-
pany land contracts were confidential and that such information could 
not be disclosed. I had become a full-fledged company representative 
during these years, as a coordinator at Bankers’ Community Relations 
Department I was able to select my truths and argue in a way that 
could not be contradicted. However, I suggested, the man could ask the 
local government to show the cadastral map of the area that should 
include the names of landowners. I looked into his eyes and we both 
knew what the other was thinking, that this data was an indication of 
some accuracy behind the insistent rumours among residents and 
Bankers’ staff members. The rumours were saying that actors within 
Bankers collaborated with the local government when rental agree-
ments were signed. Ownership of communal land was privatised, 
names adjusted, and land contracts signed that benefited parties on 
both sides. The rumours said that huge sums of money were involved; 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and the leases that were built on 
these lands were introducing batteries of oil wells closer and closer to 
residential areas. Residents had started to protest, claiming that the 
noise from service rigs at nights was disturbing elderly and infants in 
their sleep. The smell from gas released during oil extraction became so 
heavy during mornings and evenings that mothers and fathers worried 
for the health of their children. Another man at the meeting table 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

raised his voice: “Do you know that the lands on which your wells are 
built are designated as ‘unproductive’ (‘pa frut’) on the cadastral maps? 
This means that they were not distributed to village households during 
the 1991 land reform. How can you rent land that has not been distri-
buted to private owners?” We repeated the official mantra, that land 
contracts were confidential, that the men should approach their local 
government to get answers. The men accepted, realised that nothing 
more could be gained from arguing with us. We had done our job, 
showed them statistics from Bankers’ community survey, adhered to 
IFC’s Performance Standards about ‘stakeholder engagement’ and 
‘transparency’. Our presentation moved on to other survey results and 
the meeting ended in a friendly tone as our community meetings 
usually did; the men thanked us for the invitation and for listening to 
their experiences and opinions. “We will approach the government 
about the landownership issue”, they said as they left the room. I agreed 
and encouraged the men to approach the local government, to hold 
them responsible for the situation in the village. “We are just an oil 
company” I explained, “we cannot take responsibility for everything that 
is wrong in your village”.347 

Based on the ‘rumours’ and statistics we showed on the wall, participants in 
the community meeting articulated anger that their legitimate benefits 
from land rental went to people who did not live in the village. They saw 
this as an indication of truth behind the stories about local government and 
corporate representatives collaborating to reap the incomes from Bankers’ 
land rentals. This perception also frequently appeared in interviews with 
residents. Residents described the presence of ‘outsiders’ who had illegally 
‘bought’ municipal land in the area in order to rent it out to Bankers. Ergys 
described this issue in a group interview: 

This land that was for pasture before [during communism], for live-
stock, communal land, now they have built wells on that land; who gets 
the money from this land rental? Why don’t the community get that 
money for investments? No one knows who takes that money.348 

Edison, in the same group interview agreed: 

347 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
348 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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The biggest thieves here are the people who took the land. People from 
Durres and Tirana took the land.349 

Flamur, in another group interview, reasoned in a similar way: 

They come from outside, they take the land from outside, from other 
villages, from the city. […] The land is in the village but we do not 
know who owns the land.350 

This story, about ‘outsiders’ being able to buy state owned land in the 
village for the sake of profiting from Bankers’ land rentals, reveal percep-
tions of injustice among residents. Not only are residents not profiting 
from Bankers’ land rental, but outsiders do, and the money, which is per-
ceived as rightfully belonging to the village, lines someone else’s pockets.  

Another common narrative in relation to the land rental process was 
that of ‘middle men’, i.e. corporate actors who controlled the land rental 
process for their own gain. In the autobiographical narrative below, my 
colleague and I meet with a man who is angry because he feels deceived by 
the company. He perceive he has the right to land rental incomes that now 
goes to his neighbour instead, all due to the actions of ‘middle men’.  

The man was standing steadily on the new drilling lease that Bankers 
had constructed adjacent to his land. He pointed to the access road 
crossing the river berm just next to the residential area: “Your trucks 
pass here even during the night. Our houses are shaking from the vibra-
tions and we cannot sleep. If you don’t stop the traffic I will block the 
road”. My colleague informed  him that  we would talk to our con-
tractors, tell them to enforce the speed limits so that trucks would not 
cause vibrations. The man did not look happy. “I want Bankers to stop 
using the road. This lease was supposed to be built on my land, which is 
why I agreed to the road project. You did not keep your promise!” His 
story left me confused: Why did we [Bankers] promise the man to rent 
his land and then change our minds? Different versions were told to 
me depending on whom I asked. One story was connected to rumours 
about corruption expressed by the photomontages circulating on 
Facebook saying that the “middle hand” took half of Bankers’ land 
rental payments351. If landowners did not agree to give away that half, 
the area rented for lease construction would just be moved to another 

349 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
350 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
351 @vetvetdyhere (2014c, 20 March). 
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piece of land, with the internal motivation to Bankers’ management 
that ownership papers between family members were not in order. 
Another story was connected to the idea of the local population as poor 
and greedy, commonly expressed by company representatives and local 
authorities. This version claimed that when the man was approached 
about land rental, he wanted Bankers to rent one hectare of land or 
nothing at all. The man was thus trying to push the company to rent a 
larger piece of land and thereby receive a higher yearly payment. Since 
this pressure could not be accepted, Bankers simply moved the future 
lease to another location with a more collaborative landowner. The 
man in front of me was insisting on the first story, the one with the 
middleman, and asked me to raise the question internally about why 
the lease had been moved. When I did it was word against word. I 
realised then that grievances about noise and dust, blocked drainages 
and cracked houses often were hiding other storylines that in the 
context of rumours and distrust were impossible to delineate. Stories 
about poverty and unemployment, stories about unfair treatment and 
middle hands. As the oilfield continued to grow and leases were built 
closer and closer to residential areas, so did the stories flourish and 
with them a growing number of grievances to manage.352 

This encounter, as well as continuous articulations of similar stories within 
and outside the company, indicated to me that the way land rental prac-
tices were implemented diverged from the official company story. Accor-
ding to official documents, Bankers’ formal land acquisition process identi-
fies a structured and transparent way to deal with the complex land owner-
ship issues in the area, according to IFC’s sustainability standards. How-
ever, the stories about middle-hands and clandestine payments suggest that 
other methods were also employed. In interviews with local residents many 
stories about informal land rental practices were brought up. One example 
is Berti, who in a group interview told me how he was approached by 
Bankers’ representatives for a potential land rental but how this oppor-
tunity was later withdrawn:  

Berti – They approached me, I made the papers ready and then they 
left, they flew away. 

Sara - So they promised to rent your land? 

Berti – Yes, then they took someone else’s. 

352 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Sara – And why did they do that? 

Berti – I didn’t pay, eh, they wanted money, instead I asked for the map 
from them, the map of the project [of the lease construction].  

Sara – And then they moved the project? 

Bert – Yes 

Sara – And what was the cost? How much did they want? 

Berti – The first half year of land payments, and afterwards I would get 
the payments. 

Sara – Okay. 

Berti – They told me “We will make a well on your land”, “Do it!” I  
said. And then they came another time, “We will make a well on your 
land”, “Do it!” I said. And then yet another time “We will make a well 
on your land”, “Do it!” I said. Three times I said it. But I did not say 
“Take half of the payment”, I could not tell them, I could give them a 
coffee [small bribe] but I could not say that. So they took their offer 
and they went to someone else.353 

Berti’s story aligns with the stories of ‘middle-men’ taking half of the land 
payments as well as the encounter described in my autobiographical nar-
rative with a man who claimed that a planned Bankers’ lease had been 
changed from his land to someone else’s without a valid reason. Several 
residents in all three villages I visited depicted the same picture about 
Bankers’ land acquisitions. In another group interview, Alban, Fatmir and 
Ermal explained the process: 

Sara – So how does the process for how the company rents land 
function here? 

Alban – Go and talk to [name of Bankers employee], they know. 

Sara – But I do not think they will tell me anything. 

Alban – Yes, they will not tell you that they have taken this much 
money from this person, this much money from another person […] 

Sara – I understand, even in Belina and Marinza people are saying this. 
But why do people agree to this process?  

353 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

Alban – So listen, in terms of corruption, this is the lower level. There 
is corruption in all institutions in Albania. At the prime minister there 
is corruption, at the company management there is corruption, with 
Sara there is corruption, it is a system. 

Fatmir – People [in the villages] do not agree but they agree to give 
money because otherwise they are excluded from the land rental 
incomes and the chance [to rent out land] is given to someone else. 

Sara – It’s like pressure? 

Fatmir – Yes! If you don’t give money they will find someone else.  

Alban – That’s how things work here, even if you have decided not to 
give money someone else will. I would also do that I’m sorry to say.  

Sara – Okay, but do people know this is how it works? So, they offer 
[money] themselves? 

Alban, Fatmir, and Ermal – Yes 

Ermal – It’s like routine, there is nothing people can do.354 

The stories of ‘middle-men’ and pressures on residents’ to give up half a 
year of land rental payments breaks the corporate narrative and strength-
ens the counter-hegemonic discourse in which Bankers’ land acquisitions 
are portrayed as illegitimate and unjust. Together the stories of ‘middle-
men’ and ‘outsiders’ paint a picture of Bankers’ land rental processes being 
far from beneficial to the community. Instead Bankers appears to preside 
over a system in which corruption and injustice flourish. 

Residents also described how land rental practices divided the com-
munity and prevented certain people from speaking out against the 
company. The resident Taulant, explained in detail about how company 
operations had impacted his agricultural land and told us that land rental 
contracts prevented people from speaking openly:  

Listen now, I will tell you something, if you go to a family who  has  
rented land to the Canadians they will say good things [about the com-
pany]. Do you understand? It is because they have received money and 
if the company hear that they talk badly [about the company] they will 
take back the land contract.355 

354 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
355 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Taulant thus perceived that some of his fellow neighbours kept their 
mouths shut because of fear of losing incomes from land contracts. Even if 
they felt the same consequences as he did, they did not join him in the 
grievance process. In another village, Armand complained about the smell 
of gas from wells and conveyed a similar view about peoples’ unwillingness 
to speak up: 

When the wind comes you can smell the gas. Some people do not com-
plain because they have rented land to Bankers.356 

These quotes tell similar stories about how land payments hinder com-
munities from speaking with one voice, about happy landowners receiving 
large payments from Bankers and neighbours being left with the con-
sequences. They indicate that land payments have ended up dividing the 
community into groups, separating ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ from Bankers’ 
project and making community mobilisation harder to accomplish. A wide 
discrepancy thus exists between, on the one hand, the formal IFC docu-
ments where ‘market-based’ land rental processes are described as ‘bene-
ficial’ and based on ‘free will’, and, on the other, the context of pressure and 
power imbalances that local residents describe.  

Extending the corporate alliance through market-based  
land rentals 

In the previous chapter I discussed the concept of the ‘investment’ as a 
nodal point in Bankers’ hegemonic discourse, linking together other con-
cepts such as ‘development’, ‘clean-up’ and ‘technology’ into a specific 
worldview. In this chapter, I have further detailed how this discourse, 
articulated by representatives from Bankers, IFC and EBRD, frame ‘volun-
tary’ land rentals in the ‘oilfield’ as beneficial to all. The link between the 
conceptualisation of Patos-Marinza as an ‘oilfield’ and Bankers activities as 
an ‘investment’ hides the controversial nature of the company’s activities as 
a domination of a residential area. The articulation of these concepts thus 
covers over ‘the political’ nature of Bankers’ activities and creates a context 
in which ‘the oilfield’ and ‘the investment’ are seen as objective truths. This 
is the hegemonic operation of the corporate discourse. The payments for 
land and the construction of leases, wells and roads are articulations of this 

356 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

discourse in which these activities and artefacts are connected to the nodal 
point of the ‘investment’ bringing ‘development’ and ‘technology’ to the 
area. The spread of wells can thus be seen as articulations that enforce 
Patos-Marinza as ‘objectively’ an ‘oilfield’ rather than a ‘home’. The dis-
course around the ‘investment’ is thus articulated, not only by words but 
also by money and material artefacts such as leases and wells. 

Bankers’ representatives, including me, described the land rental pro-
cess as ridden with conflict due to the ‘jealousy’ of local residents. In this 
corporate discourse the residents’ ‘mentality’ was the cause of the conflicts 
while the company understood itself as a victim of poor state regulation 
and residential complaints. This discourse thus articulates a relationship 
between corporate representatives and community members, in which 
corporate representatives are seen as superior subjects working in accor-
dance with IFC standards while community members are depicted as 
‘greedy’ and ‘jealous’. In this corporate discourse the hegemonic ‘bloc’ 
becomes a desirable position for subjects to identify with while those com-
plaining about corporate practices are depicted as losers. The payments 
from land rentals enforce this division between ‘winners’ and ‘losers’, an 
articulation of the hegemonic discourse that takes the form of monetary 
payments. 

But the context of Patos-Marinza also displays resistance and counter-
hegemonic articulations. In the counter-hegemonic discourse, Patos-
Marina is understood as a ‘home’ rather than an ‘oilfield’, and community 
complaints are instead articulated as legitimate protests held against com-
pany operations understood as an ‘invasion’. Road blockades, filed griev-
ances and Facebook posts are all examples of counter-hegemonic articula-
tions. The narrative about the ‘universally’ beneficial land rental process is 
undermined by stories about damages to agricultural land, drainage prob-
lems, and disturbances to residents in the form of noise, dust and smell. 
The stories, grievances and protests are thus articulations of a counter-
hegemonic discourse, which activate ‘the political’ character of Bankers’ 
operations and question ‘the objective’ description of the area as an ‘oil-
field’. The stories from community members reclaim the area as a larger 
eco-system, rather than a patchwork of small administrative units (land 
plots) that can be rented on an individual basis. Noise ‘flies’, drainage 
systems are blocked and the air is polluted. These impacts make it harder 
for the incremental land-rental process to be portrayed as ‘voluntary’ and 
‘beneficial’ to all. Instead, it is a wider residential and agricultural area that 
is impacted by the expansion of the oil industry.  
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

While IFC’s sustainability standards describe expropriation as a con-
troversial process linked to the concept of ‘force’, private land rental is con-
sidered ‘free’ with potential benefits to all. But this market-based approach 
excludes alternative uses of Patos-Marinza as an area completely free from 
the oil industry. Farmers may be free to agree or decline land rental offers, 
but they do not have a choice when it comes  down to living in an area  
altogether free from oil wells. The oil industry will be forced on them 
whether they like it or not. While expropriation of land for industry pur-
poses is an openly violent process in which people are resettled from their 
land, market-based land-rental practices is a hegemonic operation which 
promises ‘free choice’ and ‘development’ but with the outcome that oil 
industry expands. While an expropriation process may open for a public 
debate about alternative uses of a geographical area, voluntary land-rentals 
sneak in behind the scenes and develop an area as it wishes through 
monetary power and material means, all under the banner of ‘free choice’.  

Even though Bankers’ formal land rental process was communicated as 
adhering to IFC’s sustainability standards, the community perspective on 
these processes tells another story. The details of Bankers’ land rental 
process point to a clash between the grand neoliberal ideas of freedom and 
progress and local realities where force is masked as consent and the 
exploitation of weak land regulation is masked by international standards 
for ‘voluntary’ land rentals. It can thus be questioned how voluntary a 
transaction is when local landowners had few other income opportunities 
and were placed in competition with one another. When looking closer at 
Bankers’ land rental process, the word ‘voluntary’ seems to hide more than 
it reveals. When the company approached residents, the ‘choice’ with 
which the residents were left was either to rent land to the company, and to 
receive a hefty sum of money, or say no and be left with their own agri-
cultural land adjacent to smelly and noisy oil operations. In the discourse 
articulated by IFC and EBRD, which promotes private ‘investments’ and a 
‘transition’ to market economy, this choice is considered free. The con-
sequence was that the oilfield could expand on agricultural land without 
residents having the ability to resist the process. The ‘weak state’ of Albania 
is not a problem for Bankers in this context but rather an opportunity to 
expand an oilfield in close proximity to residential areas. Furthermore, the 
accounts of ‘middle-men’ and ‘outsiders’ indicate that the unequal eco-
nomic power between the company and residents provided additional 
opportunities for company actors to pressure residents to agree with prac-
tices of corporate expansion and exploitation.  
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5. “THEY ARE INSIDE OUR HOUSE” 

Even though residents were willing to speak openly and in detail about 
land acquisition practices during the interviews, these were rarely subject 
to open community grievance or protest during my time with Bankers. The 
residents’ accounts of the silencing effects of land payments may be one 
reason for this. By applying Gramsci’s thoughts, Bankers’ land rental prac-
tices can be seen as dividing local residents into groups of beneficiaries and 
losers, into hegemonic allies and subordinates. Following the ideas of 
Ernesto Laclau, land payments move the antagonistic frontier within the 
social field and connect some residents to the ‘winning side’ of the corporate 
alliance. Potential chains of equivalence between residents are broken in this 
process, both through the satisfaction of land rental incomes and through 
what residents describe as fear of losing land incomes in the future. Residents 
with land incomes are afraid or unwilling to speak about injustices, with 
the implication that further community mobilisation is hampered. 

Contrary to land acquisition practices, other aspects of Bankers’ opera-
tions were more openly debated and the cause of constant grievances and 
larger community protests. In the next chapter I will discuss air quality 
grievances, which were filed in abundance through Bankers’ grievance 
mechanism, alongside the corporate responses to these complaints. While 
community members identified land rental payments as effective means to 
keep the local community from mobilising, the company’s grievance 
mechanism was another method to keep community members passive and 
isolated. 
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CHAPTER 6 

“A bad smell does not harm your health” 

Imagine that your five years old son is sick for the third time this winter. He 
has a horrible cough and when you open the window, to fill his lungs with 
fresh air, a heavy odour from the oilfield fills your nose. Imagine that you go 
to the local doctor to examine his lungs and the doctor tells you that the air 
you breathe is polluted and bad for your health. “Many people in this area 
have these problems,” she says. She signs a prescription for medicine that you 
cannot afford as your debt at the local  pharmacy is growing day by day.  
“You should move to the coast”, the doctor says. “With what money?” you 
think. In the night your son has another fit of coughing and you desperately 
put him in the car and drive fast on dark narrow roads, away from the 
oilfield, away from the smell. Finally, you can open the windows, finally he 
can breathe again. The next day you visit the field office of the major oil 
company in the region. The man in the small container office is polite; he 
invites you for a coffee and listens to your concerns about your son. He has 
three sons himself he says and shows you photos on his cell phone. He tells 
you he will speak to the environmental department and ask them to measure 
gas levels at your home. He tells you that this is a company working accord-
ing to European standards; he is a proud employee who can guarantee this. 
Your hopes are raised. The next day a polite young woman turns up at your 
door and says that she will place gas-monitoring equipment in your yard. 
She installs a small plastic tube on the gatepost to your house and tells you 
that it will stay there for 4 weeks before it is sent to the UK for analysis. You 
wait two months. The results come back and a company representative tells 
you that the gas releases do not cause health impacts even though they smell. 
You move your son to your parents who live in a distant mountain village. 
“The oilfield is not dangerous to his health,” the experts say, “but mountain 
air is better”. 

In this chapter I will discuss the conflict between the residents of Patos-
Marinza and Bankers regarding air pollution in the area. As you read in 
Chapter Four, the corporate hegemonic discourse depicted Bankers’ take-
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

over of the oilfield as a process which improved the environmental situa-
tion for the surrounding villages. Old Albpetrol equipment was removed 
and replaced by modern technology; oil sludge in agricultural fields and 
drainage canals were collected and placed in specific areas called Ecopits. 
IFC’s and EBRD’s loans to Bankers were motivated by this ‘modernisation’ 
and ‘clean-up’ of the oilfield. Here, local residents were framed as ‘bene-
ficiaries’ of these wholesale changes. Since the area was defined as ‘brown-
field’, i.e. with previous industrial development already in place when 
Bankers took over, the company could narrate a story which combined 
enhanced oil extraction with environmental restoration; a beautiful nar-
rative indeed. However, as in the previous chapters, a counter-hegemonic 
discourse articulated by local communities undermined this corporate 
story of complete fullness and satisfaction. On the one hand, residents 
acknowledged that Bankers had removed pollution from soil and water 
resources, but on the other hand, they emphasised that air pollution had 
deteriorated with the increasing production of oil. Residents spoke of 
breathing difficulties, of children and elderly getting sick, of headaches and 
vomiting as common symptoms. While, as seen in the previous chapter, 
the land rental process was a practice that residents resentfully accepted in 
‘voluntary servitude’; the air quality situation was subject to constant 
complaints raised through Bankers’ grievance mechanism.  

In the second part of this chapter, I examine Bankers’ grievance 
mechanism, designed in accordance with IFC’s sustainability standards to 
handle community grievances “in an appropriate and timely manner”,357 

but which also provided an effective way to isolate and control community 
demands. Community members registered their grievances by household 
rather than as part of wider community mobilisations. This meant that 
separate families could be dealt with in isolation. Bankers’ grievance pro-
cess thus worked as another hegemonic mechanism that prevented political 
mobilisation. 

Bankers’ clean-up of historic pollution 
During the first years after the collapse of communism, the infrastructure 
and environment in Patos-Marinza was in a state of degradation. When 
Bankers signed the concession agreement with the Albanian government in 
2004, a constant stream of black liquid filled the area’s drainage canals; 

357 Bankers Petroleum (2016g). 
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6. “A BAD SMELL DOES NOT HARM YOUR HEALTH” 

rusting metal infrastructure, such as pipes and derricks, were a dominant 
part of the landscape. In a promotion video produced by Bankers in 2014, 
images of decaying oil industry equipment and pools of oil surrounding 
wells and tanks portray this development. Accompanying these images is a 
sober sounding voice-over that illuminates this part of Patos-Marinza’s 
history. 

In the 1990s, there were 2400 wells in Patos-Marinza, most of which 
were depleted. In the first years of democracy, [oil] production fell 
drastically and investments were reduced, which caused degradation of 
the oilfield. The mismanagement of Patos-Marinza transformed the 
oilfield, that was once a symbol of the success of the [Albanian] oil 
industry, into one of the most polluted areas in Albania.358 

Following this introduction of an oilfield in a state of despair, the video 
depicts a Bankers’ manager who describe his memories from the pollution 
of the oilfield during the communist era:  

Frankly speaking, attention was not given to the environment or 
working conditions in the oilfield during that time [Albpetrol time]. 
Oil discharges from treatment facilities in Sheqishta and Marinza were 
two ‘hot spots’ that polluted the air, the soil and the water. Water 
contaminated with hydrocarbon was discharged in Ngjala canal and 
ended up in the Adriatic Sea.  When I  was swimming at Seman beach 
[beach downstream from Patos-Marinza] at that time, I was smeared 
with oil from Marinza.359 

The promotion video thereafter frames Bankers’ takeover of the oilfield in 
light of these historic levels of pollution. The takeover is depicted as an 
achievement, which both increased the oil production of the field and at 
the same time improved the environment. The video explains that when 
Bankers started taking over wells and implementing environmental clean-
up activities, the field gradually transformed; old derricks and out-dated 
equipment were removed, leases were cleaned of sludge and gravelled. The 
watercourses became cleaner and Seman River, which runs through the 
middle of the field, was significantly improved. Moreover, the beaches 
along the Adriatic Sea could once more be used for recreational swimming 

358 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24). 
359 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24). 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

and sunbathing. The video shows another Bankers’ manager who explains 
to the viewers in a proud voice: 

As you can see the water flowing along the coast of Seman is clean. We 
are pleased to say that this is a major benefit for the community and for 
the entire city of Fier. They can now use the beach of Seman without 
any fear of coming out smeared with oil.360 

The video voice-over then explains Bankers’ efforts to improve the en-
vironment in Patos-Marinza: 

To create a healthy and safe environment, and to develop a good 
rapport with the community, Bankers took over the cleaning of pre-
existing pollution in Patos-Marinza although this was not a contractual 
obligation for the company. Bankers operates according to an Environ-
mental and Social Action Plan (ESAP), which is monitored by inter-
national institutions EBRD and IFC. Bankers is transforming Patos-
Marinza into a western standards oilfield. Bankers has invested in the 
reinjection of polluted produced waters. Bankers has built Ecopits and 
have installed a network to monitor the pollution level of the environ-
ment. Bankers also monitors the level of H2S [hydrogen sulphide – a 
poisonous gas that smells like egg in low concentrations] in the air and 
keeps it regulated. The company has also installed a facility for treat-
ment of contaminated soil. By the end of 2012, Bankers investments in 
environmental projects reached 20 million [dollars].361 

The video thus portrays Bankers as a company that not only cares about 
the extraction of oil but also adheres to a serious commitment to improve 
the environmental conditions in the area. The positive transformation of 
the oilfield, which the video depicts, was a narrative that most employees, 
government representatives and international stakeholders acknowledged. 
In a monitoring report by IFC from 2013, the health and safety improve-
ments of Bankers’ takeover activities are discussed:    

Health and safety risks to community members are mainly related to 
derelict Albpetrol equipment, abandoned facilities and pre-existing 
pollution in the field. Bankers’ progressive interventions in the Patos-
Marinza field have steadily reduced these health and safety risks to the 
communities. Old abandoned Albpetrol wells are generally uncapped, 

360 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24). 
361 Albania Oilfield (2014, January 24). 
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unfenced and in a poor state, often surrounded by pools of leaked oil 
and associated sludge. As Bankers takes over these wells, they are sub-
stantially remediated and made safe, reducing associated risks to neigh-
bouring community members.362 

The IFC report thus depicts the gradual improvement of the oilfield as a 
positive impact from Bankers’ takeover, and that, over the course of several 
years, the local population are said to have directly benefitted from. The 
state-owned company Albpetrol becomes the villain in this narrative while 
Bankers is portrayed as the foreign hero that has brought salvation. The 
resulting change from historic degradation and pollution to a modern and 
clean oilfield was underlined in many interviews with Bankers’ employees 
and partners. Lidia, a Bankers’ contractor representative, who lives close to 
the oilfield, explained: 

I used to walk [to Patos-Marinza], when I was young, my brothers used 
to play football with the villagers there, […] I can remember that it was 
like a forest with those, how are they called… derricks [Iron towers used 
to pump oil]. Yeah, it was like a forest. And remembering that picture, 
that I have in mind, and seeing it now, it is a great, great change. Like you 
know, so all the area is cleaner now and things are well organised. Big 
changes they [Bankers] have done within the area.363 

Lidia is thus describing a change from an iron ‘forest’ of derricks to a 
‘clean’ and ‘organised’ environment. In another interview, Bankers’ repre-
sentative Rezart underlined how the communities’ perception of the 
company during the initial phase of the investment was influenced by the 
change from a polluted oilfield to a modern one. 

It [Bankers’ takeover] was seen as positive. Because they [local commu-
nities] were seeing changes, so when we opened Pad D and Pad H [areas 
for drilling wells constructed by Bankers in 2004] you see… and I have 
photos from that time, you would see that they were brand new, clean, so 
they were seeing positive changes, they were seeing that we [Bankers], 
foreign investors, came to the oilfield with different standards compared to 
Albpetrol. We were taking over wells and cleaning them, so that’s why.364 

362 IFC (2013). 
363 Interview, Bankers’ contractor representative, October–November 2017. 
364 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Rezart thus expresses the view that community members, just as the em-
ployees themselves, saw the positive changes that the new investment 
brought, which in turn made them positive towards the company. Gramos, 
another Bankers representative who worked in Patos-Marinza during the 
communist era, described his memories of the situation when he first 
started in the field. 

Marinza was an oilfield but at the same time there were residents living 
there, only they were not living as close to the wells as now. Neverthe-
less, the pollution of the environment with natural gas affected their 
health. But they did not complain because they understood that this 
was how the work in an oilfield was. The state knew what it is doing, 
because it was a communist state at that time, and the residents did not 
protest and they did not make all kinds of requests.365 

Gramos thus refers to the poor conditions in the past, but he emphasises 
that the residents did not complain at that time as they were living under a 
communist regime. The complaints, he underlined, came after commun-
ism when foreign companies took over the oilfield and started to improve 
the environment:  

When Saxon [later renamed as Bankers] started its project the residents 
and the workers could see that Saxon’s director and managers cared for 
the environment. The residents, and quite rightly, then started to ask: 
“But what about us who live here, for the children who live here, that 
live in the air polluted with hydrocarbon, you should do something for 
them!” They started to raise requests for employment opportunities; 
that the air quality should be within acceptable limits; that pollution 
should be controlled; and for various kinds of compensation. And this 
was unthinkable before [during communism]; the residents did not 
request anything and the state, Albpetrol, and other state institutions 
did not think like this. […] If you go to other oilfields in Albania to 
Gorisht, Cakran or Ballsh, you can see pollution there still. It is very 
different from the zone that Bankers operates within now. 

The clean-up of pre-existing pollution is thus articulated as a vital part of 
Bankers’ narrative about the universally positive impact of its takeover in 
Patos-Marinza. Complaints from local communities are in these articula-
tions placed in relation to the poor living and working conditions of the 

365 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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past, and through this, complaints are framed as less valid owing to the 
improvements made to the environment. “Residents were living in horrible 
environmental conditions in the past but then they never complained”, this 
narrative stipulates, “Now they complain even though Bankers has made 
huge improvements”. This frames residents as ungrateful or ignorant of the 
positive changes that Bankers achieved. At the same time, it portrays them 
as exploiting the possibilities to speak their mind, which democratic change 
brought with it.  

While this corporate narrative would not have been possible in a green-
field [without previous industrial development] operation, a brownfield 
takeover provided the base for the idea of an ‘environmentally friendly’ oil 
company to be articulated, not only by words but also by the practical 
clean-up activities that Bankers performed. The ‘modern’, ‘western’ oilfield 
was thus articulated not only by words but also by concrete practices, such 
as with the use of machinery transporting sludge into secure areas, the 
implementation of a Social and Environmental Action Plan and the 
instalment of air monitoring stations.  

New air pollution from expanding operations 
While concrete practices strengthened the powerful narrative of Bankers’ 
improvement of the environment, residents articulated another side of 
Bankers’ ever-expanding operations. Bankers did not only take over old 
Albpetrol wells but also drilled new wells in new areas of Patos-Marinza. 
Oil extraction increased, and with this wells and tanks multiplied, along 
with traffic from the transportation of crude oil on local roads. The in-
creased oil production led to new detrimental effects on the local popu-
lation, including a persistent smell of gas. Residents had temporarily been 
relieved of the smell from old sludge pits, which Bankers’ had removed. But 
soon they were introduced to gases from new wells, engines, oil deposits 
and Ecopits. Community concerns about air quality impacts were expres-
sed already in the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA), 
which I was a part of implementing in 2011. In Bankers’ public disclosure 
document, which conveyed the results from the ESIA process, it can be 
read that: 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Stakeholders expressed concerns about possible health impacts and 
odours related to vent gas emissions from Bankers holding tanks in the 
main Patos-Marinza operations area, as well as odours from Ecopits.366 

Vent gases from tanks and odours from Ecopits were thus a main concern 
for residents when we started the ESIA process in 2011, and this continued 
to be the case during my time as an employee. Grievances about air quality 
concerns were constantly filed through Bankers’ grievance mechanism, and 
residents made jokes with reference to Patos-Marinza ‘gases’ in community 
Facebook groups. One example is a post that shows a man on a beach 
dressed in swimwear and diving equipment. Instead of an oxygen tube, the 
man has a red gas tube on his back, labelled “gas” and “H2S”, providing 
him with gas through a green pipe that is inserted in his mouth. The text 
accompanying the picture reads: “If you are from Marinza and go on 
vacation, you cannot separate yourself from the gas smell”, and the man 
thinks for himself “Without gas there is no life”.367 The joke thus refers to 
how the residents of Marinza are trapped within this gaseous smell, in-
dicating that this is a state they have become so used to that, when diving, 
they chose to breath H2S instead of oxygen. Another Facebook post shows 
a man with a gas mask and the Bankers logo behind him. The text on the 
picture reads “Bankers Petroleum Ltd. – causes serious damage to your 
health”.368 The joke refers to the warnings placed on the side of cigarette 
packages, but here the picture suggests that it is Bankers, and not cigarettes, 
that seriously damages one’s health. 

The air quality issues in Marinza were thus a constant concern and were 
subject to jokes among local residents, even though Bankers’ promoted a 
narrative in which the area was now clean and the air quality monitored. In 
my role as a company representative I often heard concerns about health 
impacts from both Patos-Marinza residents and colleagues at Bankers who 
argued that it was bad for one’s health to work in Patos-Marinza for too 
long. Artur, a previous Bankers’ representative, expressed a perception that 
deviated from the formal company’s narrative, even while acknowledging 
that the clean-up activities had been carried out. He recalled that: 

Artur – [When Bankers’ operations started to expand] you could see 
the changes on the oilfield. If it was a mess before, now you could see 

366 Bankers (2012a). 
367 @vetvetdyhere (2014d, 15 April). 
368 @vetvetdyhere (2015b, 25 September). 
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6. “A BAD SMELL DOES NOT HARM YOUR HEALTH” 

that the place was cleaner and it was becoming cleaner every day. Even 
before on those irrigation ditches, where it was crude oil, after they 
were clean they were filled with water and you could see people fishing. 
So it was that clean. The only problem right now is the release of gases. 
The gases released into the air. This is a health issue for the people 
living in that area or people  working in that area. Even though the  
Canadians had a very good technology. It’s actually the most advanced 
technology for heavy oil. It’s quite difficult to contain all the gases; 
different gases are released from crude oil. So, this affects the people 
that live in the area and people who work in that area for a long period 
of time. 

Sara – And what do people who work there say about all this? 

Artur – Actually everyone that works over there, no one wants to work 
in that environment. But they say that “we have to work because with-
out working we cannot maintain a family”, so basically people will do 
anything to feed their families. 

Similar to Artur, residents generally acknowledged that clean-up activities 
had been carried out by Bankers, while at the same time emphasising that 
air pollution had become worse due to expansions in oil extraction. During 
a family visit, Besa and her husband Fatjon acknowledged that the clean-up 
had been carried out by Bankers but emphasised at the same time that the 
air quality in the area had deteriorated:  

Fatjon – When they [Bankers] started to clean up I thought that now 
they will do something to improve the environment here. […] 

Besa – Yes, cleaning they have done, clean-up, but the air is worse.369 

In another village, Taulant underlined that Bankers had cleaned up sludge 
pits but stressed that the environment was cleaner during communism 
than at present: 

Taulant – During Enver Hoxha, it was clean, everything was clean, the 
machinery was clean, the place was clean, there was no pollution and 
no earthquakes. 

Sara – So there was no air pollution, no earthquakes? But how was the 
oil field? 

369 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Taulant – It was clean without smell. There were sludge pits [with oil 
residue] beside the wells but the machinery came and took the sludge 
to collect it in one place. […] 

Sara – But the Canadians had a project to clean the oil field, have you 
heard about it? 

Taulant – Yes, they have cleaned the sludge pits but the environment is 
polluted. For the new generation things are very bad, for my grandson I 
mean. They have been severely impacted by the environment, from all 
kinds of diseases, […] with stomach pains, vomiting, cough, and all 
those things.370 

When Taulant compares his memories of communism with the present 
situation he draws the conclusion that it was cleaner before. He also brings 
up health issues surrounding his grandson and draws a direct connection 
between these symptoms and present levels of air pollution. In another 
interview, Lisa, a Patos-Marinza resident, also described the poor all quality 
and drew parallels to the communist era and how health impacts from the 
oilfield were discussed during that time: 

If you come here to stay with me one night you will see how heavy the 
gas is in the morning. Come and stay just one night. A lot of people are 
sick in the area and have to take medicines because of the environment. 
In the communist time the workers got milk to drink because of the 
pollution. Is it possible that the company can pay for medicine for 
people? People are poor and without work they cannot afford to buy 
medicines. 

Lisa is thus convinced of the link  between oilfield pollution and health 
issues in the area and asks for free medicines from the company in a similar 
way as milk was provided to oil workers for free during communism. 
During my time with Bankers I was often told that when people visited the 
hospitals and health clinics, health professionals confirmed peoples’ per-
ceptions that the air quality in Patos-Marinza was bad for their health. 
Similar accounts were raised during interviews, for example by Edison who 
explained that: 

I went to hospital two weeks ago because my head was hurting, I took 
paracetamol but it did not go away. At the hospital I had an injection 

370 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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and the doctor asked me “where are you from?” “I am from Patos-
Marinza,” I answered and the doctor replied: “You people from that 
area are all like this, you are all are sick from the polluted air”.371 

Even though this account comes after the Canadian era, similar stories 
were very common during my time with Bankers. The general perception 
about air quality health impacts thus seemed to be confirmed when resi-
dents went to health professionals who also believed that the air was un-
healthy.  

Residents also mentioned economic impacts relating to poor air quality, 
especially with respect to their ongoing agricultural activities. During a 
group interview, Shkelqim explained: 

We are the worst impacted in this village; for example, I have an oil 
lease [with wells and tanks] next to my land, and when it was time to 
harvest, the workers came to help but then they left, they left two or 
three times during the work because it smelled very bad. I had planted 
watermelon but the workers did not stay to finish the harvesting work 
because I of the well next to me. I had to finish the work with the help 
of family members.372 

Shkelqim was thus negatively affected by oil industry on his neighbour’s 
land, giving the neighbour a regular income from land rental payments 
while his own agricultural production suffered due to the poor working 
environment. In another village, Fatmir explained that the agricultural pro-
duction in the area was considered less valuable due to air quality issues, 
which had been a problem for residents for many years.  

Our production, our livestock and crops, are pre-judged in the markets 
around Fier. They call it ‘contaminated production’: the seeds, the 
fruits, the vegetables. The salesmen come and say “those are products 
from Patos-Marinza, no, no, no we don’t want them because they are 
contaminated, they contain gas, they are polluted”. 373 

The buyers of agricultural produce in the area thus seemed to have the 
perception that produce from Patos-Marinza was contaminated from the 
poor air quality there. It mattered little if the residents agreed with this per-

371 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
372 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
373 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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ception or not; on point of fact of finding it harder to sell their produce, 
they experienced direct negative economic impacts.  

All these accounts indicate that stakeholders in the area were not con-
vinced by Bankers’ narrative about a clean oilfield. Health professionals 
told employees and residents that they were getting sick from spending too 
much time in the polluted air, temporary farm workers left when gaseous 
smells became to intense, and agricultural salesmen refused produce from 
the area. The narrative of poisonous gases and a polluted oilfield thus 
seemed to maintain a dominant position among several stakeholders, pro-
viding the ground for strengthening the counter-hegemonic discourse sur-
rounding the company’s ‘invasion’. In the counter-hegemonic discourse, 
the poor air quality situation was linked to ‘genocide’ and ‘risks’ to human 
health, as described in Chapter Four. This was thus a situation that Bankers 
had to manage in order to maintain its hegemonic position, and enforce its 
narrative of an extraction industry that would benefit everyone. Luckily for 
the company, IFC’s and EBRD’s sustainability standards provided helpful 
guidance in this endeavour. 

Bankers’ air monitoring programme 
Prevention of air, water and soil pollution is an integral part of IFC’s en-
vironmental and social policy, and detailed guidelines to clients are stipu-
lated in IFC’s Performance Standard 3. There it is stated that: 

During the project life-cycle, the client will consider ambient condi-
tions and apply technically and financially feasible resource efficiency 
and pollution prevention principles and techniques that are best suited 
to avoid, or where avoidance is not possible, minimize adverse impacts 
on human health and the environment.374 

In line with this standard, and in accordance with the commitments out-
lined in the company’s Environmental and Social Action Plan (ESAP), 
Bankers commissioned an air emissions inventory monitored by IFC and 
EBRD representatives. In the report from a review visit by EBRD and IFC 
representatives in 2013 it can be read that: 

Bankers commissioned an air emissions inventory as part of its ESAP 
commitments following the original IFC-EBRD supported project. Air 

374 IFC (2012b). 
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6. “A BAD SMELL DOES NOT HARM YOUR HEALTH” 

emissions from Bankers’ operations at the Patos-Marinza field are 
principally related to three treatment facilities; soil storage areas; waste 
sludge pits (‘Ecopits’) containing hydrocarbon wastes; wells and well 
batteries including well burners, oil tank vent pipes, pumps and gene-
rators; and diesel engines on drilling and service rigs. The final draft air 
emissions modelling report (January 2013) indicates fairly widespread 
exceedances of applicable air quality standards for NO2, PM2.5 and total 
reduced sulphur and more limited exceedances for SO2, PM10 and 
benzene within parts of the Patos-Marinza oilfield. As per the attached 
ESAP, Bankers will develop and implement a field-level air emissions 
management programme to systematically address these findings and 
ensure that its air emissions comply with relevant Albanian, EU and  
IFC EHS [Environmental Health and Safety] Guidelines limits within a 
reasonable period of time. The company will also confirm that emis-
sions do not pose health and safety risks for workers or community 
members in higher risk scenarios and take further precautionary mea-
sures if and where necessary.375 

EBRD and IFC representatives thus state in the report that air emissions in 
Patos-Marinza exceed air quality standards for some gases, and they out-
line Bankers’ commitment to implement an air emissions management 
programme to reduce this environmental impact from operations, en-
suring that emissions do not pose health and safety risks for workers or 
community members. An air emission management programme was there-
fore developed and implemented by Bankers,376 including participatory air 
monitoring practices to include community members and to improve 
levels of trust in monitoring results.377 Bankers informed residents about 
this programme in a leaflet: 

As part of our ongoing commitment to improve environmental condi-
tions in the Patos-Marinza area, Bankers will set up air quality moni-
toring points in vicinity to residential areas. The location of the moni-
toring points will be determined by Bankers environmental specialists 
in collaboration with local residents. […] Once locations have been 
determined, the monitoring equipment [plastic and metal tubes] will 
be in place for 4 weeks to absorb samples of the air at the specific 

375 IFC (2013). 
376 Bankers Petroleum (2016h). 
377 Bankers Petroleum (2015e). 
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locations. […] Once the samples have been collected the tubes are sent 
to specialist laboratories in UK for analysis.378 

However, even though Bankers put in place both an air emissions manage-
ment programme and participatory monitoring practices, local residents 
continued to file their grievances. The grievance mechanism thus became 
another way for Bankers to manage residents’ concerns. 

Bankers’ grievance mechanism 
The Bankers’ website notes that the company established its grievance 
mechanism in 2011, with the commitment to respond “in an appropriate 
and timely manner” to comments or questions “from any project stake-
holder, including local/regional authorities, residents of nearby communi-
ties, and other interested parties”.379 IFC emphasises the importance of a 
grievance mechanism in one of their Good Practice Notes: “since it creates 
opportunities for companies and communities to identify problems and 
discover solutions together” and “are part of a broader framework for busi-
nesses to address human rights issues in their operations”.380 In Patos-
Marinza, residents could file their grievances at the Bankers’ field office. 
They would then be approached by a grievance officer, responsible for 
investigating the validity of the grievance. If the grievance was found to be 
valid, the community member was compensated for negative impacts from 
Bankers’ operations. Several issues were raised through Bankers’ grievance 
mechanism; for example, blocked drainage canals, damaged roads, crops 
destroyed by dust, noise disturbances and poor air quality. To illustrate 
how this mechanism can be understood as a hegemonic articulation, let me 
tell you the story about Arber, an air quality grievance case that I was 
involved in ‘solving’. 

The story of Arber 

We were sitting around the table on the veranda next to the small busi-
ness, below the brick house surrounded by wines. His eyes were red with 
fury and his cheekbones distinctive as he pressed his teeth against each 
other. His whole body was  tense, shaking as if he was  fighting to  keep  

378 Bankers Petroleum (2015e). 
379 Bankers Petroleum (2016g). 
380 IFC (2009b). 
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6. “A BAD SMELL DOES NOT HARM YOUR HEALTH” 

himself from throwing my colleague off the porch. “I cannot keep my 
children here for another day! My daughter threw up from the smell the 
other night and my parents are old and sick and cannot sleep. You need 
to stop this smell or move us away from here! This is our home but we 
cannot live like this!” We had brought maps from our environmental 
department specifying the air monitoring results of the area. The data 
showed that all air emissions (H2S, SO2, NO2 and CO2), were at ac-
ceptable levels and therefore not dangerous to the health of the com-
munities. The maps showed reference data from the centre of Fier city, 
and the data revealed that air emissions were much worse in the city 
centre than in the oil field. The conclusion from these figures was that 
the family could safely continue to live in their house. When disclosing 
these maps we normally announced standardised phrases from the 
senior management: “Just because it smells bad does not mean that it is 
bad for your health.” “H2S smells a lot even in very low concentrations 
but according to WHO no correlation between small concentrations of 
H2S and health implications has been shown.” “Our company is taking 
health and safety very serious and would not let staff members work in 
environments that could damage their health. Since they are working 
safely at the well leases you can safely live at this distance from the field.” 
For some reason I could not repeat these phrases this time, maybe it was 
the insane look in the man’s eyes, or maybe it was the fact that I myself 
started to feel slightly nauseous by the smell from the oilfield stretching 
out behind me. My head was hurting and in my colleague’s red face I 
could see desperation to leave as soon as possible. Maybe it was also the 
realisation that this type of communication would mean very little to the 
man as I had heard concerns from several Albanian staff members 
working in the field. “You should only work in the field for a couple of 
years, otherwise you will have health problems when you are old”, a staff 
member had told me earlier. How could we communicate that the 
oilfield was safe to live in when not even our own staff members were 
convinced about the lack of health impacts from infield air quality? We 
did not unfold the maps on the plastic table in front of us, nor did we 
repeat the worn out standardised phrases. We told the man “we will 
speak to the senior management” and left the scene as soon as we could. 
My head was banging as we entered the air-conditioned car and drove 
back to the city office on the dusty roads leaving the wells and houses 
behind us.381 

In the narrative I recall a situation in which Bankers’ air monitoring results 
failed to convince the resident that the air quality was good enough for 

381 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
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adequate living. Technical figures from monitoring results and maps, 
showing air pollution levels in different parts of the region, would not help 
in the slightest. Arber referred to his own, as well as his family’s, bodily 
experiences as a way of resisting the reports. ‘International standards’ were 
thus placed against residents’ experiences of the pungent odours and poor 
health symptoms. My colleague’s and my own experience from sitting on 
the veranda that day made us reluctant to show the air monitoring maps; 
we also felt sick. In my autobiographical narrative I continue to recall the 
events after this meeting with Arber: 

A few days later at the central field office I was standing outside the 
main entrance with a senior management representative. “People feel 
the smell and immediately think that it is dangerous for their health. 
We just need to give them more information about how an oilfield 
smells and that they don’t need to be concerned” he stated as a res-
ponse to our discussion about the air quality grievances in the area. I 
sensed the underlying assumptions of this statement, that I, with an  
educational background in social science, had no idea about the tech-
nical particularities of an oilfield or how gases are supposed to smell. In 
my mind, what the senior manager really was saying was: Are you sure 
you understand the oilfield? Are you sure you are explaining the air 
quality data properly to the residents? No, I guess I did not understand 
completely. I just knew that people were desperately worried about 
their children and elderly parents, and that they were mentioning 
headaches, vomiting and dizziness. I also knew what an unpleasant 
feeling it was to sit on the porch the other day and to feel sick from the 
smell. I gathered my courage and explained to him how the smell was 
more intense now than previously, how particular days were especially 
bad, and that mornings and evenings were the worst. I also explained 
that this group of houses just next to the oilfield were especially vul-
nerable; the air from the field seemed to gather there when the wind 
was blowing from northwest. “I sat on their veranda the other day and 
I felt like I could not stay there for 10 minutes” I ended my speech; 
feeling satisfied that my voice sounded firm and convincing. He looked 
at me with doubt in his eyes and smiled as he responded: “But you 
know better than me that people are poor and are hoping to get com-
pensation from us. We cannot pay for one family to move because then 
the rest will ask for the same.” He appealed to my years of experience in 
the oilfield, managing grievances and community engagement. At the 
same time, I knew that he was seeking to question whether my 
experience had taught me how to judge people, if I was still too em-
pathic and naive to make an objective conclusion. I knew very well that 
many of the grievances we received were opportunistic and groundless. 
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I had spent countless hours arguing with people over cracks in worn 
down houses and blocked drainage canals that had not been main-
tained for decades. Those grievances had nothing to do with our 
operations and were easy to dismiss. But the man with the burning eyes 
did not look like an opportunist; he looked genuinely concerned about 
his family. Did I misjudge his intent? Was I still too “Swedish” and 
“feminine” to handle the harsh realities of the field? Was I just a sen-
sitive office worker who couldn’t handle an hour in the smell of gases 
that operators worked in daily? We ended our conversation and I left 
with a feeling of uncertainty about my own capacity and competence. 
Back in the office I told my colleagues about the conversation and they 
quickly dismissed the senior manager. “Those people have no idea 
about the reality people live in here. They live in five-star hotels and fly 
first class to Canada every month. They would never let their children 
live in this environment for a minute.” I realised that while I had 
reasons to feel insecure, so did the senior manager and the feeling of 
uncertainty left me. We had to continue our struggle to let the re-
sidents’ voices be heard in the internal management debate. Air quality 
grievances were not about small damages to properties or minor dis-
turbances. This was peoples’ health we were discussing and nothing 
could be more serious than that.382 

In the narrative I recall my own feelings of insecurity and confusion. Did I 
understand the air emission impacts? Was I just fooled by the expressive 
grievances of ‘greedy’ residents? The senior manager’s referral to residents’ 
complaints as a game that was played to pressure the company for money 
was, as has been seen in previous chapters, a common articulatory practice 
within the corporate discourse. So was the notion that people did not 
understand oilfield technicalities, and thus were worrying due to igno-
rance. With no reliable third party involved that could monitor air quality 
on behalf of residents, the technical expertise of the company was the only 
reference point to which their bodily experiences could be compared. But 
while they continued to complain about headaches and dizziness, the com-
pany experts continued to claim that air quality was safe. My colleagues’ 
dismissal of the senior manager gave me strength to put my own inse-
curities to one side. Many Bankers’ employees were also concerned about 
the health impacts from air emissions. Air quality might have been within 
oilfield standards but would the senior managers let their own precious 

382 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
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children live beside an oil tank? I did not believe so, and so we continued to 
pressure for Arber’s and his neighbours’ case internally: 

The little girl in our office looked terrified at her mother who was 
screaming at the top of her lungs. “I am going to leave my child with 
you, she is sick from your gases and you have to take responsibility!” I 
looked at the girl who has started to run around the room with one of 
her toys; she did not look sick. Her mother on the other hand looked 
like she was about to have a nervous breakdown. After months of 
internal discussions the company had finally decided to move the 
families from that particular area by providing compensation for 
alternative lodging in Fier or Roskovec cities. An incident in the field 
involving a whole rig crew visiting the company clinic in the middle of 
the night due to headaches, dizziness and vomiting strengthened our 
case internally. When we read the email in the morning about the 
incident that had occurred during the night it was hard not to relate 
staff accounts to the symptoms described by residents in the area. The 
man with the burning eyes signed an agreement which made his small 
business part of the group of Bankers’ generously paid sub-contractors. 
Thereby he could make enough money each month to rent an apart-
ment in Fier for himself, his wife, parents and children. This also gene-
rated some much-needed additional incomes. His tense appearance 
had been transformed to the most generous smile imaginable and our 
visits to his veranda, which he used during the daytime as part of his 
business, were now truly pleasant experiences including Turkish coffee, 
caramels and jokes about the general situation in the country. 
Whenever we came by, he and his wife were working frenetically to 
serve customers, and I felt so proud for our agreement, for the way it 
had transformed their lives and for how they were honouring their 
commitment by working hard and expanding their business. “This is 
how it feels like to be part of an oil company that is acting according to 
the slogan to be a good neighbour”, I was thinking. But then, as the 
senior manager had anticipated, air quality grievances started to in-
crease. Residents further away from the field heard the rumours about 
generous compensations and wanted a piece. The woman sitting in our 
office was another example of this, now loudly expressing her worries 
not only for the health of her child but also for how the poor air quality 
had caused her to have a miscarriage the previous year. We had visited 
her as well as the other households complaining, installing special tubes 
to measure the air quality thinking that, as the performance standards 
stipulate, a transparent air monitoring process would promote trust in 
the monitoring results. The results came back with all parameters safely 
within acceptable limits. This made the residents even more furious 
and visits to our office like this one were now part of our daily routine. 
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The woman suddenly stood up and ferociously proclaimed: “I’m 
leaving now! You will have to take care of my child!” The little girl 
stopped her games and stared terrified at us. “Don’t worry”, I told her 
with a smile, “your mum is not going to leave you”. Then I called the 
security guard and asked for support to escort the woman and her child 
out of the office building. “I am the kind of person who defends oil 
companies against women who had miscarriages”, I thought to myself 
as I closed the gates behind her.383 

In my narrative I recall how Arber and his neighbours finally received a 
solution that allowed them to move their families from the area. Bankers 
made agreements with each family, renting their agricultural land or con-
tracting their businesses which gave them sufficient remuneration for 
apartments in nearby towns. But I also recall how the air quality grievances 
continued to flood our grievance mechanism and to these we continued to 
respond with ‘participatory air monitoring’ and ‘disclosure of monitoring 
results’. This situation, I often felt, was intense and unbearable. And yet no 
larger community movement emerged; Bankers was allowed to continue its 
operations unopposed. The woman and her child in our office was 
removed by security guards and silenced. When I returned to Patos-
Marinza a few years later to make interviews, I met Arber in Bankers’ 
reception and wrote in my field diary: 

When I visited Bankers’ main office [to  make interviews], I met  
[Arber] in the reception. He still works with his [small business] as a 
sub-contractor to Bankers and he looked happy, satisfied, well dressed 
and well groomed. I asked about his family and work and he said that 
they were all good. When I talked to [my old colleague] afterwards [the 
colleague] said that [Arber] works very hard with his [small business]. 
When coming to the office to hand in his invoices, he is always cleanly 
shaved and well-dressed. So amazing that something we did actually 
worked!384 

From my point of view the story of Arber and his family was a success, a 
case that was solved and a family that became happy and managed to 
escape oil gases and poverty at the same time. But, when looking at this 
case through Laclau’s theory of popular mobilisations, it is a clear case of 
isolation and satisfaction of community demands – a method that hinders 

383 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
384 Field diary note, 5 November 2017. 
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the growth of a ‘community’ in which demands can be linked together into 
a local ‘popular’ resistance movement. When I first met Arber he was angry 
and ready to fight for his rights. Indeed, if he worked together with his 
neighbours in similar situations, a larger community protest could have 
been staged, and, moreover, air quality grievances could have been linked 
to grievances about dust, noise, a lack of jobs and seismic tremors, etc. 
Bankers’ hegemonic position as a ‘hero’ and ‘beneficiary’ to the local com-
munity would have been threatened. Instead Arber and his neighbours 
were isolated and dealt with individually by Bankers’ grievance mechanism. 
This was something I was part of implementing. Each received an indi-
vidual ‘solution’ from the company, which meant that they could relocate 
from the area. As IFC’s Best Practice Note stipulates, Bankers’ grievance 
mechanism allowed the company and the community members to “dis-
cover solutions together”.385 Bankers’ grievance mechanism worked in the 
same way in many different cases; individual solutions were found and 
money was transferred. During the village chats and interviews, this divi-
sion of community members became apparent, as those who were positive 
to Bankers had received various forms of compensation or employment. 
One example is Alkeida, a Patos-Marinza resident who told me that her 
family was happy with Bankers: 

Our family has nothing to complain about. My husband work with 
Bankers and is satisfied with the company. There is a bad smell in 
[village name] but we as a family are used to it, we have no problems 
with the environment or the health. We have been compensated by 
Bankers and have an apartment in Fier but go to the house in [village 
name] regularly. If the company would rent our 2000 square metres of 
land that we have in the middle of Patos-Marinza it would be even  
better. It is in the middle of leases and is like a hole where the water 
collects which makes it very hard to plant. And of course at our land it 
smells a lot because it is in the middle of the oilfield. But we have no 
complaints as a family. Though, if the company rented our land we 
would be happy.386 

As the examples of Alkeida and Arber shows, and just as in the cases with 
land rental payments, discussed in Chapter Five, flows of money strength-
ened the narrative of Bankers as an ‘investor’ and contributor to local 

385 IFC (2009b). 
386 Interview, Patos-Marinza, September 2018. 
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6. “A BAD SMELL DOES NOT HARM YOUR HEALTH” 

development. The air in the field did not bother Alkeida’s family, as they 
had received compensation and rented an apartment in the city. Similarly, 
Arber and his neighbours became part of the satisfied corporate alliance. 
Five households were successfully relocated while thousands of residents 
remained in the smelly oilfield where air emissions continued. And so the 
company could continue to promote the idea that its operations were 
beneficial to all. 

Breaking chains of equivalence through grievance management  
In this chapter I have described the corporate hegemonic discourse, which 
connected Bankers’ takeover of a degraded oilfield with signifiers such as 
‘clean-up’, ‘modern technology’, and ‘environmental management sys-
tems’. These signifiers are brought together with the nodal point of ‘invest-
ment’, which stabilises the signifying system within which Bankers is seen 
as a ‘good neighbour’ to local communities. This discourse was not only 
verbally articulated in promotional videos and IFC’s monitoring reports, 
but also through concrete clean-up activities, removal of out-dated equip-
ment and an extensive air monitoring programme. Similar to the articu-
lations related to land acquisition, this discourse also framed Patos-
Marinza residents as ‘greedy’ and ‘ignorant’, and accused residents of using 
air quality grievances as a way to pressure the company for money. The 
company thus portrayed itself as a victim of the local context; a context 
framed as problematic where ‘ignorant’ residents dismissed the ‘technical 
facts’ from air monitoring stations.  

The air quality situation in Patos-Marinza fuelled increasing community 
demands on the company to change the situation. Although Bankers’ 
clean-up activities were acknowledged, the residents spoke about expand-
ing operations and vent gases from new tanks, Ecopits and wells. While the 
company described the environment as cleaner than before, residents des-
cribe a situation in which air pollution led to health impacts among their 
family members as well as to economic losses in their agricultural pro-
duction. Compared to the land acquisition process, which residents quietly 
accepted and participated in, the air quality issues made women and men 
raise their voices and demand change. However, these vocal protests never 
led to a larger counter-hegemonic movement, and so Bankers’ could con-
tinue its operations and air-monitoring programme. The grievance 
mechanism was an effective way for Bankers to meet some of the most 
vocal voices, transferring money through ‘joint solution’ agreements and 
bringing residents over to the corporate alliance. The grievance mechanism 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

is thus another example of how the antagonistic frontier between the 
company and the community was dispersed through corporate hegemonic 
articulations such as money transfers. The grievance mechanism also broke 
potential chains of equivalence between community members through the 
isolation of individual cases from wider community demands. This isola-
tion of demands kept them on what Gramsci called a ‘corporative’ rather 
than a ‘universal’ level thus preventing further community mobilisation. 

Through my autobiographical narratives it is clear that I saw my parti-
cipation in Bankers’ grievance mechanism as a way to support community 
members, to raise their voices internally and to create solutions they were 
happy with. While I viewed these acts as moments of transgression, as ways 
of breaking my alliance with the company, in order to work on the other 
side of the antagonistic frontier, it is clear that my actions in reality 
strengthened the very corporate alliance I saw myself working against. 
Through my participation in implementing IFC’s sustainability standards, 
some community members were moved to the company side; they became 
‘well dressed’ and ‘well behaved’. Community resistance had effectively 
been weakened. These processes also upheld my own fantasmatic ideal of 
myself as an inside antagonist, working to change the company from 
within. My participation thus supported the narrative of the good oil com-
pany that could be beneficial to all residents. All we had to do was to work 
a little bit harder, make further ‘joint solutions’, and move some more 
people from the oilfield. Consequently, I became the friendly face that the 
‘good’ western corporation needed in order to maintain its image as a 
‘partner of choice’ for local communities. 

Contrary to land acquisition practices, the air quality issues in Patos-
Marinza caused residents to verbalise their grievances and thus apply pres-
sure on Bankers. However, a larger community movement failed to mobi-
lise. In the next chapter I will discuss a further intensification of com-
munity resistance in relation to the conflict about seismic events. This con-
flict led to open community protests such as residents forming blockades 
and vandalising oilfield infrastructure. Community reactions to the seismic 
events were thus the most intense articulations of the counter-hegemonic 
discourse I encountered during my years as a Bankers’ employee. They 
required that the Albanian state use force against its own citizens to quell 
the unrest. 
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CHAPTER 7 

“They are using earthquakes to attract attention” 

Imagine you wake up in the middle of the night from a sensation that the 
whole world is shaking. You freeze in you bed before you realise that you 
have to put your children in safety. You run to the living room where they 
are sleeping and they weep as you pull them out of their beds and push them 
out into the front yard. The street is already filled with people; women and 
men shouting with angry voices, children crying in fear. Your neighbour 
comes by and asks if you are ok. “The company did this,” she shouts, “they 
have to pay for the damages they have caused!” Your children sit on the 
veranda with confusion and anxiety written on their faces. You will not let 
them sleep in the house tonight; another tremor might happen at any mo-
ment. You enter the house to bring them some blankets and food. Large 
cracks have appeared on the living room wall. In the kitchen, a class cabinet 
is broken and the fridge is quiet, as the electricity cord has been cut. “The 
company did this,” you think, “they have to pay us compensation”. In the 
following days the government promises to open an investigation about the 
cause of the tremor. Experts from abroad will be brought in to make the 
assessment. “An earthquake,” the experts say and no compensation is paid. 
“Corruption”, your neighbours declare. The company continues to drill wells 
only a few hundred meters from your cracked walls. You buy a new fridge on 
credit and repair the cracks by hand. Your children sleep in your bed during 
the following months. You are too tired to join your neighbours, who plan to 
march all the way to the capital to protest. “This time we won’t let them get 
away with lies,” they tell you before they leave, “we demand compensation”.  

In this chapter I will discuss the conflict regarding seismic events in Patos-
Marinza. The trembling earth, causing fear among residents and damage to 
their houses, led to protests on local streets and vandalism of Bankers’ 
property. As in previous chapters I will start by examining how hegemonic 
and counter-hegemonic discourses provided opposing narratives regarding 
what was happening during these events. While Bankers’ representatives 
designated the seismic events as natural ‘earthquakes’ caused by move-
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

ments of the earth’s tectonic plates, community representatives described 
them as ‘tremors’ caused by oilfield activities. It is in this competing under-
standing of reality that the conflict takes its starting point. For what is true 
and what is false is a matter for societal institutions to determine. When no 
trust in joint fact-finding institutions exists, society as a radically contin-
gent place discloses itself: word stands against word, structures of meaning 
compete for recognition.  

The struggle surrounding seismic events is the last area in my investiga-
tion of the relationship between Bankers and Patos-Marinza communities. 
While Bankers’ land acquisition processes caused little resistance, com-
plaints about air quality raised the level of antagonism between the com-
pany and local residents. However, it was the seismic tremors that brought 
the communities of Patos-Marinza onto the streets. The company as well as 
the government was forced to act. As a short-term strategy, the govern-
ment sent representatives from local authorities as well as the police to 
calm down residents in the midst of protest. As a long-term strategy, 
Bankers addressed community unrest by disclosure of technical infor-
mation and by participating in joint ‘dialogue groups’ which were set up by 
the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO) of the IFC.  

In the second part of this chapter I will look at how the CAO dialogue 
groups were played out. Similar to Bankers’ air monitoring programme, 
discussed in the previous chapter, the dialogue groups aimed to find a 
‘common solution’ to the seismic conflict through discussions and ‘partici-
patory fact finding’. Even though no common solution was found, Bankers’ 
continued the expansion of the oilfield while the local population remained 
terrified as the earth trembled beneath their feet. This chapter thereby 
highlights how dialogue-based methods aiming at finding ‘consensus solu-
tions’ end up maintaining corporate legitimacy by way of incurporating 
opponents in dialogues that are discursively set in the corporation’s favour. 
I will start my exploration of the seismic conflict by presenting how media 
outlets portrayed the events.  

Community protests and media reports 
Several media reports from national TV channels show the chaos that took 
place after each seismic event in Patos-Marinza. These reports include 
interviews with residents and government representatives in the midst of 
mass protests on the streets of Patos-Marinza. 

A news video produced by the national digital TV channel Kanali Shtate 
in November 2013 starts with pictures of what appears to be a damaged 
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7. “THEY ARE USING EARTHQUAKES TO ATTRACT ATTENTION” 

house. Large cracks can be seen on the white walls of the dilapidated house 
and an older woman and small girl with worried facial expressions are 
standing at the entrance. The video changes to a night setting were a group 
of men are gathered on a street, hardly visible in the dark. A video voice-
over explains: 

Tremors of the ground in Marinza and Zharrza in Fier [region] have 
caused panic amongst the residents who live in this zone. After the 
tremors, they have abandoned the night in their houses and have 
gathered on the street. They are blocking the access between Fier and 
Berat.387 

The video zooms in on the men in the street and shows their backs dressed 
in dark winter jackets. A murmur of loud angry voices dominates the night. 
The voice-over continues: 

A group of irritated residents are walking towards the community rela-
tions office of the foreign company Bankers. They claim that the earth 
tremors are not earthquakes but tremors created by explosions under-
ground.  

The video focuses on a representative from the Fier prefect (the regional 
government), who tries to reason with the group of men. He tells them to 
calm their families and explains that the government will assess the houses 
that have been made dangerous by the tremors. The voice of the govern-
ment representative is thereafter drowned by a wall of upset murmurs from 
the group of men surrounding him. The voice-over explains that the Fier 
prefect, Fier police department and local municipalities have mobilised to 
handle the situation and that the Fier prefect have announced they will take 
the help of a specialist to assess the claims of the residents. A journalist 
interviews the prefect representative who explains: “…people are psycho-
logically terrified. We have mobilised our emergency plan to handle the 
situation. We will investigate and uncover the cause of the large explosion 
that happened today”. The journalist continues to interview some of the 
protesting men. A man proclaims in an upset voice “…a big explosion until 
the house started cracking”. Another man with deep wrinkles between his 
eyes argues: “…it is not an earthquake! It is from the oil, seismic tremors 
from the oil industry”. Another man with bright grey hair explains that: 

387 Kanali Shtate (2013, November 22), my translation. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

“…earthquakes cause vibrations [showing movements with his hands from 
side to side] not up and down [waving his hands up and down]”. The 
journalists move on to visit a family living in the area whose house has 
been destroyed. The woman of the house argues in an upset tone: “What 
earthquake is that?! It is a tremor from Bankers, the Canadians! We are 
scared to stay in our own home”.388 

This media report is a clear articulation of the counter-hegemonic dis-
course in which the ‘tremors’ are connected to Bankers and the oil 
industry. The notion of ‘tremors’ is connected to ‘damaged’ houses, ‘ter-
rified’ residents and ‘explosions’. The media channel emphasises residents’ 
accounts by reporting about the events as ‘tremors’ rather than ‘earth-
quakes’; so does the local government representative who speaks about 
‘explosions’ and a government assessment that will find the cause. The 
video also shows a resident talking about the difference between a tremor 
and an earthquake: the earth moves side-to-side during an ‘earthquake’ but 
up-and-down during a ‘tremor’, according to the man. This was a common 
account in the area in which residents used their own bodily experiences of 
tremors as ‘proof’ that the company was lying. 

In this report, media, government representatives and residents are all 
contributing to a discourse in which Bankers is framed as a dishonest 
villain. However, Bankers’ hegemonic discourse was also articulated by 
some news agencies. In a media report called “Fier protest against earth-
quakes” from the national TV broadcaster, Top Channel, aired on the 3rd of 
March 2014, another community protest is documented. The voice-over 
explains that the residents of Zharrza are again protesting and blocking the 
road between Fier and Berat. The voice-over brings up residents’ claim that 
Bankers have caused the tremors but underlines that the company has 
denied these allegations. Instead, the voice-over explains that Bankers 
claims that an earthquake with an epicentre 10 kilometres away from the 
oilfield has caused the seismic events. The video continues to show the 
webpage of the National Institute of Geoscience, which has registered an 
earthquake of 4.2 on the Richter scale with an epicentre 5.4 kilometres 
from Roskovec, a town near the oilfield. Thereafter, the report shows a man 
being interviewed by a Top Channel journalist. Behind him is a crowd of 
young boys, men and a few women. The man explains in a calm but 
determined tone: 

388 Kanali Shtate (2013, November 22), my translation. 
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7. “THEY ARE USING EARTHQUAKES TO ATTRACT ATTENTION” 

We have gone out to protest, the whole population, because the repre-
sentatives of the local communes, the government, lied to us the first 
time. They said, “we will place the equipment [seismometers] to 
measure and to determine if it is tremors caused by Bankers or if it is 
earthquakes.” We don’t know anything about where they have placed 
the equipment. No representative from the community has been able 
to see the equipment. The equipment was bought by Bankers and 
installed by Bankers.389 

The video ends with the voice-over explaining that government repre-
sentatives are taking measures to assess the incident and will reach a “final 
conclusion” whether the seismic events are caused by “nature” or by the oil 
extraction of the “concessionary company” (Bankers). By framing the event 
as a “protest against earthquakes” and by including statements from 
Bankers as well as reports from the Institute of Geology, this media report 
in part feeds into a narrative in which the company is seen as a victim of 
unfounded accusations. On the other hand, the interviews with residents, 
alongside accounts about how the government seek to reach a “final assess-
ment”, leave the nature of the seismic events an open question.  

As these examples show, the Albanian media reported various views 
surrounding the seismic events; some framed them as tremors caused by 
Bankers while others left it an open question that, in the fullness of time, 
would be properly ascertained by the authorities. Internal to Bankers, the 
media’s attention was usually discussed as problematic, since it often 
framed the company as the cause of the seismic movements. The view of 
media being problematic is also something that I articulate in the auto-
biographical narrative below, which describes my feelings and thoughts 
during one of these seismic events. 

Earthquakes as seen by a western expat 

I was sitting in our living room sofa when the pendant lights above me 
began to swing in larger and larger movements. I looked at the frames I 
recently had arranged on the wall behind the TV and they too had 
started to move with a disturbing frequency. We were living on the 12th 

floor in an old apartment building that was not able to stay straight but 
leaned carelessly towards its neighbouring edifice. I always thought 
that if the structure would start to fall, at least its neighbour would stop 
its collapse, and I could jump from our terrace to the roof of the other 

389 Top Channel (2014, March 3), my translation. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

building. The story behind the adjacent buildings, which were sepa-
rated by a distance of 2 metres on the ground floor but less than half a 
metre at the top, was a conflict between builders and a typical con-
sequence of the lack of legal enforcement in the Albanian construction 
industry. As I realised that I was trapped on the 12th floor in an earth-
quake, having knowledge about this construction history did nothing 
but add fuel to my worries. 

After happily concluding that our building did not collapse, I started to 
think about the consequences that this earthquake would have on 
Patos-Marinza oilfield operations. Local communities had from the 
day the company started consultations in the area in 2010390 empha-
sised the frequent tremors as one of their major concerns in relation to 
the oil industry. Some rumours in the communities claimed that the 
company was using explosives in its extraction activities while others 
speculated that decades of oil extraction had created cavities in the 
ground with tremors being the direct consequence. Residents were 
upset as the tremors led to damage to their properties and made them 
concerned about the safety of their children. Even though Albania is 
part of a wider earthquake zone, with earthquakes occurring frequently 
all over the country,391 residents in Patos-Marinza were convinced that 
they were caused by the oil industry. The issue was so sensitive that we, 
as company representatives, had to refer to all incidents as tremors 
(lëkundje) in our conversations since just using the word earthquake 
(tërmet) could ignite protests; it was perceived as a way for the com-
pany to refuse responsibility. The situation was further worsened by 
the Albanian authorities and media, who did nothing to clarify facts 
behind the tremors but with various statements, used as tools in the 
political debate between opposition and government, sometimes even 
fed into the rumours by accusing the company of using inappropriate 
technology. Even staff members and sub-contractor staff were doubtful 
about the origin of the tremors, as many oil industry workers had 
family and friends in local communities and sometimes even lived 
there themselves.  

I was right about the social consequences of the earthquake. The fol-
lowing days, protests and roadblocks took place at several places in 
Patos-Marinza and some of the company’s oil deposits were vandalised 
by an angry mob. Bankers had to close down the Public Information 
Centre for some days, because it was not considered safe for staff to 
work there. Media embraced their usual role of fuelling the conflict and 

390 Bankers Petroleum (2012a), p. 28. 
391 Institute of Geosciences, Energy, Water and Environment (2016). 
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7. “THEY ARE USING EARTHQUAKES TO ATTRACT ATTENTION” 

for some days afterwards our Community Relations team could not 
resume our usual stakeholder meetings. Even though we disclosed 
company documents explaining the frequency of earthquakes in the 
area, the details of the oil extraction technology we employed and how 
unlikely it was to produce such massive tremors,392 the general public 
would not believe a word we said. In the aftermath of this and several 
other earthquakes in the area, I realised that successful stakeholder 
engagement had little to do with disclosing ‘facts’ and more to do with 
building trust. If trust was missing to begin with, disclosure of infor-
mation documents would never work to calm stakeholders in a time of 
crisis. As the company engineers and geologists complained over how 
their attempts to communicate facts were misread and disregarded, I 
learned that ‘truth’ was relative and never stable in a context where 
rumours circulated freely from village farmers, via media outlets and 
members of parliament.393 

In this autobiographical account of the seismic conflict I describe the posi-
tion of local communities with words such as ‘rumours’ and ‘speculated’. 
My account thus undermines the validity of residents’ claims and dismisses 
them as perceptions enforcing a relation between ‘Bankers’ staff’ and ‘local 
residents’ where the group ‘Bankers’ staff’ is articulated as superior. In 
another passage, I also delegitimise Albanian authorities and media by pic-
turing them as compliant in the production of ‘rumours’ and for ‘fuelling’ 
the conflict. 

The portrayal of local actors’ ‘ignorance’ and ‘lack of trust’ is further 
underlined in my description of the frustrations with disclosing technical 
information. This account is based on the idea that information documents 
could be a solution to the crisis if only there were trust among local stake-
holders. The conflict is thus viewed as being fuelled by the lack of trust 
rather than on the potentially doubtful content of the information dis-
closed. I describe the narrative of the company as the objective truth and 
articulate Bankers’ advanced ‘technology’ in a positive light. Furthermore, I 
articulate the processes of disclosing information about Bankers’ techno-
logy as an act of CSR, a way in which the company takes responsibility not 
only for the technology used but also for addressing the complicated situ-
ation with distrustful local stakeholders. I place this company effort in 
opposition to the behaviour of local authorities, which are instead des-
cribed as worsening the situation.  

392 Bankers Petroleum (2012b). 
393 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
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I end my narrative with a sentence that summarises my frustration with 
the context and with local actors’ dismissal of the ‘truth’:  

I learned that ‘truth’ was relative and never stable in a context where 
rumours circulated freely from village farmers, via media outlets and 
members of parliament. 

What this sentence shows is that I view the context of Patos-Marinza as 
different from the ‘western’ (Swedish) society in which I lived previously. 
In my experience of this foreign context, ‘rumours’ circulated freely, and 
‘truth’ was never stable. This is based on a view of ‘western’ society, in op-
position to Albanian society, as rational and objective where the road to 
conflict resolution is based on expert accounts and technological informa-
tion. What I say is that truth in Sweden can be established while truth in 
Albania is flexible. Based on my accounts, the hegemony of technical 
information and expert accounts is challenged in Patos-Marinza since 
various stakeholders do not see these as objective. It is apparent how I find 
this frustrating since I view experts and technology as objective. This shows 
that among Bankers’ expatriated staff, the subject position with which I 
identified, technology and experts had achieved hegemonic status; they 
were the objective truth. This view was also confirmed in interviews with 
my former colleagues.  

Corporate accounts about earthquakes, technology 
and politicians  

In the interviews I conducted, some of Bankers’ and contractors’ staff dis-
cussed the seismic issue with certainty: the ‘earthquakes’ were ‘natural’. 
Bankers’ representative, Jonida, expressed her conviction that the earth-
quakes were not caused by company activities: 

The earthquake conflict is, I believe, totally exaggerated. I believe it’s a 
form of claiming opposition, more than anything it’s an excuse that  
communities have. Because they have always used grievances to com-
municate, and this is the biggest grievance they have, that we [Bankers] 
are causing earthquakes. It’s not possible by [extracted] volumes, and 
by [the] pressure that we are disposing [through injecting fluid], to 
cause huge movements of the earth. Because the earthquakes are felt in 
Fier, they are felt in Berat [a city located 46 kilometres away from Fier] 
as well, it is not possible. People continue [to protest] because they  
believe that they have a natural resource, which is being used, and cer-
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7. “THEY ARE USING EARTHQUAKES TO ATTRACT ATTENTION” 

tain people are making money, and they are not making money. And 
they are using earthquakes as an excuse to attract attention, because 
they want a share of the pie.394 

This account starts with Jonida describing the technical information from 
corporate engineers and geologists ‘proving’ that the ‘earthquakes’ are not 
caused by company activities. At the same time, she frames residents’ 
protests as their way of showing disapproval of the distribution of benefits 
from the oil industry, and as attempts to receive money from Bankers. 
Local residents are, according to Jonida, only “using earthquakes as an 
excuse to attract attention”. She thus depicts residents as strategic and 
manipulative and thereby delegitimises their expressed fear and anger by 
disregarding these as theatrical moves. Residents have, according to Jonida, 
“always used grievances to communicate”, a statement which portrays the 
protests as just another community strategy to make Bankers act in their 
favour. Another company representative, Rezart, blamed the conflict on 
the government authorities and their political influence: 

There was a lot of talk about earthquakes and honesty I don’t know 
where to start […]. I cannot say that overall in Albania democracy is 
understood as it is in other countries. So, we are an underdeveloped 
country, and here politicians have a lot of influence in our commu-
nities, not only in Patos-Marinza but all over the place. The [Canadian] 
management came with the perception: “we are a foreign company, we 
have different standards and we implement our standards” but we 
forgot the power of politics, the influence of politics in our commu-
nities.395 

Rezart argues that the conflict is a result of government authorities and 
their political influence in Patos-Marinza communities. He is critical 
towards the Canadian management and depicts them as incapable of 
handling the political pressures and influences in Albanian society. This 
frames the company as a ‘victim’ of local circumstances whose attempts to 
implement higher standards failed due to local actors. A former contractor 
representative, Ervis, pointed to a similar picture of the company as a 
‘victim’ of local politics and rumours:  

394 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
395 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

Sara – And during this time [2008], what did people say about 
Bankers? 

Ervis – Not much, we had small operations at that time. We had an in-
cident in [one village], they were saying that our injection caused the 
earthquakes, and this was supported by some local politicians like [the] 
Mayor at the time, […], who were confusing the fracking operations 
with water disposal operations. And they also produced some leaflets, 
distributed to the communities that were describing fracking, […] and 
they were not mentioning that this [Bankers operations] is not frack-
ing, this is only water disposal.396 

Ervis points out that even though Bankers never used fracking as an ex-
tractive technology, local politicians and community members brought the 
notion of fracking to Patos-Marinza by comparing Bankers’ activities to oil 
operations in other contexts. Ervis is thus blaming the conflict in a local 
village on misinformation and political influence from the Mayor. Another 
of Bankers’ representatives, Ediona, pointed to similar issues with the poli-
tical environment and the company’s lack of information management:  

I think we as a company, we are not talking a lot about this, we are not 
informing people, we are not teaching people, […] and then we are 
leaving room to the people, like organisations, politicians, others, to do 
or to say what they think is the right thing. […] or in case they are ex-
perts they are politically affiliated so unfortunately our institutions are 
not doing a good job. So for us as a company it is a very bad thing.397 

Ediona underlines that Bankers should do more to manage information 
about its operations and not leave room for others to define what is hap-
pening. This again rests on the assumption that the company is right, that 
the earthquakes are natural and that all that is needed is a proper process of 
information disclosure. Ediona also points to politics as influencing the 
process by claiming that government authorities are doing a bad job and 
accusing experts of being ‘politically affiliated’. Hence Ediona emphasises 
the entire context as highly problematic and difficult when it comes to 
creating a public understanding of how the company is operating. These 
accounts clearly align with my autobiographical narrative, depicting the 
company version as ‘true’ and the community version as ‘rumours’.  

396 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
397 Interview, Bankers representative, October–November 2017. 
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Employee and community voices about tremors 
The previous accounts from managers and staff of Bankers clearly align 
with the hegemonic discourse. However, some of Bankers’ affiliated actors 
also expressed contrasting views. A Bankers contractor representative, 
Lidia, who also lived next to the oilfield, explained her impression of the 
issue in a careful manner: 

I didn’t have much information about the [Bankers] operations. Like 
you know just hearing the people who blame the company, you know 
protesting. So, I don’t want to be part of that, but knowing and lis-
tening to some specialists as well, it wasn’t only Bankers’ operations 
who created [the earthquakes] I think. So, I don’t want to be part of 
that, but I think it wasn’t the company which caused what they [the 
community] think or what they protested for.398 

This account contains a certain insecurity with respect to the issue; Lidia 
first says that “it wasn’t only Bankers” and later that “it wasn’t the company 
which caused” the earthquakes. In a later account, Lidia jokes about the 
earthquakes as a phenomenon that was not present when operations were 
smaller. 

I think that you must know that the operations weren’t that big that 
time, so, I mean in 2008, and 2009 and 2010 it wasn’t that big, […] it 
was a good time even for people because there were no earthquakes 
[laughing].399 

This sense of ambiguity (heightened by the telling of jokes) was something 
I recognised from my time as a Bankers employee. From various actors, 
definitive accounts regarding how earthquakes were not caused by the oil 
industry were paralleled with equally committed accounts that the tremors 
were the responsibility of the oil industry. A former Bankers contractor 
representative, Ervis, brought up a commonly referred to theory, saying 
that cavities created by oil extraction caused imbalances in the geological 
formation: 

Talking to many [Canadian] drilling guys, because I stayed with them 
for many years, they told me, "this technology", but this was 
confidential, "is not that good for the formation", because if you pull a 

398 Interview, Bankers contractor representative, October–November 2017. 
399 Interview, Bankers contractor representative, October–November 2017. 
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bottle of water of the oil from the down [ground], you have to put 
another bottle. Do you know how much we [Bankers and contractors] 
pull out and how much we put in? Yes, because we have the papers, 
yeah but this is ‘paper’ – and the dark side over there? And they want 
the production to always go up – with that technology the production 
went up.400 

Ervis insinuates that Bankers’ extraction techniques caused imbalances in 
the geological formation by pulling more liquid from the ground than what 
was later replaced. Ervis also hints that improper reporting about extrac-
tion techniques obscured these practices. This account resonates with the 
counter-hegemonic discourse that circulated in the company in parallel to 
the dismissals of community claims as ‘greed’ and ‘lack of information’. 
One of the most common theories about why earthquakes happened was 
the one to which Ervis refers; that years of oil extraction had created im-
balances in the geological formation that caused the ground to shake. 
Artur, a former Bankers representative, also referred to this theory: 

My opinion for earthquakes is, if you take something from the ground, 
like crude oil, which is heavy, it’s like glue and supposed to stay there. 
It will be a hole and this hole will be filled for example with water. But 
if you replace crude oil with water, it’s not going to be the same because 
the ground is going to be hollow and if a real earthquake happens this 
area will be in more danger because the impact in that area will be  
more, because something is missing in the ground.401 

It was this internal uncertainty, combined with the residents’ termino-
logical difference between how an ‘earthquake’ and a ‘tremor’ feels, that fed 
into my own hesitation about the causes of seismic tremors. During the 
years in the company I oscillated between these two discourses; while at 
some moments I felt convinced that all ‘earthquakes’ were ‘natural’, at 
other moments I hesitated and started to think that extraction induced 
‘tremors’ also took place in the area. 

While the hegemonic and counter-hegemonic articulations were both 
present within the company and among its contractors, community mem-
bers expressed with certainty that the company’s operations caused the 
tremors. As can be seen in the media reports described previously, com-
munity members voiced their anger over the lack of information, the 

400 Interview, former representative, Bankers’ contractor, October–November 2017. 
401 Interview, former Bankers representative, September 2018. 
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government’s inability to do something about their collective situation, and 
the way Bankers would use the word ‘earthquake’ in order to evade respon-
sibility. Similar views were conveyed during the interviews. When my 
translator and I visited residents’ homes for interviews, several of the 
interviewees showed us cracks in their homes that they said were caused by 
the tremors. They complained that even though state authorities had 
promised compensation, no payments had been forthcoming. Several resi-
dents also expressed their perception that the seismic events started when 
‘the Canadians’ started operating in the area. Taulant, who had lived in 
Patos-Marinza all his life, described how the environment changed after 
Bankers took over the oilfield.  

So with one word, they did that, the tremors: when the Canadians came 
the tremors happened.402 

In another interview, Fatmir stated that the tremors had stopped since the 
Chinese took over the oilfield.  

Sara – Have you noticed any difference between the time of the Can-
adians and the Chinese? 

Fatmir – There is a change, they [the Chinese] work but we don’t feel 
it. There have been no more tremors.403 

These accounts thus show that residents have made their conclusions about 
the tremors in the area based on a correlation between the Canadian take-
over and the frequency of tremors. While Bankers communicated that 
earthquakes had always been occurring in the area, residents claimed with 
certainty that they started when oil operations expanded. Other residents 
complained about the media and emphasised that news agencies had 
reported about ‘earthquakes’ rather than ‘tremors’. The resident, Alban 
explained: 

It is censorship from the state. The media said straight away that this  
was an earthquake without analysing if it was really an earthquake 
caused naturally or caused by the work that the company was doing. 

402 Family visit, Patos-Marinza, October 2018. 
403 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, October 2018. 
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The media took the same line as the state and said straight away that 
this was an earthquake.404 

Similar to the corporate hegemonic discourse, residents expressed their 
lack of trust in the media and state institutions, indicating that state 
authorities had their own agenda and that the media was controlled by the 
state. Similar community voices were also reflected in the social media 
groups that local residents had initiated. In one Facebook post a man in a 
helmet, depicting a rig worker, thinks to himself: “Why do I work with the 
drilling rigs when this company is damaging my house? The money I earn I 
invest in the house and then they destroy it. I should do something”.405 This 
post thus strikes a cynical note about the seemingly vicious circle in which 
local residents are stuck; having to work for a company that at the same 
time is destroying the houses they live in. Another post from the same 
Facebook group shows a photograph of the former Albanian prime minis-
ter, Sali Berisha, who says: “That was not an earthquake, no, it is Edi Rama 
[Albania’s current prime minister] transporting drugs underground”.406 

This post can be interpreted as poking fun at the authorities’ lack of res-
ponsibility regarding the seismic events; in this example, they blame each 
other for drug trade as part of a political game, instead of taking seriously 
residents’ concerns. The notion of fracking taking place in Patos-Marinza 
was also circulating in community Facebook groups. One example shows a 
map of Patos-Marinza underlined with red letters saying “residential 
prohibited – Fracking Zone”,407 referring to the perceived dangerous situ-
ation in which residents live. 

As you will have understood from the first part of this chapter, the 
earthquake conflict escalated and attracted much media attention, and 
street blockades and protests went beyond the company’s or state 
authorities’ control. While Chapter Six described how Bankers dealt with 
air quality grievances through its grievance mechanism, the seismic events 
mobilised residents into protests that could not be isolated and dealt with 
on an individual level. In the next part of this chapter I will describe how 
dialogue groups, set up by the CAO, became one of the company strategies 
to handle the seismic conflict. These dialogue groups are an example of 

404 Group interview, Patos-Marinza, October 2018. 
405 @vetvetdyhere (2014e, Mach 31), my translation. 
406 @vetvetdyhere (2014f, May 19), my translation. 
407 @nopetroleum (2015, August 7). 
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‘stakeholder engagement’, emphasised as one of the main features of IFC’s 
sustainability standards,408 and as vital to any CSR programme.   

Bankers’ stakeholder engagement and information disclosure 
In line with the consensus ideal of deliberative democracy, stakeholder 
engagement has emerged as one of the key elements of social and environ-
mental sustainability management in land-based development projects 
including the extractive industry. As part of their sustainability standards, 
IFC and EBRD promote stakeholder engagement activities as a method to 
resolve conflicts between companies and local communities.409 As described 
by IFC in their Stakeholder Engagement Handbook: 

our continued experiences in working with our clients in emerging 
markets have significantly advanced our thinking about the centrality 
of stakeholder engagement to all other aspects of environmental and 
social performance. We are not alone in this shift. The risks associated 
with poor stakeholder relations – and the opportunities provided by 
constructive ones – are now better understood by the private sector 
and financial investors alike.410 

When Bankers received the loan from the IFC and the EBRD, a process of 
stakeholder engagement was initiated, including meetings and interviews 
aimed at an improved understanding of community frustrations and ex-
pectations. Ongoing stakeholder engagement activities were thereafter a 
vital part of Bankers’ CSR programme. In a report from IFC and EBRD after 
their review visit to Patos-Marinza in 2013, the seismic conflict and its con-
sequences are addressed as well as Bankers’ strategy to handle the conflict: 

The occurrence of earthquakes has created a number of concerns 
amongst certain community members, who attribute tremors to 
Bankers’ sub-surface activities. This has at times resulted in acts of 
vandalism affecting company property and production. In response, 
Bankers has compiled a Public Information Document dealing with the 
nature of earthquakes and disseminated this to communities. The 
Community Relations team also met with local leaders in all of the 

408 IFC (2007). 
409 IFC (2007). 
410 IFC (2007), p. 1. 
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affected areas of operation to discuss related matters, including ana-
lytical findings from Bankers’ geologists.411 

Bankers thus first tried to handle the seismic conflict through meetings 
with local leaders and by disclosing the specifics of company technology in 
a Public Information Document. This Public Information Document also 
focused on explaining the frequency of earthquakes in Albania stating that: 

Albania is located in an active seismic region where small earthquakes 
are very common. The Institute of Geosciences, Energy, Water and 
Environment of Albania412 recorded 247 separate, small earthquakes in 
Albania between January – April 2012. Earthquakes have also been 
measured near Fier.413 

By emphasising that earthquakes are a common feature in the Albanian 
landscape, including the region of Fier, and by referring to statistics from 
the Institute of Geosciences, the company appeals to an understanding of 
the seismic events in Patos-Marinza as ‘natural’. The information docu-
ment also explicitly underlines that Bankers’ drilling techniques do not 
cause earthquakes: 

Bankers’ operations are conducted according to Western operating and 
Health, Safety and Environment standards. Unlike old techniques used 
by other operators, no high level explosives or blasting techniques are 
used during any of Bankers’ operations. […] Bankers occasionally use a 
technique called perforation when recompleting old wells. During 
perforation, small charges are used to burn through the steel casing 
lining of the well and connect it to the underground oil reservoir. […] 
In the Patos-Marinza area, perforation typically occurs between 1200– 
1500m below surface. Perforation cannot be heard or felt at the surface 
and does not cause tremors.414 

Thus, by referring to their operations as conducted according to ‘western 
standards’ and by describing the specific techniques used as not harmful, 
Bankers underlines that its activities have not caused the tremors. How-
ever, regardless of Bankers’ communication efforts, community protests 
continued after each major seismic event. As part of the Community 

411 IFC (2013), p. 6. 
412 Institute of Geosciences, Energy, Water and Environment (2016) 
413 Bankers Petroleum (2012b). 
414 Bankers Petroleum (2012b). 
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Relations team who implemented these stakeholder engagement activities, 
I often experienced the communication efforts as fruitless. In 2013, the 
situation took a new turn when one of the communities lodged a formal 
grievance with IFC’s Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO). 

The CAO assessment report 
In March 2013, the CAO received a complaint from an environmental 
leader representing Zharrza community in Patos-Marinza.415 The resulting 
CAO Assessment Report reads as follows: 

The complainant raises concerns about the extraction techniques of 
Bankers Petroleum Albania Ltd., and alleges several incidents and acci-
dents may potentially be associated with those techniques.416 

When the CAO receives a complaint from affected communities in an IFC 
client project area, they start an assessment to decide on the next steps. The 
concluding assessment report outlined the perspectives of communities, 
Bankers representatives and state authorities in relation to the seismic 
events.417 

Articulations connected to the relationship between ‘western tech-
nology’ and the ‘local environment’ can be clearly found in the CAO’s des-
cription of the company perspective. The report states that Bankers’ repre-
sentatives “described a series of company-initiated steps undertaken since 
mid-2009 to better understand, document, and communicate seismic 
activity at the project site”.418 Based on these efforts “they [Bankers’ repre-
sentatives] believe the area’s earthquakes are naturally occurring, and not 
caused by the company’s extraction methods”.419 The report shows that 
company representatives who met with the CAO were referring to the 
superior skills and technologies applied by the company to ‘prove’ the 
company standpoint on the ‘earthquakes’ as natural occurrences. As no 
counterpart with equal knowledge about the company technology could 
stand against this assessment, the company framed itself as the most 
knowledgeable actor in the conflict. Furthermore, company representatives 
explained that Bankers had undertaken a “Seismograph Installation 

415 CAO (2013a). 
416 CAO (2013a), p. 5. 
417 CAO (2013a). 
418 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
419 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
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Project” with the purpose of “supporting national and regional seismic 
monitoring networks […] to better understand and communicate infor-
mation on earthquakes in its operating area”.420 While this refers to the 
advanced technology of the company it also goes beyond that and portrays 
the company as a responsible actor investing in infrastructure, which was 
originally a government responsibility. The company is thus not only 
claiming to use its technology to ensure safe operations of the oilfield but 
also investing in technology that will improve the government’s capacities 
to handle earthquakes. This articulation frames the company as superior to 
the Albanian government in terms of responsibility and technical capacity. 
Finally, the CAO report shows how company representatives described 
themselves as superior to the local population. 

The company says it has made multiple efforts to engage the residents 
of Zharrza in dialogue and information sharing about the science and 
causality of the tremors, but has been frustrated by ongoing mistrust 
and residents’ lack of willingness to engage constructively or to accept 
technical findings.421 

As I have noted before, company representatives thus describe residents as 
‘distrustful’ and ‘lacking willingness’ to understand the company’s techno-
logy. This positions residents as subordinate subjects and removes the legi-
timacy from their claims by discrediting their standpoint as based on false 
information and lacking a healthy dose of pragmatism. Here company 
representatives gain their legitimacy in relation to their view of the local 
population; the ‘knowledgeable’ company representatives are trying their 
best to communicate ‘the truth’ while the ‘uninformed’ and ‘distrustful’ 
local population actively prevent common solutions.  

The CAO report also describes the position of community representa-
tives, who explained to the CAO team that: “they believe the extraction 
techniques of Bankers Petroleum are responsible for earthquakes felt 
throughout their village”.422 Residents challenged the company’s articula-
tion of ‘western technology’ as beneficial to Albania and used their own 
bodily experiences as ‘evidence’ that the ‘tremors’ were induced by 
Bankers’ technology rather than being natural. As has previously been 
shown, they did this by describing to the CAO team how the “ground 

420 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
421 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
422 CAO (2013a), p. 6. 
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moves ‘up and down’ instead of ‘side to side’, and that loud and unnatural 
explosions seem to precede the earthquakes”.423 Similarly, by emphasising 
that “these earthquakes have resulted in structural damage to their homes 
and to a perpetual sense of fear and anxiety”424 the residents challenged the 
company’s attempt to discursively articulate the position of local residents 
as subordinate and misinformed, thereby establishing their legitimacy as 
victims of company operations and as subjects with rightful claims. The 
report also describes how community representatives told the CAO team 
that “they do not trust Bankers Petroleum assurances that earthquakes are 
a natural phenomenon” and that “the government has failed to provide an 
adequate judgment or solution”.425 This challenges the corporate articula-
tions that depict the company as a responsible actor working together with 
the ‘weak’ government to improve society. Instead, residents articulate the 
company’s ‘responsible actions’ as a façade, something that cannot be trus-
ted, and frame both the company and the government as jointly negligent 
and ignorant regarding residents’ rights. 

According to the CAO report, local and national government repre-
sentatives hold varying perspectives on the earthquake issue. Two of the 
interviewed government representatives align with the counter-hegemonic 
articulations, claiming that “the intensive extraction method utilised by 
Bankers is a likely cause of earthquakes around Zharrza”.426 The local 
Mayor and representatives of Albania’s National Seismological Institute 
(NSI) and Natural Resources Agency (AKBN) emphasise the need “to 
improve scientific cooperation in order to verify what is happening geolo-
gically”.427 Indirectly, this position also challenges the company’s articula-
tions of ‘western technology’, since it emphasises the need for further 
investigations and thus does not fully support the company claims that the 
‘earthquakes’ are natural and were not caused by extraction techniques. 
Engineers from the National Institute of Geosciences are the only govern-
ment representatives who disregard the community’s claims as “not sup-
ported by scientific evidence”, emphasising that they had registered “an 
increase in seismic acidity across Albania and cracking to homes was likely 

423 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
424 CAO (2013a), p. 6. 
425 CAO (2013a), p. 7. 
426 CAO (2013a), p. 8, citing the former Deputy Minister of Energy. 
427 CAO (2013a), p. 8, citing a NSI representative. 
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along fault lines”.428 Thus supporting the view that locals were less educated 
and ignorant about building techniques and seismic activities.  

The CAO team concluded in their final assessment report that there 
“was broad agreement” among residents, Bankers and state authorities 
“that this question could be answered more definitively through better, 
more trusted technical information” and “that any such inquiry should be 
cooperatively designed and should involve trusted, independent experts 
who specialise in seismology in the context of oil and gas development”.429 

This conclusion became the start of ongoing dialogue groups led by the 
CAO where both community members and Bankers’ representatives 
attended to collectively discuss and find solutions to the seismic issue. The 
perception of the government as either a collaborative partner with limited 
capacity (the company’s position) or as a company compliant exploiter (the 
community’s position) was not addressed by the CAO recommendation. 
The CAO concluded that the “composition of any potential working group 
should be decided collaboratively by the company, appropriate public 
sector representatives, and the complainants”.430 The responsibility of the 
Albanian government is thus generally undermined by this conclusion, 
depicted as an equal partner to the company and the community for find-
ing a solution. In the following CAO dialogue, government representatives 
only played a minor role and rarely participated in further discussions. 

The CAO dialogue groups 
The following autobiographical narrative is situated in the CAO dialogue 
groups where company and community representatives discussed the seis-
mic issue and where I was present as a company representative. An analysis 
of these narratives provides further insight into the dynamics between 
antagonistic positions as they interact in the same room:  

As a participant in the CAO-led dialogue groups, the different levels of 
conversations that seemed to flow along in parallel during the meetings 
continually amazed me. There was the official level of Bankers’ senior 
managers and the CAO representatives, which involved actors writing 
down action items, paraphrasing the corporate policy and adhering to 
the CAO guidelines for successful mediation. On the official level 
spoken in, or translated into, English, community representatives and 

428 CAO (2013a), p. 8. 
429 CAO (2013b), p. 1. 
430 CAO (2013a), p. 10. 
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local staff members were actors, playing along to impress the managers 
and to make their voices heard. The Albanian spoken on an unofficial 
level was excluded from the ears of the top managers and was com-
prised of jokes on a more personal level, references to events taking 
place outside office hours and discussions about political and family 
affiliations which were not expressed openly. On paper the CAO 
process was formulated as an ambitious attempt at solving company-
community conflicts through dialogue and ‘participatory fact finding’ 
but it looked to me more as a series of incoherent meetings where the 
process itself seemed more important than the actual outcome. 

“Can you find a specialist who can look into how the oilfield has im-
pacted ground stability over time?” the young woman on the other side 
of the room asked with a firm voice. She had read about the theory that 
cavities can be created as a result of oil extraction, resulting in tremors. 
“I believe that we have to find a specialist who knows about our techno-
logy”, the senior manager responded calmly, “and since it is heavy oil 
we are producing here there are not many such specialists in the world”. 
He suggested that Bankers could do some research and come back to 
the dialogue group with suggestions of experts but emphasised that the 
company could not do this if there was a lack of trust in the process. “If 
we suggest experts to you there may be people who will claim that we 
have selected them and thereby the experts would not be trusted. We are 
thus in a dilemma here, no matter how we proceed people will not trust 
the technical results”. 

The conversation shifted to the seismometers that the company had 
bought and installed in the field in order to improve the national 
system for monitoring earthquakes. With the two seismometers located 
in Patos-Marinza, the National Geophysical Institute would have 
increased their capacity from three to five seismometers on a national 
scale. This would have made it easier to assess whether or not tremors 
originated from the oilfield. But the Albanian government continued to 
ignore the company’s request to connect the seismometers to the 
national grid and as long as they were not connected, the data gathered 
was useless. The dialogue group had written a joint letter to the 
government requesting them to connect the seismometers and to start 
measuring the data but without success. 

“I’m going to apply for a work permit in Germany,” the young woman 
told me in the coffee break. She seemed tired of the endless discussions 
in the dialogue group and the lack of concrete results. “It is a long ap-
plication process, but it is worth it”, she said, “there is no future for me in 
Albania”. As the dialogue group was continuing, I thought about the 
exodus of young Albanians leaving the country due to lack of employ-
ment possibilities and rampant corruption. We would need years to 
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agree on a technical expert that everyone in the group could trust. 
“Maybe a coffee in the sun would do more to improve the relationships”, 
I thought, as the discussions continued in the CAO format.431 

My account from the CAO dialogue group shows that the focus on tech-
nology dominated proceedings, a natural consequence of the conclusion of 
the CAO assessment – that the conflict could be solved through “better, 
more trusted technical information” and with the involvement of “inde-
pendent experts”.432 The focus on technology strengthened the position of 
the company in these dialogues as it had superior access to the knowledge 
and skills to understand oilfield technology. The community members 
tried to reinforce their position through reading up on oil technology, such 
as the young woman asking for a long-term impact study. However, the 
company easily dismissed such attempts by referring to the special 
technology used by Bankers and the few experts available worldwide. This 
skewed the balance of power balance, something also visible from the 
summary reports of the meetings. The CAO Case Progress Report from 
2016 lists action items discussed in the dialogue groups and details how the 
company offered to organise “joint field trips”, to “provide information 
and documentation”, and encouraged community members to “identify 
international experts with experience in the specific type of technology”.433 

These types of actions can be seen as hegemonic articulations that frame 
both Bankers’ ‘western technology’ and CSR activities as positive and 
beneficial to Albania. The company’s focus on technological disclosure and 
the need for fact-finding can thus be seen as a strategy to shift opponents 
from a position of direct resistance to a process of finding mutual solu-
tions. Bankers needed the community’s good will to continue its operations 
and thus had an interest in incorporating demands into efforts that seemed 
collaborative. The goal of consensus, of finding a solution in dialogue, can 
thus be seen as a hegemonic articulation in which other solutions and 
views were excluded. 

Controlling the ‘truth’ through experts and stakeholder dialogues 
In the above sections you have seen how Bankers’ staff and contractors, 
including me, used the word ‘earthquake’ to equate the seismic movements 

431 Autobiographical narrative, written in 2016. 
432 CAO (2013b), p. 1. 
433 CAO (2016), p. 5. 
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in Patos-Marinza to similar occurrences in other parts of the region and 
the world. The word ‘earthquake’ emphasises that tectonic plates, i.e. the 
earth itself, causes the seismic movements. On the other hand, the term 
‘tremors’ was used by local residents, who said that ‘earthquake’ is a false 
attribution, that the company is lying, and the ‘tremors’ are the direct con-
sequence of Banker’s extraction techniques. Here, ‘tremors’ is used to 
equate the occurrences in Patos-Marinza with discussions about earth 
movements and extraction techniques in other parts of the world, for 
example fracking.434 The prevailing definition of reality is what creates a 
temporary hegemonic structure, a frame which steers future words and 
actions. It is thus not a mere play with words, an analysis for the sake of 
analysis. It has social consequences. The conflict surrounding seismic 
tremors shows how community members held protests and wrote satirical 
comments on Facebook pages as part of their counter-hegemonic dis-
course, establishing their legitimacy as subjects with rightful claims as vic-
tims of corporate exploitation. The company focused on communicating 
their technological and societal initiatives, reinforcing the discourse of the 
company as a contributor to Albanian development. At the same time the 
company continued to expand the oilfield even though no solution to the 
seismic issue had been found. The company participation in the CAO 
dialogue groups can thereby be seen as a way to maintain its hegemonic 
position, expanding its operations on Patos-Marinza soil while at the same 
time showing willingness to hold dialogues with local residents in the area. 

The conflict regarding earthquakes/tremors in Patos-Marinza clearly 
exemplifies Laclau and Mouffe’s rejection of a separation between the 
discursive and non-discursive,435 highlighting how a conflict regarding 
what can be seen as based on a ‘natural’ phenomenon is actually a conflict 
between discursive structures. It is the competition to define reality that is 
highlighted through the analysis of how various terms are articulated in the 
conflict. When there is a lack of consensus regarding the processes and the 
institutions producing facts, a ‘joint fact finding’ solution is deemed to fail. 
The CAO conclusion did not address this underlying issue but was framed 
as a neutral, objective position focusing on finding answers through tech-
nological expertise. This is thus a classic example of the “depoliticisation of 
politics”, a process that Peter D. Thomas describes as “the conversion of 
formerly expressly political debates into purely bureaucratic or technical 

434 Alba Leaks (2015, May 11); @nopetroleum (2015, August 7). 
435 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014). 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

questions”.436 The technical focus in the CAO dialogue groups enhanced 
the powerful position of Bankers as the party with the best access to tech-
nological information about oilfield operations. By not addressing the 
general lack of trust for state institutions, the CAO process contributed to a 
situation in which the company could continue to act in a ‘vacuum’. In 
addition, by ignoring that community members were portrayed as ignorant 
in the hegemonic discourse, the CAO contributed to a conflict in which 
community members remained as the subordinate party. From the conclu-
sions made in the assessment report, the ‘objective’ standpoint of the CAO 
can thus be seen as reinforcing corporate hegemony rather than challeng-
ing it. Corporate technology gained a dominant position over the bodily 
experiences of residents. Here it also become important to highlight the 
characteristics of the CAO as a ‘western’ organisation with headquarters in 
Washington DC and reporting directly to the President of the World Bank 
Group.437 The ‘neutral’ position of the CAO as a mediator can be seen as 
ways for western institutions, such as IFC, to criticise themselves on their 
own premises, incorporating critique in order to maintain power. 

So, where did I stand as a company representative? On the one hand, I 
believed the engineers’ accounts that the ‘earthquakes’ were ‘natural’, and 
that the community members were misinformed about the relationship 
between oil extraction techniques and tremors. However, as a company 
representative, I also went to numerous meetings with community mem-
bers who stated that the earth moved and sounded differently during 
induced tremors when compared to natural earthquakes. This, for me, 
opened up the possibility that both natural and induced tremors took place 
in the area. Some of my Albanian colleagues also expressed convictions 
that the earthquakes were induced by extraction activities, which further 
challenged my belief in the company’s story. The articulations by residents 
and staff members connected to the counter-hegemonic discourse that the 
company was hiding something. This antagonistic discourse described 
‘western technology’ as damaging the local environment and the com-
pany’s CSR efforts were a way of hiding the facts. I wondered, then: what 
incentives were needed for the company to stop certain activities or to 
change technologies if extraction techniques were indeed causing tremors? 
In a context with low governmental control and with no environmental 
NGOs present, such incentives were negligible. Instead, participating in 

436 Thomas (2009/2010), p. 151. 
437 CAO (2017). 
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information disclosure and the CAO dialogue groups would be in line with 
IFC’s and EBRD’s sustainability standards and a workable way to mitigate 
stakeholder demands while its operations were expanded as planned. The 
underlying issue in this conflict, the lack of trust which hindered any joint 
fact-finding mission from being successful, was not addressed in the CAO 
dialogue groups. Instead the groups allowed Bankers to continue pro-
ducing oil in a governance ‘vacuum’ while the residents wasted their time 
in endless company – community discussions. With no reliable third-party 
institutions available to solve the conflict, I was left wondering how ‘truth’ 
could ever be achieved. 

A summary of findings 
I have now completed the analysis of the three company-community con-
flicts that I set out to investigate in the introductory chapter. While 
Chapter Five showed how residents reluctantly accepted Bankers’ land 
acquisition practices, Chapter Six showed how the air quality conflict 
created stronger articulations of the counter-hegemonic discourse in Patos-
Marinza communities. In this chapter you have seen how the conflicts 
regarding seismic events further fuelled discontent in Patos-Marinza. 
However, a larger community movement failed to mobilise, and Bankers 
continued to expand its operations. The discursive configuration of the 
CAO dialogue groups allowed the company to reinforce its hegemonic 
narrative, namely that it was actively working together with community 
representatives to find a ‘joint solution’. The use of experts and technology 
was a vital part of this hegemonic articulation, which at the same time 
dismissed residents’ bodily experiences as valid evidence in the discussion. 

In the next chapter I will summarise the findings from Chapters Four to 
Seven and discuss how these can contribute in answering my question 
regarding the role of sustainability standards and CSR in Patos-Marinza 
conflicts. I will also discuss my role as a CSR professional and how my 
shifting and contradictory subject positions contributed to conflict dyna-
mics. In addition, I will link this discussion to the wider question regarding 
how discourses around ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ in the corporate sector 
can be understood as hegemonic articulations. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Corporate sustainability as a hegemonic practice 

Now you might ask: so what really happened in Patos-Marinza? Were 
corporate representatives using land acquisition for their own gain? Was 
the air quality dangerous to residents’ health? Did Bankers’ operations 
cause the earth tremors? It has not been my intention to solve these 
puzzles, but instead to highlight how ‘truth’ and hegemony are linked. My 
aim has thus been to show how opposing discursive configurations 
struggled to define what was happening in Patos-Marinza and how verbal, 
monetary and material articulations, enforced by IFC’s sustainability 
standards and Bankers’ CSR practices, created a hegemonic ‘bloc’ of actors 
that made possible Bankers’ continuous expansion of the oilfield. No 
matter what the facts behind these struggles were, Bankers’ operations and 
hegemonic definition of the field continued to expand.  

In the following sections I will summarise and deepen my analysis of 
Patos-Marinza in order to answer the three research questions, which I first 
specified in Chapter One: 

• What role did sustainability standards and CSR practices play in 
the conflicts between Bankers and the communities of Patos-
Marinza? 

• How can I understand my own role as a CSR professional in this 
dynamic? 

• In what way can corporate discourses around sustainability and 
CSR be understood as hegemonic articulations? 

I will start this chapter by discussing the configuration of Bankers’ hege-
monic discourse and relate this analysis back to my theoretical framework. 
Next, I will briefly address the role of the Albanian state in Patos-Marinza 
and discuss what can be understood as ‘force’ in this context. I will then 
move on to discuss the role of sustainability standards and CSR practices in 
the conflicts between Bankers and local communities. This analysis high-
lights how Bankers’ CSR activities helped to extend the corporate alliance, 
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CORPORATE HEGEMONY THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

break potential chains of equivalence between various community de-
mands, and control truth claims through dialogues, technology and ex-
perts. I will continue the chapter with an analysis of my own role as a CSR 
professional and how I participated in Bankers’ hegemonic articulations. 
Finally, I will conclude by discussing ‘sustainability’ as an empty signifier 
and the potentially pacifying role of ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ in conflictual 
relationships between the corporate sector and society. I will also describe 
how the framework of three hegemonic mechanisms – transformism, cor-
poratisation and depoliticisation – developed from the dynamic in Patos-
Marinza, can be used as a guide to scrutinise other corporate contexts 
where ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ are applied. 

A hegemonic alliance around the ‘investment’ 
Based on what you have read so far about the struggles in Patos-Marinza, 
you might ask: Is it right to frame Bankers’ discourse as hegemonic in a 
context where many actors opposed it? With this question in mind, I want to 
start by emphasising that Political Discourse Theory defines hegemony as 
never fully constituted and the conflicts in Patos-Marinza is an example of 
this. The concept of hegemony thus highlights a power relationship, but 
one that is under constant negotiation and which needs to be continuously 
reinforced to be sustained. Some actors, in local communities, among 
Bankers’ staff and government representatives, did not buy into the cor-
porate discourse but challenged it through continuous counter-hegemonic 
articulations. By sharing stories that disclosed cracks in the corporate nar-
rative these actors created a foundation for protests against Bankers and 
negative media attention regarding the company’s operations. Regardless 
of this forceful resistance, western actors (such as IFC, EBRD and Bankers) 
continued to promote company activities as beneficial to Albania. The 
framing of the Albanian state and society as lacking capacity and skills was 
one way of legitimising Bankers as the only and best option for the 
development of the oilfield, in particular towards western stakeholders 
such as investors and international control organs. One can thus under-
stand the corporate hegemonic discourse as a way of gaining legitimacy on 
the international arena, that is, it appeals to the international ‘hegemonic 
bloc’ comprised of investors, international banks, and global financial 
institutions. Although many local actors did not buy into this discourse, it 
provided a possible way for the company to continue its operations in 
Patos-Marinza, highlighting the power of international institutions vis-a-
vis local actors. 
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But the hegemonic discourse was also accepted by many local actors and 
enforced by various material hegemonic articulations that drew local 
stakeholders into its hegemonic bloc. In the period between 2004 and 2016, 
when a Canadian senior management team directed Bankers, ‘the west’ 
appeared at the doorstep of Patos-Marinza and filled ‘the social’ with hopes 
and dreams of a better future. Let me summarise the hegemonic discourse 
that my empirical material portrays in the voice of a constructed ‘western 
alliance’. The alliance smiled and held out its hand to residents while 
whispering: 

Leave behind the poverty of your communist past and your tiresome 
agricultural tasks. You can become a well-paid employee, a wealthy 
landowner or an appreciated contractor. Join us in the quest for a free 
life in which wealth flourishes and happiness is within reach. We are  
your opportunity for success. We are rich, well organised, technologically 
advanced and socially responsible. If you join us, your life will never be 
the same again. The complaints you hear are from people who are stuck 
in the past. They are jealous, ignorant and greedy. They are not capable 
to take advantage of the opportunities that we are providing. But you are 
different, you see, you can become one of us. 

This hegemonic discourse was articulated by the ‘historic bloc’, consisting 
of IFC, EBRD, Bankers’ investors and managers, satisfied employees and 
contractors. Discursively, it was stabilised around the nodal point of the 
‘investment’. It defined Patos-Marinza as an ‘oilfield’ and stated forcefully 
that a ‘western investment’ would be a blessing to the degraded area. It 
promised that the ‘investment’ would be an opportunity for all, a universal 
development project in which everyone could participate. Bankers’ cor-
porative project – that is, the project of this particular group – was thus by 
this hegemonic articulation extended to include a broader alliance, to make 
the project a vision for society at large. The ‘investment’ became what 
Laclau and Mouffe call an ‘empty signifier’ – a concept that each aspi-
rational group of actors filled with their own dreams of economic progress. 
When this narrative was disrupted by actors speaking about an ‘invasion’ 
and ‘genocide’, the ‘western alliance’ sighed with impatience: this local area 
does not know what is in its best interests and, with its ignorance, laziness 
and rumours, it is so difficult to handle. The alliance thus diminished the 
critics by depicting them as ‘ignorant’ and ‘greedy’; in contrast, it per-
sonalised the dream by showing examples of happy employees who were 
making a decent salary, a subject position that potentially was within reach 
for anyone who made the effort.  
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But wait – you may contest – Bankers was investing in Patos-Marinza. 
This was not only a verbal proclamation but the reality; an ‘invasion’ is 
something different. This thought is what makes the nodal point of the 
‘investment’ central to Bankers’ hegemonic configuration. It is a signifier 
which allows us to define certain activities in a specific way, and this 
definition is seen as objective. To frame something as neutral and objective 
has a particular meaning in Political Discourse Theory. Laclau emphasises 
that a discourse has achieved a hegemonic position when it can be viewed 
as objective: “it is what appears to be given with the effect that it hides 
contingency and hegemonic struggles”.438 The ‘investment’ can thus be seen 
as such a hegemonic articulation that legitimised and naturalised ‘the truth’ 
about Bankers’ operations in Patos-Marinza. Through its connections to 
other signifiers – such as ‘economic growth’, ‘technology’, ‘skills’, ‘sustain-
ability’ and ‘corporate social responsibility’ – the ‘investment’ was framed 
as beneficial to the region and as a process from which everyone would 
win. In this powerful higher ‘truth’, contradictory examples of how the 
corporation caused harm to the local environment and people did not fit 
and thereby were covered over. An ‘investment’ is in the current societal 
configuration something legal, legitimate and economically beneficial. An 
‘invasion’ on the other hand is brutal, illegitimate, and destructive. When 
corporate activities are designated as an ‘investment’ they therefore gain 
legitimacy, support and admiration. They are seen as activities that create 
‘economic growth’, ‘development’ and ‘prosperity’. This hegemonic articu-
lation covers over ‘the political’ logics constitutive of these social activities, 
they make these descriptions objective and true. What is covered over is the 
illegitimate nature of corporate practices; the violence, injustices and 
damages that were all prevalent in Bankers’ operations.  

Force – undesirable subject positions and an expanding oilfield 
My analysis of Patos-Marinza also shows the contingent subject positions 
of the actors themselves and how groups are fluid and subjected to 
transformations by hegemonic articulations. Just as Laclau and Mouffe 
explain in their framework,439 there are no pre-existing groups. Rather, the 
subject positions of the actors are articulated in competing discourses. As 
described by Gerber: “material transformations of places create different 

438 Laclau in Gerber, Gunnarson Payne & Lundgren (2012), p. 3, my translation. 
439 Laclau and Mouffe (1985/ 2014). 
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opportunities and limitations in peoples’ daily lives, as well as which identi-
fications that become possible and attractive”.440 Accordingly, the hege-
monic intervention of Bankers’ alliance rendered some subject positions 
desirable while others became synonymous with a ‘losing’ and ‘subordi-
nate’ side. Patos-Marinza is yet another example of the classic division of 
the population where the ‘winners’ (the rich) are considered strong, 
superior and desirable while the ‘losers’ (the poor) are considered weak, 
inferior and undesirable. This shows what Glynos and Howarth call the 
‘fantasmatic’ dimension of the hegemonic narrative; the ‘beatific’ dimen-
sion of the ‘investment’ promises a “fullness-to-come” while the ‘horrific’ 
dimension is represented through “images of impotence or victimhood”.441 

Those Patos-Marinza residents who complained about Bankers were fre-
quently described in the hegemonic discourse as ignorant, greedy and 
jealous; descriptions that de-legitimised their grievances and placed them 
in an inferior position. This narrative has often been repeated throughout 
history, for example in Gramsci’s description of how the rural Italian south 
was framed by the industrial north,442 or in John Gaventa’s description of  
the degradation of the Appalachian mountain culture in favour for the new 
industrial order.443 The creation of winner–loser, superior-inferior, strong-
weak, educated-ignorant dichotomies make an alliance on the ‘undesired’ 
side less likely as various segments of the population would rather define 
themselves as being on the winning side. Counter-hegemonic tendencies 
are thus connected to the ‘horrific’ dimension of the hegemonic narrative 
in which specific bodies become degraded as ‘impotent victims’. This dis-
cursive definition of counter-hegemonic subject positions then opens up 
for the legitimisation of violence against these ‘inferior’ bodies. When 
Gramsci wrote “force can be employed against enemies”444 he emphasised 
that hegemony is a blend of force and consent.445 While Gramsci saw the 
creation of consent as vital for a hegemonic bloc to gain and remain in 
power, force, he argued, would always be present, it would lurk behind the 
scenes. In Patos-Marinza, the hegemonic bloc created the ‘enemy’ through 
logics of difference; making dissatisfied residents and farmers the impos-
sible subjects to include in an otherwise ‘benevolent’ and ‘inviting’ hege-

440 Gerber (2012), p. 55, my translation. 
441 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 147. 
442 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 144. 
443 Gaventa (1980), pp. 65-68. 
444 Gramsci (1929-1933/1999). 
445 Thomas (2009/2010), p. 194. 
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monic formation. The hegemonic bloc was continuously creating this 
‘enemy’ by systematically discrediting residents’ claims as ‘ignorant’ and 
‘greedy’. As a consequence, the violence that sometimes showed itself in 
Patos-Marinza through the intervention of state police was directed against 
this antagonistic group. Force was used towards those defined as ‘losers’, 
who protested and continued to demand that they be included as bene-
ficiaries. 

Regardless of the brief interventions by state police, the actors in Patos-
Marinza mainly described state authorities as ‘absent’, but from different 
angles. Company representatives complained that the state has been absent 
and had not performed its regulatory role. ‘Illegal’ residences, lack of air 
monitoring and ‘rumours’ of oil operations causing tremors could thus be 
blamed on irresponsible state authorities, at least according to company 
claims. This echoes the descriptions of regulatory ‘vacuums’ in the CSR 
literature in which multinational corporations are ‘suffering’ from a lack of 
government control. Bankers’ claimed to fill the gap of a ‘weak’ Albanian 
state through its CSR initiatives, investing in responsible land acquisition, 
air monitoring and seismometers. The consequence of this ‘gap filling’ was 
that it hindered a necessary conversation about the role of state authorities 
and their societal function to control company operations. Instead, the 
company could engage directly with the local communities, in dialogue 
groups and through its grievance mechanism, without the meddling hands 
of state authorities. On the other hand, the accounts from residents indi-
cate that they were also experiencing a situation where they lived in a 
‘vacuum’, where neither state nor media were on their side and the com-
pany could “do whatever it wants”. However, in contrast to company 
representatives, residents perceived this lack of state intervention to be due 
to an alliance between state and corporate representatives, a situation in 
which this ‘bloc’ of actors gained money from oil operations while resi-
dents were left with the consequences. According to residents’ testimonies, 
the governance ‘vacuum’ in Patos-Marinza was thus not a problem for 
Bankers but a condition that allowed the company to “do whatever it 
wants”, that is, to further expand its operations. The lack of regulation, 
which Patos-Marinza actors described, provided a situation where Bankers’ 
‘market based’ land acquisition and the expanding oilfield itself can be 
understood as a ‘force’ directed towards residents. This force towards 
bodies in Patos-Marinza showed itself as a direct effect of Bankers’ expan-
ding operations in the form of poor air quality, noise and blocked drain-
ages. This force was linked to what residents signified as an ‘occupation’, an 
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expanding oil operation that changed their living environment in the form 
of underground tremors, wells next to their lands and gas emissions that 
filled the lungs of their children and elderly. For what is force if not the 
physical threat to bodies working on their lands to survive? The accounts 
of residents indicate that this threat made residents accept corrupt land 
rental practices as the only way for them to live a tolerable life in an 
environment where the oil industry was perceived to threaten them on all 
fronts: from below, next to their land and from the air. The ‘horrific’ 
dimension of Bankers project was thus also connected to these physical 
threats to those persons living in Patos-Marinza. The ‘horrific’ dimension 
stipulated that those who did not win, who were not part of Bankers’ 
alliance, were left to experience the physical force of Bankers expansion in 
an area they continued to call home.  

The role of IFC’s sustainability standards and Bankers’  
CSR practices 

I have now summarised  my findings from Patos-Marinza in terms of the  
hegemonic discourse promoted by Bankers and the force directed towards 
undesirable subject positions. I will now proceed to deepen my analysis of 
the role of sustainability standards and CSR practices in this dynamic by 
answering my first research question that I formulated above and in 
chapter one: 

• What role did international sustainability standards and CSR 
practices play in the conflicts between Bankers and the com-
munities of Patos-Marinza? 

The ways in which Bankers’ applied IFC’s sustainability standards in rela-
tion to the three corporate-community conflicts, which I have discussed in 
the empirical chapters of this study, are expressions of the ideals advanced 
in the academic discussion on deliberative democracy and consensus 
driven CSR. The standards were applied in order for the company to 
‘understand’ and ‘respond to’ community demands as a way to achieve a 
fullness; working towards a ‘beatific’446 ideal in which all actors were satis-
fied. Through these empirical examples my aim has been to illustrate how 
sustainability standards and CSR, based on ideals of deliberative demo-

446 Glynos & Howarth (2007), p. 147. 
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cracy, can be used to dominate stakeholders and strengthen corporate 
power through slight amendments in the corporate structure, all the while 
preventing more fundamental change to the dominant order and its 
underlying injustices and violence. My findings from Patos-Marinza point 
to three specific hegemonic mechanisms, made possible through the imple-
mentation of IFC’s sustainability standards and Bankers’ CSR practices:  

Transformism – extending the corporate alliance 
The first hegemonic mechanism that was active in Patos-Marinza is what 
Gramsci called ‘transformism’ – an “absorption of the elites of the enemy 
classes” that “results in their decapitation and renders them impotent”.447 

This ‘absorption’ moved community members over to the hegemonic side, 
and created new chains of equivalence between company and community 
interests, blurring any potential antagonistic frontier dividing the social.  

Market-based land acquisition promoted by IFC’s standards and in 
Bankers’ communication material allowed for this first type of hegemonic 
articulation. While IFC’s sustainability standards describe expropriation as 
a violent and damaging process at risk of creating community resistance, 
privately negotiated land rental processes are promoted as ‘beneficial’ and 
‘free’. Accordingly, Bankers’ land rental processes were dealt with each 
landowner individually, thereby allowing a larger transformation of the 
geographical area without the formation of any widespread community 
resistance movement. As formulated by Laclau, chains of equivalence 
between community demands can be prevented from being established if 
the institutional system satisfies claims, i.e. “to absorb them in a differential 
way (each in isolation for the others).”448 Market-based land rental meant 
that each community member could potentially become a beneficiary of 
Bankers ‘investment’, meaning a chance to be part of the corporate alliance. 
As Patos-Marinza residents testified to, their fellow neighbours were 
silenced as they received money for their land and were afraid that the 
company would cancel these incomes if they complained. Money thus 
worked to silence community members and divided them into winners and 
losers; IFC’s sustainability standards were legitimising devices that framed 
these market transactions as ‘beneficial’ and ‘voluntary’. 

‘Transformism’ was also made possible through Bankers’ grievance 
mechanism. By satisfying aggrieved parties, Bankers’ grievance mechanism 

447 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 137. 
448 Laclau (2005), p. 73. 
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helped to extend the corporate alliance; for example, households receiving 
generous compensation packages were brought over to the side of the 
Bankers’ beneficiaries. The example of Arber’s air quality grievance served 
as such a case. His grievance was addressed and satisfied, and subsequently 
he was included within Bankers’ hegemonic bloc. The threat of an anta-
gonistic frontier between the company and the community was thus dif-
fused by this move; lines of conflict were blurred and potential opponents 
incorporated into the corporate alliance. This move, which may look like 
an admirable approach – a company that ‘listens to’ and ‘understands’ 
community demands –, was essentially a way to prevent larger protests 
movements being formed as chains of equivalence were constructed 
between the company and those actors benefitting from ‘investment’. 

Corporatisation – the prevention of a ‘community’ 
The second hegemonic mechanism that was active in Patos-Marinza is 
what I will call ‘corporatisation’, a term based on Gramsci’s separation 
between ‘hegemonic’ and ‘corporate’ groups. To recapitulate what was 
outlined in Chapter Two, a ‘hegemonic group’ is, for Gramsci, one that can 
articulate general demands towards the institutional system, and that 
moreover can incorporate the demands of other groups, creating a sense of 
‘community’ or a ‘people’. A ‘corporate group’ is, on the other hand, a 
group that articulates only those demands relevant to itself. As emphasised 
by Laclau, those in power have an interest in isolating demands and 
groups, thus actively preventing the formation of a general community 
demand, which could threaten the current hegemonic order. To reiterate a 
formulation by Laclau: “The anti-political move par excellence consists in 
obtaining, as much as possible, a situation in which all interests become 
corporative, preventing the formation of a ‘people’”.449 Those in power can 
use various techniques in order to keep community interests ‘corporative’, 
preventing chains of equivalence forming between groups. Bankers’ 
grievance mechanism, which allowed community members to file their 
complaints individually, was one such mechanism through which com-
munity demands were isolated. Instead of protesting against the company 
as a group, community members could be dealt in isolation. Bankers’ 
grievance mechanism can thus be seen as an example of consensus driven 

449 Laclau (2006), p. 113. 
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CSR, in which the political nature of corporate actions is hidden under 
buzzwords such as ‘stakeholder engagement’ and ‘consultation’.  

Market-based land acquisition worked in a similar way; strong incen-
tives were introduced for each household to consider their own well-being 
before the general community. Land payments (or potential land pay-
ments) were thus used to isolate community members, making them afraid 
of losing their current or potential future benefits. The narrative of the 
‘investment’ that would benefit all, coupled with money flows that 
strengthened this hegemonic discourse by means of land and compensa-
tion payments, thus effectively silenced community actors by isolating each 
landowner and aggrieved resident as an actual or potential beneficiary. 
This strategy kept residents’ interests on what Gramsci called a ‘corporate’ 
level.450 Whereas the mechanism termed ‘transformism’ describes how 
community members were brought over to the side of the corporate alli-
ance, ‘corporatisation’ describes a process in which community members 
remained on the antagonistic side of the frontier, but were isolated from 
each other. ‘Transformism’ thus describes the creation of chains of 
equivalence between the corporation and community members while 
‘corporatisation’ describes how chains of equivalence on the antagonistic 
(community) side were broken or, in fact, never formed. 

Depoliticisation – controlling facts and ‘truth’ 
The third hegemonic mechanism active in Patos-Marinza was depoliticisa-
tion; a process to control what is discussed in the public debate and what 
can be considered ‘truth’. This was highlighted in Chapter Seven about the 
seismic conflict and the CAO dialogue groups. Political Discourse Theory 
emphasises truth as contingent and continuously created in political 
struggles dependent on the cultural and historical context. As described by 
Gabriella Nilsson: “What we see as objective is in this view the result of 
these power struggles where the traces of power have been wiped out”.451 

The conflict of earthquakes/tremors in Patos-Marinza was based how vari-
ous actors understood what was happening, in accordance with which dis-
cursive structures the actors had access to and which discourses appealed 
to their group. Jenny Gunnarsson Payne emphasises that when we look at 
political articulations, we need to understand their relation to the wider 
societal context and ask ourselves from which discourses “they gather 

450 Gramsci (1929-1930/ 1992), p. 147. 
451 Nilsson (2012), p. 42, my translation. 
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inspiration, oppose or are part of”.452 To understand the conflicts in Patos-
Marinza it is thus important to look at how ‘investments’ in oil extraction 
activities, and opposition to such ‘invasions’, have been framed in other 
contexts. The actions of project stakeholders become easier to understand 
in light of external discourses and how the subject positions of actors are 
linked to them. The word ‘earthquake’, used by company representatives, 
was linked to concepts such as ‘tectonic plates’, ‘the earth’, ‘seismic moni-
toring’ and ‘building techniques’. The word ‘tremors’, used by community 
members, was linked to a different discursive structure with relations to 
concepts such as ‘extraction techniques’, ‘fracking’, ‘irresponsibility’, and 
‘exploitation.’ 

While transformism and corporatisation highlight material and eco-
nomic aspects of hegemonic articulations, depoliticisation shows how the 
construction of ‘truth’ is used for domination and how this prevents 
unifying ‘empty signifiers’ to be formed on the antagonistic side. As formu-
lated by Spence, hegemony means that “…meaning can be relatively fixed 
and is so when certain discourses come to dominate others and become the 
main guide for action”.453 In constructing ‘truth’ in local places, we 
contribute to a particular side of a hegemonic struggle, that is, to the parti-
cular interests of a particular group or alliance. My analysis of the seismic 
tremors and the company-community dialogue groups are in line with 
previous research that show how stakeholder engagement and deliberation 
can become primarily a tool to control the discourse about company-
society conflicts.454 As Cederström and Marinetto describe, a core feature of 
CSR is: “that all problems are of practical nature, and hence best solved by 
corporate engagement”.455 Bankers’ addressed the conflict surrounding 
seismic tremors through dialogue groups where experts and technology 
were used to enforce the company’s view on the conflict. Bankers’ re-
presentatives were frustrated that the general public did not believe in the 
‘facts’ and framed this opposition to corporate ‘truth’ as politicised and 
based on poor education. Modern science, technologies and experts were 
thus framed as ‘responsible’ and ‘objective’ and were used to silence the 
bodily experiences of community members. In the ‘vacuum’ left by 
Albanian state authorities, the company became the producer of ‘facts’ and 

452 Gunnarsson Payne (2017), p. 258. 
453 Spence (2007), p. 858. 
454 Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee (2013). 
455 Cederström & Marinetto (2013), p. 416. 
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‘truth’ while community members had no third party to turn to, and thus 
no epistemic and scientific support for their own claims. While we today 
speak frequently about the dangers of the ‘post-truth society’ – Patos-
Marinza highlights the dangers of the ‘truth society’ to those in subordinate 
positions who do not have access to the skills, education, technology and 
social networks necessary to produce ‘facts’ or higher ‘truths’. 

The production of ‘facts’ through Bankers’ technology and appointed 
experts was not only used to undermine residents’ bodily experiences of 
poor air and earth shakings, but also to control the general agenda for the 
public debate and to avoid larger political issues. The question addressed in 
the dialogue groups became focused on whether or not the oil industry was 
causing earthquakes. This question hides other questions, such as if the oil 
industry is beneficial for the local population and if oil industry should 
continue to expand or exist at all? This can also be seen in how Bankers 
addressed grievances related to air emissions and land acquisition with 
technical information and ‘stakeholder engagement’. The depoliticisation 
of the debate in Patos-Marinza was thus accomplished both by producing 
‘facts’ regarding specific technical issues and by avoiding more funda-
mental questions that challenged the nodal point of the ‘investment’. As a 
result, Bankers ‘investment’ could continue without being challenged by an 
alternative empty signifier that could unify heterogeneous community 
grievances within the wider area. Dialogues and technical references thus 
continuously undermined the counter-hegemonic discourse based around 
the nodal point of the ‘invasion’, while the ‘investment’ could continue to 
expand through both verbal and material means.  

To sum up, the implementation of IFC’s sustainability standards and 
Bankers’ CSR practices in Patos-Marinza supported the articulation of 
three specific hegemonic mechanisms – transformism, corporatisation and 
depoliticisation. The result of these articulations was: (i) the incorporation 
of community members into the company alliance through land-rental 
payments and compensation arrangements; (ii) the isolation of dissatisfied 
community members through the processing of grievances on strictly a 
corporate level; and (iii) the depoliticisation of debates surrounding 
Bankers’ operations by focusing on technical issues rather than funda-
mental questions, such as the existence of the oil field or the distribution of 
oil revenues. 
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My role as a CSR professional 
Having answered my first research question, regarding the role of sustain-
ability standards and CSR practices in the conflicts between Bankers and 
Patos-Marinza communities, I now turn to my second question, which 
concerns my own involvement in the conflicts in Patos-Marinza: 

• How can I understand my own role as a CSR professional in this 
dynamic? 

With this research question, my intention is to use my own experience as 
an example to discuss the involvement of sustainability workers and CSR 
professionals in corporate – community struggles. This is in line with my 
autoethnographic approach, in which the personal can be used as an asset 
in order to understand society. In my role as a CSR professional, I imple-
mented the sustainability standards and CSR practices that the previous 
section describes. While understanding myself as an internal critic at the 
time, I can in hindsight see how my participation supported the expansion 
of the three corporate hegemonic mechanisms I now have identified. 

The relatively fluid character of subject positions is a core feature of 
Laclau and Mouffe’s theoretical framework. This means that our concep-
tualisation of ourselves in relation to our surroundings may change when 
we come in contact with new discourses.456 Different discourses position 
me as an expat employed in the oil industry, a PhD student, a daughter or a 
mother. Sometimes we inhabit these various positions without conflicts 
while at other times they come into conflict with one another. Mats 
Lindqvist argues that in times of cultural and social change (what Laclau 
calls dislocations), previously harmonic subject positions can become anta-
gonistic: “The freedom that dislocations open converts individuals (inde-
pendent of their will) to political subjects, as they seek solutions through 
identification with new discourses”.457 A similar process of dislocation 
happens when a person moves from one context to another and thereby 
gets access to new discourses. When I moved from Sweden to start working 
in the Albanian oil industry, new discourses became available to me, which 
forced me to reinstitute myself as a subject. My fantasmatic ambition to 
‘change the oil industry from within’ soon clashed with the ‘lived reality’ 
and the tasks I needed to carry out as an employee within this industrial 

456 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 101. 
457 Lindqvist (2012), p. 19. 
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sector. My certainties and doubts about Bankers’ operations, which I 
express in the autobiographical narratives can thus be understood in this 
way; in my professional role I continued to shift subject positions between 
a resentful but loyal company representative to an internal antagonist and 
back again. 

So, let us return to where we started this story, with me standing in the 
middle of a community protest, sent out by Bankers to calm down resis-
tance and demobilise a growing crowd. When I analyse my past verbalisa-
tions and actions I ask: How did I contribute to a specific hegemonic con-
figuration which made certain social actions and structures possible while 
hindering others? What ‘truth’ did I reproduce through my articulations? 
What did I tell myself in order to keep working in a system that I saw as 
failing? Based on my analysis in the previous chapters I can see how my 
own involvement was an integral part of Bankers’ CSR programme, which 
functioned as a hegemonic tool. Regardless of my conscious views and 
hidden hopes to change the company from within, I was, when all is said 
and done, part of the articulation of corporate hegemony. By including 
myself in my analysis of this phenomenon in Patos-Marinza, I want to 
underline the importance of analysing the consequences of our specific 
articulations rather than our intentions. By this I want to avoid discussions 
about a capitalist or western ‘conspiracy’. The concept of hegemony high-
lights the importance of awareness regarding how we are all a part of re-
producing certain truths and structures and how our speech and actions 
challenge or maintain a specific dominant order. It is the consequences 
from how we speak and act that are highlighted through this analysis, not 
our internal motivations. Spence writes: 

There may be some value in the Gramscian conception of how ideas 
develop and are disseminated throughout society. Ideas are not pum-
ped out by some central “ministry of truth”. Rather, they are construc-
ted and reproduced at various levels throughout society, and by a 
variety of social groups.458 

In this way, local articulations related to CSR may be both, as Spence 
writes, “the reproduction of an existing ideology” and “the construction of 
ideology that in some way, however marginally, feeds back into wider dis-

458 Spence (2007), p 876. 
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courses”.459 The relationship between local articulations and wider dis-
cursive structures is thus highlighted in this process. 

When looking at my experiences in Patos-Marinza from a distance, I 
can see how my own shifting subject position was influenced by the 
hegemonic mechanisms of ‘transformism’ and ‘corporatisation’. The 
imagination of the CSR worker as an ‘internal critic’ or a ‘Trojan horse’460 is 
a narrative that allows corporations to include critics on the corporate 
hegemonic side and prevent them from forming potential chains of equi-
valence with other critics. Positions linked to discourses around ‘CSR’, 
‘sustainability’ or ‘social and environmental management’ thus allow the 
process of transformism to take place when previous antagonists are 
included to work for the corporate alliance, softening its image, and 
making it appear responsive towards demands that critics hold. This is the 
mechanism that I carried out in my daily role as a CSR professional, com-
municating with residents, NGOs and international control organs with a 
soft and pleasing voice, convincing them that Bankers’ management were 
committed to changing corporate behaviour as a result of their critique. At 
the same time, these positions also allow the process of corporatisation to 
take place, on point of fact that critics are isolated from each other when 
corporate money is directed towards their livelihood, preventing alliances 
to form. While I was frustrated when corporate activities did not live up to 
their own stipulated sustainability standards and CSR policy, I did not 
contact critical NGOs in order to forge antagonistic alliances, nor did I 
instigate a community movement to raise stronger demands. When taking 
the position as an ‘internal critic’, I left a potential position as an external 
critic vacant and quiet. This also highlights the importance of under-
standing how flows of money work as articulations of specific subject posi-
tions; our dependence on the capitalist system for our livelihood makes the 
subject position as an ‘internal critic’ more attractive, since (after all) the 
external critic is often unpaid. 

The analysis of my autobiographical narratives also shows how, as a 
company representative, I contributed to the mechanism of depoliticisa-
tion, by reinforcing certain discourses that I took for granted. I often took 
the subject position of a western expat with a view of Albanian society as 
difficult and frustrating. My articulations of ‘western technology’, ‘CSR’ 
and ‘locals’ can be linked to the corporate hegemonic discourse, pointing to 

459 Spence (2007), p 876. 
460 Kvarnström (2016). 
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Bankers’ ‘investment’ as the best option for local development. In my 
narratives, I describe Albanian society as frustrating and lacking rational 
‘truth’ mechanisms, a view which places the blame for corporate-com-
munity conflicts on local residents rather than the company. In my partici-
pation in stakeholder engagement activities, I reproduced this discourse by 
aiming for a consensual agreement based on ‘participatory fact finding’, a 
process that was aiming to convince residents of the corporate ‘facts’ that 
experts had produced. It is only by distancing myself from this corporate 
discourse, through my movement in time and space, and through the 
availability of new discourses, that I can see how I was part of reproducing 
certain ‘truths’ about Bankers and Patos-Marinza, even though (or maybe 
because) I saw myself as an internal critic. Similarly, through the continu-
ous movement between theory and the empirical context in my PhD 
process, I look at my actions as a researcher in a new light. The PhD 
process has been a journey in which my subject position has shifted several 
times. For example, in my introductory letter to interviewees, I described 
Patos-Marinza as an ‘oilfield’461 and not a ‘home’; and in the first inter-
views, I asked about seismic events as ‘earthquakes’ and not as ‘tremors’. 
My research process was thus one in which I continued to produce 
Bankers’ hegemonic view of the area and only later came to realise how 
these specific words strengthened the corporate version of the ‘truth’.  

Ellis emphasises that: “Autoethnography requires that we observe 
ourselves observing, that we interrogate what we think and believe, and 
that we challenge our own assumptions, asking over and over if we have 
penetrated as many layers of our own defences, fears and insecurities as our 
project requires”.462 To get a deeper understanding my contradictory feel-
ings and behaviour as a CSR professional, I draw on the concepts of 
‘fantasmatic narratives’ and ‘enjoyment’, which have been introduced to 
Political Discourse Theory from Lacanian thought.463 These concepts allow 
me to dig deeper into my own thoughts and motivations when imple-
menting CSR practices in a highly conflictual context. As I outlined in 
Chapter Two, several organisational studies have pointed to the fact that 
workers’ transgressions and ‘cynical distance’ can provide effective means 
for organisations to function, for these provide an outlet for workers’ 

461 See Annex 1. 
462 Ellis (2013/2016), p. 10. 
463 Glynos & Howarth (2007). 
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frustrations and allow them to continue performing their tasks.464 As 
Stavrakakis writes: 

to retain its grip, every hegemonic ideology needs to take into account 
in advance its own failure, its own limits, and to condition its own 
(partial) transgression. Here, we see the lacking Other, an incomplete 
power structure, indirectly acknowledging this lack, allowing a certain 
degree of dis-identification, providing a breathing space for its subjects, 
on the condition, of course, that this remains under control.465 

Stavrakakis thus underlines that transgressions and dis-identification are a 
vital part for a hegemonic regime to retain its grip over subjects. In my 
diary notes and autobiographical narratives, I describe a struggle through 
which I saw myself as continuously questioning and working against the 
corporate regime while at the same time being very much a part of it. The 
notion of ‘CSR’ and ‘sustainability’, that I was part of introducing to 
Bankers, allowed my fantasmatic narrative of the ‘internal critic’ to be 
maintained, providing me with daily doses of enjoyment while carrying out 
my tasks. In the larger picture, my acts allowed the continuous production 
of the contradictory concept of ‘the sustainable oil company’. I told myself 
that if our team could just make social actors in the current order behave 
differently, the fantasmatic narrative of the ideal oil operation would 
materialise. It also gave me enjoyment in the fact that I could work for 
something higher and better; the company management became the bad 
‘other’ in this narrative while those promoting sustainability and CSR 
became ‘good’. If only this hindering Other could be changed or removed, 
then the ideal about the completely responsible corporation could be 
achieved. In this way I could enjoy my position within Bankers’ regime 
through my transgressions. The enjoyment and transgressions are what 
allowed me to stay within Bankers for so long. When, as a CSR profes-
sional, I worked to maintain good relations with local residents, and some-
times worked against company policies in order to meet their demands, I 
was both sustaining my subject position as the ‘insider antagonist’ and 
maintaining the hegemonic order by making residents less hostile to the 
corporation. 

I have now shown how the sustainability standards and CSR activities 
implemented in Patos-Marinza functioned to reinforce corporate hege-

464 Burawoy (1979); Fleming & Spicer (2003). 
465 Stavrakakis (2010), p. 70. 
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mony over allied and subordinate subjects and how I participated in this 
dynamic as a CSR professional. In the last part of this chapter, I will 
address my third research question by reflecting on how corporations may 
use ‘CSR’ and ‘sustainability’ to make amendments to the current econo-
mic system and business models, and how that may hinder more funda-
mental change or the carrying out of a ‘sustainability revolution’. 

Pacifying a sustainability revolution 
Having answered my first and second research questions, I now turn to my 
third one, in which I aim to expand my reasoning beyond Patos-Marinza 
and examine how the results can be applied to examine other corporate 
contexts. I ask: 

• In what way can corporate discourses around sustainability and 
CSR be understood as hegemonic articulations? 

To recapture what I explained in Chapter One, my intention here is not to 
generalise the results from Pats-Marinza to all corporate contexts but 
rather to describe how the hegemonic mechanisms I have identified above 
can be used to examine other corporate operations in which discourses 
around sustainability and CSR are applied. 

In order to further discuss how CSR and sustainability operates as 
hegemonic articulations, I will return to Laclau’s work on populism. What 
I want to do here is to imagine that ‘populism’ is a movement which allows 
an alternative vision of society to exercise its grip over the social, a trans-
formation which dismisses the possibilities to mitigate or compensate for 
corporate harms and unsustainable businesses models and instead 
imagines the need to replace current business models by alternative modes 
of production. In order for such a transformation of society to take place 
(what Laclau calls ‘populism’ but what I will call a ‘sustainability revolu-
tion’), Laclau details three conditions which have to be fulfilled. First, “the 
formation of an internal antagonistic frontier separating the ‘people’ from 
power”; second “an equivalential articulation of demands making the 
emergence of the ‘people’ possible”; and third, “the unification of these 
various demands […] into a stable system of signification”.466 As you may 
notice, the hegemonic mechanisms which I have identified in Patos-

466 Laclau (2005/2007), p. 74. 
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Marinza are directly opposed to these three conditions; transformism 
hinders the formation of an antagonistic frontier between the corporation 
and the community; corporatisation hinders links between community 
demands to be established; and depoliticisation hinders an alternative 
stable system of signification, that is, an alternative vision of society, to be 
formed. Let me elaborate on these necessary revolutionary conditions and 
hegemonic mechanisms one by one in order to describe how corporations 
may use ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ to pacify a ‘sustainability revolution’.  

Blurring the antagonistic frontier 
Firstly, an antagonistic frontier separating people from power, or, in this 
discussion, critics from the corporation, requires the formulation of the 
corporation as ‘the problem’ to be  opposed to. In this sense, various 
sustainability measures taken by corporations will hinder such formulation 
by presenting the corporation as willing to change and by incorporating 
opponents into its realm. As I explained in Chapter One, international 
banks created sustainability standards in order to mitigate the harms that 
their investments in land-based development projects were recurrently 
creating. Standards were thus designed, not as a new ‘sustainable’ way of 
doing business, but as a measure to reduce the harms that the various 
projects were creating. The definition of ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ as imple-
mented in Patos-Marinza follows this idea of the mitigation of harms, 
something that is linked to the idea of the ‘triple bottom line’,467 as 
discussed in Chapter One. This implies that win-win-win situations can be 
found, that prevailing business models can remain intact if only adjust-
ments are made to compensate for social and environmental damages. 
Through this corporate definition of ‘sustainability’, the group of win-win-
winners can be enlarged by all sorts of means, motivated by international 
performance standards for environmental and social sustainability. In 
Patos-Marinza, the mechanism of transformism, supported by IFC’s sus-
tainability standards, enlarged the ‘winning’ side of the antagonistic 
struggle; the winners were employed, contracted and benefited from land 
and compensation payments. A similar dynamic can be seen in other 
corporate contexts. When mitigation measures are presented under the 
concept of ‘sustainability’ it does not often mean that the corporation in 
question contributes to a new way of doing business that would lead to 

467 Elkington (1994); Kuhlman & Farrington (2010). 
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social and environmental improvements; rather it means that the corpora-
tion in question will attempt to do less harm but maintain its current 
business model. In Patos-Marinza, the mitigation of harms were articulated 
through land rental contracts instead of expropriation, participatory air 
monitoring programmes instead of relocation, dialogue groups instead of 
police force. Measures were thus presented as a way for Bankers to listen to 
the communities. It was a way for the company to be a ‘good neighbour’. 
The result was however that oil extraction could continue as planned. 
Mitigation measures in other industries could be everything from re-
cycling, minimising waste, replacing materials and designing projects in 
order to limit disturbances to nearby communities. One example is 
retailers encouraging consumers to recycle used clothes in order to receive 
a discount on their next purchase. Another example is airlines providing 
CO2 compensation packages to their consumers. These measures make the 
corporation appear receptive to criticism from environmental groups and 
receptive to customers’ needs for products that do not harm the environ-
ment. Such mitigation measures may also mean that specific ‘critical’ actors 
are employed or contracted as ‘change agents’. In Bankers this work was 
carried out through the recruitment of a community relations department. 
The incorporation of ‘critical’ actors on the side of the corporate alliance 
may include various ‘sustainability’ positions as well as contracts with 
NGOs or state agencies. However, no matter how many harms are miti-
gated, the mitigation of harms is not the same as the creation of an alter-
native vision, of a socially and environmentally ‘sustainable’ mode of pro-
duction. When mitigation is dressed in the veil of sustainability, the ‘unsus-
tainable’ production system is portrayed as receptive to grievances of social 
and environmental degradation, showing willingness to mitigate these and 
work together with opponents. Yet, these changes do not often address the 
larger issues of production systems that rely on unaccounted externalities, 
which are paid by society in the form of social and environmental costs. 
Instead mitigation measures allow the production system to continue with 
claims that corporations are part of the ‘sustainability transition’ under-
taken by an alliance of societal actors. A potential antagonistic frontier 
between critics and the corporation is thus blurred and the first condition 
for a sustainability revolution prevented.  

Dispersing a sustainability movement  
If a clear frontier has been established, and various demands are made 
against the corporation, then a second condition for a sustainability revolu-
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tion is the formulation of links between these demands so that a ‘sus-
tainability movement’ can be formed; what Laclau calls “the emergence of 
the ‘people’”.468 Sustainability measures taken by the corporation may pre-
vent such movements from appearing by isolating and satisfying demands, 
making them stay on a ‘corporate’ level without expanding any unifying 
links. This is the second hegemonic mechanism active in Patos-Marinza, 
which I call corporatisation. Corporatisation may be active through money 
distributed by the corporation, which makes actors depend on the cor-
poration and keep their demands to themselves. This may be carried out by 
compensating for harms caused to specific individuals or groups, or by 
sponsoring various projects in civil society, which make actors dependent 
on corporate willingness. In Chapter One it was described how sustaina-
bility standards proclaim that harms perpetrated by IFC projects should be 
compensated for, if mitigation is not possible. ‘Sustainability’ in this sense 
is thus used to allow for compensation for the harms that a corporation 
causes, so that damaged parties are satisfied. Here sustainability is thus not 
about avoiding harm but to cause harm, where corporate resources are 
used to pay impacted parties until they can accept the harm that has been 
caused. In Patos-Marinza this was done through the grievance mechanism 
and by means of market-based land acquisition. In other contexts, com-
pensation dressed as ‘sustainability’ could be everything from payments for 
environmental pollution or land use, donations to civil society and 
investments in local communities. One such example is corporations do-
nating money to environmental NGOs while at the same time continuing 
to pollute the environment. Another is corporate projects to support 
economically vulnerable groups while at the same time opposing increased 
taxation or labour rights. Compensation packages allow corporate 
resources to be distributed to a wider range of actors, thereby making them 
less likely to complain about corporate practices. It thus hinders any 
alliance to form between counter-hegemonic forces and instead contributes 
to the corporatisation – isolation – of company opponents. As seen in 
Patos-Marinza, corporate promises of employment or contracts may 
prevent people from raising critique, since they may fear sacrificing any 
potential future income possibilities. Hence, the mechanism of corpor-
atisation does not move actors from one side of the antagonistic frontier to 
the other, as in transformism, but rather it makes certain that links between 
demands are never formed. Chains of equivalence between demands are 

468 Laclau (2005/2007), p. 74. 
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thus dispersed or never created and the second condition for a sustain-
ability revolution is prevented. 

Suppressing a unifying signifier 
If an antagonistic frontier between the corporation and its critics has been 
formed, and if a sustainability movement has been created through links 
between various demands, the third condition for a sustainability revolu-
tion is a unification of demands into what Laclau calls  “a stable system of 
signification”.469 This means that demands are unified under an ‘empty 
signifier’, a signifier that each group of corporate opponents can fill with 
their own hopes and dreams and thus create an alternative vision of society 
opposing the corporate hegemonic order. The hegemonic mechanism of 
depoliticisation is active through sustainability measures that prevent such 
a unifying empty signifier to be articulated by corporate opponents. 
Various corporate communication efforts promoted under the umbrella of 
‘sustainability’ or ‘CSR’ (and other given labels, such as ‘stakeholder 
engagement’ or ‘community dialogues’), are examples of how the process 
of depoliticisation takes place in practice. Just as in Patos-Marinza, the 
conversations that take place under such labels risk being dominated by the 
corporate agenda, shifting focus from questioning the existence of an 
industry to how harms caused by the industry can be mitigated. The 
corporate definition of ‘sustainability’ thus covers over its radical potential 
as an idea that may open up alternative ways of envisioning both the eco-
nomy and society. This can be seen in Patos-Marinza where corporate 
critics failed to envision an alternative to the oil industry. ‘Sustainability’ 
and ‘CSR’ can thus be defined as tools that corporations can use to prevent 
the underlying ‘political’ struggle – i.e. the redefining of society – from 
appearing. ‘Sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ is in this way used to cover over ‘the 
political’, to hide corporate failures through promises of improvements and 
to maintain the ideal of the ‘sustainable’ corporation. Corporations that 
actively engage in sustainability dialogues and collaborations, such as those 
promoted under Agenda 2030, is one way in which the private sector can 
continue to emphasise the need to maintain current economic structures 
and business models and instead promote small changes as ‘sustainability 
transitions’, while larger more existential and foundational questions get 
pushed to the margins. Even though sustainability is discussed in all 

469 Laclau (2005/2007), p. 74. 
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spheres of society today, the lack of alternatives to current ‘unsustainable’ 
economic models is glaringly obvious. Even the promising movement 
“Fridays for future”, which has been able to articulate demands, create an 
antagonistic frontier between ‘the young’ and ‘the powerful’ and link 
demands under the empty signifier ‘future’, still lacks articulations of alter-
native visions of society. The mechanism of depoliticisation thus supresses 
a unifying signifier to form, which could otherwise have worked to 
mobilise a ‘sustainability revolution’. Corporate hegemony, and the neo-
liberal order we all depend on for work, education, health and retirement, 
maintain its grip over our ability to think differently and daringly.  

The risk and radical potential of the empty  
signifier ‘sustainability’ 

For scholars who are interested in understanding and critiquing the hege-
monic capitalist order, ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ are important concepts to 
follow since they are widespread in today’s business community. As 
emphasised by Stavrakakis: 

it is obviously impossible to analyse and effectively critique capitalist 
hegemony without closely following its often revolutionary and un-
expected mutations, without locating the shifting distributions of form 
and force securing its reproduction within the broader anthropological, 
historical and moral picture. […] Indeed every age, every historical 
conjuncture, every socio-political order, will institute its own blend of 
coercion, symbolic authority as well as fantasmatic and self-trans-
gressive jouissance.470 

Stavrakakis thus underlines that the capitalist economy changes and trans-
forms over time and space. This needs to be closely examined to under-
stand how capitalist hegemony is maintained. ‘CSR’ and ‘sustainability’ can 
in this picture be seen as an important part of the current configuration of 
capitalist hegemony. As I have argued above, they may represent a way for 
the capitalist order to integrate opponents into its realm and thereby 
diffusing the antagonistic frontier that threatens to grow stronger based on 
claims for environmental justice and the prevention of climate change. Just 
as the hegemonic discourse in Patos-Marinza shows, ‘sustainability’ and 
‘CSR’ are umbrella terms that promote heterogeneous activities with a 

470 Stavrakakis (2010), p 73. 
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common universal endeavour; to picture the interest of the corporation as 
the interest of us all. Consequently, they have a hegemonising effect; they 
conceal the particularity of the group and support the creation of a system 
in which the corporate project becomes the project of and for society. As 
formulated by Cederström and Marinetto: 

the naturalization of CSR, as combining the interest of businesses with 
that of the wider public, supresses questions of the nature of the 
corporation and the systemic damage the latter may have committed.471 

‘CSR’ and ‘sustainability’ thus hide the particular interests of the corpora-
tion and the potential harms it may have caused. This makes it harder to 
formulate an alternative project for society, both in particular project areas, 
such as Patos-Marinza, and in the economy in general. Through the 
vagueness of ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’, the corporation can take over 
activities that previously belonged to the realm of the state or civil society 
with the proclaimed benefit to the wider society. ‘Sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ 
makes this possible through their open-ended character; they are 
‘overdetermined’ and ‘empty’ concepts that are hard to define and there-
fore open to an alliance of actors to identify with.  

As was explained in Chapter Two, Laclau argues that the formation of a 
popular identity needs an ‘empty signifier’, a concept that can be filled with 
the hopes and dreams of several groups and thus function as a mobilising 
centre around which an alliance can be formed. It is important here to 
underline that the word ‘empty’ does not mean that the concept is a void 
without meaning; on the contrary it is overfilled with meaning; ‘over-
determined’ in terms of that various groups attach their own visions and 
ideas to the signifier in question. I think of empty signifiers as ‘black holes’, 
places that contain more matter than any other locality we know of but 
which are still thought of as ‘holes’ as they are invisible and continue to 
absorb new matter in its vicinity.472 While ‘CSR’ can be thought of as an 
umbrella term, which makes the corporation expand its influence over 
society, it still contains a particularity in its combination of signifiers, 
specifying that it is the corporation that is responsible. ‘Sustainability’, on 
the other hand, is truly ‘empty’ and ‘universal’ as a signifier; it encompasses 
the whole earth, all humans, and so behind ‘sustainability’ the corporation 

471 Cedertröm and Marinetto (2013), p. 429. 
472 NASA (2018). 
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can hide safely, claiming to be a part of a movement that works for the 
benefit of ‘all’. As argued by Carroll, while ‘CSR’ “implies trying to pinpoint 
‘responsibility’ […] [s]ustainability is somewhat neutral in that it seems so 
logical – take care of the present, take care of the future – that virtually no 
one opposes it as a concept”.473 Similarly, Kuhlman and Farrington argue 
that sustainability, when combining economic, social and environmental 
benefits (rather than trade-offs), “becomes a concept that is equivalent to 
‘good’ and thus devoid of any specific meaning – a blanket concept to 
assure stakeholders of the policy’s good intentions”.474 As the signifier 
‘sustainability’ increasingly replaces ‘CSR’ in corporate reports and poli-
cies,475 discursive space thus opens up for corporate hegemony to expand. 
Sustainability can be thought of as an empty signifier that constantly 
absorbs new meanings and visions, an ‘overfilled’ concept, ideal for 
creating alliances and absorbing antagonists into its realm. While this 
‘emptiness’ presents an opportunity in terms of unifying actors for 
progressive change towards a new type of society, which does less harm to 
social and environmental systems, it also presents the risk of being taken 
over and redefined by corporate interest. Kulman and Farrington argue 
that the consequence of the Triple Bottom Line perspective is that the 
environment becomes almost weightless, as economic and social issues 
constitute two thirds of the equation and thus “violate the Brundtland 
requirement that development should not take place at the expense of 
future generations”.476 It is also evident that the economy (i.e. the capitalist 
system) is given more weight in this equation, being equally important to 
environmental and social concerns, and that hinders formulations of a 
possible future where these other issues could be put at the forefront, 
standing over and above the (capitalist) economy. When sustainability is 
aligned with the idea of the Triple Bottom Line, the concept thus loses it 
radical potential and instead becomes a terrain in which capitalism extends 
its tools of dominance over society. In this version, ‘sustainability’ loses its 
position as a nodal point to which subordinate subjects can connect their 
visions of another future. Instead it becomes an arena where radical ele-
ments can be made passive or compliant.  

473 Carroll (2015), p. 93. 
474 Kuhlman & Farrington (2010), p. 3439. 
475 Carroll (2015), p. 93. 
476 Kuhlman & Farrington (2010), p. 3439. 
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On this gloomy note I end my answer to my three research questions. 
But yet, I cannot finish here, since questions regarding resistance and 
alternative visions linger in my mind. What is to be done? In the next 
chapter, I briefly take on this daunting question, starting with an analysis of 
the resistance movement in Patos-Marinza and continuing with a general 
discussion about ‘sustainability revolutions’ linked to Mouffe’s concepts of 
agonism and radical democracy.  
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CHAPTER 9 

Resisting corporate hegemony 

Maybe you now, like I do, wonder: if ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ is not the 
solution to corporate irresponsibility, social injustices and environmental 
degradation, then what is to be done instead? If we disregard these cor-
porate initiatives as hegemonic articulations and criticise attempts to make 
corporate practices more ‘sustainable’, what is the road to improve cor-
porate practices, which we see as damaging to our social and environ-
mental surroundings? In this chapter, I will address the above question by 
first analysing what can be learned from the resistance movement in Patos-
Marinza, and then move on to discuss alternative routes to encourage 
community mobilisation and new hegemonic visions, based on Mouffe’s 
notions of radical democracy and agonistic pluralism. Thereafter, I will 
briefly discuss what this study may add to the field of Political Discourse 
Theory, and lastly, I will elaborate on how insights from my autoethno-
graphic approach can be used in other research contexts to critically 
analyse ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’.  

Resistance in Patos-Marinza 
As concluded in the previous chapter, sustainability standards and CSR 
practices can be used by corporations as tools to: (i) incorporate demands 
into the alliance of the corporate hegemonic bloc and thus diffuse the 
antagonistic frontier between the corporation and its adversaries; (ii) iso-
late demands in order to prevent the formation of chains of equivalence 
between adversaries; and (iii) define the corporate project as a project 
‘beneficial to all’. However, as with all social orders, Patos-Marinza shows 
that the corporate hegemonic project is never fully completed; ‘invest-
ments’ by corporations does not meet all demands in local communities. 
New demands constantly arise and haunt the corporate order and so the 
battle for hegemony continues, as it does in Patos-Marinza. Political 
Discourse Theory emphasises words, actions and objects as fundaments in 
a discursive structure and a hegemonic formation. Thereby, resistance 
against hegemonic formations, counter-hegemonic articulations, can also 
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be understood in this way. It is not only what we say that forms resistance 
but also what we do and the materialisations that we create. In the first part 
of this chapter I will take a closer look at the various forms of resistance in 
Patos-Marinza and discuss how internal constraints may have hindered a 
wider mobilisation. Based on lessons from this empirical context, I will 
thereafter discuss resistance to corporate hegemony in a wider sense. 

From subordination to oppression  
Laclau and Mouffe present the democratic discourse as the beginning of 
the conditions under which various forms of subordination could be 
discursively framed as oppression and by which social agents could be 
gathered as part of an antagonistic frontier against their oppressors. In 
their theoretical framework, ‘subordination’ is defined as a relation “in 
which an agent is subjected to the decisions of another”, and ‘oppression’ 
as “relations of subordination which have transformed themselves into 
sites of antagonisms”.477 ‘Oppression’ is thus a signifier that transforms a 
relation of subordination, which is framed as objective, into a relation that 
is questioned and challenged. The signifier ‘oppression’ thus brings ‘the 
political’ back into a structural social relationship that has previously been 
covered over as objective. 

Laclau and Mouffe bring forward two ways in which antagonism 
emerges in a social formation and discursively transforms relations of 
subordination to relations of oppression. Firstly, the emergence of an 
exterior discourse – for example the democratic discourse proclaiming the 
equal rights of humans – may put into question previous relations of 
subordinations and thus frame them as illegitimate oppression. They write: 

‘Serf’, ‘slave’ and so on, do not designate in themselves antagonistic 
positions; it is only in the terms of a different discursive formation, 
such as ‘the rights inherent to every human being’, that the differential 
positivity of these categories can be subverted and the subordination 
constructed as oppression.478 

What they mean is that the relationship master-slave could be seen as a 
natural and objective social order if not the discourse about ‘universal 

477 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), pp. 137-138. 
478 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 138. 
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human rights’ had been available to formulate this relationship as ‘oppres-
sion’. They argue that: 

it is only from the moment when the democratic discourse becomes 
available to articulate the different forms of resistance to subordination 
that the conditions will exist to make possible the struggle against dif-
ferent types of inequality.479 

Inequality, they mean, can thus be seen as ‘natural’ or as ‘oppression’ de-
pending on which discursive configurations are available to define a 
relationship of subordination. Secondly, they describe how antagonism can 
appear through periods of social transformations that question previously 
established identities of social agents and thereby create new forms of 
subordination in which acquired rights are challenged.  

The introduction of the democratic discourse and the transformation of 
society and relations of subordination happened simultaneously in Patos-
Marinza through the Albanian transition from communism to both 
democracy and a market economy. The introduction into a market eco-
nomy, and the entry of foreign corporations, changed the relations of 
subordination that had previously existed within the communist system. 
The ability to make money became a ‘potential possibility’ for everyone 
and the connection to the communist party was (at least in theory) no 
longer necessary to reach higher societal positions. At the same time, 
exterior discourses appeared in the local communities as the country 
opened up to the world and democratic ideals started to spread. As you 
have seen in the previous chapters, government representatives and 
Bankers managers referred to this transition as the reason why people 
complained about current oilfield operations. One Bankers representative 
stated that people complained even though the oilfield had dramatically 
improved and mentioned peoples’ ‘mentality’ as a principal reason why 
company-community conflicts were so prevalent. Another Bankers repre-
sentative saw IFC’s sustainability standards as a reason why people 
“thought that they had the right to influence our business”. In one of my 
autobiographical narratives I describe the company’s fear when stakeholder 
engagement activities commenced in the villages, since company re-
presentatives perceived this as giving residents ‘ideas’ about their rights. 
However, in my meetings with residents during my time with Bankers, and 

479 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p. 138. 
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later during the interviews for this study, community members did not use 
IFC’s sustainability standards as a reference but compared Patos-Marinza 
to conditions in other countries and protests movements in other contexts. 
Residents used signifiers such as ‘fracking’ and ‘genocide’ to describe 
Bankers’ operations, words that were clearly brought into the context from 
other parts of the world. As Laclau and Mouffe write: “…there is no 
relation of oppression without the presence of a discursive ‘exterior’ from 
which the discourse of subordination can be interrupted”.480 Residents’ 
accounts show that exterior discourses were an important part of their 
ability to form counter-hegemonic articulations against Bankers, but that 
these came from other sources, provided by the democratic progress in the 
country and the availability of information from other places, and not from 
our implementation of sustainability standards.  

The discourse linked to the concept of ‘subordination’ is in the case of 
Patos-Marinza the hegemonic discourse stabilised around the nodal point 
of the ‘investment’. The ‘investment’ naturalises a social configuration in 
which some people make a lot of money while others are forced to live with 
the consequences from oil operations. It makes these inequalities ‘neutral’ 
and ‘rational’, referring to the neoliberal promise of a market economy in 
which ‘everyone’ gains through the ‘trickling down’ of opportunities and 
prosperity. It is through the counter-hegemonic discourse, verbalised by 
actors within the local communities and stabilised around the nodal point 
of Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’, that a relation of ‘oppression’ can 
be formed. The verbalisation of Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’ de-
legitimises corporate actions and connects them to signifiers such as 
‘exploitation’, and ‘genocide’. Verbalisations, actions and materialisations 
of actors in Patos-Marinza that connect to the nodal point of ‘invasion’ are 
articulations which strengthen this counter-hegemonic discourse as an 
alternative way of understanding society and the social relations within it. 
This counter-hegemonic discourse involves a re-articulation of ‘local 
residents’ which, rather than ‘beneficiaries’ of the ‘investment’, become 
‘victims’ of the ‘invasion’. This also changes the meaning of ‘Bankers mana-
gers’; if ‘local residents’ are portrayed as victims of company operations, 
‘Bankers managers’ are defined as the villains, and a relation of subor-
dination has been transformed into a relation of oppression. Another 
source of counter-hegemonic articulation that residents used was their own 
bodies and bodily experiences. They felt the ground shaking and the air 

480 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/2014), p.138. 
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smelling and used this as ‘evidence’ that Bankers’ activities were damaging 
their lives rather than benefiting them. Even though communities had no 
access to scientific support that could validate their experiences, they used 
their bodily sensations in their argumentation with Bankers’ experts in 
dialogue groups and community meetings. In addition, the times when the 
community mobilised larger protests in the area were characterised by 
moments when the bodies of community neighbours were equally impac-
ted by earth movements or gas releases. In using their own bodies as well as 
other exterior discourses, they could frame the relationship between 
Bankers and local communities as a relation of oppression (an ‘invasion’). 
Thus, local residents had taken the first step to mobilise an antagonistic 
frontier against the ‘oppressors’.  

‘Political’ versus ‘reformist’ struggles 
Laclau and Mouffe emphasise that resistance takes on very different forms 
in different contexts. Only some acts of resistance can be defined as, what 
they call, ‘political’, meaning “struggles directed towards putting an end to 
relations of subordination as such”.481 What they mean with the ‘political’ 
has thus nothing to do with party politics or demands on the level of the 
state but “a type of action whose objective is the transformation of a social 
relation which constructs a subject in a relationship of subordination”.482 

Accordingly, one can look at the various forms of resistance in Patos-
Marinza and ask if they can be characterised as ‘political’ or if they were 
‘reformist’ struggles, aimed at improving conditions within a particular 
regime. 

Some of the grievances and demands in Patos-Marinza can be seen as 
arising from the limits of the hegemonic discourse, the ‘outside’ where 
some residents were excluded from the proclaimed ‘benefits for all’. These 
‘losers’ claimed that Bankers’ hegemonic project was failing; it was not 
been able to fulfil its promises. The demands from communities can thus 
be seen as built on the lack that the hegemonic discourse itself produces. 
When Bankers was stating that there should be only winners, employment, 
wealth, and an improved environment, Patos-Marinza residents could use 
their own bodily experiences of ‘lack’ to demand that the hegemonic 
narrative should be fulfilled. The ‘investment’ thus created room for 
opposition to arise; I did not win, one resident said, neither did I, another 

481 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/ 2014), p. 136. 
482 Laclau & Mouffe (1985/ 2014), p. 137. 
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answered. However, rather than creating an antagonistic frontier linked to 
the discursive formation of the ‘invasion’, these demands were often direc-
ted towards reforming the hegemonic regime, improving the conditions in 
which subordination is experienced but without changing the regime and 
the social relations within it. These are thus not ‘political’ demands as 
defined by Laclau and Mouffe; they are not demands that aim to change a 
relationship of ‘subordination’ to one defined as ‘oppression’ but resistance 
that aim to improve the conditions for those who remain in positions of 
subordination. 

The fantasmatic ideal of the ‘good corporation’, which I embraced as a 
CSR professional, was part of maintaining demands in this ‘non-political’ 
format. In many interviews, residents expressed the view that the company 
could be good, that it was the government, the media, the corrupt 
individuals’ fault that it did not work properly. Bankers’ CSR practices 
sustained these fantasmatic ideals about the ‘good corporation’ and that 
everyone could win. Community demands, verbalised in satiric posts on 
social media, as well as in grievances and protests, sometimes maintained 
this ideal rather than challenged it. Consequently, many residents did not 
protest to change the system but to claim their right within the ‘ideal’. 
Sustainability standards were part of introducing the idea of ‘the good 
corporation’ to the context – they produced an ideal to which the company 
could be held responsible and, even if this ideal was never achieved, its 
mere introduction meant that a fantasmatic narrative exercised its grip 
over the context. The promise of wealth from the company made residents 
pay money to ‘middle men’ to be part of the corporate alliance, and loud 
complaints went quiet when grievances were ‘solved’ through individual 
solutions. 

Mats Lindqvist argues that when the capitalist discourse fails to 
materialise the equal and free individuals about which it speaks, the pos-
sibility for resistance and change opens up and alternative discourses can 
gain momentum.483 Stavrakakis partially agrees with this argument but also 
emphasises the risk that resistance to a particular hegemonic order can 
work as a way to strengthen it. He writes:  

It is in the traumatic fact that the Other cannot fully determine the 
subject that a space for freedom starts to emerge. But this is a freedom 
that the subject has learned to fear. As Judith Butler has formulated it, 

483 Lindqvist (2012), p. 19. 
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this predicament of the subject is usually resolved with the adoption of 
the following stance: ‘I would rather exist in subordination than not 
exist’.484 

According to Stavrakakis argument, subjects may rather see themselves as 
subordinated than in a situation where they are excluded from the hege-
monic order. This means that once a fantasmatic narrative of the ‘good 
corporation’ has taken hold over a context, there is a risk that subjects, 
rather than forming opposition, turn to this ‘ideal’ to be part of the 
‘winning’ side. The discourse of the ‘investment’ offered an opportunity for 
subjects in Patos-Marinza to identify with the project of the corporation in 
which they could become an employee, a contractor, a landowner or a 
collaboration partner. The alternative discourse of the ‘invasion’ offered 
subjects a negative identity of the victim, making the subject position in 
subordination to the company more desirable than its alternative. To be 
part of Bankers’ project, however marginal and subordinate this parti-
cipation may have been, was to exist in the hegemonic order as a ‘winner’; 
to oppose Bankers’ project was to become a ‘victim’ or to not exist at all.  

Opposition but a missing hegemonic project 
Laclau and Mouffe distinguish between a project of opposition and a 
hegemonic project. They argue that a hegemonic project cannot be built on 
a ‘negative logic’ focused on “the elimination of relations of subordination 
and of inequalities”485. A ‘strategy of opposition’ can be based on such logic 
since the goal is the “negotiation of a certain social and political order”. 
However, such strategy can never become a strategy to construct a new 
hegemonic order since it is missing “a nodal point of any kind around 
which the social fabric can be reconstituted”.486 In Patos-Marinza the 
various forms of resistance can be viewed as strategies of opposition but 
since there was no “real attempt to establish different nodal points from 
which a process of different and positive reconstruction of the social fabric 
could be instituted”,487 an alternative hegemonic project was missing. The 
nodal point of the ‘invasion’ was thus a negation of Bankers’ hegemonic 
order rather than an alternative social order with which subjects could 
identify. 

484 Stavrakakis (2010), p. 65. 
485 Laclau & Mouffe (2014), p. 171. 
486 Laclau & Mouffe (2014), pp. 172-173. 
487 Laclau & Mouffe (2014), p. 172. 
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Laclau and Mouffe describe the “disappearance of the political” and the 
“implosion of the social” as a risk in modern societies where plurality is 
combined with an “absence of any common point of reference” and “an 
absence of those articulations which allow the establishment of meanings 
common to the different social subjects”.488 In Patos-Marinza, this lack of  
mobilising articulations, which gather subjects with different claims against 
the company, is what may have hindered further collective action to 
appear. Bankers’ hegemony was shown in the ‘neutral’ and ‘objective’ 
status, which the corporate articulation of reality enjoyed. Few actors in the 
context questioned the description of Patos-Marinza as an ‘oilfield’, and 
alternative articulations of Patos-Marinza as a ‘home’ or an ‘agricultural 
area’ did not gain momentum. Instead community members articulated 
solutions that involved the continuous operations of the company. These 
solutions perceived the area as an ‘oilfield’ and Bankers’ operations as an 
‘investment’ that could be beneficial if just some changes could be made. 
The company investment thus represented a potential fullness for 
residents, an ideal that could have been achieved, as well as an antagonistic 
‘other’ which hindered this ideal reaching its full realisation.  

What was missing in Patos-Marinza was what Laclau and Mouffe call an 
empty signifier, a symbolic concept that could link residents’ bodies 
together and make their experience valid on a ‘community’ level. In 
relation to local demands that never reach a higher level of mobilisation, 
Laclau underlines that: 

If we remain for a moment at the local level, […] we can clearly see 
how these equivalences could be consolidated only when some further 
steps are taken, both trough the expansion of the equivalential chains 
and through their symbolic unification.489 

The demands in Patos-Marinza were brought together in opposition to the 
Bankers’ regime, chains which were created through the description of 
Bankers’ operations as an ‘invasion’. However, this was a ‘negative logic’ 
since it opposed something but did not present an alternative vision for 
society. The equivalential links between demands in Patos-Marinza thus 
lacked an empty signifier that could raise them to form a hegemonic 
project of their own; they were joined together via what they opposed 
rather than what they wanted. The lack of an empty signifier also meant 

488 Laclau & Mouffe (2014), p. 172. 
489 Laclau (2005), p. 74. 
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that the affective dimension of collective identities could not be mobilised, 
as there was no ‘new symbolic order’ in which residents could exist in 
positive subject positions. The project of opposition joined them together 
as ‘victims’ while an alternative hegemonic project would create a positive 
collective identity through which a ‘community’ could be mobilised, and 
an alternative order articulated.  

Radical democracy and conflict encouraged 
The lack of an alternative hegemonic project in Patos-Marinza can through 
Mouffe’s concept of agonistics be described as a democratic lack since it 
closes the social to a particular order and does not provide alternatives for 
the formation of collective identities. My analysis of Patos-Marinza above 
has shown how this lack of alternatives was reinforced by sustainability 
activities; these were directed at amending the dominant system while 
keeping its fundamental regime and subject positions intact. As empha-
sised by Stavrakakis: 

Every effective hegemony has to operate on all these levels, co-opting 
opposition and neutralizing its radical potential – and undergoing, in 
the process, gradual shifts that, however, do not threaten the reproduc-
tion of hierarchical order (the basic parameters of domination).490 

Sustainability activities aim to reach the goal of consensus between all 
actors, a consensus that may involve some compromises but at the same 
time ends up buttressing corporate articulations of society through 
satisfying and incorporating demands. This stands in sharp contrast to the 
idea of radical democracy for which Laclau and Mouffe argue, a project that 
acknowledges the impossibility of ever reaching a final consensual 
agreement. Mouffe underlines that: “What characterises democratic po-
litics is the confrontation between conflicting hegemonic projects, a con-
frontation with no possibility of final reconsolidation”491. In a radical de-
mocracy, an alternative hegemonic project is a necessary component for a 
vital democratic debate. Mouffe defines ‘antagonism’ as struggles between 
enemies and ‘agonism’ as struggles between adversaries. According to 
Mouffe, agonistic politics means that agonism takes the place of antagon-
ism and ‘we’ are created in opposition to a ‘they’ that are not seen as 

490 Stavrakakis (2010), p. 69. 
491 Mouffe (2013), p. 17. 
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enemies but as legitimate adversaries. An adversary is according to Mouffe 
“the opponent with whom one shares a common allegiance to the demo-
cratic principles of ‘liberty and equality for all’, while disagreeing on their 
interpretation”492. Radical democracy is thus not a place where consensus is 
the goal; rather the goal is to establish institutions that can harbour 
adversaries who fight in order to make their interpretations of the demo-
cratic principles hegemonic. Contrary to deliberative democracy where the 
goal is consensus, radical democracy starts from the assumption that 
conflicting interpretations cannot be consolidated and thus conflict and 
struggle become the core feature of how democracy can be understood. 
Burchell and Cook explain: 

Whereas deliberative democracy identifies consensual decision-making 
as a significant end point in the political process, Mouffe identifies 
‘conflictual consensus’ as the starting point from which the discussion 
begins.493 

‘Conflictual consensus’ is thus the very goal of the democratic process, a 
conflict that is never finalised or consolidated. Such conflictual consensus, 
in which new visions of society encounter each other, is vital in the quest 
for a definition of ‘sustainability’ that goes beyond amendments to the 
current system. Sustainability, in this view, necessarily means different 
things to different groups and it is this formulation of alternative visions of 
the future that is important in a democratic sense, not consensus agree-
ments. What definition/ definitions of ‘sustainability’ would actors in Patos-
Marinza articulate, if they had the opportunity to formulate alternative 
visions for the area instead of just accepting a corporate ideal? That is a 
question that could be a starting point for the construction of alternative 
futures. 

Agonistic pluralism as a way forward 
If we start with radical democracy as a desired situation for Patos-Marinza 
and society at large, what role does the corporation and the activities linked 
to corporate sustainability and CSR have in creating of agonistic pluralism? 
And what other practices can be imagined to encourage an agonistic 
relationship between actors? 

492 Mouffe (2013), p. 7. 
493 Burchell & Cook (2013), p. 749. 
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Scherer and Palazzo underline that postmodern and poststructuralist 
philosophy, such as Political Discourse Theory, “provides an excellent 
starting point for the critique of established management theories because 
it reveals the unspoken and suppressed, and it tries to discover and criticise 
power relationships” but then disregard it as “a problematic source for the 
definition of the role of business firms in society” because of its non-
foundational character.494 Contrary to the understanding of ‘sustainability’ 
and ‘CSR’ as ideally deliberative, where common solutions and an ideal 
role for the corporation can be found, I have through my analysis of Patos-
Marinza highlighted how corporate-community conflicts are built on 
different understandings of reality and are therefore fundamentally incom-
patible. In line with the thinking of agonistic pluralism, my analysis high-
lights how the corporate presence is always defining society in one 
determinate way, thus hegemonising and structuring the social in a way 
that is beneficial to its own interest. This underlines how ‘solutions’ to 
corporate-community conflicts should not be based on ‘redefining’ the role 
of business in society, as Scherer and Palazzo argue, but to underline that 
corporations always represent one interest and one hegemonic formation 
of the world. The presence of community resistance and counter-hege-
monic movements show how corporate hegemonic articulations need to be 
continuously criticised and resisted, in order to prevent a closure of the 
social and a neutralisation of the corporate narrative of ‘sustainability’. 
While deliberative CSR scholarship is based on the idea that the role of 
businesses should be defined by businesses in interaction with other 
stakeholders, the agonistic viewpoint acknowledge conflict as an important 
part of a democratic society and thus underlines the need for a stronger 
role of alternative actors, such as unions, social movements and civil 
society organisations, as a counter-balance to state and corporate nar-
ratives. As formulated by Dawkins: 

because agonism encourages dissensus as a check on hegemony, there 
is a clear need for countervailing voices that represents disparate stake-
holder views and balances the influence of one group with that of 
others.495 

In line with Mouffe, Dawkins thus emphasises that deliberative CSR 
initiatives can be understood as hegemonic articulations from corporate 

494 Scherer & Palazzo (2007), p. 1103. 
495 Dawkins (2015), p. 11. 
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actors and that conflict (rather than consensus) should be held as the ideal. 
Dawkins concludes that: 

stakeholders need the capacity to explicitly contest the content of CSR 
[and sustainability], and unless they appreciate the conflictual context 
of their relations with corporations, they mischaracterise their con-
dition.496 

According to Dawkins, local stakeholders should thus acknowledge that 
they always have a conflictual relationship with corporations and therefore 
should focus on contesting corporate definitions of ‘sustainability’ and 
‘CSR’ rather than participating in consensus-finding activities. Barthold 
and Bloom argue in a similar vein that “dissensus offers the possibility for 
continually experiencing our environment in ever new and exciting 
counter-hegemonic ways”.497 What is at stake in the struggle between cor-
porations and communities is thus the very definition of ‘sustainability’, 
that is, what this empty signifier is filled with, and what this filling 
operation will do for the re-configuration of the social field.  

Dawkins agrees with Mouffe that the ideal of agonistic pluralism re-
quires a strengthened role of NGOs, unions and other actors in civil society 
to reframe and rearticulate the current hegemonic order formed by 
corporate interests. Similarly, Rhodes et al. emphasise that “business ethics 
needs to take seriously the lives and voices of those who have been 
excluded from the neo-liberal consensus” and engage “with the social 
movements and political activists that struggle through and for radical 
democracy”.498 Similarly, Colin Crouch emphasises that pressure on cor-
porations needs to be organised. He writes that the: 

pressure on firms […] to treat CSR as more than a PR exercise has not 
resulted from the uncoordinated responses of millions of consumers. 
[…] pressure comes from several elements in a firm’s social and political 
context. At one level, it has to be organized. […] This marks a shift from 
corporate social responsibility in an agenda framed by firms themselves 
to corporate social accountability framed by groups of citizens.499 

496 Dawkins (2015), p. 5. 
497 Barthold and Bloom (2020), p. 679. 
498 Rhodes et al. (2020), p. 628. 
499 Crouch (2011). 
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Corporate social accountability is thus a term that captures a relationship 
between corporations and society where corporations do not have the 
power to formulate what responsibility or sustainability are. It is a term 
that is closer to the idea of agonistic pluralism than the CSR concept. This 
focus on civil society may appear as a paradox in light of Gramsci’s 
thoughts about civil society as the main apparatus that keeps the hege-
monic order in place though the creation of consent. As Malin Gawell 
points out, when we discuss civil society it is important to recognise that it 
is comprised of a variety of interests and actors, sometimes conservative, 
neoliberal or even violent in character.500 Afrim, a Bankers representative, 
discussed the role of civil society in Patos-Marinza and the issues con-
nected to the lack of funding for such organisations. He mentioned one 
specific organisation and added: 

they did something for Bankers and I saw that they were more, how to 
say, in line with the interest of Bankers because the company financed 
the service for them. In fact, they should be the opponents and to ask 
private companies how they spend their money and how they fulfil 
their obligation to the community. This is the risk of civil society; the 
lack of funds creates a lot of problems and they lose their indepen-
dence. And now in Fier, civil society is very weak. We have no [inde-
pendent] organisation. Bankers are working with another organisation 
which previously was the strongest voice of the community, but now 
we are paying them. Hahaha, can you imagine? Okay. We are a private 
company and we use every type of instrument in order to keep calm 
the community because we don’t want the community to increase the 
voice for different problems. And this is the way. And people in the 
area know about this and they will not trust this organisation now. If 
the people have real problems with Bankers, because now it’s a Chinese 
company and they will face many problems in the field with dust, with 
many environmental issues. But who will they trust, who will be their 
representative? From this perspective I can say that civil society it’s not 
stronger than before [after communism]. Because it is dependent on 
money.501 

Afrim thus confirms that civil society organisations, instead of taking the 
role of company opponents, risks becoming part of the corporate hege-
monic regime. Caution should thus be taken when proposing a strength-

500 Gawell (2016). 
501 Interview, Bankers representative, September 2018. 
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ened role for such organisations. To nuance the role of civil society, Gawell 
uses the concept of ‘activist entrepreneurship’ to describe a process in 
which non-profit organisations are formed that attack norms and articulate 
new stories about the social; for example in the case of Attac that Gawell 
studies in detail.502 What those stories are is, of course, dependent on the 
parties involved, but this concept may be useful to better understand the 
type of civil society action needed as a counter-point to corporate hege-
monic norms. 

Other authors have pointed to the vital role that state institutions have 
in enforcing democratic demands. Fleming and Spicer argue that:  

Misunderstanding the nature of the corporation and the limits of its 
ability to ‘do good’ has resulted in CSR activists being diverted from 
the more realistic and important task of getting governments to solve 
social problems.503 

Fleming and Spicer thus suggest fostering civil society initiatives that work 
to strengthen the role of state institutions rather than being “diverted” by 
CSR activities. Similarly, Fooks et al. conclude in their study of the tobacco 
industry: 

that stakeholder dialogue (and, therefore, social reporting) is primarily 
a defensive practice aimed at preventing stakeholders from forcing 
change on companies through formal government intervention.504 

Corporate sustainability activities can thus be seen as working against an 
agonistic politics, because they undermine the state as the main arena for 
agonistic demands and struggles. What these authors emphasise is that 
activist efforts should be focused on influencing state regulation in a way 
that benefits social welfare over corporations, rather than trying to make 
corporations ‘behave’ voluntarily. However, just as in the discussion about 
civil society, there is a need to be cautious about the role of the state as an 
agent for change. As Crouch points out: 

The state, seen for so long by  the left as the source of countervailing  
power against markets and corporations, is today likely to be the com-

502 Gawell (2006). 
503 Fleming & Spicer (2013), p. 35. 
504 Fooks, Gilmore, Collin, Holden & Lee(2013), p. 294. 
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mitted ally of giant corporations, whatever the ideological origins of 
the parties governing the state.505 

What Crouch emphasises is that the state, instead of being a counter-
balance to corporate power, in many instances rather functions as one side 
of a corporate-state power complex. However, he too recognises that civil 
society action directed towards the state can lead to increased regulation of 
corporate activities, such as in the case of pollution control.  

A stronger role for anti-corporate forces within the state and civil 
society, rather than CSR activities, thus seems to be the road to nurture 
agonistic pluralism in general. While there is a constant need to be cautious 
of personal agendas and corrupt practices also within these sectors, they 
nevertheless represent places for hope in the articulation of counter-
hegemonic discourses against sustainability agendas formulated in cor-
porate boardrooms. As formulated by Crouch: “All we can hope for is that 
there will be scope for diversity, and a constant supply of critical, ques-
tioning, quarrelsome voices and practical projects resulting from these”.506 

Accordingly, as I have shown in the previous chapters, corporate sus-
tainability and CSR activities is not a solution to context specific (un)sus-
tainability issues but an inherent part of the problem linked to corporate 
hegemony. 

So, what can be done in contexts like Patos-Marinza, and in general, to 
enhance agonistic pluralism and strengthen the creation of ‘sustainability 
movements’? Dawkins emphasises that the aim is to transform antagonistic 
places, characterised by violence and intimidation, into places of agonistic 
pluralism by strengthening the powerless in their negotiation and for-
mulation capacity. Dawkins emphasises that the key for such trans-
formation is to mitigate power asymmetries so that subordinated actors 
can protect their own interests. This is hardly a task for corporations to 
assume as it is not in their interest to strengthen their opponents’ nego-
tiation and formulation skills. Instead such mitigation of power asym-
metries requires that civil society organisations, that are not connected to 
corporations, step in to provide information about citizens’ rights, collect 
data about corporate activities and create opportunities for residents to 
legally challenge company activities. In addition, civil society initiatives 
should be directed at strengthening the ties between various community 

505 Crouch (2011), p. 145. 
506 Crouch (2011), p. 160. 
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members in order to formulate a joint ideal, an empty signifier, under 
which community demands can be mobilised. As expressed by Afrim, 
quoted above: 

In Albania the citizen culture is very weak. So more should be done in 
order to create a culture of citizens so that they can come together for 
problems that are concerns for their communities.507 

Afrim, who otherwise paints a very bleak picture of civil society in Albania 
still points to the creation of a citizen culture as the only hope for an im-
proved situation for local communities. As should be clear by now, this is 
not something that can be organised by corporations under the ‘sustain-
ability’ flag nor something I could assume as a CSR professional. Never-
theless, this is what is needed for an opposing hegemonic project to be 
articulated, an articulation of sustainability that corporate representatives 
can never be a part of carrying out. The business of business is business, as 
the thoughts of Milton Friedman are often summarised. While not 
agreeing with his vision of society, I am prepared to agree with him on that. 

Money as hegemonic articulations and bodies as 
places of resistance 

In my analysis of hegemony and resistance in this and the previous 
chapters, I have applied Political Discourse Theory as an analytical frame. 
From this exercise, of comparing theory and a specific empirical context, 
theory has informed my understanding of Patos-Marinza and shaped the 
way I have analysed the events I was part of in the past. However, the 
empirical context has also spoken back to theory; it has posed new 
questions to this theoretical frame. In this section I will dwell upon two 
such questions that I came back to over and over again as I proceeded in 
this dissertation project. The first is the understanding of money as a hege-
monic articulation; the second is the understanding of bodies as places of 
resistance. Sofi Gerber underlines the importance of considering the 
material aspects of how hegemony is maintained: 

In the perspective of discourse theory we can see how objects not only 
gain new meanings but also how material objects can be understood as 

507 Interview, Bankers representative, September 2018. 
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articulations which contribute to solidifying or transforming discursive 
structures.508 

According to Jenny Gunnarsson Payne, the material aspect of the dis-
cursive is still relatively unexplored within Political Discourse Theory.509 

My analysis of Patos-Marinza contributes to this theoretical field with an 
empirical exploration of how materiality in a discursive structure works to 
strengthen one specific hegemonic configuration at the expense of alter-
natives. In Patos-Marinza, corporate allies were included into the hege-
monic bloc, not only by verbal articulations but also through the dispersion 
of money to people who rented out land, worked as contractors or were 
employed. In this way, hegemonic articulations taking the form of money 
united a broad alliance of actors in the region and beyond; politicians 
receiving taxes, careerists dreaming of working for an international cor-
poration, small entrepreneurs who saw future income streams, local 
families who saw opportunities to rent out that piece of land or for their 
children to get a job. By understanding the streams of money that travelled 
from Bankers to various actors as chains of equivalence, I want to highlight 
that the discursive struggle in Patos-Marinza was not only a verbal struggle 
but a material struggle as well. This material struggle also took the form of 
concrete practices and materialisations, such as air monitoring systems and 
the construction of wells and leases. In Patos-Marinza the construction of 
new wells solidified the ‘objective’ view of the area as an ‘oilfield’, Bankers’ 
clean-up activities strengthened the idea of the ‘clean investment’ and the 
transfer of money promoted the view of the ‘investment’ as beneficial to 
local ‘development’. While local residents blocked roads and filed grievan-
ces, these corporate material and monetary articulations worked against 
their counter-hegemonic perspective, enforcing the idea of the ‘investment’ 
as beneficial through concrete practices and material objects. The analysis 
of Patos-Marinza thus underlines the importance of understanding how 
rhetorical struggles are backed up by organisational, monetary and ma-
terial means. This analysis highlights the benefits of using Political Dis-
course Theory as a lens to understand social struggles; not only do verbal 
arguments become visible but also articulations in the form of actions, 
organisational forms, money and infrastructure, forcing us to see how 
these materialities make possible a specific version of the social.  

508 Gerber (2012), p. 57, my translation. 
509 Gunnarsson Payne (2017), p. 256. 
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If we consider Patos-Marinza as a miniature of society at large, what can 
the dynamic there tell us about how we relate to sustainability and 
corporations in general? While Political Discourse Theory emphasises 
affect as the force that makes actors relate to a specific vision of society, 
Patos-Marinza highlights the need to add money as another force to be 
considered. In Patos-Marinza, as well as in many other instances when 
‘sustainability’ is applied by corporations, money is used to cover over 
holes in the neoliberal hegemonic project. Money makes us all dependent 
on corporate willingness in various ways and thus makes us less interested 
to imagine an alternative economic order. Just as residents in Patos-Marinza, 
we are all dependent on the current economic system, which makes it hard to 
move over to the other side of the antagonistic frontier, imagining a new 
society. The affective dimension can explain how our subject positions, as 
employees, consumers and producers are linked to the current order while 
an alternative order leave such identities uncertain. Money, as another force, 
ensure that we remain isolated and satisfied, drawing us into the alliance that 
advocates for ‘sustainability’ within the current order, for ‘transformism’ 
instead of ‘revolution’. As corporations today have the resources to articulate 
their hegemonic version of ‘sustainability’ by verbal, monetary and material 
means, a counter-hegemonic project is struggling on a platform where 
means are more limited. ‘Sustainability’, as it is often articulated today, is 
an empty signifier that unites a broad range of actors into an alliance, but 
this alliance is often formed on the corporate side, it does not require 
change but advocates for maintenance.  

As I pointed out above, Bankers’ hegemonic discourse was enforced by 
verbal, organisational, material and monetary articulations while local 
residents had little more than their own words and bodies to use in the 
struggle. In this uneven struggle, where science, experts, money, standardi-
sations and technology was used to enforce the corporate side, residents 
had to find other sources as points of rupture where the corporate narrative 
could be broken. In addition to the external discourses that residents in 
Patos-Marinza referred to in order to criticise Bankers activities, residents 
used their bodily experiences as base for their resistance acts. They claimed 
that they got sick from the air emissions; they expressed fears when the 
ground was shaking; and they complained that noise from drilling rigs kept 
them awake at night. The bodies of residents were thus places where the 
hegemonic discourse of the ‘sustainable oil company’ was broken. The 
examples of these bodily references may work as an addition to Laclau and 
Mouffe’s argument that only exterior discourses may alter relations of 
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subordination to relations of oppression. The examples point to that the 
human body may work as an ‘exterior discourse’ which opposes a hege-
monic way of describing a social relation as ‘natural’ subordination, 
framing it instead as an ‘oppressive’ and damaging relation. The body may 
function as a starting point for alternative ways of imagining the social, for 
alternative ways of defining ‘sustainability’, ways that may create agonistic 
hegemonic projects. While corporate versions of ‘sustainability’, as in 
Patos-Marinza, often dismiss bodily experiences as ‘unscientific’, ‘lazy’ or 
‘ignorant’, chains of equivalence between bodies may be formed based on 
common experiences of physical suffering as a starting point for resistance 
movements.  

Reflections on autoethnography 
The movement of ‘writing differently’ is continuing to blossom within 
management and organisation studies providing a counter-hegemonic 
space for poetic, emotional and personal ways of writing academic texts. As 
Nancy Harding inspiringly writes: 

Each academic text ‘written differently’ is a micro-revolution. Micro-
revolutions add up, overturning dysfunctional, perhaps rotten, some-
times corrupt, practices that inhibit knowledges and understanding. 
Writing differently revolutionaries want to influence the world. 510 

Even though this text is arranged according to a classic dissertation struc-
ture, I hope that some of its sections may encourage, in a ‘micro-revo-
lutionary’ sense, new ways of thinking about what a dissertation may be 
and look like. Writing this text has for me been a true revolutionary 
experience that has changed my way of seeing and being in the world. Even 
though I have surrendered to some of the hegemonic academic conven-
tions that have told me what dissertation should look like, I have through 
this process come to discover in what way I learn the best (through stories 
and feelings) and how much I love to read and write. Those are life-long 
gifts that I hope I can share with others in the future and autoethnographic 
writing, I believe, is a beautiful place to begin such journeys.   

As capitalism continues to change its face it is important to investigate 
how new forms of hegemonic articulations are performed. While some dis-
regard corporate ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ as mere window dressing, 

510 Harding in Pullen, Helin and Harding (2020), p. 2. 
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scholars interested in questioning the power of corporations need to inves-
tigate what the concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘CSR’ do in practice, how 
they are implemented and who gains from this implementation. I hope that 
this dissertation can work as an inspiration for such studies in other con-
texts, applying the concepts of transformism, corporatisation and depoli-
ticisation to deconstruct hegemonic articulations. In such research, auto-
ethnographic methodologies can be a way for scholars to analyse their own 
practices related to the concept of sustainability and how they are part of 
reproducing or resisting corporate hegemony. Autoethnographic metho-
dologies prevent scholars from picturing themselves as distant or ‘objec-
tive’ observers of reality by placing the researcher in the middle of ‘the 
social’ in which she is an active part. As we are all active reproducers of the 
current unsustainable ways of living, that is a methodology particularly 
suitable to uncover constraints to sustainability revolutions. Starting with 
the researcher’s own body, chains of equivalence can be formed to other 
bodies and research can in this way resist hegemonic ways of describing the 
social by putting bodily experiences of unsustainable social configurations 
first. As I walked the gravel paths of Patos-Marinza with gas emission 
filling my nose and with dust from heavy traffic in my eyes, I could feel my 
own body resisting the corporate ‘sustainability’ regime that I was part of 
promoting. Similar experiences can be the starting points for other auto-
ethnographic explorations of hegemonic narratives that ignore the harm 
being done to subordinate bodies. 

There are several subject positions that the researcher may relate to 
when adopting an autoethnographic approach to uncover and question 
sustainability regimes and corporate hegemonic orders; the sustainability 
professional and the community representative are two of these. The sus-
tainability professional is a position that anyone who addresses the concept 
of sustainability in their workplace can relate to. In this subject position, 
you may ask yourselves which side of the antagonistic frontier you are 
strengthening by your work; are you contributing to new sustainability 
visions and realities or to continuous corporate hegemony by transgressive 
acts that hinder the lack and contradictions in neoliberal orders from being 
disclosed? The community representative is a position available to those 
who live in local contexts impacted by corporate operations. In this subject 
position you may ask yourself if corporate power is increasingly legitimised 
by discourses linked to ‘CSR’ and ‘sustainability’. You may come in contact 
with persons calling themselves a CSR professsional, community liaison 
officer, social compliance ombudsman, or any other intricate formulation 
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implying that they are reaching out to you with good intentions. You may 
even be offered a generous compensation for negative impacts from cor-
porate operations or you may be invited to community dialogues or stake-
holder groups to ‘influence’ corporate practices. In that case you may ask 
yourself what happens if you refuse that open hand that is stretched out in 
front of you, if you turn your back on their smile and tell them to go back 
to where they came from. You may compare your options between 
negotiating with the company as an individual and responding as a ‘com-
munity’. Finally, you may question whether corporate ‘sustainability’ 
activities represent a revolutionary change away from damaging business 
models or if they merely function as legitimising mechanisms that allow 
corporate power to grow stronger.  
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Empirical material 

Participant observation – working experience in Albania 

(Extract from my CV as written in January 2016) 

08.2012–12.2015 Community Relations Coordinator, Bankers 
Petroleum, Albania 

Experience in: consultation and disclosure activities 
with local stakeholders such as residents in the 
project area, local authorities and NGOs; planning, 
implementing and monitoring community develop-
ment projects within the fields of local infrastruc-
ture, agriculture, livelihood assistance and voca-
tional training; monitoring and evaluation of com-
munity investments including household surveys, 
focus groups, interviews and cost-benefit evalua-
tions of finalized projects; development of various 
databases in access for budget planning and moni-
toring, stakeholder engagement and grievance man-
agement; support in the process to receive and 
address grievances from communities; advising on 
and implementing social compliance and impact 
mitigation activities related to construction, drilling 
and operations; drafting of various reports such as 
Social Management Plans, Evaluation Reports and 
yearly reports to international finance institutions 
IFC and EBRD. 

11.2011–07.2012 Resettlement Action Plan Manager, Devoll 
Hydropower, Albania 

Manager with responsibility to form a team of field 
workers and start the planning process for physical 
and economic resettlement of project impacted 
communities. Experience in: Planning and imple-
menting socio-economic census and asset inventory 
with project affected households; Development and 
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management of working methods for team of field 
workers; Verification and quality control of data 
collection; Conducting meetings with impacted 
communities and local officials; Producing public 
information material. Gained understanding of: 
Drafting a Resettlement Action Plan; IFC Perform-
ance Standard 5; Entitlement criteria for compensa-
tion of lost assets; Land-based livelihood restoration; 
Expropriation; Albanian immovable property rights 
issues. 

11.2010 –10.2011 Social Research Officer, Bankers Petroleum, 
Albania 

Experience in: Planning and implementing Social 
Impact Assessments (for Bridge, Oil Wells and Pipe-
line) and Quantitative and Qualitative Social Base-
line Assessment in project affected communities; 
Drafting and monitoring Social Action Plans; Public 
Consultation and Disclosure. Gained understanding 
of: IFC/EBRD Performance Standards; Land Acqui-
sition; Grievance Redress Mechanism; Management 
of social impacts in private sector. 

05.2010–09.2010 ESIA Assistant, Statkraft, Albania 

Assistant during the Social Impact Assessment for 
Devoll Hydropower Project in a rural mountain area 
of Albania. Experience in: Rapid Rural Assessment 
Baseline; Mapping of project affected Socio-Cultural 
Sites; Implementing Impact Consultations with local 
communities; and Drafting of Social Impact Assess-
ment Report. 
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EMPIRICAL MATERIAL 

Interviews with corporate representatives and partners  
Interviews include Bankers’ staff, Bankers’ former staff, Bankers’ managers, 
representatives or former representatives from Bankers’ contractors, gov-
ernment representatives and representatives from organizations collabo-
rating with Bankers. Quoted interviewees have been given the fictive 
names: Afrim, Artur, Gezim, Klodian, Gramos, Ditjon, Ediona, Rezart, 
Jonida, Ervis and Lidia. Dates and positions are not referred to in order to 
protect identities.  

Date Position Organization Location Length Recorded 
31/10/17 Manager Bankers’ 

contractor 
Contractor 
office 

01:37:82 Audio 
Transcr. 

01/11/17 Former 
employee 

Bankers’ 
contractor 

Café 01:24:65 Audio 
Transcr. 

01/11/17 Manager Bankers Bankers’ 
office 

00:57:92 Audio 
Transcr. 

02/11/17 Senior 
representative 

Local 
government 

Government 
office 

45 min Notes 

02/11/17 Manager Bankers Bankers’ 
office 

00:42:71 Audio 
Transcr. 

02/11/17 Employee Bankers Restaurant 00:27:18 Audio 
Transcr. 

03/11/17 Employee Bankers Bankers’ 
office 

00:29:31 Audio 
Part Trans. 

03/11/17 Manager Bankers Bankers’ 
office 

00:56:10 Audio 
Part Trans. 

03/11/17 Senior 
representative 

Local 
government 

Government 
office 

45 min Notes 

05/11/17 Manager Bankers’ 
partner 
organization 

Café 00:49:55 Audio 
Part Trans. 

05/11/17 Former 
employee 

Bankers Café 01:03:41 Audio 
Part Trans. 

13/09/18 Former 
employee 

Bankers Café 01:09:42 Audio 
Part Trans. 

14/09/18 Employee Bankers Café 01:40:28 Audio 
Part Trans. 
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Interviews with Patos-Marinza residents 
Quoted interviewees have been given the fictive names: Shkelqim, Artan, 
Lisa, Ergys, Berti, Edison, Armand, Alkeida, Flamur, Ermal, Fatmir, Alban, 
Taulant, Florenc, Besa and Fatjon. Dates and village names are not referred 
to in order to protect identities.  

Date Village Type of 
meeting 

Location Participants Length Recorded 

04/09/18 Belina Group 
interview 

Restaurant 8 men (age 30– 
70) 

01:41:25 + 
00:14:35 

Audio 
Transcr. 

05/09/18 Belina Chat Gate 1 man (50) 5 min Notes 
05/09/18 Belina Family visit Yard 2 women & 4 

men (age 20–50) 
01:15:51 Audio 

Transcr. 
05/09/18 Belina Family visit Land 2 men (20–50) 20 min Notes 
06/09/18 Marinza Group 

interview 
Café 7 men & 1 

woman (40–70) 
01:41:56 Audio 

Transcr. 
06/09/18 Marinza Family visit Living room 2 men & 1 

woman (50–60) 
00:24:51 Audio 

Transcr. 
07/09/18 Marinza Chat Gate 1 woman (40) 15 min Notes 
07/09/18 Marinza Chat Street 1 man (60) 15 min Notes 
07/09/18 Marinza Chat Yard 2 men (60) & 1 

woman (60) 
15 min Notes 

07/09/18 Marinza Family visit Yard 2 women (20, 60) 45 min Notes 
07/09/18 Marinza Family visit Living room 1 woman (50) 30 min Notes 
10/09/18 Zharrza Group 

interview 
Café 01:32:56 Audio 

Transcr. 
11/09/18 Zharrza Family visit Veranda 2 men & 2 

women (60–20) 
00:29:31 Audio 

Transcr. 
11/09/18 Zharrza Chat Yard Woman (50) 15 min Notes 
11/09/18 Zharrza Family visit Yard Woman (50) 15 min + 

00:14:46 
Notes + 
Audio 
Transcr. 

12/09/18 Belina Chat Kindergarten 2 women (30–40) 15 min Notes 
12/09/18 Belina Family visit Restaurant 1 woman & 1 

man (40–50) 
45 min Notes 

12/09/18 Belina Chat Gate 1 woman & 1 
man (50) 

5 min Notes 

12/09/18 Belina Chat Gate 1 woman (20) 5 min Notes 
12/09/18 Belina Family visit Veranda 2 women & 3 

men (20–65) 
1 h and 15 
min 

Notes 
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Annex 1: Introductory letter to interview participants 

PhD Research Project:  
Company – Community Relations in Patos-Marinza Oilfield 
November 2017 

You have received this letter as part of your participation in the PhD Research 
Project Corporate- Community Relations in Patos-Marinza Oilfield. The project 
focus on the operations of the Canadian oil and gas company Bankers 
Petroleum Ltd. and the company’s community relations programmes in Patos-
Marinza during the years 2009–2016. The aim of this research project is to 
develop general knowledge about company-community relations in the extrac-
tive industries using Patos-Marinza as an example. 

In September 2016, I was employed by Södertörn University as a PhD Candidate 
and will spend the next four years on this research project. The project is fully 
funded by Södertörn University. Your participation in this research project is 
fully confidential which means that your name, position or personal details will 
not be disclosed to any external parties. The comments and opinions that you 
express during this interview will be used to get a broad picture about com-
pany-community relations in Patos-Marinza. The final product of this research 
project will be a book published by Södertörn University and scientific articles 
in journals within the area of business studies.  

For additional questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Persson 
PhD Candidate in Business Studies 
School of Social Sciences 
Baltic and East European Graduate School (BEEGS) 

SÖDERTÖRN UNIVERSITY | Stockholm, Sweden 
+46 (0)739 25 78 98 |  sara.persson@sh.se 
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Annex 2: Interview guide 

Introduction 

First, I want to thank you for your participation in my PhD Research Project 
Corporate- Community Relations in Patos-Marinza Oilfield. The project focus 
on the operations of the Canadian oil and gas company Bankers Petroleum 
Ltd. and the company’s community relations programmes in Patos-Marinza 
during the years 2009–2016. The aim of this research project is to develop 
general knowledge about company-community relations in the extractive 
industries using Patos-Marinza as an example.  

In September 2016, I was employed by Södertörn University as a PhD Can-
didate and will spend the next four years on this research project. The project 
is fully funded by Södertörn University. Your participation in this research 
project is fully confidential which means that your name, position or personal 
details will not be disclosed to any external parties. The comments and opinions 
that you express during this interview will be used to get a broad picture about 
company-community relations in Patos-Marinza. The final product of this 
research project will be a book published by Södertörn University and scientific 
articles in journals within the area of business studies. 

When I worked for Bankers I was constantly confused about the various 
opinions that people has about how community relations should be managed. 
That is why I am doing this project and why I hope to get your view on this 
issue. 

History 
Tell me about your background, where are you from originally and where did 
you study? 
Can you tell me about when you first came in contact with the oil industry and 
Patos-Marinza? 
Can you tell me about how you first started working for Bankers? 
Were you part of the transformation from Anglo Albanian Petroleum (AAP) 
to Bankers? Can you tell me about that process? 
What was your impression of Bankers when you started? How was it different 
from today? 
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Can you describe how Patos-Marinza looked like during communism and later 
during AAP? How was it different from today? 
Can you tell me about when IFC became involved in 2009? How did that 
change Bankers? 

Company-Community Relationship 
How would you describe Bankers reputation in Albania in general?  
What are the positive things people say about Bankers? What are the negative 
things? 
What do the media write about Bankers? 
What do the central and local politicians say about Bankers? 
Which are the main supporters of the company? 
How was the relationship between Albpetrol and communities during com-
munism? 
How is the relationship different today? 
How would you describe the relationship between Bankers and the commu-
nities? 
What are the main issues between Bankers and the communities? 
What is the company strategy to handle these issues? 
How does media write about these issues? 
What do the politicians say about these issues? 
What strategy would you use to improve company- community relationships if 
you could decide? 

Specific 
Can you tell me about your experience from the earthquake conflict and the 
protests that have happened during the years? 
Can you tell me about your experience from the conflict over air quality and 
the many grievances related to this? 
Can you tell me about your experience from the gas accident in Marinza? 
Can you tell me about your experience from the thefts from the oil field?   
What is your experience from Bankers implementing a community investment 
programme? What are the best types of investments according to you? 
What is your experience from Bankers hiring policies and complaints about 
unemployment?  
What is your  experience from land acquisition and issues with land borders  
and registration? 
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Cultural 
How do you feel being an Albanian but working in a Canadian company? 
Is there an Albanian way of working that Canadians did not agree with or 
understand? 
Is there a Canadian way of working that you think Albanian staff did not agree 
with? 
Have you been in any situation where you have experienced a conflict between 
working for a foreign company in Albania? 
Do you feel that actors in the Albanian society expect things from you that 
foreign managers do not understand? 
What was the difference between Canadian and Chinese management? 
What are the main changes that has happened after the Chinese took over? 

Final 
Is there anything else you want to tell me that you think is important for this 
topic? 
Is there anyone you think I should talk to? 
Are there any written sources you think I should consult? 
What are your thoughts about this interview and my project? 
What kind of book about Patos-Marinza would you like it to be? What would 
you read? 
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Annex 3: IFC’s performance standards 

Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability511 

January 1, 2012  

1. IFC’s Sustainability Framework articulates the Corporation’s strategic 
commitment to sustainable development, and is an integral part of IFC’s 
approach to risk management. The Sustainability Framework comprises IFC’s 
Policy and Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability, 
and IFC’s Access to Information Policy. The Policy on Environmental and 
Social Sustainability describes IFC’s commitments, roles, and responsibilities 
related to environmental and social sustainability. IFC’s Access to Information 
Policy reflects IFC’s commitment to transparency and good governance on its 
operations, and outlines the Corporation’s institutional disclosure obligations 
regarding its investment and advisory services. The Performance Standards are 
directed towards clients, providing guidance on how to identify risks and 
impacts, and are designed to help avoid, mitigate, and manage risks and 
impacts as a way of doing business in a sustainable way, including stakeholder 
engagement and disclosure obligations of the client in relation to project-level 
activities. In the case of its direct investments (including project and corporate 
finance provided through financial intermediaries), IFC requires its clients to 
apply the Performance Standards to manage environmental and social risks 
and impacts so that development opportunities are enhanced. IFC uses the 
Sustainability Framework along with other strategies, policies, and initiatives 
to direct the business activities of the Corporation in order to achieve its 
overall development objectives. The Performance Standards may also be 
applied by other financial institutions. 

2. Together, the eight performance standards establish standards that the client 
is to meet throughout the life of an investment by IFC: 

Performance Standard 1: Assessment and Management of 
Environmental and Social Risks and 
Impacts  

511 IFC (2012b, p. i) 
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Performance Standard 2:  Labor and Working Conditions  
Performance Standard 3:  Resource Efficiency and Pollution 

Prevention 
Performance Standard 4:  Community Health, Safety, and 

Security 
Performance Standard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary 

Resettlement  
Performance Standard 6:  Biodiversity Conservation and Sus-

tainable Management of Living 
Natural Resources 

Performance Standard 7:  Indigenous Peoples 
Performance Standard 8:  Cultural Heritage  
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What does the implementation of sustainability standards and CSR practices 
do to power relationships at the local level? 

In this study I take an autoethnographic approach and focus on my previous 
employer, the oil company Bankers Petroleum Ltd. (Bankers) and their opera-
tions in Patos-Marinza, an area in south-central Albania where oil extraction 
facilities and residences lie close to one another. Through the lens of Political 
Discourse Theory, I examine three grievances raised by Patos-Marinza 
residents and Bankers’ response to these complaints. My analysis shows how 
community demands, that could otherwise have put pressure on improved 
corporate practices, were isolated and silenced in the name of sustainability 
and corporate responsibility. As sustainability discourses continue to expand in 
the corporate world, this study highlights the need to critically examine what 
they do in local settings, if they foster change away from harmful business 
models or simply function as legitimising mechanisms that allow corporate 
power to grow stronger. 

Sara Persson is a researcher in Business Studies at Södertörn University and has 
extensive experience from implementing international sustainability standards 
in the hydropower and oil industries in Albania. She has a multidisciplinary 
background with a B.A. in Political Science from Uppsala University, a B.A. in 
Economics and a M.Sc. in International Development and Management from 
Lund University.
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